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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation develops the model of a prototype system for the digital lodgement 
of spatial data sets with statutory bodies responsible for the registration and approval 
of land related actions under the Torrens Title system. Spatial data pertain to the 
location of geographical entities together with their spatial dimensions and are 
classified as point, line, area or surface. This dissertation deals with a sub-set of spatial 
data, land boundary data that result from the activities performed by surveying and 
mapping organisations for the development of land parcels. 
The prototype system has been developed, utilising an event-driven paradigm for the 
user-interface, to exploit the potential of digital spatial data being generated from the 
utilisation of electronic techniques. The system provides for the creation of a digital 
model of the cadastral network and dependent data sets for an area of interest from hard 
copy records. This initial model is calibrated on registered control and updated by field 
survey to produce an amended model. The field-calibrated model then is electronically 
validated to ensure it complies with standards of format and content. 
The prototype system was designed specifically to create a database of land boundary 
data for subsequent retrieval by land professionals for surveying, mapping and related 
activities. Data extracted from this database are utilised for subsequent field survey 
operations without the need to create an initial digital model of an area of interest. 
Statistical reporting of differences resulting when subsequent initial and calibrated 
models are compared, replaces the traditional checking operations of spatial data 
performed by a land registry office. 
Digital lodgement of survey data is fundamental to the creation of the database of 
accurate land boundary data. This creation of the database is fundamental also to the 
efficient integration of accurate spatial data about land being generated by modem 
technology such as global positioning systems, and remote sensing and imaging, with 
land boundary information and other information held in Government databases. 
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The prototype system developed provides for the delivery of accurate, digital land 
boundary data for the land registration process to ensure the continued maintenance 
of the integrity of the cadastre. Such data should meet also the more general and 
encompassing requirements of, and prove to be of tangible, longer term benefit to the 
developing, electronic land information industry. 
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PREFACE 
The program of research was undertaken with assistance from an Australian 
Postgraduate Research (Industry) Award. A private sector, cadastral surveying and 
mapping organisation provided sponsorship under the terms of the granting of the 
Award. In accordance with the conditions of the Award, the research developed a 
_model for the digital lodgement of spatial data and a working prototype based on the 
model. The prototype was applied to the operations of the private sector surveying 
organisation. The prototype system provides functionality to address typically diverse 
yet inter-related aspects of survey practice within cadastral surveying and mapping 
organisations and the sponsoring private sector organisation in particular. Those 
aspects include: spatial data collection, manipulation and presentation procedures; 
transfer and retrieval processes; format and content standards; and best practice and 
quality assurance. 
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THE LODGEMENT OF SPATIAL DATA AS A 
PROBLEM IN DATA MANAGEMENT 
1 INTRODUCTION· THE PROBLEM AND THE THESIS 
Spatial data result from the activities of the predominantly private agencies within the 
cadastral surveying system within the cadastral surveying and mapping industry. 1 
Public authorities require the lodgement of the spatial data for the registration of title. 
This dissertation is prompted firstly by the suggestion that, with some organisation 
and by utilising readily available technology, a digital surveying environment can be 
developed for the electronic processing of the spatial data. Secondly, this dissertation 
is prompted by the thesis that the digital lodgement of the spatial data is the 
cornerstone of such an environment and has a potential to provide immediate benefits 
to the cadastral surveying and mapping system. 
The thesis is extended in that the development of a digital lodgement system, as an 
integral component of a digital surveying environment, will provide longer term 
benefits to the surveying and mapping industry and to the land information industry. 
These two systems are recognised as being at a successively higher recursive level of 
production of spatial data than the cadastral surveying and mapping system.2 
Licensed Surveyors in cadastral surveying organisations traditionally have 
undertaken activities in support of changes in the registration of title to land resulting 
from land transactions. Licensed Surveyors generate spatial and textual data when 
undertaking accurate cadastral surveys of individual parcels. In Australasian 
jurisdictions, under the Torrens Title System, the data are the record of the cadastral 
survey. The data are utilised for the preparation of documents that are lodged with the 
Registrar of Titles. The documents become part of the Register upon registration. A 
plan of survey is the format in which the spatial component traditionally has been 
lodged. Land registry offices and other public authorities have compiled small scale 
The surveying and mapping system is described in terms of a cybernetic approach in John 
Stanley Cook, A Cybernetic Approach to Land Management Issues, PhD Thesis, Queensland 
University of Technology ( 1994) pp.98-l 00 
2 The concept of levels of recursion in the land information industry is described in Cook, A 
Cybernetic Approach to Land Management Issues, p.99 
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cadastral maps by redrafting the individual survey plans. These maps, of low spatial 
accuracy, have been used as administration tools for land management and to provide 
a graphical view only of the land development pattern. The integrity of the cadastral 
system has been based always on the accurate individual surveys and resulting survey 
plans and not on the compiled cadastral maps.3 
Although the surveys of individual parcels have been carried out to a high degree of 
mathematical accuracy, there is a lack of stability in the spatial record. This results 
from the non-stable nature of the physical marks used to locate or monument the 
parcel corners and the technical limitations of surveying equipment used for the 
survey of the parcel. These are the primary factors that have prevented the title to 
land being guaranteed as regards boundaries. The result is that when an action on a 
land parcel effecting the registration details of the title is pending, it becomes 
necessary to undertake an often expensive, physical re-survey of the boundaries of 
the subject parcel and abuttals to ensure maintenance of ownership rights. 
Increasingly during the last two decades, private agencies have utilised enabling, 
electronic technology to collect, manipulate and present the information derived from 
the spatial data generated by their activities in a digital format. However, the digital 
information remains with the private agency after it has been utilised to prepare a plan 
of survey in the hard copy format required to meet the statutory requirements of public 
agencies for lodgement. 
During the same period, public agencies have been creating databases in support of 
information systems to service intra-departmental requirements and to provide agency-
specific information on a user-pays basis. In particular, public land registration 
agencies have created digital cadastral databases (DCDBs) by the digitising of their 
cadastral maps compiled from the re-drafting of plans of survey. 
3 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps'. Australian Surveyor. 
Vol.41 No.1 (March 1996) p.43 
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Serious problems related to absolute positioning have arisen when the digital 
cadastral database is used to provide a spatial reference framework for dependant 
data sets. In no situation has this been more evident than with the utilisation of 
DCDBs as a spatial referencing network for as-constructed data sets. 
Public agencies have completed the creation of digital cadastral databases that are now 
in the maintenance phase of their life cycle. Administrators are facing difficulties 
undertaking updating and upgrading of the databases.4 The reasons for the difficulties 
being experienced are varied and include the techniques and source materials used in 
the creation of the databases. However, the fundamental problem from which these 
difficulties arise is that the spatial data being used for maintenance of the DCDBs and 
cadastral dependant databases are: 
• the product of a system in support of registration of title 
• produced at a much higher degree of positional accuracy than that of the database 
• in a format that requires considerable reworking to enable it to be used for 
maintenance of the database. 
As the availability of cadastral data in digital format has increased, an awareness has 
developed within the land information industry of the potential benefit of this 
information, particularly as a linking mechanism with which to inter-relate disparate, 
land related data sets. In concert with this awareness has developed a demand from 
the stakeholders of the land information industry and from non-traditional and 
limited users of spatial data for the production, supply and maintenance of quality 
digital land boundary data to facilitate the creation of new, value-added products. 
4 W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson. 'Problems in Maintaining Associativity in LIS with 
Particular Reference to the Needs of the Utility Industry'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.39 No.3 
(September 1994) pp.l87-193 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson. 'Solutions to Maintaining Associativity in LIS with 
Particular Reference to the Needs of the Utility Industry'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.39 No.4 
(December 1994) pp.290-296 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson. 'A Review of the Digital Cadastral Databases in Australia & 
New Zealand'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.40 No.1 (March 1995) pp.41-52 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson. 'The Users' View of Digital Cadastral Databases in 
Australia'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.40 No.1 (March 1995) pp.53-62 
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In response to this demand, a model has been developed for a system for the 
electronic processing of spatial data and for their digital lodgement with public 
agencies. The model for the system embraces the concept of a digital surveying 
environment within which digital lodgement is an integral data transfer stage in a 
cycle of bi-directional electronic data flow. The data flows between those agencies 
maintaining the spatial data sets and those agencies administering the spatial data sets 
in databases. 
The model envisages an integrated process for the effective and systematic, electronic 
collection, manipulation, maintenance and retrieval of quality digital land boundary 
data. The process will continue to provide for the lodgement of the spatial record of a 
land transaction for the registration of titles and maintain or, more appropriately, 
enhance the integrity of the cadastre. However, the system will provide also for an 
appropriate economic exploitation of the digital data sets which traditionally have 
remained within the private agency once the preparation of the plan of survey was 
complete. 
The model has been developed from the perspective of private surveying 
organisations. In this context, the model considers not just the physical process of the 
lodgement or deposition of spatial data but also accords cognisance to other related 
aspects of the cycle of flow of spatial data. These aspects include data collection, 
manipulation and presentation procedures; transfer and retrieval processes; standards 
of format, content and accuracy; and best practice and quality assurance. 
Digital lodgement is perceived as a two-part process of firstly, data validation by the 
maintainers of the data sets, and secondly, of their electronic delivery to the 
administrators of the databases. The prototype system was designed primarily to 
facilitate the creation, maintenance and administration of a database of accurate land 
boundary information. The database includes cadastral and cadastral dependant data 
sets such as as-constructed data. It is argued that, as a result of the data validation 
facilities incorporated into the prototype system, and under the premise of accreditation, 
data in the land boundary information database are at an accuracy of a quality 
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appropriate for eventual guarantee by registration, are at source accuracy and can be 
accorded eventually, a legal status.5 
The model has been applied to the operations of a private sector, surveying and 
mapping organisation with the development of a prototype system for digital 
lodgement. Start-up costs have been minimised by the utilisation of "in-house", 
survey specific technology and readily available, general-purpose software. The 
prototype system has been tested on sites involving new and old surveys of suburban, 
urban and rural subdivisions. 
The concept for the development of the prototype system is not based on utilisation of 
computers to enhance the current paper based system. The concept is based on the 
creation of a digital environment designed to efficiently manage and utilise the data. 
This concept envisages the development of a system that creates and maintains a spatial 
referencing suitable for LIS/GIS applications. Registration of title is but one, albeit very 
important, component and upgrade and update of DCDBs are consequential benefits. 
2 THE APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM IN OUTLINE 
This dissertation has a theoretical underpinning in research undertaken by Cook.6 
That research developed a cybernetic approach to land management issues and was 
concerned primarily with how humans organise their use of land. In particular, Cook 
developed: 
a description of Queensland's cadastral surveying and mapping system within 
frameworks provided by: 
• Beer's Viable System Model; and 
• government policy concerning Government Owned Enterprises (or GOE's).7 
Cook identified weaknesses in the cadastral surveying and mapping industry system. 
These included that of attempting to integrate improved data formats emanating at 
the level of the producers of cadastral surveying information into cohesive data at the 
level of the cadastral surveying and mapping system. Cook contrasted a continuum of 
5 ie. the accuracy attained at data collection 
6 John Stanley Cook, A Cybernetic Approach to Land Management Issues. pp.l22-163 
7 ibid., p.122 
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three, increasingly complex, technological scenarios central to cadastral mapping and 
surveying functions as a means of explaining and of overcoming weaknesses in the 
cadastral surveying and mapping system. 
Scenario 1 entitled Traditional Technology relates to: 
the methods now employed by many surveying firms in effecting field surveys and 
delivering plans of survey to land registry offices. After registration of plans, the current 
technology and methods of government agencies are used to provide composite mapping 
and digital land boundary data. The precision of digital land boundary data produced by 
these methods is less than that available from the basic surveying data from which it is 
derived. The attenuated precision of this data satisfies some mapping purposes but does 
not satisfy most architectural and engineering purposes.8 
Scenario 2 entitled Latest Technology relates to the employment of: 
more sophisticated technology to achieve a degree of automation in routine activities, as 
in the analysis of prior survey data, field recording, and plan drafting. After registration 
of plans, the ensuing procedures are the same as in the first scenario. In Queensland, the 
technology of most surveying firms resides part way between the traditional and the 
latest technology.9 
Scenario 3 was entitled Technology requiring some innovation, and: 
is seen as a reachable technological position, given the current state of knowledge. It 
also offers the prospect of reduced overall operating costs and increased economic 
benefits. The required innovation is partly technical and partly organisational. The 
particular purpose of this technology is to produce a digital land boundary database that 
uses the precision available in raw surveying data to produce maps and plans at the 
scales used by architects and engineers. In the event that available information does not 
satisfy precision criteria, the system should be capable of warning the user of these 
circumstances when errors become significant at plotting scales. 10 
Cook envisaged this third scenario as: 
a systematic exploitation of computer technology to effect a higher degree of automation 
in routine data processing tasks. Such exploitation requires that data should be placed in 
electronic format at the first available opportunity, and subsequent tasks should be 
reorganised to take advantage of any opportunities for automation. 11 
The model for the prototype system for digital lodgement of spatial data has been 
developed to address and take advantage of this third scenario where possible. The 
research was undertaken with assistance from an Australian Postgraduate Research 
Award (Industry) and involving Peter W Dawson & Associates Pty Ltd as the 
8 ibid., p.l25 
9 ibid., p.l26 
10 ibid. 
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industry sponsoring partner and an award from the Bicentennial Education 
Foundation of the Institution of Surveyors Australia, Queensland Division. Under the 
conditions of the granting of this financial assistance, the principal aim of the 
research was the development of a prototype system for the digital lodgement of 
spatial data for utilisation by private agencies within the cadastral surveying and 
mapping system. 
The terms, prototype and system are defined for the purpose of this dissertation as 
follows: 
prototype, n. 1. the original or model after which anything is formed. 12 
system, n. 1. an assemblage or combination of things or parts forming a complex or unitary 
whole .... 11. Computers. (in data processing) the interrelation of personnel, procedure, 
hardware, and software, which combine to accomplish a set of specific functions. 13 
In order to address the model envisaged in Cook's Scenario 3, the program of 
research has included a review and investigation of the technical, theoretical and 
practical basis of the current cadastral survey process leading to land boundary 
registration. The process includes: 
• the determination and marking of the position of the boundaries of a parcel/parcels 
of land by a Licensed Surveyor in accordance with The Surveyors Act 1977, 
Surveyors Regulations 1978 and other relevant legislation 
• the presentation and lodgement of the Licensed Surveyor's determination of the 
boundaries in a format (usually plotted on a fixed format plan form in accordance 
with standards shown in the Survey Plan Manual) for examination by a Registering 
Authorityl4 
• the examination and verification of the information shown on the plan by a 
Registering Authority before registration of the surveyor's work by amendment of 
the cadastre. 
11 ibid., p.127 
12 The Macquarie Dictionary. 2nd. edn. (Sydney, N.S.W.: The Macquarie Library, 1991) p.1417 
13 ibid., p.1775 
14 Surveyors Board of Queensland. Surveyors Operations Manual. Surveyors Operations Manual 
Committee. Brisbane: (January 1996) 
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A more general investigation of the following related matters was undertaken in 
support of the research: 
• the interaction of the current cadastral survey process with land title registration 
• the specific problems of reinstatement of boundaries 
• the use of coordinate based land boundary systems 
• the fundamental as-constructed information requirements for the management of 
assets by local governments 
• the specific problems associated with the capture, storage and retrieval of as-
constructed data 
• the aggregation of parcel based land boundary data 
• the implications for reform of law necessitated by changes to the current cadastral 
survey process. 
The research program, to address the systematic exploitation of computer technology 
envisaged by Scenario 3, was concerned primarily with the development of digital 
techniques to: 
• interface with the cadastral survey process 
• check the spatial location of boundaries 
• improve the efficiency of plan examination 
• build a coordinated cadastre and as-constructed databases 
• contribute to and facilitate the upgrade of the Digital Cadastral Data Bases. 
The term, 'coordinated cadastre', is defined as follows: 
Digital cadastre where the coordination of cadastral features is given some legal weight. 15 
A system where, instead of maintaining boundary monuments, measurements from 
boundary points are referred to control nets and are accepted as sufficient evidence to 
determine the precise location of the boundary points at any one time. 16 
15 Graeme M. Brooke and John S. Cook, 'Topological data structure with key emphasis given to 
linkages to the Australian Geodetic Datum, Digital Cadastral Data Base and other dependent 
data sets', School of Surveying, Queensland University of Technology (23 January 1992), 
Appendix A 
16 Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems Association Inc.; and the Australian Land 
Information Council. Monograph 2 (Revised) Glossary of Terms; ed. by Gary J. Hunter, 
Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems Association Inc. (1991), p.24 
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The term, 'digital cadastre', is defined as follows: 
Electronic store of cadastral information, be it to survey or graphical accuracy. 17 
Private agencies within the surveying and mapping system maintain the spatial data 
sets and the public agencies, as custodians, administer the data sets. The program of 
research was designed with a bottom up approach to digital lodgement by modelling 
the digital lodgement system primarily from the perspective of the maintainers of the 
spatial data sets. This approach contrasts with the top down approach traditionally 
adopted by administrators and custodians of spatial data sets for the development of 
information systems. 
On the premise of the adoption of the bottom up approach, aspects of land boundary 
data and the cadastral survey process, intrinsic to the surveying and mapping system, 
were examined and evaluated. Aspects evaluated for impacting on or resulting from the 
application of electronic processing techniques were as follows: 
• spatial data capture and manipulation 
• spatial data validation 
• spatial data standards of content and format 
• presentation, delivery and retrieval of spatial data 
• land boundary data storage and maintenance 
• the requirements of land registry offices and local governments, Surveyors Board 
and Surveyors, other land professionals and users. 
A model then was created and a working prototype developed and tested utilising the 
resources of the private sector sponsoring surveying organisation. Where possible, 
readily available hardware and software tools were utilised to minimise development 
costs and to provide a digital processing system with minimum start-up costs to 
cadastral surveying and mapping organisations. 
17 Graeme M. Brooke and John S. Cook, 'Topological data structure with key emphasis given to 
linkages to the Australian Geodetic Datum, Digital Cadastral Data Base and other dependent 
data sets', Appendix A 
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2.1 The purpose and scope of Part A 
Part A contains three chapters including this introductory Chapter 1. Chapters 2 
and 3 review and analyse the current land development process in general and the 
cadastral survey process in particular to provide a model for the design of the 
prototype system. Chapter 2 reviews the current system of land registration in 
Queensland in particular with reference to the broader Australasian context when 
appropriate. The role of spatial data in that system is reviewed also. The review is 
undertaken to identify those components within the land registration system that: can 
be migrated easily to a digital environment within which electronic processing is 
employed; require some modification for the migration to occur; cannot migrate to 
such an environment. The identification and recording of the utilisation, involvement 
and flow of spatial data within the process are seen to be of particular interest for the 
creation of the model for digital lodgement. 
Chapter 3 reviews and analyses the current land boundary data collection and 
manipulation continuum. The continuum progresses from the spatial data collection 
and manipulation within a private agency through to its lodgement with and for 
processing within public agencies. The various stages of the cadastral survey process 
are examined in detail and data elements and data flows recorded to facilitate the 
analysis of the current system of collection and manipulation. The subsequent, further 
processing of the spatial data by the latter organisations to meet their administrative 
requirements also is reviewed. This review identifies those processes that can migrate 
easily to a digital processing environment and hence can be considered in the design 
of the prototype system. Conversely, the review also identifies those processes that 
can not easily migrate so that alternative strategies can be considered for their 
inclusion in the system or the processes discontinued. 
The review of the current system of land registration provides a model with which to 
develop and evaluate the prototype system for digital lodgement. It should ensure that 
the latter is not developed as an electronic substitute only, for the traditional, manual 
lodgement of a plan of survey. 
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2.2 The purpose and scope of Part B 
Part B contains three chapters. Chapter 4 provides a rationale for a digital 
environment for cadastral surveying and mapping to meet Cook's Scenario 3. The 
importance of digital lodgement to the achievement of such environment and its role 
in the maintenance of the digital environment is discussed. The proposed 
environment is contrasted with the existing traditional, current part manual and part 
automated system developed within the Australasian land registry offices and local 
governments. 
Chapter 5 provides an examination of the issues pertinent for consideration in the 
creation of a model for the successful exploitation of digital lodgement. Details of 
earlier research concerning those matters to be considered for digital lodgement are 
highlighted. The broader policy issue of digital lodgement in the context of its role in 
support of a coordinated cadastre is discussed. Reference is made to the policy 
statements of professional organisations and public agencies. The legal issues of 
digital lodgement of documents and copyright are reviewed as is the social issue of 
the public perceptions of land boundaries. 
Chapter 6 reviews current and related initiatives being undertaken or planned which 
are impacting on or have a potential to contribute to the digital lodgement of spatial 
data. A specific system developed by a land registry office is included. All initiatives 
are evaluated against Cook's Scenario 3. The review provides insight into the 
creation of databases of spatial data and a related, increasing utilisation of land 
boundary data. 
The review recognises the increasing utilisation of spatial data at the accuracy of the 
raw surveying data, as a spatial referencing network for a multiplicity of purposes. 
One purpose is the produ_ction of a plan of survey, the graphic representation of a set 
of data elements within the database. The creation of an accurate database of land 
boundaries was considered of prime importance to facilitate the inter-relation of land 
boundaries utilising digital techniques. Of further importance, its creation provides a 
reference network with which to relate cadastrally dependent data sets. 
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Included in the chapter is a review of recent standards and procedures to facilitate the 
capture of the spatial data by Licensed Surveyors, the populating of the database with 
spatial elements and the retrieval of spatial data by land professionals. 
2.3 The purpose and scope of Part C 
Part C contains three chapters that develop the model for a system of digital 
lodgement of land boundary data. Chapter 7 provides the overview of the system for 
digital lodgement. Standards of content and format for the transfer of land boundary 
data are developed. The components of the digital lodgement system are identified. 
The role of digital lodgement in the creation of an accurate cadastral database to be 
used as a spatial referencing system for all land boundary data is highlighted. The 
development of the software utilising readily available, low-cost general purpose 
software is highlighted as the mechanism that will allow private agencies to 
experience minimal start-up costs in an initiation of digital lodgement procedures 
within their organisations 
Chapter 8 details the data collection and manipulation module of the digital system. 
Standards and processes for the collection of land boundary data by private agencies 
are developed. The field processes in particular are developed to take advantage of 
the utility of the land boundary data being produced and being retrieved in digital 
format. 
Chapter 9 details the development of the data validation and delivery module of the 
system for digital lodgement. The module is detailed in a manner that highlights 
those procedures developed to ensure the delivery of quality data to the database of 
accurate land boundaries and for the title registration processes. 
2.4 The purpose and scope of Part D 
Part D contains Chapter 10 that provides details of the application of the digital 
land boundaries system model in a working environment. Chapter 10 details a pilot 
project within which the digital data collection, manipulation and aggregation 
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processes modelled were tested in the field on four test sites. Results of the utilisation 
of the data collection and data validation and delivery modules to process data 
collected on the sites are discussed. It is argued that the benefits/costs are not really 
indicative of the real benefits that can be quantified only when a critical mass of land 
boundary data becomes available from the accurate land boundaries database. 
2.5 The purpose and scope of Part E 
Part E contains Chapter 11 that draws together the principal conclusions of this 
dissertation. It also suggests that digital lodgement has major implications for land 
development in particular, and land management in general. 
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THE LODGEMENT OF SPATIAL DATA FOR 
LAND REGISTRATION 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The cadastral boundary plays an important role in defining and informing others 
about the physical limits of the ownership rights which individuals possess or claim 
to possess over a particular piece of land. 1 The cadastral boundary as a concept has a 
status in law that provides a mechanism by which property owners can exclude 
others.2 The belief in such a status gives credence to such a scenario as follows: 
The British landowner's insistence on excluding the rest of us from his property seems to 
have more to do with a very British passion for possession than with practical realities. He 
seems to feel there is no point in owning land if you cannot exclude others from it. 3 
In Australia, the location and identification of cadastral boundaries "on the ground" 
has become highly formalised and legally entrenched in various forms of cadastral 
survey systems.4 Survey regulations of one type or another entrench the methods for 
undertaking such surveys, together with specified accuracy requirements. These 
regulations invariably include statements on the maximum allowable discrepancies 
for certain cadastral survey operations. An example of which is that traverse 
misclosures should not exceed a speCified ratio of, say, one part in 7500.5 Criticism 
of such accuracy standards is not infrequent, for example:6 
Nowhere is it more evident that modem surveying is near to being an exact science than in 
the several Australian states where a standard of extraordinary accuracy, surely second to 
none in the world, is maintained. Nevertheless, there is a point beyond which practical 
exactitude neither can nor need be carried. If the degree of perfection that is sought is such 
that the amount of public time and public money are out of all proportion to the results 
obtained, it may be questioned whether the surveyor is fulfilling his most useful function in 
th . 7 ecommumty. 
C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley. 'Public perception of cadastral boundary 
accuracies and costs - the unknown factor', Proceedings of the National Conference on 
Cadastral Reform '90, Department of Surveying and Land Information, University of 
Melbourne (10-12 July 1990) p.58 
2 ibid. 
3 M. Shord, 'Give us back our freedom to roam where we please', The Times, London (May 26 
1990) cited in Hoogsteden, C.C; C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley. 'Public perception of 
cadastral boundary accuracies and costs- the unknown factor', p.58 
4 C.C. Hoogsteden, C.C; C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley. 'Public perception of cadastral 
boundary accuracies and costs- the unknown factor', p.58 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid. 
7 T.B.F. Ruoff, An Englishman Looks at the Torrens System. Law Book Company, 1957 cited in 
Hoogsteden, C.C; C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley, 'Public perception of cadastral boundary 
accuracies and costs- the unknown factor'' p.58 
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English observers have made the assertion that the technical standards of cadastral 
survey have often been unnecessarily high. They consider the standards traditionally 
set by professional land surveyors are expensive for the purpose for which they were 
established. These observers allege also that standards have, all too often, been set at 
a level that is technically obtainable rather than that which is necessary and sufficient 
for the long-term operation of the system.8 
2 THE CADASTRAL SURVEYING AND MAPPING SYSTEM AND 
LAND REGISTRATION 
Land registration records rights in land either through deeds or a certificate of title.9 In 
Australia, the administration of land is a state or territory responsibility and the 
method of registration of land is the Torrens Title System. This system is a State 
controlled system of registration of title, evidenced by certificates issued and 
guaranteed by the State. 10 The Torrens Title System is described as follows: 
A central government register of freehold land comprising a separate folio for each parcel 
in which is recorded ownership and matters affecting this parcel. 11 
Each State has enacted legislation for, and developed its own implementation of the 
Torrens Title System. However, although there are eight separate systems of land 
registration and eight separate cadastral surveying and mapping systems, there are 
significant similarities between them. 12 The actual function of land registration is the 
responsibility of land registry offices, normally located within the State departments 
providing support in land or justice matters. 
8 P.F. Dale, Cadastral surveys within the Commonwealth, Overseas Research publication, 
London: Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1976, cited in Hoogsteden, C.C; C.A. Van Zyl and 
G.W. Kearsley, 'Public perception of cadastral boundary accuracies and costs - the unknown 
factor', p.59 
9 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988 
cited in Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems Association Inc.; and the 
Australian Land Information Council. Monograph 2 (Revised) Glossary of Terms, ed. by Gary J. 
Hunter, Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems Association Inc. ( 1991 ), p.50 
10 A.G. Brown, Law Relating to land boundaries & surveying. Brisbane: Association of 
Consulting Surveyors, Queensland (1980) p.45 
11 Department of Lands (Qld). Register of Key Terms, Prepared by the Division of Information, 
Department of Lands, Queensland ( 1990) 
12 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps', p.42 
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The Australian cadastral surveying and mapping systems are derived from individual 
surveys of individual parcels for individual owners in support of a land market system 
where land rights can be bought, sold, mortgaged and leased. 13 Historically, this method 
of cadastral survey resulted from the fact that settlement often preceded survey even 
though the alienation of land was always based on a cadastral survey. These 
circumstances resulted in the development of a cadastral survey system in which 
cadastral surveys of individual, isolated land parcels are carried out to a high 
mathematical accuracy but are connected only into neighbouring parcels and not based 
on or connected into state coordinate systems. 14 
The activities of private agencies within the cadastral surveying and mapping system 
traditionally have been undertaken primarily in support of the registration of change 
in the ownership of land resulting from land transactions. Data generated by these 
activities are comprised of two main components: firstly, spatial data, a graphic 
representation of the activities usually in the form of a map; and secondly, textual 
data detailing fiscal and legal interests. At registration of title, two distinct 
components of each land parcel are recorded in the register, namely: 
• the documentary component, which includes transfer documents and the 
certificate of title, described as: 
An instrument evidencing the estate in land held by a person (commonly associated with 
the Torrens System of land ownership registration)15 
• the spatial record including area and length of parcels which is defined in general 
terms as follows: 
Data pertaining to the location of geographical entitles together with their spatial 
dimensions. Spatial data are classified as point, line, area or surface. 16 
13 I.P. Williamson, A Modern Cadastre for New South Wales. UNISURV S-23, School of 
Surveying, The University of New South Wales (1983) 250p. cited in Ian Williamson and Stig 
Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.41 No.1 (March 1996) 
p.42 
14 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps', p.44 
15 Department of Lands (Qld). Register of Key Terms. 
16 S.G. Guptill (ed.), A Process for Evaluating Geographic Information Systems. Prepared by the 
Technology Exchange Working Group- Technical Report 1, Federal Interagency Coordinating 
Committee on Digital Cartography, U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 99-105, 1988 
cited in Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems Association Inc.; and the 
Australian Land Information Council. Monograph 2 (Revised) Glossary ofTerms, p.75 
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2.1 The cadastral survey system in Queensland 
In Queensland there are two registering authorities. The Department of Natural 
Resources is responsible for the registration of plans of survey dealing with freehold 
and Crown leasehold land. Requirements for the undertaking of surveys for the 
preparation of plans arise from Section 5 of the Surveyors Regulation 1992 which: 
empowers the Surveyors Board to issue Directions to Surveyors which are binding on 
them. The Board has issued Direction 1.0 requiring that lodgement of plans must conform 
with the requirements of Registering Authorities.17 
The Department of Mines and Energy is responsible for the registration of plans of 
survey dealing with a Mining Lease. These latter plans are lodged subject to their 
complying with the Mineral Resources Act 1989 and the Mineral Resources 
Regulations 1990. 18 
The process of cadastral surveying includes: 
• the determination and marking of the position of the boundaries of a parcel/parcels 
of land by a Licensed Surveyor in accordance with The Surveyors Act 1977, 
Surveyors Regulations 1978 and other relevant legislation, 
• the presentation and lodgement of the Licensed Surveyor's determination of the 
boundaries in a format (usually plotted on a fixed format plan form in accordance 
with standards shown in the Survey Plan Manua[) for examination by a Registering 
Authority, 19 and 
• the examination and verification of the information shown on the plan by a 
Registering Authority before registration of the surveyor's work by amendment of 
the cadastre. 
17 Surveyors Board of Queensland. Surveyors Operations Manual. Surveyors Operations Manual 
Committee. Brisbane: (January 1996), p.E3-v 
18 ibid., p.E2-132 
19 ibid., p.E2-148 
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2.1.1 Statutes dealing with survey aspects of title registration 
An extensive body of Acts and regulations affecting survey aspects of land 
transactions and land registration controls the activities of surveying and mapping 
organisations. Appendix 2 provides a comprehensive list of statutes relevant in the 
Queensland jurisdiction. 
The Queensland statutes dealing directly with the conduct of surveys undertaken in 
support of title registration are as follows: 
• Survey Co-ordination Act 1952 (1 Eliz.2 No.lO) described as-
An Act to provide for the compilation and correlation of surveying and mapping data of the 
State and for related purposes.20 
• Surveyors Act 1977, (No.l8) and Regulation described as -
An Act to provide for the constitution of the Surveyors Board of Queensland, to provide 
for the qualification of persons for registration as surveyors, surveying graduates or 
surveying associates, to provide for the constitution of a Surveyors Disciplinary 
Committee, to provide for the regulation of the practice of surveying and for related 
purposes.Z1 
Statutes dealing directly with the lodgement of spatial data in support of land 
transactions are as follows: 
• Land Title Act 1994, (No. II) described as:-
An Act to consolidate and reform the law about the registration of freehold land and 
interests in freehold land, and for other purposes.Z2 
• Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990, (No.6 I) described as:-
An Act to provide for town planning and related environmental matters in Local Authority 
Areas, including the City of Brisbane, and for related purposes.23 
20 Survey Co-ordination Act 1952 ( 1 Eliz.2 No.I 0) - Assented 17 April 1952; commenced on 28 
April 1952 by proclamation in Government Gazette Vol.179 No.180 (28 April1952) p.l669 
21 Surveyors Act 1977, (No.l8) - Assented 21 April 1977; commenced 29 April 1978 by 
proclamation in Government Gazette Vo\.257 No.91 (29 April 1978) p.l739 
22 Land Title Act 1994, (No.ll)- Assented and commenced 7 March 1994 
23 Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990, (No.6!)- Assented and commenced 
18 September 1990 
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2.1.2 Terms relevant to survey aspects of the lodgement of spatial data 
The Survey Co-ordination Act 1952 defines the following terms relevant to survey 
aspects of lodgement of spatial data for registration of title: 
"Permanent mark" - A permanent mark, of a kind approved by the chief executive, 
placed, adopted, or established under the provisions of this Act; 
''Permanent mark sketch plan" - A sketch plan, in a form approved by the chief 
executive, showing the position of a permanent mark placed in the course of carrying 
out a survey or showing the connection (if any) of a survey to any existing permanent 
mark or established survey mark; 
"Plan" - Includes any survey plan, map, aerial photograph, or description made or 
obtained as part of any survey or surveys; the term also includes any spatial data 
relating to any survey or surveys, stored in digital form in a computerised land data 
bank including any spatial data obtained by means of remote sensing 
"Public authority" - Includes-
( a) any Department and any Sub-Department of the Government of Queensland; 
(b) any Local Authority; and 
(c) any board, commission, trust, or other body, whether corporate or unincorporate, 
established or constituted by or under any Act for any public purpose, whether in 
respect of the whole or any part of the state, 
that is authorised or required by law to make surveys or cause surveys to be made, or 
any functions of which are such as to require or permit plans to be lodged with it for 
any purpose; 
Terms defined by the Surveyors Act 1977 (1 Eliz.2 No.lO) are as follows: 
"cadastral survey" means any process of determining, mapping or planning the 
boundaries of a piece of land or waters required or authorised-
( a) uncfer any Act dealing with the alienation, leasing, and occupation of Crown lands 
or with mining, or affecting titles to land; or 
(b) by the proprietor, lessee or mortgagee under any Act affecting titles to land; or 
(c) by the owner, proprietor, lessee, mortgagee or occupier of, or any person holding a 
registered interest in, any land for the re-establishment of, or identification of, or 
adjustment of any boundary of such land; or 
(d) under any Act to be made or certified by a licensed surveyor; 
''licensed surveyor" means a registered surveyor whose registration is endorsed under this 
Act to the effect that the registered surveyor may perform cadastral surveys; 
"plan" includes any survey plan, sketch for identification survey, map, aerial photograph 
or description made or obtained as part of any survey or surveys; 
"register" means the register of surveyors, the register of surveying graduates or the 
register of surveying associates, as the case may be, kept under this Act; 
"registered" means registered under this Act; 
"surveyor" means a person registered as a surveyor under this Act. 
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Terms defined by Surveyors Regulation 1992 are as follows: 
"natural feature" means a topographical feature suitable for use as a boundary in a 
cadastral survey, and includes-
( a) a mountain range; and 
(b) a cliff; and 
(c) a river; and 
(d) a watercourse; and 
(e) a seashore 
"occupation" means a permanent improvement situated on or near the boundary of land, 
and includes-
( a) a building; and 
(b) a fence; and 
(c) a wall; 
"survey records" means the documents necessary to adequately record every aspect of the 
survey. 
"registering authority" means a person charged under an Act with the registration of 
plans or estates in land; 
The Land Title Act 1994, (No. II) defines a number of terms relevant to the 
lodgement of spatial data in support of title registration as follows: 
"instrument" includes-
( a) a deed of grant or certificate of title; and 
(b) a will, grant of representation, or exemplification of a will, that may be used to deal 
with a lot; and 
(c) a deed that relates to or may be used to deal with a lot; and 
(d) a power of attorney that may be used to deal with a lot; and 
(e) a request, application or other document that deals with a lot and may be registered 
under this Act; and 
(f) a map or plan of survey that may be lodged; 
"land registry" means the land registry kept under this Act; 
''lot" means a separate, distinct parcel of land created on-
( a) the registration of a plan of survey; or 
(b) the recording of particulars of a deed of grant; 
and includes a lot within the meaning of the Building Units and Group Titles Act 1980; 
"lodge" means file in the land registry for registration; 
"plan of survey" includes-
( a) a plan of subdivision of a lot: and 
(b) an easement plan; and 
(c) a resurvey conducted to define the boundaries of a lot; and 
(d) a plan of amalgamation; and 
(e) a plan of survey that the Registrar requires the registered proprietor of a lot to 
lodge; 
"register'' a lot, interest, instrument or other thing means record the particulars of the thing 
in the freehold land register 
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3 THE SPATIAL COMPONENT OF TITLE REGISTRATION 
A Licensed Surveyor determines the record of the spatial component of title 
registration. The Surveyor fixes the location of the boundaries of a land parcel in 
relation to the location of adjoining parcels of land based on the evidence of spatial 
data collected at, or in proximity to the parcel, the subject of a land transaction. The 
Licensed Surveyor today operates predominantly at the level of a private sector 
agency.24 
The data collected by the Licensed Surveyor are a sub-set of spatial data termed 
'cadastral data'. A general definition of 'cadastral data' is described in terms of the 
survey undertaken to record this data as follows: 25 
A survey which creates, marks, defines, retraces or re-establishes the boundaries and 
subdivisions of private property or public lands. From the French "cadastre", a poll tax 
register - a public record of the extent, value and ownership of land for purposes of 
taxation.Z6 
The Licensed Surveyor prepares a report concerning the results of his survey ie. the 
determination and positioning of the parcel boundaries. In Australasian jurisdictions 
under the Torrens Title System, the report traditionally has been a plan of survey in 
hard copy format. The plan of survey depicts the spatial data utilised as evidence in 
the determination of the positioning of the parcel boundaries. The plan includes: a 
plan view of the parcel or parcels, the subject of a change in title registration; a plan 
view of adjoining parcels; measurements and other evidence used to position the 
subject parcel; and authorities and endorsements of the stakeholders in the land 
transaction.27 The format for the presentation of data, both spatial and textual, on the 
plan of survey is controlled strictly by specifications issued by the various land 
registry offices.28 The flow of cadastral spatial is shown at Figure 2.1 
24 John Stanley Cook, A Cybernetic Approach to Land Management Issues, PhD Thesis, 
Queensland University of Technology (1994) p.l24 
25 The cadastral surveying process is described in detail in Chapter 3. 
26 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS .Fountain Hills, AZ: A-E-C Automation Newsletter, 1990 cited in Australasian 
Urban and Regional Information Systems Association Inc.; and the Australian Land Information 
Council. Monograph 2 (Revised) Glossary ofTerms, p.l7 
27 The stakeholders include: registered proprietor(s); local governments and other public 
authorities; and the Licensed Surveyor. 
28 In Queensland, the Surveyors Board of Queensland publishes specifications for the preparation 
of a plan of a cadastral. Surveyors Operations Manual. Surveyors Operations Manual 
Committee. Brisbane: (January 1996) 
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FIGURE 2.1 
CADASTRAL SPATIAL DATA FLOW 
In the case of new parcels, the spatial record of the land transaction may include also 
data concerning the location of new underground services and aboveground 
structures. This class of spatial data is termed 'as-constructed data'. As-constructed 
data are described in terms of the survey undertaken to record this data as follows: 
An "as-constructed" (or "as built") survey comprises measurements made to show where 
engineering services are located. It is distinct from information shown on engineering plans 
in focusing on actual location rather than a designed location. The "as-constructed" survey 
therefore records changes regarding location of services occurring between the time of 
approval of engineering drawings and the time when services are actually constructed and 
commissioned. 
An important use of "as-constructed" surveys is to draw attention to the presence of 
underground services such as buried pipes and cables. This information helps to find 
services for maintenance purposes. It also helps to prevent damage if new excavation 
works are carried out in the vicinity of buried services. A further important use of "as-
constructed" surveys is in designing extensions to existing facilities.29 
In Queensland, a plan of survey similarly is prepared of the spatial record of as-
constructed data. Traditionally, this plan depicts the underground services and 
aboveground structures and their relationship to the boundaries of the parcels they 
service. Also recorded are annotations or tabulations concerning attributes of the 
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services and structures together with endorsements of the stakeholders as to their 
compliance with the approved design location and standards of construction·. The 
stakeholders include: constructing engineer; local governments and other public 
authorities; and the Licensed Surveyor. Specifications prepared by each local 
government organisation control the format for the presentation of as-constructed 
data, both spatial and textual. 
The registration of title does not require as-constructed data. However, local 
governments require this class of spatial data for the administration of the parcel of 
land following title registration. Local governments may withhold of the finalisation 
of development approvals should the record of as-constructed data not be provided. 
This action will prohibit the land registry office's proceeding with the registration of 
title. 
Figure 2.2 depicts the flow of as-constructed data. 
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29 John S. Cook, 'A Proposal for a Program of Research into Digital Land Boundary 
Information'. Brisbane: Surveying Department, Queensland University of Technology 
(February 1991) p.18 
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3.1 The accuracy of the spatial component of land registration 
Boundaries are surveyed to a high degree of positional accuracy relative to adjacent 
boundaries. Licensed Surveyors typically mark corners with wooden pegs and 
reference marks usually buried adjacent to corners or created in adjacent occupations 
such as concrete kerbs or walls. In most jurisdictions there is now a requirement to 
connect each cadastral survey into one or more Permanent Survey Marks. 
The positioning or reinstatement of the corners of a land parcel is based on physical 
evidence found by the Licensed Surveyor at or near the corners of the subject parcel 
and those of adjoining parcels.30 The physical evidence such as old corner pegs, is in 
most cases considered to be a non-stable source from which to re-position the legal 
extent of ownership of an individual parcel. This lack of stability introduces a degree 
of random error into the positioning of the land parcel and a degree of uncertainty 
into the spatial record, both the parcel boundary and the as-constructed data 
dependent for its location on the parcel boundary data. 
Of interest is that Brown argued that the author of the Torrens Title System, Robert 
Torrens, envisaged that a major principle of the system was that: 
Title to land is in future to be governed by certificates issued by the State, guaranteed as to 
all particulars, including boundaries, and indefeasible except on certain enumerated 
grounds.31 
Lack of stability in the spatial record resulting from the non-stable nature of the 
source of re-positioning highlighted above and the technical limitations of surveying 
equipment are the primary factors preventing the title to land being guaranteed as 
regards boundaries. Section 189 of the Land Title Act 1994, (No.ll), which deals 
with matters for which there is no entitlement to compensation, specifically excludes 
boundaries and areas from guarantee as indefeasible.32 
30 Reinstatement is the process of redefining the boundary corners of a parcel of land. 
31 A. G. Brown, Law Relating to land boundaries & surveying, p.46 
32 Section 188.(l)(f) 
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3.2 The lodgement of spatial data 
In Australia, public authorities normally require cadastral surveying and mapping 
organisations to lodge spatial and textual cadastral data with the authority to enable 
the recording of or change to an interest in land to proceed. In Queensland, the Land 
Title Act 1994 provides: 
150.(1) The Registrar may require a registered proprietor of a lot who proposes to transfer, 
lease or otherwise deal with all or part of the lot to lodge a plan of survey of the lot. 
(2) The plan of survey must comply with the Surveyors Act 1977 and must be certified as 
accurate by a licensed surveyor.33 
The plan of survey and supporting documentation as required are lodged with the 
transfer documents with a land registry office to record the change in registration of 
title. The plan of survey is registered by the land registry office and becomes a public 
document available for retrieval and referral to as evidence of the location of the 
boundaries of the subject parcel. 
In Queensland, surveying organisations are required by legislation to lodge as-
constructed data related to the construction of services with local governments in 
support of the land administration and asset management responsibilities of these 
organisations. The overall guidelines for development are set by the Local 
Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990 which, in relation to the 
lodgement of as-constructed data concerning services, provides: 
5.1 Application for subdivision, etc. 
(1) A person may make application to a Local Authority to subdivide land. 
(2) An application made under subsection (1) is to-
( a) be on a form determined by the Local Authority; 
(b) contain the prescribed information; 
(c) be accompanied by a proposal plan; and ... 
5.2 Subdivisions involving works 
(1) (a) Where a Local Authority .... has approved an application subject to conditions 
which include the construction of works to be undertaken by the applicant, the 
applicant is, within a period of 2 years from the date of approval .... and prior to the 
commencement of works, to make an application to the Local Authority for its approval 
of engineering drawings and specifications for the required works. 
33 Land Title Act 1994, p.63 
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(2) The Local Authority is to examine the engineering drawings and specifications and 
ensure that the drawings and specifications conform with the application approved .... , 
and that the documents comply with the Local Authority's requirements and planning 
policies and with responsible engineering practice. 
(9) Where the applicant undertakes the works, the Local Authority is to verify that the 
works meet the requirements of the Local Authority Engineer or other person duly 
authorised by the Local Authority is to issue a certificate of practical completion. 
5.3 Sealing of plans for registration 
( 1) (a) An applicant is, within a period of 2 years after the date of the approval given under 
section 5.1 (6) or where 5.2 applies, within 2 years following the date of the approval 
given under section 5.2 (4) or such extended period or periods as may be approved by 
the Local Authority prior to the expiration of the relevant period, to submit to the Local 
Authority an accurate plan of survey for the subdivision of the land. 
(2) A plan of survey submitted under subsection ( 1) is to-
( a) be suitable for lodgement in the office of the relevant registering authority; 
(b) be certified by a licensed surveyor 
(c) be accompanied by a copy of a certificate of practical completion where required; 
( 4) After satisfying itself that-
(a) the plan of survey conforms with the approval granted and that all required works have 
been carried out, 
the Local Authority is to note its approval under seal on the plan of survey in 
accordance with the requirements of the Registrar of Titles. 
(5) The Local Authority is to seal a conforming plan of survey as soon as practicable after 
it is submitted and return the plan of survey to the applicant for lodgement in the office 
of the relevant registering authority. 
(6) The plan of survey noted under the seal of the Local Authority is to be lodged for 
registration or recording with the relevant registering authority within 6 months after 
the date of the notation of approval on the plan.34 
In accordance with the provisions of this Act, local governments require the 
lodgement of as-constructed data. These data verify that the works have been 
constructed in accordance with approved design plans before the issue of a certificate 
of practical completion. Local government organisations interpret the guidelines 
provided by the Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990 and set by-
laws detailing specifications concerning the form and content for presentation and 
lodgement of as-constructed data to suit their own particular purposes. 
34 Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990, pp.70-75 
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There is considerable diversification between the specifications of the various local 
government organisations and specifications for as-constructed requirements are 
being upgraded constantly. Cadastral surveying organisations preparing as-
constructed plans of survey need to maintain a vigilant monitoring system to ensure 
as-constructed data are collected and lodged in conformance with the varying 
requirements of the local governments with which they deal.35 
Cadastral spatial data are lodged also with local governments, initially in the form of 
a proposal plan to gain approval for a land subdivision to proceed in compliance with 
the Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990 subject to section 
5.1(2)(c). On completion of the survey related to the land transaction, Licensed 
Surveyors lodge cadastral spatial data in the form of the plan of survey of the lot 
boundaries. Local governments, subject to section 5.3(2) and (4)(b) verify that the 
subdivision conforms to the design for which approval was granted. 
In the case of a subdivision with works, local governments verify also that all 
required works have been carried out before the issue of the certificate of practical 
completion as described above. Local governments then seal the plan of survey 
subject to section 5.3(5) and (6) allowing the plan of survey to be lodged in the land 
registry office. 
The transfer documents and the spatial record in plan of survey format are 
collectively the instruments lodged with the Department of Natural Resources. These 
are the documents required to be lodged to register the change in titleand issue a new 
certificate of title under the Torrens System in the Queensland jurisdiction. The plan 
of survey of the as-constructed data remains within the local government 
organisation. 
35 Bob Keilar, 'A Plea for some Standardisation as some defence against the current desire for 
"As-constructed Everything"', Queensland Surveyors Bulletin (June 1993) p.S 
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4 THE LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT PROCESS OF 
LODGEMENT OF SPATIAL DATA 
The current process of lodgement of spatial data is an intrinsic component of a dual 
land title and land survey system, which grew up in all the Australian states. 
On the one hand there were the systems which controlled the management, leasing and 
alienation of Crown lands ....... In parallel with this were the systems to manage the land 
ownership records concerned with the private alienated lands.36 
Both systems required the lodgement of the plan of survey related to a transaction of a 
parcel of land within their jurisdiction. From a surveying perspective, the plan, in its 
role as a report of the survey, can be regarded as an end product in a chain of manual 
data processing. From the perspective of a public authority, it may be regarded 
primarily as an instrument required to record or register change in status of title, tenure 
or ownership and to be re-drafted to compile or be charted onto index maps of a very 
low spatial integrity. Of interest is the consideration that the integrity of the cadastral 
system has been based always on the accurate individual surveys and resulting plans.37 
The alienation of Crown land, already in decline prior to the Second World War, has 
declined to such a point that the dominant role of the cadastral system in operation 
today has developed in support of land market processes, such as land transfer and 
subdivision of freehold land.38 The processes are supported still by the isolated 
cadastral surveys of individual parcels. Hence, Australian cadastral systems can be 
described as designed specifically to support the land market and the individual owner 
and include standards and processes designed principally for paper-based delivery, 
validation, storage and retrieval of titling information. 
The cadastral surveying systems were not designed as part of a wider land 
administration system although, in recent years, the systems have been increasingly 
called upon to fulfil such a role.39 Cook recognised this weakness with the 
incorporation of the various recursive dimensions in surveying and mapping 
36 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps'., p.43 
37 ibid. 
38 There was an exception to this trend in Queensland where, between 1962 and 1980, alienated land 
increased from around 7% to 20% of the state's land area. 
39 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps'., p.43 
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organisation in an analysis of the production functions and communication processes of 
the surveying and mapping industry utilising Beer's Viable System Model. 
The potential weakness which can derive from different recursive dimensions also resides 
in the multi-purpose nature of some surveying and mapping information. It provides a 
possibility, but not an inevitability, that different producers and different users may find 
themselves at cross purposes. Differences of opinion can arise over what information 
producers are supposed to do, whether they can be said to perform well, and what 
resources should be allocated to production processes.40 
fu particular, the cadastral systems have come under ever-increasing pressure to supply 
data for a spatial reference framework for the creation of land information systems and 
geographic systems (LIS/GIS). The term 'spatial reference framework' is defined as: 
A coordinate system based upon survey measurements and used to define the relative 
and/or absolute locations of features in a geographic information system.41 
The term, 'land information system', is defined as follows: 
An LIS is essentially a data management approach, usually through a computer system, 
which enables the sharing of data between a wide range of organisations, ensures land data 
is consistent and correct and enables its distribution to users. ANZLIC notes that terms 
other than LIS such as geographic information systems (GIS), spatial information systems, 
multi purpose cadastres, resource information systems, facilities information systems, etc. 
are being used to describe all or part of this environment. However, the Council considers 
that within Australia and New Zealand, LIS is the preferred term.42 
A definition of the term, 'geographic information system', is as follows: 
A decision support system involving the integration of spatially referenced data in a land 
I . d . 43 p annmg an management environment. 
An ever-increasing availability of enabling technology has been a catalyst for 
technological innovation in many aspects of the land registration system and the 
development of electronic techniques in the attendant cadastral surveying and mapping 
system. Anecdotal evidence suggests that enabling technology has quickened the 
velocity of spatial data at various processing stages within the cadastral surveying and 
mapping system. 
40 John Stanley Cook, A Cybernetic Approach to Land Management Issues, p.208 
41 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1991 cited in Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems 
Association Inc.; and the Australian Land Information Council. Monograph 2 (Revised) Glossary 
ofTerms, p.76 
42 Australian Land Information Council, Land Information Management in Australasia: Status 
Report 1988-1990, Australian Land Information Council, (Canberra: 1990) cited in 
Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems Association Inc.; and the Australian Land 
Information Council. Monograph 2 (Revised) Glossary of Terms, p.49 
43 Department of Lands (Qld). Register of Key Terms. 
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This evidence suggests also that the processing of spatial data for registration and the 
retrieval of spatial data from public authority archives has been facilitated. However, 
the reason for the production of the spatial data is still in support of a system of title 
registration which had its genesis over one hundred and fifty years ago for the self-
funding of a rapidly developing colony of a European power. The reasons for the 
collection and the methods of processing and presentation of the set of spatial data must 
be questioned. This action must be undertaken to determine if the cadastral systems are 
to fulfil a role in, be part of, or even survive in a wider land administration system in 
the rapidly evolving information society 
4.1 Technological advances highlighting limitations of the current system 
Commencing in the 1970s, the occurrence of two events has caused the administrators 
and custodians of land information to study methods to improve the efficiency of the 
provision of ownership based, spatially related information. The events each have 
common roots in the creation, management and administration of parcel boundaries 
The first is the creation of a computer based graphic index of the various states' land 
boundaries framework. These indexes, which provide a source of key cadastral 
identifiers and attributes and commonly referred to as digital cadastral databases, have 
been described as follows: 
A computer record of the cadastral boundaries of all land parcels within a defined area 
linked to their legal description and stored in a data base.44 
In the last decade, the establishment of digital cadastral databases, commonly referred 
to as DCDBs in Australasian jurisdictions, has been: 
given increased impetus due to a new range of enabling technologies such as satellite 
position fixing (GPS), improved spatial data collection techniques such as digital 
theodolites and "soft copy" photograrnmetry, as well as a vast range of new information 
and communications technological tools.45 
44 ibid. 
45 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps', p.38 
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The second event is the introduction of computerised title issuing systems within which 
documentary records have been computerised to improve efficiency. New land titles are 
increasingly being issued in computer form.46 The title refers to a parcel number on the 
survey plan of the isolated cadastral survey, which created the parcel. Computerised 
indexes have been created which relate land titles to cadastral plans, street address, and 
to other identifiers used by organisations including land taxation and valuation, local 
governments and utility organisations.47 
The development throughout Australia of digital cadastral databases over the last two 
decades has been reported and evaluated by many authors.48 Typically, public agencies 
created the databases by digitising the Iinework on the best available cadastral maps or 
plans. The result is that the digital cadastral databases represent boundaries only to a 
graphical accuracy. The accuracy of the scaled coordinates in most state systems is 
about+ 1 mm at the scale of the digitised map or plan, which is+ 2.5 m at 1:2,500. 
These databases, because of the source data used and techniques employed, may be 
regarded correctly as computerised cadastral maps. Boundary data contained in the 
databases can not be used for boundary definition by a Licensed Surveyor or as the 
spatial record for the registration of title. 
The typical case for the development of databases, including spatial and textual, in 
Australian jurisdictions has been based on the facilitation of intra-departmental and 
inter-departmental activities in support of land management, utility management, land 
administration and local government administration. 
46 The computer form of the title does not include a diagram of the parcel, whereas the manually 
produced certificate of title did include a diagram. 
47 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps', p.44 
48 S. Armstrong and R. Grant, 'The Queensland Digital Cadastral Database', Queensland 
Surveyors Bulletin (August 1989) pp.33-34 
W.J. Hesse, and I.P. Williamson, 'A Review of Digital Cadastral Databases in Australia and 
New Zealand'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.35 No.4 (December 1990) pp.351-367 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson, 'The Users' View of Digital Cadastral Databases in 
Australia'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.40 No.1 (March 1995) pp.41-52 
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However, following a wide-ranging review of information technology within the 
Queensland public sector, the Information Technology Review Final Report noted that: 
the information services developed to date have been largely agency-specific and aimed at 
automating administrative processes.49 
This report recommended that the preferred approach in future would be systems aimed 
at providing services to clients, and that maximise the use of the information held in 
strategic databases.50 By way of an example of user dissatisfaction with the creation of 
agency-specific and non user-specific information systems, it was stated that: 
the implementation of CISP (computerised inventory of survey plans) and DISP (digital 
imaging of survey plans) ... may be worthwhile administrative innovations, but their benefit 
to cadastral surveyors is dubious in so much as searching seems to be more difficult and 
time consuming, and the cost of search, when the time factor is considered, is now a major 
component of survey costs. 51 
In particular, the creation of digital cadastral databases by a computerisation of the 
cadastral maps and plans has proved to be a controversial issue since title registration 
systems or land markets do not require digital cadastral maps to operate.52 The 
justification by public authorities for computerising of the spatial record of parcel 
boundaries includes: 
• the reduction of duplication in maintaining a cadastral base for many users 
• the conversion of maps from one scale to another 
• the bringing of cadastral maps onto the same coordinate system as large scale 
topographic maps, thereby facilitating LIS/GIS applications. 53 
The creation of the DCDBs primarily in support of agency-specific functions without 
thorough market research concerning user requirements has resulted in problems 
related to the absolute positioning of data sets dependant on the spatial reference 
framework. The problems have been well-documented as well as proffered solutions to 
the improvement of spatial positioning of data held within the databases. 54 
49 Queensland Government, Information Technology Review - Final Report (September 1990) 
cited in QLIS Coordination Unit, Department of Lands. Concept Paper 1992. (Brisbane: 
Queensland Land Information Council, September 1992) p.l 
50 QLIS Coordination Unit, Department of Lands. Concept Paper 1992. (Brisbane: Queensland 
Land Information Council, September 1992) p.l 
51 P. R. Clarke, 'Cadastral Surveying - A Case for Change', Survey Integration - The Future, 
Proceedings of Seminar and Workshop, Institution of Surveyors Queensland and Surveyors 
Board Queensland, Brisbane (27 November 1993), p.2 
52 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps', p.51 
53 ibid. ' p.50 
54 R. Priebbenow, 'DCDB Survey Results', Q-Cadastre - The DCDB Newsletter. Issue No.4 
(November 1994) pp.5-7 
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Digital cadastral databases have now been completed in most jurisdictions and are in 
the maintenance phase of their life cycle. Administrators are facing difficulties 
undertaking updating and upgrading of the databases. 55 The reasons for the difficulties 
being experienced are many and varied. They include the limitations in the techniques 
and of the source materials used in the creation of the databases. A fundamental 
problem is that the spatial data sourced from cadastral surveys being used for 
maintenance of the databases are: 
• the product of a system in support of registration of title 
• produced at a much higher degree of positional accuracy than that of the database 
• in a format which requires considerable reworking to enable it to be used for 
maintenance of the database. 
By way of example, in Queensland the DCDB was commenced in the early 1980s by 
digitising the land boundaries shown on the best available cadastral maps. The DCDB, 
now in maintenance, is upgraded and updated by bearing and distance entry of the 
cadastral spatial data related to parcels shown on new survey plans. However, the 
accuracy of the survey plan data generally is attenuated to that of the DCDB when 
entering new data into the DCDB to facilitate the matching of the position of lot 
corners shown on the survey plan with their existing position in the database. 
A more recent phenomena has been the move of the Australian cadastral systems 
towards the fulfilment of a multi-purpose role with the establishment of, or the re-
engineering of established digital cadastral databases in support of digital systems 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson, 'Problems in Maintaining Associativity in LIS with 
Particular Reference to the Needs of the Utility Industry'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.39 No.3 
(September 1994) pp.187-193 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson, 'Solutions to Maintaining Associativity in LIS with 
Particular Reference to the Needs of the Utility Industry'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.39 No.4 
(December 1994) pp.290-296 
55 W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson, 'Problems in Maintaining Associativity m LIS with 
Particular Reference to the Needs of the Utility Industry', pp.l87 -193 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson, 'Solutions to Maintaining Associativity m LIS with 
Particular Reference to the Needs of the Utility Industry', pp.290-296 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson, 'A Review of the Digital Cadastral Databases in Australia & 
New Zealand', pp.41-52 
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which themselves support LIS/GIS.56 The result is that DCDBs, because of the degree 
of uncertainty in the spatial record the method of data capture and resulting problems 
with data linkages, have received criticism from the stakeholders and users at all levels 
of the land information system. The users identified major problems with usage of the 
DCDB including: 
• currency of the data with respect to cadastral change, 
• spatial accuracy of the DCDB not reflecting the relative and absolute positions of 
boundaries to a level suitable for the requirements of each stakeholder, 
• limitations in the use of more complex technology caused by lack of spatial 
relationships, and 
• inaccuracy of identifiers of parcel records. 57 
The introduction of automatic titling systems (ATS) has been applied principally to the 
documentary component of the titling system. Notwithstanding the creation of DCDBs 
from data derived from the same source, the land boundary part of the register, the 
spatial component, has received little attention, mostly because of the complexities 
involved in fixing absolutely the accurate positions of boundaries. This conflict 
between documentary and actual (ground truth) limits of ownership can be compared 
with that which resulted under the system of registration of deeds (old system) with 
respect to the historical trail of documentary component of land registration under that 
system. 
Within the Torrens Title System, as a consequence of the isolated system of cadastral 
surveys, the plan of survey is registered, not the spatial data depicted thereon. Hence, a 
plan of survey may contain information that conflicts with other survey plans 
previously registered. The spatial integrity of boundaries therefore relies on the 
resolution of conflict or confusion over boundary definition by the Licensed Surveyor 
on an "as needs" basis, allowing existing inconsistencies to reside undiscovered within 
the plans system. 
W.Y. Wan and Ian P. Williamson, 'The Users' View of Digital Cadastral Databases m 
Australia', pp.53-62 
56 Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps', p.51 
57 John F. Hayes, 'Strategic Plan for the Registration of Boundaries and the Electronic Lodgement 
of Cadastral Plans', Submission to Department of Lands (27 November 1992) 
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This conflict in the position of parcel boundaries and of the spatial record can be 
translated to problems associated with DCDBs. However, such inconsistencies are 
generally smaller than the inaccuracies existing as a result of the methods of 
compilation of cadastral maps and their subsequent usage as a source document for the 
creation of a DCDB. 
In practice, surveyors resolve these conflicts between boundary discrepancies contained 
in the various survey plans affecting the fixation of any one boundary. Only boundaries 
in conflict because of matters of fact are referred to the courts for resolution. The major 
problems associated with the current system of registration of the plan of survey are as 
follows: 
• Jack of absolute fixation of boundaries for aggregating boundaries for use in spatial 
data bases 
• inefficient and lengthy process involved in plan examination to allow validation of 
ownership limits at the time of title registration by Government 
• high cost of surveys to maintain inefficient system at a level to maintain public 
confidence in the land ownership system 
• high cost of updating existing spatially referenced boundary information (DCDB) 
• the high cost of storage, maintenance and management of old survey plans. 58 
4.2 Limitations of available digital land boundary data 
In a proposal for research into digital land boundary information, Cook identified the 
following significant objections to the cost and quality of digital land boundary 
available from DCDBs and produced by current procedures which a new digital system 
would need to overcome: 
• loss of precision in raw data obtained by translation from digital to paper- based 
graphical formats and re-translation using analogue procedures from graphical to digital 
formats 
• inefficient processing of boundary information from a technical point of view inherent 
in current surveying procedures which has costs which may be avoided 
• limited usefulness of digital boundary data Jacking the precision of the raw data 
obtained from field surveys 
• significant delays, problems of access and costs relating to updated land boundary 
data. 59 
58 ibid. 
59 John S. Cook, 'A Proposal for a Program of Research into Digital Land Boundary 
Information', p.2 
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An awareness has developed within the land information industry of the potential 
benefit of digital spatial data particularly as a linking mechanism with which to inter-
relate disparate, land related data sets. The awareness has developed primarily as a 
result of the availability of an ever-increasing pool of spatial data from digital 
cadastral databases, although of attenuated accuracy when compared to that of the 
source. There has developed also a demand from the stakeholders in the industry and 
non-traditional and limited users of spatial data for the production, maintenance and 
supply of land boundary data that is accurate. The term, 'accurate', has a traditional 
definition as follows: 
The closeness of the results of observations, computations or estimates to the true values, 
or the values accepted as being true.60 
The degree of conformity with a standard, whether absolute or relative. Accuracy relates to 
the quality of result, and is distinguished from precision which relates to the quality of the 
operation by which the result is obtained. Higher accuracy implies that a measurement is 
nearer the truth.61 
This definition has been utilised traditionally to imply positional accuracy, a concept 
derived from conventional mapping accuracy standards. The term has been re-
assessed critically in terms of the functionality of LIS/GIS technology and 
applications and in terms of the information requirements of organisations with the 
development of spatial data exchange standards and the concept of data quality. 62 
The Spatial Data Transfer Standard adopted for implementation in Australasia: 
provides specifications for the organisation and structure of digital spatial data transfer, 
definition of spatial features and attributes, and data transfer encoding. The purpose of the 
standard is to promote and facilitate the transfer of digital spatial data between dissimilar 
computer systems.63 
60 U.S. Department of Commerce, Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) FIPS Pub 173, 
Technology Administration, National Institute of Standards and Technology (Washington: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1992) p.6 
61 Report to the Secretary of State for the Environment of the Committee of Enquiry into the 
Handling of Geographic Information. Lord Chorley (Chairman) (1987) London: Her Majesty's 
Stationary Office, 1987 
62 Ewan G. Masters, 'Defining Spatial Accuracy', Spatial Database Accuracy, Proceedings of 
Symposium, Department of Surveying and Land Information, University of Melbourne (June 
19-20 1991) p.215 
63 U.S. Department of Commerce, Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) FIPS Pub 173, p.1 
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The standard defines quality as: 
An essential or distinguishing characteristic necessary for spatial data to be fit for use.64 
SDTS defines a standard for describing data quality by providing for a Data Quality 
Report that consists of five portions covering these characteristics: 
• Lineage 
• Positional Accuracy 
• Attribute Accuracy 
• Logical Consistency 
• Completeness65 
The current system of title registration is principally paper based and employs manual 
processing. It does not supply spatial data that can be transferred readily in a digital 
format between dissimilar computer systems or reported in SDTS Data Quality 
Report format. There is scope to develop a digital system for the electronic 
processing of spatial data. Such a system could facilitate the exploitation of the 
functionality of LIS/GIS technology and applications and the servicing of the digital 
information requirements of organisations. 
A digital lodgement sub-system could deliver data of a quality meeting the SDTS 
definition and which can be reported in SDTS Data Quality Report format. The prime 
purpose of digital spatial data processed in this system would be for the creation and 
maintenance of a spatial referencing framework rather than for title registration. Title 
registration would be a consequential use of the digital spatial data. 
5 LAND REGISTRATION AND THE PROPERTY MARKET 
The property sector plays an important role in the Australian economy as it attracts a 
significant proportion of the total foreign investment flows into Australia. Inbound 
investment is more significant than outbound investment. The property sector also 
attracts substantial funds for private sector dwelling commencements. Table 2.1. 
shows investment flows and dwelling commencement figures for the period 1989-92. 
64 ibid., p.8 
65 ibid., p.21-24 
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TABLE2.1 
PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT 1989-1992 (A$ m.) 
1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 
Foreign investment in Australia 91,052 97,988 105,274 
Australian investment abroad 38,568 36,005 38,740 
Source: ABS Series No. 5305.66 
TABLE 2.2 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT FLOWS BY INDUSTRY (CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS) 1989-1992 (A$ m.) 
1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 
Mining 1,461 1,605 516 
Manufacturing 1,459 2,421 1,200 
Utilities 146 (190) 125 
Wholesale/retail 1,269 1,777 1,513 
Transport/distribution 723 1,148 (469) 
Property 14,717 15,108 10,895 
TOTAL 21,527 19,311 13,955 
• 67 Source. ABS Senes No. 5305. 
TABLE 2.3 
THE NUMBER OF PRIVATE SECTOR DWELLING COMMENCEMENTS IN AUSTRALIA 1989-1992. 
PERIOD NO.HOUSES VALUE $m. NO.OTHER VALUE$m. TOTAL TOTAL$m. 
RESIDENTIAL STARTS 
1989-90 96,390 8,368 29,935 2,210 126,325 10,578 
1990-91 87,038 7,745 24,448 1,806 111,486 9,551 
1991-92 100,546 8,829 28,811 1,996 129,357 10,825 
Source: ABS. Summary of private sector building activity, Australia. Series No. 8752. 68 
TABLE 2.4 
THE NUMBER OF PRIVATE SECTOR DWELLING COMMENCEMENTS IN QUEENSLAND 
1989-1992. 
PERIOD NO.HOUSES VALUE $m. NO.OTHER VALUE$m. TOTAL TOTAL$m. 
RESIDENTIAL STARTS 
1989-90 23,761 1.950 9,673 717 33,434 2,667 
1990-91 23,566 2.017 8,203 570 31,769 2,588 
1991-92 29,016 2,431 9,525 578 38,541 3,009 
. . Source: ABS. Summary of pnvate sector bwldmg actJVJty, Australia. Senes No. 8752 . 69 
The decision to attract overseas investment is made at the political leveL If the 
decision is made to attract or to continue to attract overseas investment, Australia as a 
nation must become more competitive. At a recent national business summit on the 
66 Australian Bureau of Statistics, International Investment Position, ABS Series No. 5305 
(Canberra: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1993) p.l4 
67 ibid., p.l9 
68 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Building Activity, ABS Series No.8752 (Canberra: Australian 
Bureau of Statistics, 1993) p.5 
69 ibid., p.l8 
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competitive future of Australia conducted by the Business Council of Australia the 
view was stated that: 
Being competitive in any market means firms satisfying customers in relation to price, 
quality and reliability. Unless a nation can compete it soon loses the wherewithal to save 
and invest enough to stay in the race except by cutting living standards or increasing 
borrowing indefinitely. Neither is a viable long-run option.70 
Competitiveness is intrinsically linked to productivity and is defined in terms of the 
productivity with which Australian companies and industries can use the nation's 
resources.71 The non-traded sectors supply key inputs into the traded sectors. Poor 
performance in any of these sectors handicaps Australia's national competitiveness. 
Directly or indirectly, the whole economy competes in the world economy. The 
challenge is thus not only to open up our traded industries to international 
competition, but to ensure their performance is not hamstrung by second rate 
efficiency in supporting industries.72 
In support of this view concerning productivity, the then Chief Executive of the 
Queensland Industry Development Corporation stated that: 
The challenge for Queensland to maintain its pre-eminence into this decade is for the 
public services to lay the groundwork for productivity-initiated growth and for the private 
sector to boost investment and efficiency.73 
Investment decisions require access to geographic and economic information. The 
need exists to facilitate the integration of data sets for the retrieval of information. 
The need exists also to replace existing manual methods of supplying land-based 
information products and to place information in the hands of users to ensure 
accurate decision making both for the foreign investment flow and the private sector 
dwelling market. 
70 Access Economics and The Allen Consulting Group Pty Ltd, 'Developing Australia's National 
Competitiveness', National Business Summit on Our Competitive Future, Proceedings of 
Meeting of the Business Council of Australia, Melbourne (February 28-March l 1991) 
71 Michael E. Porter, 'Competitive Success - The Global Market', National Business Summit on 
Our Competitive Future, The Business Council of Australia, (Melbourne: The Business 
Council of Australia, 1991) 
72 Access Economics and The Allen Consulting Group Pty Ltd, 'Developing Australia's National 
Competitiveness', National Business Summit on Our Competitive Future, p.l5 
73 John McCarthy, 'Qid needs reform spur, QIDC warns', Business Section, The Courier-Mail, 
(Brisbane, 2 March 1994) p.25 
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6 AN ELECTRONIC SYSTEM FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF A 
SPATIAL REFERENCING FRAMEWORK 
In an attempt to fulfil the demands for spatial data meeting data quality requirements, 
there is a growing awareness within the land information industry of the need to 
develop an integrated process for effective and systematic, electronic collection and 
manipulation of, and maintenance of quality in land boundary spatial data. This 
process will need to continue to provide the spatial record of a land transaction for 
the registration of titles and maintain or, more appropriately, enhance the integrity of 
the cadastre. The process will need also to meet the information requirements, 
particularly with respect to a spatial referencing framework, of a body of increasingly 
sophisticated users of LIS/GIS growing as the information society continues to 
mature. 
This dissertation envisages that a precursor to the development of the integrated, 
electronic process is the development of a digital-surveying environment in which 
spatial data can remain at source accuracy, which is the accuracy at which the data are 
captured, without attenuation during their life cycle. The prototype digital system for 
the lodgement of spatial data, developed by this dissertation, is viewed as the 
cornerstone for the digital surveying environment and the integrated electronic process 
and the means of addressing the objections identified by Cook with respect to digital 
land boundary data produced by current procedures.74 
The concept for the development of the prototype system is not related to the 
lodgement of survey plans in digital form or to the lodgement of spatial data in digital 
form for registration. The concept is about the development of a system, which creates 
and maintains a spatial referencing framework of data quality in accordance with the 
SDTS definition and suitable for LIS/GIS applications.75 . 
Registration of title is but one, albeit very important, component. Upgrade and update 
of DCDBs is also an important, though consequential benefit. 
74 John S. Cook, 'A Proposal for a Program of Research into Digital Land Boundary 
Information', p.2 
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7 SUMMARY 
The present cadastral system produces data in a format and of a quality which 
sufficiently meets the requirements for the registration of title. It is argued that the 
cadastral survey system is not an appropriate system for the production of data of a 
quality to meet the requirements of a spatial referencing network. Data resulting from 
the present system requires considerable manipulation to provide the framework 
upon which land information systems and geographic systems can be constructed. 
This limitation in the ability of land boundary data produced and processed by 
traditional methodologies has been highlighted increasingly with the advent of 
technological advances in the fields of data collection, manipulation and 
presentation, and retrieval of digital cadastral data. A consequence is the growing 
demand from traditional and non-traditional users of spatial data for access to spatial 
data sets of a quality commensurate to produce traditional and non-traditional 
products. 
An integrated electronic process for the utilisation of the digital spatial data resulting 
from the activities of private agencies is proposed as the facilitating mechanism for 
the production of data of the quality being increasingly sought. 
75 U.S. Department of Commerce, Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) FIPS Pub 173, p.21-
24 
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REVIEW OF THE PROCESSING CONTINUUM 
FORLAND BOUNDARY DATA 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Private surveying agencies produce land boundary data primarily in support of the 
land market and land subdivision. The data provide evidence for the location of 
boundaries, registration of title and for the certification of the construction of works 
in compliance with approved design plans. Land boundary data can be classed as 
either cadastral spatial data or as-constructed spatial data. Cadastral spatial data relate 
to the fixation of parcel corners. As-constructed spatial data relate to the construction 
of works during the land subdivision process. The as-constructed data sets are termed 
cadastral dependent as the design positions of works normally are located relative to 
the boundaries of parcels. 
The principal stakeholders involved m the land subdivision process and the 
processing of land boundary data are: 
• the private agencies responsible for the production and maintenance of the land 
boundary data sets, and 
• the public agencies responsible for the administration of the data sets, traditionally 
as plans or maps in graphic databases but increasingly as digital data sets in 
electronic databases. 
One group of public agencies are the land registry offices responsible for the 
registration of title. This group has created digital databases from the cadastral data 
sets to facilitate their administration of the land registration process. The other group 
of public agencies are local governments. This group have created digital databases 
from the as-constructed data sets to facilitate the administration of their assets. Their 
assets are predominantly in the form of physical infrastructure, the majority of which 
are buried in the ground. 
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FIGURE 3.1 
LAND SUBDIVISION PROCESS 
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1.1 The land subdivision process 
Figure 3.1 displays a diagram that depicts the current processing of data related to the 
land subdivision process. The diagram depicts what is essentially the "end-on-end" 
nature of spatial data processing. A stage in the process typically must be completed 
before the data can move onto the next stage. 1 This is a manifestation of the 
limitations of the hard copy, document centred nature of the data that flow through 
the current system of processing of a land subdivision action. It is a truism that a 
delay experienced at one stage will produce a ripple through effect in subsequent 
stages of the process. 
Figure 3.1 draws out two main points. The first is the part-manual, part electronic 
nature of the processing of land boundary data. Public agencies re-enter land 
boundary data at Step v, "enter BEAR & DIST into PACL"2. The agencies re-enter 
bearing and distance values from the annotations recorded on the face of the survey 
plan. They employ this method to create a digital record of the data in a provisionally 
correct cadastral layer within the agency's electronic processing environment. The 
second point is that the current system of processing of land boundary data can be 
described best as a continuum with a definite start point and an end point. Although 
users can extract data with some effort from the databases of the public agencies, the 
process was not developed as completed cycle in which the land boundary data can 
be retrieved readily. 
1.2 Survey Plan Data Flow 
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 (p.23 and p.24) depict the flow of survey plan data within 
Australasian jurisdictions. In summary, under the present system for the processing 
of spatial data in document format, the sequencing of events can be described best as 
an "end-on-end" process. A component of the process can be undertaken only when 
all actions associated with the preceding component have been finalised. Any 
1 
2 
Figure 3.1 has been compiled from data supplied by the Department of Natural Resources, 
Queensland and is current at October 1996 
PACL- Provisionally Accurate Cadastral Layer 
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processing delay at any stage ripples through the process to later stages. In summary 
the sequence of processing activities follows these stages: 
• Field Survey: Data entry, Total Station, bearing/distance entry 
• Survey Plan Compilation: Bearing/distance, data entry 
• Plan Examination: Bearing/distance, data entry 
• Plan Registration 
• Digital Cadastral Data Base 
• Title Actions/Deeds Actions 
• Administrative Map: Plot bearing/distance, or bearing/distance entry. 
2 THE PROCESSING OF LAND BOUNDARY DATA WITHIN A 
PRIVATE SURVEYING AGENCY 
The data collection and manipulation operations related to land subdivision actions 
and typically undertaken for the processing of a land transaction were recorded for 
the sponsoring private agency. Figure 3.2 shows a generalised representation of these 
operations. An examination of the operations within the private agency showed that 
they comply with technological Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 described by Cook. 
2.1 Typical work flow within a private surveying organisation 
Typically the flow of work and related data progresses as follows: 
• Step a. The Survey Manager receives instructions from a client to perform survey 
work. 
• Step b. The Survey Manager programs the survey work, resultant from the client's 
instructions, in the Works Program System. 
• Step c. The Survey Manager commences a (New) Job Sheet with details of the 
client's instructions and issues instructions. 
• to the Project Manager for commencement of work on the job 
• for the Searching Clerk to perform a Records Search. 
• Step d. The Secretary prepares: 
• a Job File that includes the (New) Job Sheet; a Filing Sheet; a Form 1 and 
enters the details of the job into the Job Register System. The Secretary 
delivers the job file to the Project Manager 
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• a numbered Search packet with job details shown on the face and placed in 
Storage awaiting the completion of the Records Search. 
• Step e. The Project Manager receives the job file and prepares: 
• work instructions for the Survey Party Leader 
• a letter of confirmation of work instructions and quotation for client. 
• Step f. The Searching Clerk undertakes a Records Search that includes (depending 
on the type and extent of survey work to be undertaken): 
• Registered Plans, Group Title and Building Plans, Easement Plans 
• copies of Certificate of Title 
• zoning and valuation details 
• records of services supplied by utility organisations (water, gas, telephone, 
sewer, drainage) 
• restrictions on usage or enjoyment of land (Native Title claims, Vegetation 
Protection Orders, Noxious or Hazardous Land) 
• planned or proposed developments impacting on the survey (freeways, 
rights-of-way) 
• Step g. The Searching Clerk compiles the records, places the records in the Search 
Packet retrieved from Storage and delivers the Search Packet to the Survey Party 
Leader. 
• Step h. The Survey Party Leader: 
• examines the records to check the completeness of the Search and plans 
his survey 
• checks the Work Instructions 
• may prepare a digital model of the extent of the area to be surveyed 
depending on the adjudged complexity of the survey 
• performs the field survey with the Survey Party utilising electronic data 
recording and manipulation technology. 
• Step i. The Survey Party Leader (post field): 
• undertakes office calculations and data manipulation to record the results 
of the Field Survey utilising electronic manipulation technology 
• prepares a plot of the survey or prepares a paper draft of the survey for the 
(Senior) Draftsman 
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• prepares a Drafting Brief for the (Senior) Draftsman including Digital 
Files, hardcopy information and completes the Title block for the plan 
• creates backs-up all records and Digital Files generated during the field 
survey or office calculations and writes to disk 
• enters details of the Digital Files into the Disk Register 
• prepares copies of data, digital and hardcopy, for client as required. 
• Step j. The Drafting Officer drafts the plan in accord with the Drafting Brief, 
allocates a Plan Number(s) off the Search Packet, and: 
• adds the Plan Number for the new plan to the Search Packet 
• attaches standard checking forms to a Quality Assured (QA) copy of the 
plan 
• prepares Memo for the Secretary to add the Plan Number(s) to the Plan 
Register and Job Register 
• delivers the Plan(s) to the Project Manager. 
• Step k. The Project Manager performs a Quality Assurance check of the Plan(s) 
and: 
• completes standard checking forms · 
• prepares a Survey Report and Account for the client. 
• Step I. The Searching Clerk obtains a hardcopy(s) of the plan(s) for: 
• the client, 
• the Registering and/or Approving Organisation, and 
• archival (plastic based). 
• Step m. The Secretary types the Survey Report and Account and: 
• numbers the Account 
• enters the Account in the Plan Register and in the Account Book 
• files copies of the relevant documentation in the Job File and 
Correspondence Out File 
• enters details of the documentation in the Mail OuUDispatch Register, and 
• delivers all documentation to the Division Manager. 
• Step n. The Division Manager checks the documentation meets the client's 
instructions and signs as required. 
• Step o. The Plan(s) and related documentation are delivered or sent to the Client. 
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FIGURE 3.2 
PROCESSING OF LAND BOUNDARY DATA WITHIN A PRIVATE SURVEYING AGENCY 
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The points to be drawn from Figure 3.2 concerning the processing of land boundary 
data within the private agency are: 
• the process is document based, resulting in an "end-on" processing sequence 
• land boundary data assume a temporary, digital format assisting processing from 
Step h, "perform FIELD SURVEY" through to Step j, "draft PLAN(s) 
• the data are converted to a paper-based format to comply with statutory lodgement 
requirements at Step j 
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• all quality checking operations are performed to produce a plan of survey fit for 
the purpose of lodgement with a public agency for the issue of title 
• the quality of the digital data set is not checked for the purpose of meeting data 
quality standards. 
3. THE PROCESSING OF LAND BOUNDARY DATA WITHIN A 
PUBLIC LAND REGISTRY AGENCY 
In the majority of Australasian jurisdictions, the responsibility for the maintenance of 
the Register normally resides within the agency responsible for the administration of 
justice. The mapping function resides within the agency responsible for 
administration of lands. In Queensland, the Department of Natural Resources in 
Queensland has responsibility for the registration of title and for administration of the 
maintenance of land boundaries. Figures 3.3 to 3.6 depict the results of a review of 
the processing of data related to these departmental responsibilities. 
3.1 Survey plan examination process and data flow 
The various Australasian jurisdictions have enacted similar yet individual legislation 
to control the professional competence and discipline of cadastral surveyors. A 
Surveyors Board administers the provisions of the legislation in each state. The final 
quality of the products of those surveyors, namely deposited plans, has in the main 
remained the responsibility of government survey and land title jurisdictions that 
maintain an extensive checking function. 3 
Public agencies historically have undertaken survey plan examination. Government 
has guaranteed plan examination through a one hundred per cent audit of all 
documents lodged by licensed cadastral surveyors. Errors detected generally are 
resolved through requisition systems with only the more serious transgressions 
adjudicated by the relevant surveyors board.4 
3 Barry Cribb and John Higham. 'Survey Examination- A New Western Australian Approach', 
Networking Into The 21st Century. Proceedings of the 5th South East Asian and 36th 
Australian Surveyors Congress, Singapore, Malaysia (16-20 July 1995) p.65 
4 ibid. 
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FIGURE3.3 
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FIGURE 3.6 
SURVEY PLAN EXAMINATION PROCESS 
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Licensed Surveyors have always had the ultimate responsibility for their survey 
plans. However, Government traditionally has undertaken full survey examination to 
guarantee title and the integrity of the spatial cadastral infrastructure.5 Recent 
government reform programs have completely revised the methods for "survey 
examination" as that checking function was known. Licensed Surveyors are now 
required to fully exercise the responsibilities that the licence imposes.6 
In Queensland, the Department of Natural Resources traditionally has undertaken 
examination of survey plans with mixed results. There have been continuous 
improvements and changes to the process for many years, and the resources 
committed to plan examination have been significant. However the process of 
examination does not guarantee that plans are free of errors when registered. 
In recent years the Department of Natural Resources introduced a requisition fee that 
significantly reduced the requisition rate. However, the requisition rate had stabilised 
at 25% during 1992 and 1993. By 1996 the average requisition rate for registered 
surveyors was about 25% or, half of the registered surveyors have a requisition rate 
. 7 
greater than 25%. 
In an attempt to facilitate the lodgement of plans of a quality meeting audit 
requirements, the Department of Natural Resources has initiated two systems in 
recent years. The systems are: the pre-examination of plans of survey; and the 
accreditation of surveyors. 
5 H.J. Houghton, 'Directions: The Cadastral System in Western Australia', 2010 - A Vision. 
Proceedings of New Zealand-Australian Cadastral Conference, Wellington (14-15 June 1995) 
6 ibid., p.66 
7 Department of Lands (Qld). 'Plan Examination - Discussion Paper', Queensland Surveyors 
Bulletin (October 1993) p.37 
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3.1.1 Pre-examination of plans of survey 
Figure 3.7 depicts the pre-examination process for plans of survey. The Department 
of Natural Resources initiated the process primarily to decrease the period between 
the lodgement of the survey plan with local governments for sealing and the issue of 
new titles. The process provided for identifying and attending to any requisitions 
prior to lodgement of the survey plan for registration with the land registry office. 
The main point to be extracted from the diagram is that the system of pre-
examination allows a parallel processing of land boundary data when compared with 
the traditional "end-on", document centred processing of land boundary data. 
The pre-examination process achieved a reduction in the delay between the 
lodgement of the plan of survey and the registration of the plan of survey and issue of 
new titles. However, there was no significant decrease in the requisition rate of plans 
lodged for examination. The audit of survey plans still required the allocation of 
significant departmental resources. 
FIGURE3.7 
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3.1.2 System of Accreditation 
In 1993, the Department of Natural Resources stated its intention to reduce the 
written requisition rate to less than I 0% by 31 December 1993.8 The department 
initiated a system of accreditation providing a: 
mechanism for a quality improvement system for the preparation and registration of 
survey plans, that will ensure that survey plans lodged with the Department of Lands are 
free of significant errors. 
Emphasis is placed on ensuring that the quality of plans is an integral part of 
undertaking a survey, rather than a final check immediately prior to, or after the plan is 
lodged.9 
The scope of the system was to provide for: 
quality improvement strategies for plan lodgement with the Department of Lands. 10 
The Surveyor General in an address prior to the introduction of the system stated that 
the Government was intent on reducing the costs associated with survey examination. 
The Surveyor General stated this could be achieved in a responsible manner to ensure 
that the community was protected and that the profession was not left in a void as 
regards guarantee of title. The avenues examined included: 
• the limiting of examination to those issues which could cause an incorrect title to 
issue 
• a reduction in examination to random checking for those practices with a proven 
record of providing qua~ity services and the maintenance of appropriate statistical 
records 
• a full implementation of the new survey plan deposit requirements based on 
Quality Assurance principles to facilitate a reduced level of examination 
• the introduction of a coordinate cadastre and legal coordinates to revolutionise 
cadastral surveying and reduce the need for extensive manual survey examination 
whilst allowing tests for accuracy being performed automatically as the data are 
entered into the real time LIS. 11 
8 ibid. 
9 ibid. 
10 ibid. 
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The system of accreditation as implemented provides for the recognition that 
Licensed Surveyors do perform and have performed surveys of a high standard, 
which is a standard that satisfies quality requirements of plans lodged with the 
Department of Natural Resources for the purposes of registration of title. 12 The 
system provides also for: a review by peers; the assessment of surveys; and the 
identification of errors by all persons associated with a survey. 13 
Under the provision of the system of accreditation: 
• Licensed Surveyors are responsible for: 
• quality improvement strategies dealing with plan preparation and lodgement 
• maintenance procedures for plan preparation 
• the provision of quality of their survey plans 
• the correction of all errors identified in their plans 
• the appointment of a Liaison Officer, in the case of registered bodies corporate, to 
coordinate the accreditation process with Department of Lands. 14 
• Land Boundaries Program, Department of Natural Resources are responsible for: 
• quality improvement strategies dealing with plan preparation and lodgement 
• the passing and endorsement of survey plans for registration by the Land Titles 
Program 
• the acceptance of survey plans, by accredited surveyors, without supporting 
documentation. 15 
• Land Titles Program, Department of Natural Resources are responsible to 
• register plans that are endorsed or passed by Land Boundaries Program. 16 
The provisions of the system of accreditation do not abrogate the total and absolute 
responsibilities of the Department of Natural Resources for the plan registration 
process. The provisions also do not abrogate the similar responsibilities of Licensed 
Surveyors for the accuracy of their survey plans. 17 
11 Surveyor-General of Queensland. 'Surveyor-General's Address to Central Group Conference, 
Institution of Surveyors Australia, Queensland Division, Gladstone, 1991 ',rpt. in Queensland 
Surveyors Bulletin (June 1991) p.13 
12 Department of Lands (Qld). 'Plan Examination - Discussion Paper', p.37 
13 ibid. 
14 ibid., p.38 
15 ibid. 
16 ibid. 
17 ibid., p.37 
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In summary, the elements of the system for accreditation are as follows: 
a. accreditation of surveyors for whom plans will be registered without "survey 
examination" and a performance monitoring system 
b. compulsory pre-examination for non-accredited surveyors, with the lodgement fees 
being reviewed annually 
c. communication at a regional level between the Institution of Surveyors and Department 
d. Continued Professional Development, part of which will focus on quality 
improvements to the plan preparation and lodgement process 
e. distribution of performance standards on an individual and regional basis 
f. Evaluation of the overall process and the capacity to consider recommendations for 
improvements to the system, at a procedural and a policy leve!. 18 
In terms of the lodgement of plans of survey, the system of accreditation provides for 
plans to be lodged in accordance with either of two methods: 
• Accredited Surveyors (Method 1) 
Plans lodged by accredited surveyors will not be examined for survey content, by 
Department of Lands. Plan details will be recorded in the appropriate administrative 
databases, and the plan will proceed directly to document examination 
• The Liaison Officer or the Surveyor will be required to initial the reverse side of the 
plan as 'Audited" 
• Plan lodgement fees shall be significantly reduced to reflect Departmental costs 
• An accredited surveyor may choose to lodge plans in accordance with the Compulsory 
Pre-Examination procedures, however it is anticipated that this option will be the 
exception rather than the rule 
• the performance of accredited suppliers will be monitored by peer review and random 
field and office audits. Where significant errors are detected than a full examination 
may be undertaken. 
a. COPY OF 
b. 
PLAN FROM 
ACCREDITED 
·suRVEYOR 
FULLY. 
ACCREDITED 
FIGURE 3.8 
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c. 
f. 
PROVISIONALLY 
ACCREDITED. 
d. 
SEARCH & 
CALCULATIONS .•... 
, >.<'.:;,,:',"', 
Figure 3.8 depicts the processing of plans lodged by Accredited Surveyors. 
18 ibid., p.38 
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• Compulsory Pre-Examination (Method 2) 
All Non-Accredited suppliers shall lodge plans for pre-examination, supported by 
documentation as follows: 
• Survey Plan Checklist and Deposit Checklist 
• Full plan and title search 
• Annotated copy of plan/survey report 
• Lodgement fees, as per the current Department Scale of Fees.19 
Public land registry agencies traditionally undertake an initial comprehensive 
examination by audit of all documents lodged by private surveying agencies. By way 
of example, the Department of Natural Resources examined the following items 
when reduced examination initially was introduced. 
• incorrect and/or incomplete metes and bounds of the subject parcel(s) 
• incorrect and/or incomplete area of the subject parcel(s) 
• incorrect description of the subject parcel shown on the face if the plan, and/or in the 
title block 
• plan not suitable for the proposed action 
• any necessary action statements not shown on the face of the plan 
• Forms 13, 17 and/or 18 are not correct 
• any indisputable error in reinstatement 
• where plans are not signed by the lessee/registered proprietors, failure of the surveyor 
to supply a signed intimation from the lessee/registered proprietor accepting the 
existence of unmarked corners or boundaries . 
• where the accuracy of closure of any severance of the survey is outside the limits 
prescribed by the Surveyors Regulations, (except where those severances which did not 
close within the prescribed limits before the subject survey and except for balance 
parcels) 
• failure to supply a satisfactory report where there are significant differences with an 
ambulatory boundary 
• a copy of the plan or the original plan must be lodged. 20 
The system described above is typical of strategies being implemented in other 
Australasian jurisdictions of the implementation of the Torrens Title system. The 
main point to be drawn from the implementation of a system of accreditation is the 
emphasis on the Licensed Surveyor being responsible for the production of quality 
data for the registration of title. This will occur only with the implementation of 
processes for validation of the land boundary data within the private agencies. 
Without such developments, the integrity of the spatial data sets from which plans of 
survey are produced, and that of the cadastre is in danger of being compromised. 
19 ibid. 
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3.2 The usage of land boundary data in public agency systems 
Public agencies re-enter into a number of administration systems the attribute data 
related to the parcel represented on the face of the survey plan. The agencies 
developed these systems to meet their statutory requirements. In Queensland, in 
addition to those systems normally associated with the maintenance of cadastral 
network, the Department of Natural Resources maintains a series of systems related 
to the titling function. Table 3.1 lists the systems maintained by the Department by 
the re-entry of plan of survey data. 
TABLE 3.1 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES SYSTEMS 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ABBREV. 
Automated Titling System register for all freehold and leasehold land ATS 
Integrated Valuation Assessment supports the Valuation Program in the process of I VAS 
System valuation, and valuation administration by providing 
a database of property related information 
Digital Cadastral Data Base graphic computer record of property boundaries DCDB 
and related descriptive information which make up 
the primary layer of the Queensland cadastre 
Survey Control Data Base record of administrative, horizontal and vertical SCDB 
control information together with cadastral 
connection references for all permanent marks and 
control stations in Queensland 
Provisionally Accurate Cadastral A layer in the DCDB into which lot bearings and PACL 
Layer distances are entered from the face of the survey 
I plan 
Digital Imaging of Survey Plans Complements CISP textual database with full DISP 
graphics output of survey plan documentation 
Survey Records The physical record of the survey SURV. REG 
Previous Plan Reference to the parent plan from which the PREV. 
present plan was created PLAN 
Computer Inventory Survey Plans A complete inventory of all Survey Plans lodged in CISP 
DNR and a record of the hierarchy of survey 
actions affecting any parcel of land 
Finance Section Record of fees applicable to the lodgement of the FINANCE 
survey plan 
Aborigine and Torres Strait Incorporates a database to record and provide ATSILC 
Islander Land Claim System information on land claims and dealing applications 
under the Land , Water and Forestry Acts and the 
assessment of those applications and the status of 
Native Title related to the applications 
Tenure Administration System automation of the issue and administration of State TAS 
leasehold land 
20 ibid. 
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Table 3.2 provides a comprehensive listing of the spatial data and attributes 
appearing on the face and rear of the common plan of survey in use in Queensland. 21 
The table assists an analysis of those attributes for which the collection, recording 
and lodgement may migrate to a digital environment and may be exploited by 
electronic processing techniques. 
TABLE 3.2 
SURVEY PLAN ATIRIBUTES 
ATTRIBUTE IV AS ATS DCDB SCDB PACL DISP SURV PREV CISP FINANCE ATSILC TAS TOTAL 
REC PLAN 
FACE OF PLAN 
1 Plan Number X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 
2 MininQ District X X X X X X 6 
3 Lands ReQion X X X X X X X 7 
4 Local Govt X X X X X X X X 8 
5 Locality X X X X X 5 
6 County X X X X X X X X X X X 11 
7 Parish X X X X X X X X X 9 
8 New Lots X X X X X X X X X X X 11 
9 Easements etc X X X X X X X X X X 11 
10 Cancelling X X X X X X X 7 
11 Original Portion X X X X X X X X 8 
12 Survey X X X X X 5 
13 Meridian X X X X 4 
14 Mao Reference X X X X X 5 
15 Scale X X 2 
16 Endorsed/ X X X 3 
Accredited 
17 Archive X X X 3 
18 Surveyors X X X X 4 
Name 
19 Date of Survey X X X 3 
20 Date of X X X X 4 
Certificate 
21 Brg & Dist Lots X X X X 4 
22 Area Lots X X X X X 5 
23 Area Emts. X X X X X X 6 
24 Area New Road X X X X X X 6 
25 Area Added/ X X X X X 5 
Excised 
26 Road Names X X X X X 5 
27 Perm Mark X X X X X X 6 
28 Coordinates X X X X X X 6 
29 Reference X X X X 4 
Marks 
The main point to be drawn from an examination of the list of survey plan attributes 
is their low volatility. This characteristic facilitates efficient validation of the 
attribute values by electronic processes. Survey plan attribute values can be stored as 
and retrieved from standard data tables for each attribute class in a relational database 
environment. An increasing number of surveying agencies already collect spatial data 
21 The table of Survey Plan Attributes (Table 3.2) has been prepared from records supplied by the 
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elements in a digital format utilising electronic processing technologies. A system 
combining electronic validation of survey plan attributes and digital spatial data 
should provide data of a quality meeting accreditation requirements. 
TABLE 3.2 (contd.) 
SURVEY PLAN ATTRIBUTES 
ATTRIBUTE IV AS ATS DCDB SCDB PACL DISP SURV PREV CISP FINANCE ATSILC TAS TOTAL 
REC PLAN 
REAR OF PLAN 
Plan Number X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 
30 Surveyor X X X 3 
Reference 
31 Local Govt X X 2 
Reference 
32 Land Files X X X X X 5 
33 Fees X X X X X 5 
34 Charting X X X X X 5 
35 Original Grant X X X X 4 
36 Survey X X X 3 
Examination 
37 Local Govt X X X X 4 
Aooroval 
38. Other Admin X X X X 4 
Aoorovals 
39 Registered X X X X X X X 7 
!Owner/s 
40 Lodger X X X X X X 6 
41 Registration X X X X X X X X X X X 11 
Date 
42 Title Reference X X X X X 5 
43 Admin Notings X X X 3 
IINIRs etc) 
The Department of Natural Resources have conceptualised their model for the flow 
of survey data in a digital format. Figure 3.9 depicts this model which has been 
compiled from information supplied by the Department. The main point to be drawn 
from an examination of this diagram is the dominant central role accorded the survey 
plan by the Department in concert with and supported by the digital survey database. 
This depiction is appropriate as the flow of survey data traditionally has been in a 
manner that supports the administration of land boundary data. 
The model, although prepared to depict the flow of digital data, provides an 
appropriate model for the current survey data flow from the Department's 
perspective. The flow of data and the usage of that data are primarily as paper-based, 
hard-copy format. 
Department of Natural Resources and is current at October 1996. 
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4 THE PROCESSING OF LAND BOUNDARY DATA WITHIN A 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ORGANISATION 
Local governments require the lodgement of data related to land boundaries. Prior to 
granting of development approval, local governments utilise the data to evaluate that 
a proposal conforms to Town Planning Regulations. Local governments also require 
the lodgement of land boundary data once the development has been significantly 
completed. The agency utilises the data to ensure that the land development has been 
constructed in accordance with subdivisional regulations before confirming their 
final approval of the development. 
Local governments. traditionally have received the data in hard copy, plan of survey 
format for the cadastral spatial data and the as-constructed spatial data. The agency 
processes cadastral plans of survey and related data as follows: 
• Submitted plans are checked against original approvals to confirm that all 
conditions have been met. 
• Accepted plans are sealed and the original returned to the submitter. 
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• Copies of the plan are circulated within Council where the lots are assigned street 
numbers, rates assessment numbers and a unique identifier in the corporate 
property database. All data are labelled "pending" in the database. 
• Some local government agencies enter bearing and distance into a provisionally 
correct layer for the creation of a survey -accurate digital cadastral database. 
• Local governments may supply copies of the bearing and distance data to the 
Department of Natural Resources. 
• The data sit in abeyance until a copy of the registered plan is received from the 
Department of Natural Resources. At that time, database entries are changed from 
pending to active. 
• Local governments receive updates provided by the Department of Natural 
Resources at a frequency requested by the local government agency.22 
Local governments affix their seal to the plan of survey depicting the cadastral spatial 
data. This action confirms that the subdivision has been carried out in accordance 
with approvals. The agency forwards the original of the plan to the submitter. Figure 
3.10 depicts the processing by local governments of cadastral data related to a land 
action. 
Local governments typically have checked the plan of survey for the as-constructed 
spatial data manually against the approved construction plans. More recently, in 
response to accrual accounting provisions, local governments have recognised the 
advantages to be exploited with the utilisation of LIS/GIS technology for the 
administration and maintenance of their assets. Accordingly, local governments have 
increasingly been providing the impetus for quality data related to land boundaries. 
22 George Williams, 'Digital Submission of Survey Information - A briefing Paper', Department 
of Natural Resources, Queensland (16 October 1996) 
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With an increasing installation of enabling technology within their organisations, 
local governments have initiated a number of programs including: 
• the densification of geodetic control utilising GPS technology 
• the creation of digital spatial referencing networks on which to build asset 
management systems 
• the collection of existing infrastructure networks in digital format 
• the requirement that as-constructed data are lodged in digital format. 
4 SUMMARY 
Land boundary data are collected increasingly in digital format utilising electronic 
techniques. The processing continuum, resulting from the document centred nature of 
the process is an "end-on-end" process within which an individual component stage 
must be completed prior to the data progressing to the next stage. Delays at any stage 
have a ripple through effect to subsequent stages in the continuum. 
In recent years, enabling technology has been applied to the collection of land 
boundary data allowing the capture of the digital data sets to be performed in a more 
efficient manner. Electronic processing of the digital data sets facilitates the 
production of the only acceptable document for plan sealing and plan registration. 
However the digital data sets have in the main remained under-utilised and with little 
residual value on registration of the plan of survey. Local governments gradually are 
exploiting the land boundary data sets for their own operations with no return to the 
producers of that data. 
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THE CASE FOR A DIGITAL SURVEYING 
ENVIRONMENT 
The part manual and part digital system of capturing cadastral spatial data after plan 
registration is an inefficient "catch-up" system. Dawson and Hayes have proposed 
and described the development of a digital environment for the cadastral surveying 
and mapping system in Queensland. 1 The digital environment proposed provides for 
a process cycle incorporating: 
• a database to receive electronically, survey accurate data in digital format from 
Licensed Surveyors 
• digital survey records searching and retrieval 
• data collection and cadastral redefinition 
• electronic lodgement, examination and registration 
• electronic charting and digital cadastral database update 
• electronic transfer of digital land boundary data. 
1 OVERVIEW OF THE DIGITAL SURVEYING ENVIRONMENT 
There are ever-increasing demands for reform within the surveying and mapping 
industry. These demands are a consequence of: 
• the need at all levels of government for cost recovery, accountability and efficiency; 
• the desire of society, either as the result of political or economic forces, for an 
efficient free market, the elimination of protectionism and value for taxpayer dollars; 
• the efficiencies becoming increasingly available from the use and application of new 
technologies; 
• the incursion by, and challenges from other disciplines and professions in the 
provision of land information and related services, either by necessity resulting from 
the inability of the cadastral surveying and mapping industry to meet their data needs 
or by the aggressive expansion of the provision of their traditional services; and 
• the public demand for effective land ownership, property boundary and land 
information systems? 
Peter W. Dawson and John F. Hayes. 'Towards an Accurate Land Boundary Data Base', 
Management of Cadastral Information, Proceedings of Winter School 91, School of Surveying, 
Queensland University of Technology (25-26 July 1991) 
John F. Hayes, 'Towards the Digital Lodgement and Registration of Plans', Towards 2000 -
And Cadastral Boundary Reinstatement, Proceedings of Seminar, Institution of Surveyors 
Australia, Queensland Division, Brisbane (11 July 1992) 
John F. Hayes and P.W. Dawson, 'A Digital Cadastral System for Queensland', Queensland 
Surveyors Bulletin. (June 1994) pp.18-27 
2 Land Information Centre, Institution of Surveyors NSW Inc, Association of Consulting 
Surveyors, Cadastral Spatial Referencing System (CSRS) Position Paper, (Bathurst: Land 
Information Centre, September 1992) 
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In Queensland, as yet to impact on the surveying and mapping industry are the 
implications of the draft Planning, Environment and Development Assessment Bill. 
The draft of this Bill, prepared by the Queensland Department of Housing, Local 
Government and Planning in May 1995, has completed an exposure period for public 
comment. The draft is described as a Bill for: 
An Act to provide a statutory framework for integrated planning and development so 
land use and development and their effects are managed in a way that is sustainable and 
promotes people's economic, social and physical wellbeing and for related purposes. 
This initiative by the Queensland Department of Local Government and Planning 
responds to the demands for reform listed above by providing for the implementation 
of an Integrated Development Approval System (IDAS). This system provides for an 
integrated, systems approach to planning and development. IDAS initially will 
integrate all of the many, separate approval procedures now operating with the 
elimination of prescriptive and fragmented procedures which slow decision-making. 
A consultation process and monitoring carried out by the Department of Housing, 
Local Government and Planning have identified weaknesses of the present planning 
and development system, which include: 
• the absence of a well-developed and integrated land use, government and 
environmental information database which militates against well-informed planning 
decision-making; 
• the inadequate coordination and cooperation between local governments when 
dealing with planning issues which cross local boundaries; 
• the inadequate coordination and cooperation between State Government and local 
governments when undertaking their respective land use planning responsibilities; 
• the fragmented, confusing, inefficient and costly nature of the present planning and 
development approval system; and 
• the limitations in the system for comprehensive impact assessment.3 
A major factor influencing reform has been ongoing conflict between the major users 
of the DCDB in Queensland and the current major supplier of digital cadastral data, 
the Department of Natural Resources (DNR). Public utilities, state departments and 
local governments are the major users. Earlier conflict was a result of the DNR not 
being able to supply DCDB updates at the time intervals required by the users. Later 
3 Department of Housing, Local Government and Planning (Qid), New Planning and 
Development Legislation- A Discussion Paper (November 1993) 
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conflict arose over upgrade problems resulting from positional and relative 
inaccuracies of data held within the DCDB. This conflict has occurred also in the 
other Australasian jurisdictions where public agencies created DCDBs employing 
techniques and source data similar to those employed in the creation of the 
Queensland DCDB. 
The attempt at multi-functional usage of the DCDB by its integration with other data 
sets highlighted these inaccuracies. The positional inaccuracy of the DCDB, the data 
set to which the majority of utilities and planning data sets are related, does not 
facilitate the integration of these data sets. This situation will worsen with the 
imminent implementation of IDAS and a resultant, increased demand for the 
integration of data sets for planning and approval activities. DNR accorded 
improvement of the DCDB an important place in the draft of the Strategic Plan of its 
Land Boundaries Program for the three year period from 1 July 1994 through to 30 
June 1997. The Program is to: 
ensure that the positional accuracy and content of the Digital Cadastral Data Base ... 
reflects the requirements of the Users.4 
Data integration depends on an ability to relate all spatial information to a reference 
frame. In Queensland, 'survey infrastructure' is the term for the reference frame and 
consists of the following elements: 
• the state-wide coordinate system, incorporating coordinated marks and traditionally 
viewed as "the" survey infrastructure; 
• survey marks, coordinated or not, and information about those marks; 
• cadastral boundaries and corners; and 
• the Digital Cadastral Data Base (DCDB).5 
The cadastral boundary network element has been created over time as a by-product 
of, and to service the Torrens system of title registration. The network is a survey 
integration tool as it has been used extensively for relative positioning, particularly 
4 Department of Lands (Qld), Draft Land Boundaries Program Strategic Plan, 1994 - 1997, 
Land Boundaries Program, Department of Lands (22 February 1994) 
5 Russell Priebbenow, 'Survey Infrastructure for Queensland', Survey integration - The Future, 
Proceedings of Seminar and Workshop, Institution of Surveyors Queensland and Surveyors 
Board Queensland, held at Brisbane, 27 November 1993, p.2 
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for recording the location of utilities as offsets from boundaries. The merits of the 
network of cadastral boundaries and comers as an integration tool include: 
• the availability of state-wide coverage at a density generally reflecting the level of 
interest in land; 
• the continual maintenance of the network and related records through ongoing 
survey activity; 
• the usefulness of the network for survey integration at a local level; 
• the high accuracy of positional data within a parcel; and 
• the creation of the network as a by-product of the Torrens title registration resulting 
in low establishment costs.6 
However, the extended use of the cadastral network, as a reference framework for the 
creation and inter-relation of geographic systems, is subject to limitations under the 
present cadastral system designed for title registration. These limitations include: 
• non-systematic maintenance of the network resulting in areas of no survey activity 
for more than a century; 
• the conceptual nature of the network represented: to surveyors as corner marks, 
many removed, and reference marks, most buried; to users as occupation, maybe 
coinciding or not coinciding with the actual boundary; 
• relative position being high only at the parcel level, degrading rapidly with distance 
from the parcel, and being a function of the age of the most recent survey; and 
• unresolved discrepancies existing within the present cadastral system, ranging in 
magnitude from small to significant.7 
Positional cadastral network accuracy (resulting from the present system of DCDB 
creation as a by-product of the title registration system) limits the integration of high 
value data needed in the development of intelligent spatial systems. Techniques used 
for high volume, rapid data capture such as scanning and imaging, produce inherent, 
high positional accuracies in the resultant data sets. Spatial data sets generated from 
these techniques are difficult to relate absolutely to the DCDB data set without 
expensive additional processing. 
An ability to integrate spatial data sets efficiently and effectively for information 
retrieval will become more critical as there appears to be an increasing trend for 
encumbrances to exist outside the official register. These encumbrances include even 
those that are spatially oriented such as land subject to native title claims and 
vegetation protection orders. 
6 ibid., p.3 
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This trend is creating difficulty in pulling together the relevant data impacting on a 
land development proposal with a resulting delay in transaction period and increasing 
legal costs. 
Compatibility between layers in a LIS/GIS depends on integration of data. Data 
integration requirements are creating an ever increasing demand for the positioning 
of all spatially oriented sets of data in an absolute system. A description of an 
absolute system of coordinates is: 
locations on a map that are defined relative to the earth's geoid are considered absolute 
because their positions are global in nature and accurately fix a location that can be 
referenced to all other locations on the earth. 8 
This demand is placing more emphasis on the need for geodetic control. Geodetic 
control is a basic infrastructure and provides a spatial framework for the creation and 
integration of GIS. Surveyors can employ GPS techniques and total station capability 
to reposition cadastral points to an absolute location within predictable error ellipse 
limits. 
A cadastral boundaries and points network, created at a positional accuracy 
commensurate with GPS and total station capabilities, will facilitate the integration 
of spatial data sets. The integration of data sets should lead to an increased use of 
data and a resultant increase in the velocity of movement of all data through the 
processing cycle by an increase in sales. The importance of geodetic control for this 
to occur can not be over-emphasised. 
7 ibid. 
8 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1991) cited in Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems 
Association Inc.; and the Australian Land Information Council. Monograph 2 (Revised) Glossary 
ofTerms, p.7 
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1.1 The Strategic Industry Plan for Queensland's Surveying and Mapping 
Industry 
Historically, the Department of Natural Resources has played the dominant role in 
the land development process with its responsibilities for the alienation of Crown 
land, title registration and cadastral administration. In 1987, the Strategic Industry 
Plan for Queensland's Surveying and Mapping Industry recommended a: 
strengthening of the marketplace through a gradual withdrawal of the public sector from 
routine production work with greater effort being directed by the public sector to 
industry support and facilitation activities.9 
Implementation of this recommendation will result in a continuing diminution in the 
traditional role of the DNR. Cook identified the following issues of increasing 
concern for surveyors as resulting from the recommendation: 
all aspects of public funding of geodetic and control surveying and cadastral 
surveying and mapping operations will be subjected to increasing scrutiny and 
budgetary constraints in the absence of convincing economic arguments for public 
funding of these activities 
• geodetic and control survey by government will fail to keep pace with land 
subdivision developments, and geodetic control will need to be funded increasingly 
by the private sector 
it is doubtful that the State Government will be able to deal adequately with the 
volumes of data transactions needed to provide geodetic and control survey data to 
the private sector 
• there will be increasing problems of successive control survey adjustments and 
absence of finality in control coordinate values as increasing survey precision begin 
to highlight the problems of prior adjustments together with the instability of survey 
marks and ground conditions 
• there will be increasing problems of economic viability within the private sector of 
surveying in the absence of innovation into new products and services 
• government will fail to meet client expectations for presentation of control data and 
cadastral data in electronic formats unless new means can be created to reward the 
producers of this information. 10 
Notwithstanding the implications of the application of the Strategic Industry Plan for 
Queensland's Surveying and Mapping Industry, the Department of Natural Resources 
needs to provide sufficient survey infrastructure to allow the efficient operations of 
independent land management systems such as: 
9 lAC News, (updated but apparently produced soon after 10 February, 1987), p.1 
10 J. S. Cook, 'Problems of Geodetic Organisation and Its Linkages with Cadastral Organisation', 
Asset Management in Local Authorities, Proceedings of Winter School, School of Surveying, 
Queensland University of Technology (3 September 1993), pp.24-25 
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• the land planning and development process 
• the land titles process 
• environmental management. 
Porter has argued the case for the provision of infrastructure by Government to 
encourage national competitiveness of its industries.ll Former Queensland Treasurer 
Keith De Lacy, speaking at the Corporation Builders Seminar Series in relation to the 
Government's role, stated: 
It (the Government's role) means appropriate provision of infrastructure, education and 
. . d h . 12 trammg an ot er services. 
Geodetic control is a basic infrastructure for the property industry and provides the 
spatial framework for the creation and integration of LIS/GIS. There is scope for 
involvement in the provision of control by both the public and private sectors. 
Government, operating at the scientific level, has a responsibility for the setting of 
procedures and standards, and the provision of sufficient control to allow the private 
sector, operating at the project level, to be cost effective. 
1.2 State of development of the cadastral surveying and mapping system 
Throughout the 1980s, the DNR provided the driving force for the development of a 
digital cadastral data set and attendant digital cadastral surveying system for 
Queensland. In recent years, impetus has diminished and further development of a 
digital cadastral surveying system has stagnated for various reasons. The 
implementation of the Strategic Industry Plan for Queensland's Surveying and 
Mapping Industry has contributed significantly to this situation with void created by 
the gradual withdrawal of the public sector from routine production not being filled 
by the private sector. 
11 Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, (Macmillan, 1990) 
12 Helen Shield, 'Viable projects scarce', The Courier-Mail, Business Section, Brisbane (March 2 
1994) p.27 
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The introduction of a coordinated cadastre received support from the Public Service 
Management Committee but is not high on the list of priorities of DNR. The 
Department has a mission: 
to manage the State's land fairly and effectively and to provide highly professional land 
services which help clients satisfy their needs.13 
In keeping with that mission, DNR has commenced, as a major recent initiative, the 
Basic Land Information Network (BLIN). BLIN is a concept: 
that land information for which DOL is the custodian, will be linked through a network 
of existing and proposed databases. 14 
BLIN, as an integral component within the Land Administration Information System 
(LAD IS) theme of the Queensland Land Information System (QLIS) initiative: 
will provide the operational environment to integrate the Department's land information 
resources to service the needs of both internal and external clients. 15 
Other Australian states have developed their digital cadastral systems at least to an 
equivalent stage to Queensland in the late 1980s. In New South Wales and Western 
Australia, development strategies for digital cadastral systems and attendant cadastral 
databases are in place. These agencies have undertaken projects related to digital 
lodgement. South Australia has implemented a system of legal coordinates to define 
property corners. In this juri~iction, the point defined by coordinates is the corner. 
Coordinate differences resulting from reinstatement and marking activities are 
considered only as variations to the coordinates of the defined point. 
1.3 The demands of Local Government on the cadastral system 
In Queensland, the major players who today are driving the need for the development 
of a digital cadastral system are the local governments and, to a lesser extent, state 
government departments and utility organisations. In particular, the local 
governments face two major requirements: 
13 QLIS Coordination Unit, Department of Lands. Basic Land Information Network , BL!N, 
Concept Paper 1992. (Brisbane: Queensland Land Information Council, December 1992) p.2 
14 ibid. 
15 ibid. 
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• firstly, to provide a cost effective and efficient administration service for land 
development; and 
• secondly, to meet the accounting and funding requirements for asset management by 
the first reporting period which ends on or after 1 July, 1996.16 
Additional requirements of the cadastral system from local government, resulting 
from the draft Planning, Environment and Development Assessment Bill and 
implementation of IDAS, are yet to be realised. 17 
1.3.1 Asset management implications for Local Government 
The majority of local government organisations has developed or is in the process of 
developing their Asset Management Information Systems. Some mechanism generally 
links this type of system to the individual local government's Land Information System. 
The DCDB provides the linking mechanism in a lot of cases, although some local 
authorities have gone their own way in the creation of a digital cadastral database for 
their land information system. 
A majority of Local Authorities had realised that, even before the announcement of the 
requirements of AAS27, a Geographic Information System (GIS) would prove an ideal 
tool for the administration and maintenance of assets. A GIS has the facilities for ease 
of identification of immovable objects and the display of inter-relationships whilst 
providing links to the textual database. 18 The following benefits of a GIS/LIS within 
local governments have been recognised: 
• the efficient and rapid data storage, manipulation and retrieval; 
• a reduction in time consuming routine procedures; 
• the rationalisation of database management; and 
• an increase in data exchange. 19 
16 R. J. Boscoe, Asset Management, Accrual Accounting - Financial Management: Accountants 
versus Engineers, Proceedings of The Sixth National Local Government Engineering 
Conference, Hobart (27 August 1991) 
17 A description of the draft Planning, Environment and Development Assessment Bill is given at 
Chapter 2, Section 1 
18 Granger notes that the cadastre-centric view held by the surveying profession has resulted in the 
fact that Land Information System (LIS) is the preferred term in Australia for the technology 
the rest of the world knows as GIS. See Ken Granger, 'Dispensable Dinosaurs? - Some Outside 
Observations on the Surveying Profession'. Queensland Surveyors Bulletin. (August 1993), p.9 
19 Colin A. Arrowsmith and Ian P. Williamson, 'Land Information Systems in Local Government 
and the Role of the Private Sector'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.35 No.1 (March 1990) pp.32-33 
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GIS users will realise such benefits only if standards of data storage and/or exchange 
are in place. Unfortunately, it appears that, notwithstanding the forum provided by the 
Local Authority Association and from the outside looking in, a plethora of management 
systems have been or are under development. The tendency for development has been 
towards meeting an agency's short term or high profile political requirements. Without 
a coordinated approach, there is the danger that many of these "once-off' systems will 
never realise the substantial benefits normally claimed to justify or accrue from their 
installation. 
The magnitude of as-constructed data to be captured has precluded local government 
organisations from capturing accurate data at source. As was the case with the creation 
of digital cadastral databases, local governments have tended to utilise the best 
available existing data to create their LIS/GIS. In the case of underground services, the 
source is generally linework plotted on a variety of paper cadastral maps at varying 
scales. As an example, BIMAP was a corporate digital mapping program aimed at 
recording all underground assets under the control of the Brisbane City Council. 
BIMAP, based on the DCDB, provides the fundamental database for the Council's 
maintenance information system. The data included were known to be inaccurate but 
the emphasis was on the production of a mapping product and not on data validation. 
1.3.2 Asset Measurement 
Major advances have occurred in the area of asset measurement in the last decade. 
There are sophisticated condition-monitoring and security devices being incorporated 
into new facilities and back-engineered into older ones. Computer-based maintenance 
management systems are readily available and their acceptance is increasing. In the 
United States, particularly, the use of CAD and associated geographic databases are 
seen to form the core of comprehensive facility management procedures.20 
20 Maurice De Rohan, 'Asset Management and Maintenance- An International Perspective', Asset 
Management in the Public Sector. Proceedings of the RAIPA (ACT Division) National 
Conference, Canberra (16-17 July 1990). Published in Canberra Bulletin of Public 
Administration, No.65 (July 1991) p.118 
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Information on asset status, of which as-constructed data are considered to be a sub-set, 
comes from observations and recording of place, type, quantity, visual assessments and 
possibly sophisticated measurement of existing materials and their condition. Any 
system of asset management should be able to answer the following basic but important 
questions: 
• What assets do we have? 
• What condition are they in? 
• How are they being utilised and how will they be used in the future? 
• How will they deteriorate under that use? 
• What desirable condition should they be in now and in the future? 
• What measures can be taken to achieve that condition? 
• How can the effect of those measures be monitored?21 
During the period of rapid development in Australia since the 1950s, attention given to 
the lodgement and maintenance of data on new asset status, including as-constructed 
information, varied dramatically between the various local governments. The 
information proved to be inaccurate, incomplete and lacking in detail in some 
jurisdictions. In more recent times, local governments have required that as-constructed 
information be lodged in compliance with standards. More progressive agencies now 
require lodgement of data in digital format and coordinated to the state datum even if 
management systems are not in place to administer the data. 
1.3.3 The cadastral and surveying system and Asset Measurement 
Many of the assets in the public sector require spatial orientation for ease of 
identification for asset management. These objects are physical assets typically unseen 
for most of their life. The surveying profession traditionally considers asset 
measurement to concern immovable objects for which an x, y & z coordinate value can 
be determined. 
In the past, the profession's role in asset management has been the collection of as-
constructed data. These data vary in content and format requirements between agencies. 
Surveyors collect and present the data to meet the relevant agency's requirements. The 
21 B.C. Tonkin, 'The Nation's Infrastructure- This Generation's Problem', Asset Management in 
the Public Sector, Proceedings of the RAIPA (ACT Division) National Conference, Canberra 
(16-17 July 1990). Published in the Canberra Bulletin of Public Administration, No.65 (July 
1991) p.124 
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data are lodged subject to widely varying degrees of quality control within an individual 
agency and between agencies. Errors in the lodged data may be discovered only at some 
later time when subsequent design or development activities are undertaken. Apart 
from performing the function of as-constructed data collection, the profession has little 
input into the cycle of complete asset management. 
There are opportunities for surveyors within the completed cycle of asset management. 
Surveying technology can be linked to asset maintenance. In the future, sub-division 
boundary layout, engineering design and as-constructed information gathered by 
surveyors will feed electronically directly into the local government's land information 
system. At the same time as lots are being pegged, surveyors will measure asset detail 
information on the same datum as the cadastral network. In a truly integrated system, 
this ability leads to the concept of land boundary data as encompassing cadastral data as 
well as facilities and asset data. 
As local authorities move towards total asset management with the installation of GIS, 
the surveying profession needs to update its skill to be able to take advantage of this 
technology. The profession has always been a major player in understanding the two 
spatial dimensions of geographic information (x & y) and can claim superior 
knowledge in understanding (z) dimension. However, for surveyors to claim ownership 
of GIS, simply on the basis of their superior knowledge of x & y coordinate geometry is 
naive. 
Surveyors generally possess limited knowledge and understanding of topology 
(coordinate-free geometry). Surveyors also essentially possess limited knowledge 
concerning the vast majority of the themes needed in GIS, not to mention an 
appreciation of the temporal dimension (t) and its impact on the other three 
dimensions. 22 
22 Ken Granger, 'Dispensable Dinosaurs? - Some Outside Observations on the Surveying 
Profession'. Queensland Surveyors Bulletin. (August 1993), p.lO 
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Without a pro-active role to follow on from the withdrawal of the public sector from 
routine production, the surveying and mapping industry is in danger of abdicating its 
responsibilities by leaving the hard decisions in the hands of the computer specialists. It 
is imperative to develop a system for the electronic lodgement of plans, both cadastral 
and engineering for entry into local governments' GIS to maximise the usage of digital 
land boundary data. This system would allow all levels of government to have 
knowledge of land actions being undertaken or being considered at other levels. 
Standards of lodgement and digital checking need development and setting in place. 
There have been many examples over recent years of attempts to set standards for the 
transfer of spatial data. An early example was the 'Standard Electronic Format for As 
Constructed Data' .23 Albert Shire initially prepared the standard for lodgement of as-
constructed data with the agency.24 Other local governments within the Moreton Region 
of Queensland copied or modified the Standard for their use for similar purposes. 
Whilst the Standard met the immediate requirements of lodgement of as-constructed 
data, the format was a DXF graphic format. This format required significant 
reprocessing for proper inclusion of the data within a geographic information system. 
The standard, whilst permitting the lodgement of attribute data, was basically a graphic 
data exchange format and did not provide relational information about the spatial data. 25 
The danger is that without a structured database approach to the assembly and 
maintenance of as-constructed data, the database of assets will become plagued with 
the problems associated with the earlier format of the DCDB. That format was an 
automated map. 
23 Albert Shire Council, 'Standard Electronic Format for As Constructed Data, Draft One, Rev.2' 
(25 August 1992) 
24 The Albert Shire Council merged with the Gold Coast City Council in October 1995 to form 
Gold Coast City. 
25 John F. Hayes and Peter W. Dawson. 'Asset Measurement for Asset Management', Asset 
Management in Local Authorities, Proceedings of Winter School, School of Surveying, 
Queensland University of Technology (3 September 1993) 
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A truly integrated GIS is based on a positional control network such as that provided by 
the GPS constellation. Murphy investigated the costs of providing coordinated spatial 
data for an estate development. It was shown that: 
GPS combined with modern equipment and software already used on estates can provide 
a cheap, quick and simple method to derive this information at source. 26 
The costs to provide the necessary GPS coordination to an estate ranged from 0.3% of 
total estate development costs for a 30 lot subdivision through to 0.03% for a 400 lot 
subdivision. 
More recent advances in technology display potential for application within a truly 
integrated environment. The "Free Station" method reviewed by Ingensand and 
Kampmann displays an economical and fast procedure for the determination of 
coordinates of a set-up position and the orientation for a total station.27 The method 
previews a future measuring procedure where the control points are measured by GPS, 
especially by real time GPS. Simultaneously, the coordinates of the control points are 
transformed, projected into the local reference system and transmitted to the total 
station. 
Ingensand and Kampmann describe the method as a first step towards expert 
intelligence in the field. As modern microprocessors continue to increase in 
performance and power, there remains no doubt that more intelligence will be 
implemented in modern surveying software and installed in instruments such as GPS 
receivers, digital levels and total stations. 
26 P.J. Murphy, 'The Role of GPS as a Tool for the Co-ordination of Spatial Data Involved in 
Estate Development', Global Positioning Systems - Applications to Cadastral and Engineering 
Surveying, Proceedings of Winter School, School of Surveying, Queensland University of 
Technology (3 July 1992) 
27 Milmar Ingensand and George Kampmann. 'First Steps to Expert Intelligence in Geodetic 
Instruments'. Australian Surveyor. Vol.38 No.2 (June 1993) pp.132-135 
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1.3.4 The impact of digital lodgement on asset management 
The surveying and mapping industry needs to address the following factors to realise 
opportunities available within a total cycle of asset management: 
• the densification of the geodetic network to provide control for the collection of 
digital land boundary data and its electronic lodgement within the GIS environment 
of the local governments 
• the setting of lodgement, verification and registration standards within local 
governments to process, amalgamate and aggregate data 
• the identification of areas within local authorities with problems in infrastructure 
and asset data. 
Asset management, which complies with the requirements of AAS27, can be achieved 
through the utilisation of GIS technology. A system of asset management can be 
effective only when based on timely, accurate and complete land boundary data. There 
are opportunities available in asset management for the surveying profession beyond 
being collectors of as-constructed data. Individual surveyors will realise their potential 
to participate in GIS only if they re-assess their role and move to become spatial 
scientists. 
Most public works assets are identified and fixed in location by spatial dimensions. 
At least for the larger local governments, a Geographic Information System has 
presented itself as the obvious solution to the corporate database required for land 
development administration services and asset management. 28 
Local governments administer land at the parcel level. Many forums have recognised 
the benefits to be gained from a GIS built on a digital cadastral network at the parcel 
level. However, the cadastral network must be current and at an accuracy sufficient at 
least to meet the data integration needs of local governments.29 
28 J. E. C. Pennell, 'Keynote Address', Asset Management in Local Government, Proceedings of 
Winter School, School of Surveying, Queensland University of Technology (3 September 
1993) p.6 
29 See the Proceedings of the Annual Conference of the Australasian Urban and Regional 
Information Systems Association Inc. (AURISA) (1972-1996) 
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The DNR has committed to the maintenance of the DCDB with a ten day currency. 
Additionally, the DNR has transported the DCDB from a file-based system to a 
relational database structure, developed applications software and initiated 
cooperative projects for enhancements.30 Despite these developments, the current 
accuracy and functionality of the DCDB primarily meets in-house requirements of 
the DNR and user requirements for a spatial reference tool for LIS applications at a 
parcel-based level where high spatial accuracy is not significant. 
These DCDB users have matured in GIS education and in their understanding and 
sophistication of usage of the cadastral database and other spatial data sets. The 
DCDB does not meet the functional and accuracy requirements of an increasing 
number of DCDB user applications requiring corner and boundary based information 
where high spatial accuracy is significant 
Mumford stated that the DCDB, as currently supplied by the DNR, could not 
accommodate the positional accuracy requirements of local governments.31 Since the 
late 1980s, public and private agencies have undertaken extensive research to 
determine strategies of implementation to resolve the major spatial problems of local 
governments' staff utilising the DCDB for utility and asset management. These 
problems are: 
• the inconsistent spatial accuracy of the information 
• the acquisition and integration of their own utility information overlays onto the 
DCDB data base 
• the problem of continually integrating both the cadastral and utility data bases 
together, where different orders of accuracy are involved 
• the problem of dynamically integrating one data base with the other as both 
dynamically evolve under different development criteria.32 
30 Department of Lands (Qld, Co-operative Projects for DCDB Enhancement Discussion Paper, 
Land Boundaries Program, Department of Lands (July 1993) 
31 P. Mumford, 'Relationship Between the Layers- DOL, Local Government and the Surveyor', 
Survey Integration - The Future, Proceedings of Seminar and Workshop, Institution of 
Surveyors Queensland and Surveyors Board Queensland, held at Brisbane, 27 November 1993, 
p. 1 
32 R.J. Clatworthy, I. Paxton and J.R. Wood, 'Integration of Digitised and Analytical 
Cadastral/Utility Information into LIS/GIS Systems - Procedures and Strategies', Looking 
North, Proceedings of the 34th Australian Surveyors Congress and the 18th National Surveying 
Conference, Cairns, Queensland (23-29 May 1992) p.188 
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However, even with substantial densification of control and sophisticated adjustment, 
the relative and positional accuracy of the DCDB can never be accorded the same 
status as that of a digital cadastral database created from data collected at source. 
That is data collected by the Licensed Surveyor whilst performing his traditional role 
of maintenance of the integrity of the cadastre. 
The result is that many local governments have gone their own way and established 
digital cadastral databases over their jurisdiction. This is particularly representative 
of the south-east comer of Queensland where the rate of population growth and land 
development has increased rapidly over the last two decades. Some local 
governments, such as the Maroochy Shire Council, have created or are creating their 
databases by bearing and distance entry from survey plans. Others such as the Gold 
Coast City Council are creating their base by bearing and distance entry based on 
control whose coordinates were determined from aerial photography. 
This trend is not limited to Queensland. The City of Maryborough, Victoria wanted a 
GIS that could be used to support local government administrative and planning 
functions and for engineering design. The agency also wanted to include the as-
constructed drawings for new services and other utilities. The City of Maryborough 
found that: 
the best way to create an accurate map base for the GIS is to enter numbers. Digitising 
plans is just asking for trouble.33 
Development costs to create this accurate digital cadastral database varied between 
$3.30 and $8 per parcel. The cost depended on the quality of the existing survey 
information and the accuracy and density of the control points.34 Clatworthy, Paxton 
and Wood, based on data from a number of studies, noted that the real cost of 
acquiring a digitised parcel was $20 per parcel.35 This figure disputed also an earlier 
33 I. Bryning, 'Is Your Map Base a Time Bomb?', GIS User - The Australian Geographic 
Information Systems Applications Journal, No.6 (February 1994- April1994) p39 
34 ibid. 
35 R.J. Clatworthy, I. Paxton and J.R. Wood, 'Integration of Digitised and Analytical 
Cadastral/Utility Information into LIS/GIS Systems- Procedures and Strategies', p.l92 
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determination of the cost per parcel of $6.17.36 Elfick and Fryer determined and 
reported this value during research for the Land Information Centre (NSW).37 
However, the differences reside primarily in how each party thought the task should 
be undertaken. 
A majority of local governments now also accept as-constructed information in 
digital format. Local governments have developed digital data standards and formats 
and lodgement procedures, for both cadastral and as-constructed data, to suit their 
own operations. Local governments also have negotiated to provide DNR with digital 
data within their jurisdiction to be used in the DCDB update process. These 
developments are occurring both as a result of political pressure or economic 
necessity, and with varying degrees of consultation and cooperation with the DNR. 
Issues of concern that have arisen from this course of action by local governments 
have been identified and include the following: 
• the viability of geographic information systems will become suspect without research 
and innovation into extended uses of spatial data; and 
• there is a potential for proliferation of standards in electronic data formats, and 
difficulties in merging data sets are likely to occur as a consequence. 38 
2 THE CADASTRAL SURVEYING AND MAPPING INDUSTRY AND A 
DIGITAL CADASTRAL SYSTEM 
The benefits from being able to access a digital database of the cadastral 
infrastructure at source accuracy have been long recognised.39 Source accuracy, 
defined as the accuracy at which data are generated by surveyors, will meet the needs 
of all users even if many users only require a context accuracy rather than positional 
accuracy. 40 
36 M.H. Elfick, 'Management of Cadastral Data in a Land Information System', Proceedings of 
LIM Conference, Sydney (1991), p.109 
37 M.H. Elfick and J.G. Fryer, Cost Benefit Study on Management of Cadastral Data, TUNRA 
Report to the Land Information Centre, Newcastle: Newcastle University, 1992 
38 J.S. Cook, 'Problems of Geodetic Organisation and Its Linkages with Cadastral Organisation', 
p.25 
39 J.S. Cook and P.W. Dawson, 'Creating Incentives for Cadastral Reform', Looking North, 
Proceedings of the 34th Australian Surveyors Congress and the 18th National Surveying 
Conference, Cairns, Queensland (23-29 May 1992) p.371 
40 M. Gahegan, 'The Use of Context Within a Geographic Information System', Proceedings of 
The 21st International Conference and Technical Exhibition of The Australian Urban and 
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The Department of Natural Resources created the DCDB as a stand alone exercise. 
The cost of the creation of a cadastral database at survey accuracy in a similar manner 
would be unjustifiable and excessive. However, it can be created by a process of 
attrition, over time, and if a set of standards and procedures is in place.41 
Many surveyors generate digital cadastral data as a by-product of performing their 
professional activities. The data are wasted as there is no system in place to make use 
of the digital data, which stays on discs in the storage cabinets of the generating 
organisation. It is proposed to build a digital cadastral system from the "bottom-up" 
by starting at the level of the survey practice. The proposal provides for developing 
data standards and processes to enable land boundary data to be electronically 
collected, validated and transferred, and retrieved for subsequent surveys in digital 
form. The result of the implementation of such a process would be the creation of a 
numeric, coordinated cadastral database over time as a by-product of daily, 
traditional survey activities. 
The digital system would have to be more efficient and user friendly and no more 
costly than the existing system. The development of the digital cadastral system 
would be industry driven and controlled rather than as a program of DNR. This 
requirement is consistent with, but not necessarily a consequence of the 
recommendations of the Strategic Industry Plan for Queensland's Surveying and 
Mapping Industry. Contributors would own and control the system. However, to 
achieve these goals, and to support an internationally competitive property industry, 
the system requires the supply of property infrastructure such as geodetic control, 
efficient records management and information by Government.42 If these criteria can 
not be met, it would be difficult to attract any investors in, or contributors to, let 
alone confident users of a digital cadastral system. 
Regional Information Systems Association Incorporated, Adelaide (22-26 November 1993) 
pp.161-167 
41 R.J. Clatworthy, I. Paxton and J.R. Wood, 'Integration of Digitised and Analytical 
Cadastral/Utility Information into LIS/GIS Systems- Procedures and Strategies', p.200 
42 Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations. 
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2.1 The present cadastral system 
The present cadastral system, as developed for the Torrens Title System of 
registration, works effectively. A Licensed Surveyors takes measurements to the best 
of his professional ability and within the limits of his equipment and defines 
boundaries from marks found. The surveyor undertakes the survey at a cost the 
public can afford. The owner removes marks placed by the surveyor at the corner 
positions, usually wooden pegs, to enable fences to be erected. The fence assumes a 
role as the physical manifestation of the boundary. 
The manual examination and registration process is in place primarily to guarantee 
titles. The lack of litigation in Australian courts, with respect to boundary definition, 
gives firm evidence to the fact that the present cadastral system is working 
effect'ively, if not, in the minds of many cadastral surveyors, efficiently. Land registry 
agencies, including Queensland in 1993, recently have moved towards simplification 
of examination procedures. 
The extended use of the title registration system to provide a digital framework on 
whicll to build and inter-relate GIS is not working efficiently or to the satisfaction of 
users and contributors. 
2.2 What is wrong with the present cadastral system? 
The property industry requires information to remain efficient and competitive. Data 
integration facilitates GIS development. GIS development is not an end in itself, but 
the tool for efficient and informed information retrieval for decision making. 
In terms of its extended use as a generator of the framework for GIS, the present 
cadastral system has its limitations: 
• The Licensed Surveyor collects data at a relative accuracy of+ 0.01 metres and 
prepares a plan of survey to reflect this degree of accuracy. However, boundary 
information is charted digitally at lessened positional and relative accuracy. The 
data are degraded of the order + 1 to 3 metres absolute in urban areas to fit the 
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DCDB. Aggregate survey data are updated by digitising accurate survey data or 
calibrating it to fit to a DCDB of lesser accuracy.43 
• Survey plans are not a true record of field surveys but a transformation by 
draftsmen of simply recorded surveys, often coordinated, into an out-dated format. 
The methodology of the survey is not recorded faithfully on the survey plan and 
the extraction of useful survey data is complicated. 
• Survey data are checked by comparing new survey data with that existing on 
registered plans. This represents a reworking of survey data leading to ·the 
possibility of differing conclusions being reached following each subsequent 
examination of evidence. 
• Plan examination results in registration of title only, not boundaries. 
• The Surveyors Board has statutory authority and responsibilities designed to 
achieve quality in professional performance. The Board does not administer the 
routine examination of plans in the processes of land registration. The result is the 
loss of coherent quality control over surveys.44 
• The digital record of the cadastral network, at survey accuracy, is not being 
utilised to create a digital framework.45 
The proposed implementation of a digital cadastral system raises the major concern 
concerning the confusion that would appear to result between the ground use of the 
cadastre and a mathematical cadastre. 
43 A digital record of some survey plans is created by bearing and distance entry by DNR staff. 
The digital record is placed in the Plan Accurate Cadastral Layer (PACL), its placement based 
on a suitable common insertion point and orientation boundary within the DCDB. 
44 J.S. Cook, 'Problems of Geodetic Organisation and Its Linkages with Cadastral Organisation', 
p.24 
45 John F. Hayes and Peter W. Dawson, 'A Digital Cadastral System for Queensland', p.24 
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3 A DIGITAL CADASTRAL SYSTEM 
For some time, surveyors have been using electronic theodolites and computerised 
CAD systems to collect and manipulate topographic data. Similarly, surveyors can 
collect cadastral information and automatically prepare a survey plan capable of 
registration with the Registrar of Titles. 
With some organisation, it is possible to totally automate the existing survey system 
to create a database of cadastral information at survey accuracy. However, an 
aggregation of current data without some field verification will reveal considerable 
discrepancies between surveys undertaken by different surveyors and differences in 
boundary reinstatement would become obvious. Any system involving an 
aggregation of existing and new information will need more structured procedures 
than have been applied in the past. 
The digital cadastral system could be constructed to incorporate a truly relational 
database built on the legal precepts currently associated with boundary re-
instatement. The system would need to include: 
• a structured and systematic approach to the collection and storage of evidence relied 
on to define the limits of ownership 
• '~a structured approach to the measurements and connections made in the field to 
facilitate the automatic production of plans using CAD systems 
• a systematic approach to the organisation of measurements made in the field to allow 
for the checking and adjustment of data in the field 
• an allowance for the integration of cadastral measurements with non cadastral 
measurements ie. other land boundary and detail information 
• in-built quality control procedures in the field and office functions 
• a systematic approach to the organisation of measurements made in the field, 
adjusted and depicted graphically to facilitate automatic checking for boundary 
overlaps by a land registry office prior to registration 
• a systematic approach to the collection of abuttal information to allow the automatic 
insertion and updating of the aggregated data base.46 
The components of the proposed digital cadastral system include: 
• a data base to store the survey accurate cadastral data 
• a relational data base management system to manipulate the cadastral data 
• a server (hardware and software) to control access to the cadastral data 
• a server to provide services from the DCS 
• client applications to provide users with access to the DCS.47 
46 Peter W. Dawson and John F. Hayes, 'Towards an Accurate Land Boundary Data Base'. 
47 Land Information Centre, Institution of Surveyors NSW Inc, Association of Consulting 
Surveyors, Cadastral Spatial Referencing System (CSRS) Position Paper, p.4 
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The gains perceived from the development of a digital cadastral system are as 
follows: 
• a reduction in time and cost of survey and examination and of DCDB update 
• an increased efficiency and lower costs in the re-marking of boundaries (once the 
DCS is in place) 
• an increased functionality of DCDB through increased accuracy 
• the establishment of a fixed boundary legal cadastre over time 
• an earlier identification and elimination of survey problem areas 
• an effective survey front end to the Automated Titling System approval process 
• a reduction in time in titling process by reduction in time of land development 
process 
• an improved efficiency in land administration and asset management 
• an improved access to, and velocity and use of Land Information held in government 
data bases.48 
It has been argued that conventional programming, data modelling and relational 
database management techniques have reached their limits to cope with the complex 
data analysis applications being sought from LIS/GIS.49 The Object Oriented 
Programming Systems (OOPS) concept has been heralded up as a more sophisticated 
approach for the future software developments and data models for LIS/GIS. The 
concept of OOPS has been known for over twenty years, at least in experimental 
form. The concept has started to realise its potential for wider applications and attain 
a greater acceptance level amongst professionals in the broader information 
technology field over recent years. However, any system that relies heavily on an 
object-oriented framework is difficult to integrate into most of the popular 
commercial GIS now available.50 Acceptance of the concept is gaining momentum 
only slowly in the specialised GIS field and, at a level of even greater specialisation, 
in Digital Cadastral Databases (DCDB). 
Research by Hesse examined the question whether the timing was right for an 
implementation of OOPS. Hesse developed a non-experimental, production-oriented 
system within the Australian land information context. The research presented an 
object-oriented software module for the daily maintenance operations in a digital 
48 John F. Hayes and Peter W. Dawson, 'A Digital Cadastral System for Queensland', p.24 
49 W. Hesse, Object-oriented Concepts for Land and Geographic Information Systems, PhD 
Thesis, Department of Surveying and Land Information, Faculty of Engineering, The 
University of Melbourne, November 1991 
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cadastral database. The research found also the impact of the object-oriented concept 
to be highest in programming and to be fundamental to data modelling.51 
For cadastral surveyors, at least in the short term, the impact of the OOPS concept 
can be regarded as being at the level of the custodians of the cadastral database. At 
this level the concept provides a data administration and management tool. The 
cadastral network, with the corners positioned in terms of absolute coordinates and at 
an appropriate accuracy, still will remain as the framework to facilitate integration of 
data sets related to ownership. 
3.1 Implications for land development resulting from a digital cadastral 
system 
The purpose of marking lot corners is to show an owner or prospective purchaser the 
limits of the parcel on the ground. Problems inherent in the present cadastral system 
include the legal importance of monumentation and abuttals in the delimitation of 
boundaries. These problems result from the lack of inclusion in the system of 
absolute positioning procedures. This is reflected under the present system wherein 
land must be pegged prior to the completion of survey. 
In some jurisdictions, pre-selling of land requires the completion of survey prior to 
the offering of land for sale. This requirement places a penalty on the land market. 
Under a digital system, supported by appropriate legislation, the surveyor would fix 
monuments with an accurate positional value and provide all lot corners with 
coordinates, eventually to be stored in a cadastral database. The surveyor could then 
erect, on the ground, sufficient permanent visible monuments eccentric to the lot 
corners (so as to avoid disturbance during construction) to facilitate boundary 
marking during construction. 
50 M. Gahegan, The Use of Context Within a Geographic Information System, p.166 
51 W. Hesse, Object-oriented Concepts for Land and Geographic Information Systems. 
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Coordinates afford a relative ease of boundary description. The present requirements 
to mark lot corners prior to the completion of surveys could then be varied so as to 
allow either for the placement of marks prior to registration or, if required, earlier by 
the purchaser at his cost, rather than prior to selling. 
This can occur only within a digital cadastral system referenced to a suitable geodetic 
figure adopted for all other spatial referencing where reliability of measurement, re-
marking and accuracy is assured. This approach, if acceptable, would then reduce the 
need for the pre-examination of survey plans. 
4 SUMMARY 
A model for a digital surveying and mapping environment has been described for 
implementation in Queensland. The model identified those components required for 
the successful implementation of such an environment. The rationale for the 
development of such an environment was to support a system for the electronic 
processing of the digital records of land boundary data being generated on a daily 
basis by private cadastral surveying agencies. 
The model for the digital system is seen to provide a mechanism for the economic 
exploitation of the land boundary data sets on behalf of the private agencies by 
facilitating their extended usage for purposes other than for the registration of title 
alone. 
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ISSUES IN THE DIGITAL LODGEMENT OF 
SPATIAL DATA 
Over the last fifteen years, public agencies have examined the proposal for the digital 
lodgement of survey plans a number of times. The agencies investigated digital 
lodgement primarily from their viewpoint with a view to improving their operations 
for the administration of land boundaries and the registration of title. The 
investigation was concerned primarily with the digital lodgement of survey plans 
rather than the digital lodgement of the spatial data. fu more recent years, local 
governments have examined the proposal primarily from their viewpoint for the 
administration of the completed works. The ambitiousness of these approaches seems 
to be a result of the availability of enabling technology but were limited in scope 
attempting to create an electronic equivalent of an existing manual system. 
1 "DIGITAL LODGEMENT OF SURVEY PLANS 
Midway through the last decade, Mennis comprehensively investigated most aspects 
of the digital lodgement of survey plans and reviewed the investigation early this 
decade. fu that investigation, Mennis examined the concept from the viewpoint of the 
public agencies and recognised the concept as an attractive one at first glance. 
However, the investigation identified a number of problems, both legal and technical, 
which were seen to be compounded by financial costs. 1 
From the viewpoint of a land registry office, the basic questions concerning the 
digital lodgement of survey plans raised within the investigation were: 
• How much information should be lodged as a digital plan? 
• What interchange standard should be adopted? 
• What standards for surveys are needed to be implemented for what will ultimately be 
a coordinated system? 
• What coordinate system should be used and how will the differences from that and 
reality on the ground be resolved?2 
1 Brian J. Mennis, 'One ·Surveyors view of the Queensland Survey System', Queensland 
Surveyors Bulletin (July 1984), cited in Brian J. Mennis, 'Digital Lodgement of Survey Plans', 
Management of Cadastral Information, Proceedings of Winter School91, School of Surveying, 
Queensland University of Technology (25-26 July 1991) 
2 ibid. 
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1.1 Issues identified within the investigation 
The investigation raised a number of technical and legal issues requiring further 
investigation and consideration during development of a system for digital lodgement 
of survey plans. 
1.1.1 Access to Resources 
Of major concern is that not all private agencies have the resources or can afford the 
investment to carry out surveys by full "digital" methods. An implementation of a 
digital system could impose an unfair cost burden on those firms and their clients, or 
would force small firms out of business. 
1.1.2 Level of detail to be lodged 
It was noted that: 
There was much opposition to having all the original field work, traverses, connections 
etc. lodged as part of the file. It was thought that the only information to be supplied 
should be similar to what is presently shown on the paper plan.3 
A prime objection to the lodgement of the complete record of a survey is that: 
field notes were dispensed with years ago, why go back to field-notes in electronic 
form.4 
1.1.3 System of closures 
There are problems in abandoning the old system of closures. In the current system, 
all the information is available. If an error is found during the course of a later 
survey, the figure may be re-calculated to confirm that this was probably the source 
of the error. However, if all the information had been adjusted out, this would not be 
possible. A preferred system would be one that specifies point position accuracy in 
terms of a circle set relative to the size of the survey. Licensed Surveyors utilise this 
system when undertaking surveys within coordinated cadastral areas in South 
3 Minutes of meeting called to discuss Project Digiplan, Land Boundaries Program, Department 
of Lands (Qld) (1990) 
4 Brian J. Mennis, 'Digital Lodgement of Survey Plans', Management of Cadastral Information, 
Proceedings of Winter School 91, School of Surveying, Queensland University of Technology 
(25-26 July 1991) 
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Australia.5 Accuracies demanded must be far better than the current 10 mm. plus 1 in 
5000, which is unacceptable for any system which is even contemplating moving to a 
coordinate titles system 
1.1.4 Map projection and users 
Map projections introduce distortions. Differences are small enough to be ignored on 
a sheet of paper, not so in coordinates. A line scale factor of 0.9996 on the central 
meridian ie 100 metres on the ground becomes 99.96 when calculated from AMG. 
The utilisation of a height factor, although of no great importance in Qld, introduces 
other problems. 
The use of narrow zones as experimented with in NSW can overcome problems of 
projection to a certain extent, but they can never be fully overcome. A system of 
narrow zones produces the added complication of two coordinate systems. Ground 
distances must be shown on the plan. These will be different to distances calculated 
from coordinates. The differences would have to be covered by legislation to 
maintain the integrity of the cadastre and maintain ownership rights. 
As a first step, a factor could be placed on a plan. The factor would indicate a 
combined factor for the area of the survey. Few, if any, plans would cover an area 
great enough for such an approach to be incorrect. Areas, as they depend on 
distances, should be calculated from the ground distances. Alternatively, they could 
be calculated using the coordinate area multiplied by the combined factor squared. 
1.1.5 User requirements 
Within the current system, surveyors carry out surveys and produce plans for the 
general public, and not for other surveyors. The general public does not care about 
coordinates, projections or projection distances. They want to know their distances 
and to a lesser extent the bearings of the boundaries of their land. 
5 K.A. Nisbet, Surveying in the Legal Co-ordinated Cadastre, Report 1192, Survey Division, 
Lands South Australia (March 1992) 
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1.1.6 Processing after lodgement 
The term "deposited" applies for a plan being pre-examined or examined and to 
Crown plans. The term "lodged" applies for a plan being dealt with directly by the 
Registrar of Titles. The examination requirements are the same in both cases. There 
is a major difference in that while deposited plans may be amended by erasure, 
lodged plans may not. This results from the fact that a lodged plan comes under the 
Real Property Act 1861 as soon as it is lodged and is considered a legal document at 
that point. 
1.1.7 Continuance of paper plans 
The Registrar of Titles has stated the requirement for the continued lodgement of a 
paper plan in order to be able to fulfil titling purposes. However, the Registrar has 
indicated the acceptance of a minimum set of data needing to appear on the plan. In 
the short term, the Department of Natural Resources would continue to produce 
paper plans for use by the general public. The Department appears to be tending 
towards the continuance of the supply of a paper plan as at present plus digital plans. 
The retention of the requirement to lodge paper plans is seen to overcome legal 
problems associated with signatures and endorsements appearing on the plan. 
The lodgement of digital data and a paper plan will add to the cost of providing data 
from the viewpoint of the private surveying agency. The lodgement of digital data 
would add to the cost of examination required should an examiner have to verify that 
the digital data agrees with the plan. This requirement could mean a considerable 
expense for the Department in the case of an estate plan. However, there is scope 
within the requirements for accreditation that a Licensed Surveyor certify the paper 
plan as a graphic manifestation of the digital data. 
1.1.8 Amendments to the plan 
These issues, related to amendments to the plan, will require resolution: 
• who takes responsibility for amending digital data 
• will there be a difference in requirements as is the case with paper copies of 
deposited and lodged plans. 
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1.1.9 Changes in plan examination 
In the future, a new survey with a digital plan, based on a defined coordinate system 
is lodged over a parcel of land that is also defined in the same coordinate system. The 
coordinates of the outer boundaries are the same, and there are no encroachments 
disclosed on the paper plan. Under this scenario, it is arguable that a verification of 
the Permanent Survey Marks used for datum and their coordinates would satisfy 
requirements for examination of the spatial component of the survey. 
1.1.10 Physical methods for lodgement 
Digital data may be transferred and lodged by a number of physical methods 
including data line and disk. A mechanism must be in place to ensure that the data 
are not corrupted in transit. A proof plot could accompany the digital data. However, 
this would appear to be counter-productive in a digital lodgement environment. 
1.1.11 Processing after lodgement 
Once the digital plan was verified that it was the same as the paper copy, the digital 
plan would be processed: 
• to update the DCDB 
• as a basis for a coordinated cadastre 
• for project mapping 
1.1.12 Storage after processing 
A strategy for the maintenance of the database of digital information must be put in 
place. This can be developed only if there are very definite ideas as to what use the 
information will be put. There is a considerable allocation of resources to create and 
maintain a database of any description much less one that increases at a rate of about 
8000 to 10000 plans a year. The more information that is stored for each plan, the 
greater the cost. Somebody has to be prepared to pay access to that information at a 
rate that will cover, at the very least, the costs of maintaining the database. 
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The majority of survey plan information is administrative, reinstatement and 
reference marks. This information would be difficult to justify for storage as it might 
be accessed only rarely. There are uses for actual boundary data and lot area, but it is 
difficult to see who would ever want a digital image of the peripheral information. A 
surveyor would use the reinstatement and reference information in an adjoining 
survey. However, it probably would be far easier to obtain this directly off an image 
system by fax. The alternative is for the surveyor to obtain the digital data, enter it 
into a computer, and then print it in hard copy. 
Reference marks and reinstated points may be of interest to those consultants that 
pre-program all survey information into a computer. However, a graphic image 
resulting from the reconstruction of the digital image can present problems as offsets 
often are drawn "not to scale". 
For the project mapping undertaken by the Department of Natural Resources all that 
would be required would be an image of the boundary information. The image could 
be obtained from the DCDB if the accuracy was sufficient. 
1.1.13 Updating the DCDB 
Updating of the DCDB requires only boundary information and lot information and 
none of the peripheral information. At the present time, data obtained from new 
survey plans are adjusted to fit the existing digitised information in the DCDB. A 
continuance of this process would negate and waste the effort in the collection and 
preparation of digital data. 
The ongoing creation of a survey accurate layer in the DCDB requires only actual lot 
data. Its creation does not require the storage of other survey plan information that 
would be generated in a full digital plan. 
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1.1.14 Digital plan data as a basis for a coordinated cadastre 
The need remains to maintain a database of digital plans "as lodged" in whatever 
format is specified. The Department will maintain these plans until such time as they 
can be entered into a coordinate system and adjusted, if that is to be the required 
process. A major problem is that such processing will require the allocation of 
considerable resources. There is no immediate identifiable reimbursement for sales of 
the digital plan data. 
The minimum data required for storage for a coordinated cadastre are actual 
boundary information plus connections to points that can be coordinated easily in the 
future, that is Permanent Survey Marks. 
1.1.15 Requirements for connections to PSMs 
There exists already a requirement for connections of all surveys to two PSMs. 
Surveyors have not adhered studiously with this requirement and appear often to 
have ignored it. Connections to PSMs should be one of two major initiatives in a 
system for digital lodgement. The second is for all surveys to be on a common 
bearing datum, preferably grid bearings on the AMG. Neither initiative would be 
required if digital lodgement was for plan examination alone. However, connection 
to PSMs and a common bearing provide benefits in associated processes including 
DCDB update and the construction of a survey accurate cadastral database. 
Mennis, in commenting on the lack of connection between surveys, offered the 
following observations: 
My greatest concern however, and the area where I think Queensland is lagging, is in the 
connection of surveys to permanent survey marks, and ultimately to coordinated 
traverses. As it stands, there is an almost incredible lack of connection between surveys 
even slightly remote from each other, and at times one has to go back to plans 50 or 
more years old to get any sort of idea of relative location. The value of that, as may be 
imagined, would almost be zero. Even if relatively modern connections can be found, 
one quite often has to wade through azimuth changes over several plans, and probably 
via different sets of marks, to get some sort of relativity, again with a resultant value that 
could be of doubtful value.6 
6 Brian J. Mennis, 'Digital Lodgement of Survey Plans' 
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The basic decision already has been made to use AMG for all mapping and surveying 
in Queensland. While this decision has some shortcomings, for the promotion of 
survey integration and to facilitate the creation of a coordinated cadastre the 
recommendation has been made that: 
• all surveys use a common bearing datum, and obviously this has to be AMG 
• all surveys are connected directly to Permanent Survey Marks 
• recovery marks are placed off old PSMs by a surveyor connecting to them, and when 
new PSMs are placed, recovery marks are placed and connected at the same time. 7 
1.1.16 Access to digital records of survey 
Discussions have related also to whether digital data should be available for search 
by anybody, particularly if a complete record of the survey was lodged. The questions 
raised are: 
• could an opposition firm obtain all data related to a survey merely for a search fee 
• could the Department of Natural Resources veto the search. 
1.2 Categorisation of survey plan information 
Mennis categorised the information appearing on the plan of survey in order to 
formulate a strategy of dealing with their lodgement. Table 5.1 depicts information 
appearing on survey plans. This table was compiled from Mennis's categorisation of 
that information. 
The main observations discussed within the investigation were as follows: 
• the percentage of each plan that is taken by each of the data categories varies greatly 
from plan to plan eg a survey of a 400m2 lot in Paddington could easily be 5% 
category l(c)(i), and 95% the rest. In a new estate, those percentages could well be 
95% and 5%, ie. completely reversed 
• on the back of each plan, Item 2(b), the proprietor's signature is, by far, the most 
important, with the Local Authority Consent running a distant second. These 
comments refer to Freehold plans which form the great majority of plans lodged in 
theDNR 
• the possibility of arranging legislation to dispense with the Local Authority and other 
requirements .... (however) dispensing with the proprietor's signature could be a 
rather large concern .... (and would) .... fly in the face of legal tradition and the 
concept of the plan as a legal document 
• the possibility of remove the "legal" status of the survey plan was mooted, but as the 
lot on plan description is now an integral part of our land system, it was recognised 
that serious consequences could arise. 8 
7 ibid. 
I 
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TABLE 5.1 
SURVEY PLAN INFORMATION CATEGORIES 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 
1. FACE OF PLAN 
1.a the plan form the printed data 
1.b administrative data Surveyor's certificate, description, 
scale etc. 
1.c survey data i. actual lot information lot numbers, metes and 
bounds and areas, 
connections 
ii. survey reinstatement information 
iii. adjoining descriptions 
iv. reference marks tabulated or non-
tabulated 
v. traverse tables 
2. BACK OF PLAN 
1.b the plan form the printed data 
1.c the proprietor's signature 
1.d the local government 
consent 
1.e other miscellaneous 
information 
1.3 Summary of the investigation 
In summary, this investigation stated that the basic requirements for the digital 
lodgement of survey plans were: 
• A paper plan as now 
• A digital plan, accompanying the plan, to consist of no more than 
• actual lot numbers 
• lot areas 
• connections required to connect up various parts of a plan 
• connections to PSMs.9 
Mennis surmised that there are no technical problems in the lodgement of plans in 
digital form provided: 
• all concerned used the same software 
• all concerned used the same text fonts 
• all concerned provide the same information 
• all concerned used the same methods of survey and drafting. 10 
8 ibid. 
9 ibid. 
10 ibid. 
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2 DIGITAL LODGEMENT OF SURVEY PLANS RESEARCH 
Since early last decade, some public agencies in New South Wales have accepted the 
lodgement of subdivision information in electronic form. Despite some minor 
objections from a few small firms that did not possess computers, these operations 
have been successful. 11 
In May 1992, a questionnaire was sent to 827 surveyors representing both the private 
and public agencies of the surveying and mapping industry. These agencies had 
lodged at least one plan for registration with the Land Titles Office in the period 
September 1991 until April 1992. The questionnaire followed an earlier 
questionnaire related to the same matter and distributed in January 1991.12 An 
accompanying letter explained that the Land Titles Office (LTO) was examining the 
possibility of electronic plan lodgement at some time in the future. The questionnaire 
attracted a high response rate of 54% with comments received from over 440 
practicing surveyors in New South Wales. 13 
The main points to emerge from the actual responses include: 
• many more private and public sector surveyors in June 1992, than in January 
1991, had access to more than one package of surveying software on their 
computer 
• the distribution of software packages throughout the state is uneven reflecting the 
ability of the local salesman 
• a wide range of computer access and computer knowledge exists within the public 
sector 
• the number of surveyors without access to a computer, apart from a handheld 
calculator is approximately 13%, a figure very close to (and slightly higher than) 
the 11% value in January 1991.14 
11 John Fryer and Michael Elfick, 'Electronic Lodgement of Plans', Australian Surveyor. Vol.37 
No.3 (September 1992) p.196 
12 J.G. Fryer and M.H. Elfick, 'Result of Questionnaire into Computers and Computer Systems 
Held by Surveyors in New South Wales'. Azimuth (March 1991) pp.9-10, cited in John Fryer 
and Michael Elfick, 'Electronic Lodgement of Plans', Australian Surveyor. Vol.37 No.3 
(September 1992) p.196 
13 John Fryer and Michael Elfick, 'Electronic Lodgement of Plans', p.197 
14 ibid. 
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2.1 Issues identified within the research 
Some common themes of concern were present within the responses to the 
questionnaire from 150 surveyors of the 450 respondents. The major causes of 
concern being: 
• the requirement for signatures of authorities 
• the difficulties of dealing with alterations 
• the added cost of generating a plan on a computer relative to a hand drawing when 
only small number of lots are involved 
• the problems of which formats, standards to use 
• electronic lodgement was inevitable. 15 
2.2 Format for lodgement 
The research expressed the differences between an electronic image of a plan and an 
electronic record of the data on a plan. The electronic image was described as being 
one of two forms: 
• a raster pattern stored in bit or byte form such as the scanned data of existing data of 
existing plans being held in a laser disk system (and which) .... is really an 
electronic photocopy of the finished plan 
• strings of digital data which may be in binary or ASCII format which describe the 
lines which make up a plan such as Autocad .DWG and .DXF files .... (and which) 
.... is simply a collection of parts and is often stored at a precision below that of the 
original data. 16 
It was stated that survey plan data stored in either of these forms would not advance 
the ability to use the data. There were considerable difficulties in using these formats 
to create a structured database. 
By comparison, an electronic record can be in several forms: 
• coordinates and a list of points defining the lines in each parcel 
• vector information such as bearings and distances, and radii for curves 
high level computer language descriptions of the structure of the lots in a plan. 17 
15 ibid., p.199 
16 ibid. 
17 ibid.' p.200 
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Most survey packages can use data from an electronic record to draw a plan and 
manipulate the data directly. This attribute would enable electronic data to be used: 
• as part of the checking and charting process 
• by public land agencies to produce a parcel sketch on a title 
• to generate a digital cadastre from the coordinates providing connectivity between 
the plan and adjacent parcels were defined to allow the coordinates to be 
transformed to a geodetic base during the checking and charting process. 18 
The main feature of an electronic record is that there is sufficient data in the file to 
uniquely define the geometry of the plan being presented. 19 
The electronic record of a survey is relatively easy to achieve. The cost of generating 
a digital plan is related directly to the sophistication of the software in use by the 
surveying firm. All firms with computers who responded to the questionnaire could 
supply an electronic record at little extra cost (since all the required information had 
been input). This was possible provided that they could submit in the form generated 
by their own software. Some firms could output in a variety of formats. 20 The costs 
increase rapidly when an electronic image of the plan is generated. Respondents 
commented that they used the computer for 80% to 90% of the plan drawing. They 
then added by hand those items that were time-consuming, such as connections to 
permanent marks and marks found.21 
In summary, the research conducted by Fryer and Elfick suggested the following 
strategy for adoption for electronic lodgement: 
18 
19 
20 
21 
• surveyors to continue to submit a paper plan which can have all the signatures, etc. 
but in addition, submit an electronic record of their subdivision 
• electronic record stored on the L TO and be the basis for the mathematical checking 
of the plan, and used as input to the state's digital cadastral data base 
• different scale of lodgement fee to reflect the costs of extracting, or inputting, an 
electronic record from a plan if a disk was not supplied to allow small firms to 
continue in their current method of operation and make their decision to move to 
computer processing on simple economic grounds 
• electronic image scanned from paper plan and stored on the laser disk system or 
retrieval for distribution or for later search enquires 
• different type of declaration on plan form stating that the dimensions were generated 
by a particular type of software from files named on an attached and signed disk 
• all disks have a signed "write-protect" seal on them 
ibid. 
ibid. 
ibid. 
ibid. 
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• hand written data and dimensions on the plan could be in a difference style of 
printing to assist those checking the survey 
• leading software suppliers could agree on a common standard for coordinate files, 
parcel description files and the format of the line data (bearings and distance), a 
true" neutral File" system would evolve 
• structure would be compatible with the familiar techniques developed by practicing 
cadastral surveyors over the last 15 years, instead of imposing an unfamiliar 
interchange data structure 
• allow the capture of many parcels that do not meet NCFF requirements. 22 
3 DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES POLICY ON THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF A COORDINATED CADASTRE 
The issue of coordination of land boundaries in Qld has been a topic of discussion for 
some years and the Public Sector Management Commission has expressed interest in 
the development of coordinated land boundaries. In an address to the Institution of 
Surveyors Australia, the Surveyor-General of Queensland expressed the view that 
there were significant advantages in coordinating the cadastre: 
• the coordinates, once established will gain a place in the hierarchy of evidence for 
reinstatement of boundaries 
• further emphasis will need to be given to strengthening the requirements of the 
Survey Coordination Act to support a future coordinated cadastre 
• the coordinates of each parcel can be held in a database and thus enable a 
continuous, survey accurate map of the land boundary network to be produced at 
any scale 
• land boundaries surveys should in time be more accurate, homogeneous and less 
costly 
• the accuracies currently being accepted by other States are achievable with current 
technology 
• coordinates will facilitate the upgrade of the DCDB 
• the network will provide accurate control and with fewer reference marks at 
regular intervals will reduce error propagation.23 
22 ibid., p.201 
23 Surveyor-General of Queensland, 'Surveyor-General's Address to Central Group Conference, 
Institution of Surveyors Australia, Queensland Division, Gladstone, 1991, rpt. in Queensland 
Surveyors Bulletin (June 1991) p.14 
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The Surveyor General added further that whilst the coordination issue has been the 
subject of many reports, studies and workshops, the surveying and mapping industry 
needed to consider the following issues: 
• which coordinate system should be adopted for Queensland 
• what density of control should be provided 
• should the control be provided by the Government or user 
• should all of Queensland be coordinated 
• what priority should be given for the areas to be selected. 24 
The Surveyor General stated also that there was an increasing acceptance and 
understanding of these technologies. The fact that many surveyors already were 
undertaking their surveys in a digital form and converting the data to paper format for 
lodgement was evidence of this. The requirements of some Local Authorities to 
lodge details of estate design and service location in a digital form was the catalyst 
for this activity. Other developments were providing further impetus to development 
of digital lodgement programs including: 
• the eventual introduction of a coordinated cadastre 
• the desirability of automatic update of the DCDB 
• the Automated Titling System, and 
• other information systems.25 
There is no formal commitment to the establishment of a legal coordinated cadastre 
by the Department of Natural Resources. In terms of the existing coordinated 
cadastre, the digital cadastral database, there is a commitment to improving the 
accuracy of the land parcel coordinates held within the database. The improvement 
will be undertaken to address the needs of user and client groups. The specific 
requirements of a group generally dictate the extent of accuracy improvement. This 
accuracy generally relates to what is required for asset management systems of local 
governments. 
24 ibid. 
25 ibid. 
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The progressive accumulation of survey observations in digital form in an integrated 
survey environment is seen to contribute to the determination of survey accurate 
coordinates for some cadastral comers. However, that by itself will not achieve a 
state-wide coordinated cadastre of survey accuracy.26 
4 POLICY OF THE INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS AUSTRALIA 
(QUEENSLAND) ON DIGITAL ISSUES 
The Institution of Surveyors Australia, Queensland Division has issued a policy 
statement on matters related to digital survey data. In this statement, the Institution 
recognises that: 
the development of a Coordinated Cadastre for Queensland offers the potential to 
significantly improve the State's Cadastral Survey System .... a coordinated cadastre 
forms a key part of a comprehensive State land information system that is required for 
the effective planning, management and development of Queensland's property and land 
related resources .... longer term benefits are available to all sectors of Government, the 
wider community and the Surveying profession.27 
The Institution sees a coordinated cadastre as offering improvements in the efficiency 
of surveying by providing a referencing framework that will: 
• provide an unambiguous boundary description in terms of spatial position 
• allow the direct inter-relation of one cadastral survey to another 
• facilitate the integration of all categories of survey 
• link cadastral surveys into the State Reference System and provide a common 
reference system for surveys, mapping and land information. 
• assist in the searching for and re-establishing of marks 
• provide a uniform scale and orientation for surveys 
• reduce error propagation and assist in the control of accuracy. 
• assist in parcel boundary redefinition, particular where there is loss of marks 
• facilitate cadastral mapping (DCDB) update and accuracy upgrade 
• assist orientation to new survey technology, computerised processing and plotting 
that are increasingly coordinate based. 
26 Russell Priebbenow, 'Co-ordinated Cadastre', personal communication dated 18 July 1996 
27 Institution of Surveyors Australia, Queensland Division, 'Introduction of A Coordinated 
Cadastre for Queensland: Interim Position Paper', Queensland Surveyors Bulletin (December 
1991) p.lO 
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In recognition of the advantages to be gained from these improvements, the 
Institution has adopted the following policy: 
• to develop a simpler, more effective survey system where the location of property 
boundaries are described by position (coordinates) rather than by relative locations 
(bearings and distances) 
• to improve the efficiency of the State Cadastral System by progressively 
introducing a Coordinated Cadastre. 
The Institution's policy stated that the potential benefits would accrue to a wide range 
of agencies and include: 
• the public in a more cost efficient State Survey System for properties 
• Government agencies at Federal, State and Local levels through more efficient 
surveying and land information activities 
• all organisations requiring land information for the planning, development and 
management of Queensland's land resources 
• the Queensland Government, in operating the State Land Information System and 
establishing a more efficient Cadastral System 
• the Survey Industry through a more efficient system for surveying and defining the 
property framework. 
The policy stated that benefit/cost levels of the order 1.5 were potentially attainable 
and the belief that a minimum benefit of 5% improvement in the efficiency of 
surveying would accrue. A more realistic benefit of the order of 10% improvement in 
cadastral surveying was attainable. 28 These benefit/cost levels are hypothetical only 
and have not been tested in the field.29 
The policy statement dealt further with a number of matters related to and impacted 
on by the establishment of a coordinate cadastre. Table 5.2 provides a summary of 
the policy statements issued on those matters. 
28 ibid. 
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TABLE 5.2 
ISA POLICIES ON COORDINATED CADASTRE 
improved • to develop a simpler, effective survey system where the location of property 
cadastral system boundaries are described by position (coordinates) rather than by relative 
locations (bearings and distances) 
• to improve the efficiency of the State Cadastral System by progressively 
introducing a Coordinated Cadastre 
State Land • to progressively develop a Coordinated cadastre as a fundamental component of 
Information the overall State Land Information System - providing an accurate definition of 
System (LIS) the state's property framework 
State Geodetic •to take all necessary steps to ensure DNR develops and maintains the State 
Network Geodetic Control Network to underpin a coordinated cadastre 
• to develop alternative coordinated cadastral approach for areas where control is 
currently unavailable 
• to encourage the establishment of Tertiary Control as the reference system for 
major developments 
• to encourage local government to develop and adopt a tertiary Control reference 
systems for spatial referencing 
coordinated •to encourage the use and lodgement of local (plane) cadastral coordinates in 
surveys, tertiary areas where Tertiary control is unavailable 
control • to encourage the adoption of common orientation fro all surveys in a locality with 
unavailable preference fro AMG (plane) azimuth or other true north orientation 
status of • that the basic principles relating to cadastral evidence remain unchanged with 
coordinates coordinates having the same broad status as other survey data (bearings and 
distances) 
• that in the longer term, options be evaluated to increase the evidentiary status of 
coordinates of lodged and examined surveys 
use of AMG • to support the AMG as the principal reference system for the cadastral 
coordinates coordination 
• to support the adoption of a common orientation datum for all surveys the AMG 
grid (plane) Azimuth is the principal orientation datum 
•to accept the use of "local coordinates" where Tertiary·Control is unavailable 
•to accept the use of "local (plane) coordinates where necessary for projects. 
Connections to AMG should be shown to provide the link between the "local 
system" and the principal reference system (AMG) 
• to adopt simplified computation methods for derivation of coordinates 
coordinates on • to encourage the inclusion of digital cadastral coordinates on lodged plans of 
plans survey 
•to encourage where possible the adoption of AMG Grid (plane) azimuth as the 
principal orientation for all surveys 
Lodgement of • that the DNR establish format specifications and facilities for the lodgement of 
digital data digital cadastral coordinates files (as a complement to lodged plans) 
• that a coordinated cadastral-Survey Data Base be established to enable direct 
search access to lodQed diQital data files, for cadastral searchinQ and redefinition 
plan format and • to adopt the "Standard Plan Format" together with a table of coordinates for 
searching coordinated surveys 
• to review cadastral plan requirements with the objective of evaluating a simpler, 
"two plan format" that separates title and survey information and reduces current 
examination problems and associated requisitions 
searching • to ensure that government and DNR recognise that the state property system 
depends on the information supplied by surveyors 
• to ensure that surveyors have direct access to survey information at minimal 
costs to enable operation and maintenance of the state's cadastre 
• to ensure that search costs are kept at acceptable levels that do not adversely 
affect the state cadastre 
•to support DNR in the provision of digital storage and searching of surveys via 
CAD or electronic image 
examination of • to encourage a coordinate based approach to examination, to improve the 
coordinated efficiency of examination and progressively build a coordinated cadastre 
surveys 
29 The benefit/cost levels resulting from the prototype system are discussed in Chapter 10, Section 
4. 
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TABLE 5.2 (contd.) 
ISA POLICIES ON COORDINATED CADASTRE 
monumentation • to improve the standards of reference monumentation for surveys with the main 
aims being: assisting surveyors in searching for marks; carrying out resurveys; 
linking (integrating) surveys; and enabling ties to the State Coordination System 
• to support the establishment or adoption of PSMs as principal reference marks 
for coordinated surveys, to provide for a lower number os accessible and easily 
found marks (as opposed to a large number of marks that are costly and difficult 
to find 
• to maintain the use of other reference marks to facilitate cadastral witnessing 
and redefinition, with the longer term objective of gradually reducing the number 
of reference marks placed 
accuracy criteria • that relative and positional accuracy criteria be adopted for coordinated cadastral 
surveys 
4.1. Role of Coordinates 
The use of coordinates for cadastral surveys does not require any changes to the 
survey principles or the legal aspects of boundary definition. The Institution believes 
surveyors should be encouraged to adopt the coordinate values of a preceding survey 
following verification provided the differences are small and within acceptable 
tolerances. The key points to be considered in the use of coordinates are: 
• coordinates are an alternative (and more useful) means of expressing survey data 
• the status of coordinates and associated reference marks in cadastral redefinition is 
based on the accepted legal hierarchy of evidence for data and monuments 
• the responsibility for the accuracy and reliability of coordinates or other survey 
data rests with the surveyor 
• differences, within tolerance, in the coordinate values for the same point between 
surveys are acceptable; they are no different to differences between angles or 
distances 
• differences in coordinates are a reflection of the accuracy of measurements 
(between surveys), control accuracy and possibly different cadastral evidence 
• coordinates from an earlier lodged and examined survey are not fixed but may be 
overridden by suitably justified different coordinates from a subsequent survey.30 
30 Institution of Surveyors Australia, Queensland Division, 'Introduction of A Coordinated 
Cadastre for Queensland: Interim Position Paper', p.l 0 
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4.1.2 Status of Coordinates: 
Under the Surveyors Act, Regulations and Common Law precedents, it is the 
Licensed Surveyor's task: 
• to collect all relevant evidence 
• to weigh it according to the "best evidence rule" 
• to re-establish the most probable position of the boundary. 
The basic principles relating to the evidentiary value of original marks, reference 
marks, old occupation and data on plans apply equally to coordinated surveys. 
Coordinates thus should be treated the same as bearing and distance survey data. 
The basic practice in other countries that have a coordinated cadastre and the 
"Common Law" legal system is that surveyors generally will adopt the coordinates of 
the previous survey after adequate verification (based on the absence of original 
marks and other compelling evidence). Coordinates of the original survey, in the 
absence of original monuments, may be considered as prima facie evidence as to the 
boundary location and correct until proven otherwise. 
The role of coordinates extends beyond their intrinsic value as an effective survey 
tool. Their use offers an advantage to subsequent surveys, which can utilise the 
coordinates of parcels, road alignments or marks from the earlier coordinated survey. 
It is premature to consider a change to legal coordinates. Future options for 
consideration include: 
• assigning coordinates a status as "primary evidence" (after definition and 
verification by successive surveyors carrying out subdivision surveys or 
redefinition) 
• assigning coordinates a "high evidentiary status" (the coordinate values are not 
absolute but have a high weight that is related to other survey evidence).31 
31 ibid. 
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4.1.3 Monumentation 
Changes to monumentation are not necessary for cadastral coordination. However, 
the progressive introduction of some improvements can contribute to a more secure 
cadastral framework. Improvements in the standards of reference marking can: 
• reduce the loss and destruction of reference marks 
• reduce the considerable time and cost in searching for marks 
• reduce the time and cost in placing marks 
• simplify cadastral surveys via the direct availability of reference marks 
• provide a common link between surveys in a locality 
• tie surveys into the State Coordinate system (AMG). 
The use of PSMs as the principal reference marks is important. In Tertiary Control 
Areas they define the control framework and in other areas they provide the links for 
future coordination and integration of surveys. The role of the reference mark will 
continue. However, as the Coordinated Cadastre progressively develops, the role and 
number of reference marks (other than PSMs) required for cadastral surveys should 
be reviewed. The overall objective should be to ensure efficient boundary 
redefinition while minimising placement and searching for reference marks. 
5 SOME ISSUES FROM A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
The Torrens Title systems introduced into Australia in the later half of the nineteenth 
century were based on the concept of a paramount register. Once an interest became 
registered, it was in the absence of fraud, indefeasible or unable to be defeated by 
another interest registered later. An elaborate system for administering this 
philosophically radical framework was developed, together with supporting legislation. 
The system has served the land market well for 130 years in this State.32 
The essence of the Torrens system is the register since the Register and all dealings 
with it must be in writing (so as to safeguard against fraud). In practice, the form of 
the documents comprising and dealing with the Register is of primary concern. In a 
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manual system, this is not only inevitable but also desirable. The rock on which the 
system stands is the preservation of the integrity of the Register. In a purely 
electronic system, however, this dependence on the form of the documents is 
misplaced. What is crucial is the underlying data. However, it can be very difficult 
when looking at a long-established, successful manual system of any type to see 
beyond the system, and designing an automated system around those functions. 
Automating a manual system certainly can produce advantages over the manual 
system, but can often miss delivering benefits of the orders of magnitude greater than 
the original system. 
In the context of digital lodgement, focussing on converting the existing manual 
paper based system into an electronic system base on the same paper forms risks 
missing some of the real benefits that a full electronic system could bring. What 
counts 1s not the form of the Certificate of Title or Transfer of Mortgage, but the data 
embodied in them, and the changes purported to be effected by them. A consistent 
form simplifies validation. However, a computer has no need for such visual 
consistency provided that the data are in the order required to enable the computer to 
recognise the data. The visual presentation of the data is irrelevant. 
The information on a survey plan can be stored digitally and used to automatically 
reproduce on screen or in hard copy a plan in the traditional form. The data stored 
and their use are not limited to that particular form. The survey data can be used for 
different purposes other than simply for the registration of a plan. The data can be 
used in conjunction with other types of information to produce new products not able 
to be produced utilising the hard copy, paper format. 
The trap is that the public agencies that administer the systems see the issues from 
the point of view of the current forms based systems. Too often Governments 
legislate as to the form of information required. This tendency often arises from a 
32 John C. Petrie, 'An Automated Land Management System - A Lawyer's Perspective', 
Management of Cadastral Information, Proceedings of Winter School91, School of Surveying, 
Queensland University of Technology (25-26 July 1991 
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desire to streamline paper processing. Governments really should be specifying the 
substantive information required. 
To realise the potential of technology in land management systems requires a change 
of philosophy. The stakeholders must stop thinking about plans and dealings as 
documents, and think of them rather as rights, and changes in those rights. It does not 
matter what form a dealing is in so long as it properly specifies and evidences the 
rights being dealt with.33 
5.1 Online lodgements 
The ability to lodge dealings (plans and dealings on plans) electronically will have a 
profound effect on the system. From the legal point of view, the lodgement of the 
plan seems to be relatively simple as boundaries have traditionally been defined as 
the lines joining survey pegs. 
A Court decides dispute arising as to the veracity of any survey taking expert 
evidence, by reference to earlier, accepted marks. It is the points that define the 
boundaries, not the lines. A plan therefore is nothing more than a graphical 
representation of the defining points. As a consequence, it is feasible to have a 
system that permits electronic lodgement of spatial coordinates, rather than requiring 
lodgement of a plan. 
Equally it should be possible to effect dealings with titles electronically. It is the 
content of most dealings and not the form, and the content is perfectly capable of 
being transmitted electronically. 
5.2 Authentication of Dealings 
The question of validation or authentication of those dealings where there does not 
exist a physical document complete with signatures is a more difficult problem to 
resolve. The present system relies on the concept of a physical signature as evidence 
of the veracity or otherwise of any document. The requirement that contracts relating 
33 ibid. 
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to land be in writing has been a feature of English law since at least the Statute of 
Frauds in 1677. This statute requires that most documents are signed "Correct for the 
Purpose of the Registration". 
A requirement to lodge a signed physical document to verify the lodgement defeats 
the purpose of electronic lodgement. However, there are still some benefits from 
electronic dealings even if the registration is subject to a paper document confirming 
the electronic lodgement. These benefits include: 
• faster lodgement 
• faster processing of the dealing 
• direct remote lodgement 
• faster preparation of dealings 
• faster searching 
• smaller physical storage in the Registry.34 
6 THE ISSUE OF COPYRIGHT 
Section 31 of the Commonwealth Copyright Act 1968 deals with the protection of 
works and the rights comprised in copyright as being the exclusive rights of the 
copyright owner. Section 31 states the works that qualify for copyright protection as 
being: Literacy; Dramatic; Musical; and Artistic. The most likely category applicable 
to the works resulting from the activities of private surveying agencies are "artistic" 
in regard to plans of survey and "literacy" in terms of reports.35 
There has been no case that establishes that a survey plan is an artistic work for the 
purposes of the Copyright Act. However, the definitions section of the Act defines 
"artistic work" as meaning, among other things, a drawing whether the work is of 
artistic quality or nor. The definition of drawing contained in the Act includes a 
diagram, map, chart or plan.36 
The rights in relation to a literary work are similar to the rights in relation to an 
artistic work. Of specific concern to private surveying agencies, they include the right 
to reproduce the work in a material form and the right to cause the work to be 
34 ibid. 
35 Richard Christie, 'Is Copyright being ignored?', Address to Association of Consulting 
Surveyors (NSW), Sydney ( 9 August 1994) 
36 ibid. 
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submitted to transcribers of a diffusion service. The definition of "material form" has 
been altered in recent years. The definition now includes any form of storage whether 
visible or not to enable works stored in digital form on computers to be the subject of 
copyright. The Act seeks to protect the work in the "material form", the expression of 
which may be in words, pictures, on paper or in digital form on disc.37 It has been 
held that the reproduction of a substantial part of a work results in an infringement of 
copyright. The Courts have taken a qualitative as well as a quantitative approach. 
Reproduction by copying a small part of a work may be an infringement of copyright 
if that part is essential, important or vital in relation to the whole work from which it 
is taken.38 
It can be argued that public agencies have ignored surveyors' copyright by utilising 
the boundaries captured from surveyors' plans to compile maps. This is the case if 
what is utilised represents a substantial reproduction of the plan or is the essence of 
the plan. However, if the public agency is part of "the Crown" there are exceptions 
dealt with in S183 of the Copyright Act.39 The Commonwealth or a State does not 
infringe the copyright in a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work if the acts are 
done for the services of the Commonwealth or State. The Courts have given the 
words, "for the services of the Commonwealth or State", a wide definition. The 
definition includes just about anything that contributes to the orderly and good 
government of the state. It includes also anything that would make the business of a 
government department operate. However, there is the requirement that the 
Commonwealth or State inform the owner of the copyright when an act comprised in 
a copyright has been done under sub-section 1.40 
It would appear possible for an application to be made by a surveyor to the Copyright 
Tribunal to seek a fee from a public agency whenever it reproduces a surveyor's 
work. This may occur by the public agency supplying copies of plans to the public or 
compiling other plans utilising a substantial part of the surveyor's plan. 
37 ibid. 
38 ibid. 
39 Copyright Act 1968, s.l83(1), p.164 
40 ibid., s.l83(4) 
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The relevant section of the Act states that: 
when an act comprised in a copyright has been done under sub-section 1, the terms for 
the doing of the Act are such terms as are, whether before or after the act is done, agreed 
between the Commonwealth or the State and the owner of the copyright or, in default of 
agreement, as are fixed by the Copyright Tribunal.41 
If the public agency is not "the Crown", there may be an action, which could be 
brought for breach of copyright in the Court. 
A public agency possibly could raise the defence that by lodging the plan an implied 
licence comes into existence permitting the public agency to reproduce the plans. The 
practice of plan lodgement and registration has been occurring for a long period as a 
standing practice. This can be argued as having given rise to the implied licence even 
though there is nothing in writing consenting to the use of the surveyor's copyright.42 
The lodgement of spatial data being in digital format is not a standing practice as yet. 
However, local governments increasingly are requiring the lodgement of as-
constructed data in digital format. The as-constructed data are cadastral dependant 
and the digital data lodged invariably require the accompanying lodgement of the 
cadastral data. Local governments utilise the cadastral data for the upgrade and 
update of the underlying digital cadastral database. The data are supplied also to the 
public land registry agencies for similar purposes. 
It is easier for surveyors to protect copyright in data being collected and lodged in 
digital form for two reasons. 
• Firstly, it is not an accepted practice as yet. 
• Secondly, the purpose of the digital system is for profit. The re-sale of products, 
created by the reproduction of the digital data, is additional to the traditional 
fulfilment of social needs.43 
41 ibid. s.183(5) 
42 Richard Christie, 'Is Copyright being ignored?' 
43 ibid. 
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Text and numeric data populate the databases of public agencies. The public agencies 
extract the data substantially in their entirety from documents lodged either 
physically or electronically with the agencies by third parties. Ownership of copyright 
in these spatial databases is open to question. The Crown may have to forgo claim to 
copyright in numeric database such as a survey data database or a coordinated 
cadastre database. The alternative is legislation permitting the Crown to act as though 
copyright in lodged documents was assigned to the Crown. Should the Crown 
legislate that an assignment of copyright occurs upon handing over of a disk or the 
electronic transfer of data, there is little that surveyors can do to retain copyright. 
7 PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF BOUNDARIES 
Any decisions on cadastral reform must be based on sound information. While factors 
such as building and planning regulations may be affected to some degree, and in turn 
have some effect on boundary accuracies, information on public attitudes and needs 
should be an essential part of any reform process. Reliance on the argument that the 
public is in no position to make informed judgements is not only patronising, but 
precarious in the current climate of public scrutiny and increasing mistrust of the 
activities of professionals.44 
In an attempt to address the criticism stated in the preceding paragraph, a pilot study 
was undertaken to determine public attitudes to cadastral boundaries under the belief 
that: 
little is known, nor does there appear to have been much desire to discover, what the 
public, the involuntary users and, generally funders, of such systems actually need or 
expect from the process of cadastral surveying.45 
The pilot study was undertaken in Dunedin, New Zealand. The study attempted to 
determine answers to questions concerning: 
• the accuracy the public expected or to which they wanted a boundary to be 
established 
• what trade-off might there be between the accuracy of the boundary survey, the 
purpose of the survey and the likely cost of the survey?46 
44 C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley, 'Public perception of cadastral boundary 
accuracies and costs - the unknown factor', Proceedings of the National Conference on 
Cadastral Reform '90, Department of Surveying and Land Information, University of 
Melbourne (10-12 July 1990) p.67 
45 ibid., p.59 
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The pilot study sought information from respondents in urban and rural locations in 
relation to the following areas: 
• boundary structures: their nature and importance: estimated and preferred 
proximity to boundaries; knowledge of objects used to demarcate legal boundaries 
• expected accuracy of boundaries, and expected cost of reinstatement surveys 
• knowledge of the nature of their tenure of the land occupied 
• contact with land-related professionals, occurrence of boundary reinstatements 
and boundary disputes 
• personal details.47 
The results of the investigations were as follows: 
• a considerable proportion of respondents expect their boundaries to be exact: 55% 
of urban residential and 30% of rural 
• in the urban context very few respondents (10%) expect an accuracy worse than 
150mm. 
• in the rural context respondents expect accuracies which are not as exacting 
• experienced respondents expect more consistent accuracies than the amateurs but 
fewer expect exact boundaries 
• there appears to be a difference in attitudes towards the proximity of boundary 
structures to the boundary, compared with the expected accuracy of the boundary 
itself 
• persons over 60 appear to have a greater preference for or expectancy of exactness 
than the other groups 
• cost expectations are lower in the urban residential sector.48 
46 ibid. 
47 C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. Van Zyl and G. Kearsley, 'Cadastral surveys and surveyors in New 
Zealand: What does the public really think and want?', cited in C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. Van Zyl 
and G.W. Kearsley, 'Public perception of cadastral boundary accuracies and costs - the 
unknown factor', p.59 
48 C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley, 'Public perception of cadastral boundary 
accuracies and costs - the unknown factor', pp.61-66 
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In a report concerning the Pilot Study, the authors referred to an earlier commentary 
on the role of the public's perception of the accuracy of boundaries: 
As no measurement is perfect, there must always remain a zone of uncertainty within 
which it is no longer possible to say whether a beacon has been moved or where its 
original position was if it has been destroyed. The extent of this zone is firstly 
determined by the zone of uncertainty or "residual errors" of the points defining the 
reference system, and secondly by the possible extent of this zone, but there is also an 
upper limit set by the maximum uncertainty which owners of land are prepared to accept 
in the positions of beacons. Any rules or regulations drawn up to control the accuracy 
and methods used in cadastral surveys must fit in with the maximum size the zone of 
uncertainty may have and the minimum size it must have, and at the same time aim at 
maximum economy.49 
Technical factors determine the minimum uncertainty in a boundary position. 
However, the maximum acceptable uncertainty is, or should be, determined by the 
attitudes of the owners or occupiers of the land. 5° Public attitudes, however, are the 
product of a number of factors, which are likely to vary from one country to another, 
within a country, and over time. 51 The interests and concerns of the land proprietor 
will undoubtedly be a function of: 
• the type and extent of tenure held 
• the present and potential use of the land under ownership 
• regional and local traditions 
• human nature.52 
49 H. Biesheuvel, 'Standards of Accuracy in Cadastral Surveys', South African Survey Journal 
Vol.X Part 2 (61) cited in C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley, 'Public 
perception of cadastral boundary accuracies and costs - the unknown factor', p.67 
50 C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley, 'Public perception of cadastral boundary 
accuracies and costs - the unknown factor', p.67 
51 ibid. 
52 D.B. Thomson, J.D. McLaughlin and A. Chrzanowski, 'Cadastral Standards for Integrated 
Survey Areas', The Canadian Surveyor Vol.31 No.4 (1977) cited in C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. 
Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley, "Public perception of cadastral boundary accuracies and costs -
the unknown factor', p.67 
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8 ISSUES EXTERNAL TO THE TORRENS TITLE SYSTEM 
A study that aims at assessing and predicting the impact of change should pay some 
heed to what is happening to alternative systems operating in other jurisdictions than the 
Torrens varieties that currently flourish in Australia. 53 
8.1 The registration of land parcels in England and Wales 
The registration of land parcels in England and Wales is carried out pursuant to the 
Land Registration Act 1925 as amended. As far as parcel boundaries are concerned, 
the system operates almost exclusively in accordance with the so-called "general 
boundaries rule" that states in essence: 
Except in the cases in which it is noted in the property register that the boundaries have 
been fixed, the filed or general map shall be deemed to indicate the general boundaries 
only. 
In such cases the exact line of the boundary will be left undetermined as for instance, 
whether it includes a hedge, a wall and ditch, or runs along the centre of a wall or 
fence.54 
The general boundary dictum permits of the use of a graphical as opposed to a 
numerical cadastre.55 Contemporary cadastral survey is thus largely a matter of map 
revision. Unless boundaries are "fixed" by formal survey under the provisions of the 
Act, no "monuments" in the sense of pegs or reference marks are placed. Because of 
the exceedingly high costs involved, the fixed boundary provisions are never pursued 
even though the process would result in the guarantee of the boundaries described in 
terms of coordinates by the State.56 
8.2 The Swiss cadastre 
Cadastral surveying is an integral and legal component of the Swiss system of land 
registration. Within the Swiss system, the cadastral map is the basis of the register 
and it contains the geometric information on land parcel boundaries. For every parcel 
53 K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor'. 
Australian Surveyor. Vol 36 No I (March 1991) p.l4 
54 T.B. Ruoff, R.B. Roper, E.J. Pryer and C. West. Ruoff and Roper on the law and practice of 
registered conveyancing (London: Stevens and Sons, 1986) cited in K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of 
Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', p.15 
55 K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', 
p.14 
56 T.B. Ruoff, R.B. Roper, E.J. Pryer and C. West, Ruoff and Roper on the law and practice of 
registered conveyancing, cited in K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their 
effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', p.15 
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there is one folio in the Principle Book (Register) corresponding to the cadastral map. 
The unique identifier is the lot number shown on the map. 57 
In the Swiss system the position of a boundary mark as determined by its coordinates 
takes precedence over the physical marker found on the ground. Acceptance of this 
may be difficult for those who have been taught to believe as an article of faith that 
evidence on the ground takes precedence over all other evidence. 58 
The Swiss cadastral surveying system operates in a jurisdiction that possesses a dense 
and properly maintained and protected geodetic survey control network. Cadastral 
survey practice is regulated and carried out by appropriately licensed surveyors using 
appropriate technology. The cadastral surveying system can provide survey 
information that cost-effectively "guarantees" boundaries in the title registration 
process. This is the case as the Swiss system provides a Digital Cadastral Data Base 
in which coordinates are to the accuracy of the cadastral survey coordinates from 
which it was constructed. The Digital Cadastral Data Base thus serves the needs of 
all users.59 
8.3 The impact of enabling technology 
Title systems such as those of Australia and Switzerland depend for their spatial 
inputs on long-established, relatively high precision cadastral survey methodology 
leading to coordination or otherwise. The methodology has been subject to rapid 
technological change since the advent of the electronic calculator and short range 
distance measuring equipment in the 1970s. 
Global positioning, electronic theodolites and photogrammetry are offering an 
improved positioning facility of far greater fundamental impact than the earlier 
introduction of electronic distance measurement (ED). Global Positioning Systems 
57 B. Kauter, 'The Swiss cadastre', The Seminar Series on Land Information and the Land 
Surveyor, Proceedings of Canadian Institute of Surveying and Mapping, Ottawa (1986) cited in 
K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', 
p.l5 
58 ibid. 
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(GPS) have great potential to revolutionise how we go about surveying.60 There is 
evidence already that GPS will have a general impact on cadastral survey practice 
and a particular impact on mral practice. 51 
The impact on the cadastral surveyor by technology by the year 2000 is envisaged to 
take several forms: 
• Through the rapid and economic densification of properly maintained geodetic 
networks, it will facilitate the connection of and coordination of new (and perhaps 
selected historic) cadastral surveys in terms of the control networks. 
• It will lead to the ascendancy of coordinates to the position of over-riding 
evidence of boundaries, which will facilitate the re-establishment of boundaries 
directly from the control network in terms of the "legal coordinates". This will 
replace the current "art" of cadastral surveying inherent in the doctrine of 
"monuments over measurements". 
• The problems of upgrading existing control systems by integrating GPS 
observations will require considerable technical research by surveyors. The 
problems of lower standards in what was previously considered to be impeccably 
coordinated work has driven the Swiss to expensive cadastral renewal operations 
in certain areas. 62 
8.4 Economic issues 
On a priori grounds, the adoption of legal coordinates will reduce costs of 
reinstatement of boundaries. This does not mean that registration by "paper 
coordinates" will become a reality. The surveyor must still set out and mark the 
59 K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', 
p.l4 
60 W.A. Robertson, 'Cadastral Reform - why', Proceedings of the National Conference on 
Cadastral Reform '90, Department of Surveying and Land Information, The University of 
Melbourne (10-12 July 1990), cited in K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and 
their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', p.16 
61 G.P. Gerdan and N.C. Talbot, 'The application of the Global Positioning System to cadastral 
surveying', Proceedings of the National Conference on Cadastral Reform '90, Department of 
Surveying and Land Information, The University of Melbourne (10-12 July 1990), cited in 
K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', 
p.l6 
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original external boundaries and the new internal boundaries of a subdivision in the 
normal manner. The cost savings thrust of legal coordinates will lie in the re-
establishment of those boundaries for further subdivision and especially in the case of 
a boundary dispute.63 
A prominent critic of the Australian cadastral survey system opined that: 
there is a point beyond which practical exactitude neither can nor need be carried. If the 
degree of perfection that is sought such that the amount of public time and public money 
are out of all proportion to the results obtained, it may be questioned whether the 
surveyor is fulfilling his most useful function in the community.64 
This philosophy is tied up with the fact that in the English system, risks are taken 
with the general boundary in order to reduce costs. 65 
8.5 Employment issues 
Cook has distinguished between product innovation and process innovation. The 
former leads to the production of new goods and services. The latter leads to 
improved efficiency in existing processes.66 The latter is more relevant to the 
cadastral surveyor and can lead to less employment in traditional tasks. 
A further economic issue that will impact on Australian cadastral surveying systems 
is the heavy "opportunity" or "alternate" social costs incurred by the utilisation of 
precise "running survey" techniques. These techniques, unless they result in the 
coordination of boundary points, are of limited use to other than cadastral surveyors. 
62 B. Kauter, 'The Swiss cadastre', The Seminar Series on Land Information and the Land 
Surveyor, cited in K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the 
Cadastral Surveyor', p.17 
63 T.M. Johnstone and K.N. Toms, Review of Adoption of Legal Parcel Coordinates in the 
Australian Capital Territory, ACTILIS Project, Australian Capital Territory Government, 
Canberra (1989) 
64 T.B.F. Ruoff, An Englishman Looks at the Torrens System (The Law Book Company of 
Australasia, 1957) cited in C.C. Hoogsteden, C.A. Van Zyl and G.W. Kearsley. 'Public 
perception of cadastral boundary accuracies and costs - the unknown factor'. 
65 P.F. Dale, 'International Trends in Cadastral Reform- or Registration of Title, is it time for a 
change?', Proceedings of the National Conference on Cadastral Reform '90, Department of 
Surveying and Land Information, The University of Melbourne (10-12 July 1990) pp.1-9 
66 John S. Cook, 'Conventional and Emerging Views on Cadastral Education', Proceedings of the 
National Conference on Cadastral Reform '90, Department of Surveying and Land Information, 
The University of Melbourne (10- 12 July 1990) pp.69-80, cited in K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of 
Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', p.17 
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The question of the "sunk costs" of existing geodetic survey control networks, 
particularly those in urban areas, is also an economic issue to be addressed by the 
profession. A case in point is the previous non-utilisation of the control nets in 
proclaimed survey areas in New South Wales for cadastral coordinationY 
8.6 Public agencies and private agencies in competition 
Imperatives put forward by governments have had a profound influence on what 
activities and services provided by Government should be a charge on Government 
and in what proportion.68 The "user pays" policies are being adopted by all levels of 
governments in Australia and agencies are under increasing pressure to recover 
operating costs to the greatest degree possible. These policies will impact heavily on 
government organisations and possibly force them into direct competition with the 
private sector. 69 
8. 7 Quality assurance in cadastral surveying 
The concepts of accountability and liability are linked inextricably with quality 
assurance and the public interest.7° Cadastral surveyors and authorities will need to 
develop quality systems to ensure that practice is guided by appropriate quality 
systems. 
9 SUMMARY 
There are a considerable number of developments occurring within and external to 
the surveying and mapping industry. These developments are impacting or have the 
potential to impact on the industry. They exclude the prospect of developing a system 
67 K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', 
p.17 
68 T.A. Roberts, 'The role of total quality management in cadastral reform: with reference to 
survey regulation', Proceedings of the National Conference on Cadastral Reform '90, 
Department of Surveying and Land Information, The University of Melbourne (10-12 July 
1990) cited in K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the 
Cadastral Surveyor', p.18 
69 K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect on the Cadastral Surveyor', 
p.18 
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for digital lodgement in isolation. The adoption of a strategy for the implementation 
of a coordinated cadastre and renewed efforts towards survey coordination should 
create an environment within which a digital surveying environment should develop. 
A planned progression to legal coordinates does not have to be part of the strategy. 
Digital lodgement of spatial data rather than digital lodgement of a survey plan is a 
cornerstone of the development of such an environment. 
In the current social environment, an appreciation of the public's perception of what is 
a justifiable cost for the maintenance is an important consideration in the development 
of any new system. In a similar context, the issue of copyright in spatial data can be 
viewed, at least for the perspective of the private agencies, as an incentive for 
embracing a system for digital lodgement. 
70 T.A. Roberts, 'The role of total quality management in cadastral reform: with reference to 
survey regulation', cited in K.N. Toms, 'The Winds of Change in Title Systems and their effect 
on the Cadastral Surveyor', p.19 
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CHAPTER6: CURRENT INITIATIVES TOWARDS THE 
DIGITAL LODGEMENT OF SPATIAL DATA 
1 DIGITAL LODGEMENT INITIATIVES 
Over the last decade throughout Australia there have been a number of initiatives that 
have addressed various aspects of, or have been directly related to the development 
of digital lodgement processes. The initiatives include the development of transfer 
standards for, the establishment of infrastructure in support of, and the development 
of a system for the digital lodgement of survey plan data. Primarily public agencies 
have undertaken these initiatives. 
In Queensland, there have been a number of initiatives commenced towards the 
development of digital processes for dealing with cadastral and as-constructed survey 
data including: 
• research being undertaken within the Department of Natural Resources 
• commencement of a collaborative public and private agency research project with 
funding under the National Procurement Development Program (NPDP) Project 
entitled The Electronic Survey Plan Lodgement and Registration Research Project 
• the development by officers of the now defunct Albert Shire Council of the 
Standard Electronic Format for As Constructed Data utilising a .DXF exchange 
format 
• the establishment of the Information Collection and Information Interchange 
Standardisation Group (ICDISG). 
Initiatives commenced or undertaken in other Australasian jurisdictions include: 
• the creation of the cadastral database in NSW utilising the Neutral Cadastral File 
Format 
• the establishment of an infrastructure to facilitate the lodgement of cadastral 
survey data in the Northern Territory 
• a system for the lodgement of cadastral plans in and Western Australia utilising 
the Cadastral Survey Data (CSD) digital data format 
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• the adoption of the Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) as an Australasian 
Standard on 5 January 1995 as AS/NZ 4270 for the distribution of spatial data 
primarily from one agency to another. 
2 DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN LAND REGISTRY OFFICES 
2.1 Department of Environment and Natural Resources, South Australia 
The government is looking at whether all spatial land information systems such as 
LOTS, DCDB and SDB can be outsourced to the private sector; not the ownership 
but the management. Issues to be looked at include electronic plan lodgement, full 
cost recovery of examination and more cooperation between Land Services Group 
and its customers. 1 
It is very important that surveyors as maintainers of the cadastral network are 
involved in the management of spatial data and retain some ownership should the 
Survey Data Base be created. If control of the data moves from under the control of 
government, data could be used incorrectly, or access denied to surveyors. 
There is a renewed emphasis on development of electronic lodgement and new 
searching indices.2 The Department of Environment and Natural Resources had 
planned to complete a prototype of a system for electronic lodgement of cadastral 
plans by survey by June 1996.3 A strategy is being developed for the capture of the 
coordinates of new lot corners. These coordinates result from data entry of bearings 
and distances of parcels at plan examination for update of the Survey Data Base.4 
Work is focused currently on reviewing the extent of information shown on plans and 
determining future requirements.5 
1 Survey Advisory Committee. 'Summary of Issues Discussed at August Meeting', Land Services 
Group, Department of Environment and Natural Resources, South Australia. rpt. in Tieline 
(October 1994) p.3 
2 ibid. 
3 Peter Lores, 'Future Directions - South Australian Jurisdictional Report', 2010 - A Vision. 
Proceedings of New Zealand-Australian Cadastral Conference, Wellington (14-15 June 1995) 
4 Peter Kentish, Surveyor General of South Australia, 'Digital lodgement matters', personal 
communication; October 1996. 
5 ibid. 
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2.2 Department of Lands, Planning & Environment, Northern Territory 
The Northern Territory Cabinet approved the Electronic Title Project in 1987. The 
approval included a requirement that the cadastral survey system be linked to the 
electronic title register within the Northern Territory Land Information System 
environment.6 A strategy for the implementation of this requirement calls for the 
establishment by the year 2000 of a digital cadastral map base of survey accuracy on 
the GDA datum. The development of associated survey systems will provide for the 
computerisation of the following processes: 
• the lodgement of cadastral surveys as GDA survey data files 
• the examination and approval of survey data 
• the generation of the title diagram 
• the input of survey mark data into the existing Survey Mark information System 
for storage and on-line retrieval 
• the update of the digital cadastral map database.7 
The immediate objective is to develop a survey system that will provide for the 
optimum utilisation of global positioning systems for cadastral surveys and land 
information systems for data management. The survey system subsequently will 
provide the survey infrastructure to support a legal coordinated cadastre. 8 
The update of cadastral parcel corners to survey accuracy has been completed. A 
format for a digital survey plan has not been formularised and no digital lodgement 
of survey plans has commenced.9 
6 Trevor Menzies, 'Cadastral Reform in Northern Territory', Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Cadastral Reform, Department of Surveying and Land Information, University 
of Melbourne (29 June- 1 July 1992) p.120 
7 ibid. 
8 Trevor Menzies, 'Northern Territory Cadastral Status Report', 2010 -A Vision. Proceedings of 
New Zealand-Australian Cadastral Conference, Wellington (14-15 June 1995) 
9 Garry West, 'Cadastral Survey Data Management System - Northern Territory', Current 
Directions in Electronic Lodgement. Proceedings of Workshop of Department of Lands (Qld) 
and Peter W Dawson & Associates Pty Ltd held at Brisbane, (2 November 1995, updated by 
personal communication dated 13 June 1996 
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2.3 Department of Natural Resources, Queensland 
The Department of Natural Resources is undertaking a project that will be the first 
step towards implementing more efficient systems dealing with survey plan data. The 
objectives of project are: 
• to produce information regarding costs and benefits and technical feasibility, 
which can be used to base a decision on whether to proceed with the 
implementation of systems for dealing with digital survey data 
• to provide a detailed specification of system requirements that can be used in the 
subsequent design and development of processes. 10 
Table 6.1 lists the phases involved in the project. 
TABLE 6.1 
DIGITAL LODGEMENT OF CADASTRAL SURVEY DATA- PROJECT PHASES 
1 documentation of DNR processes • the way in which the data on the plan is used 
involved with survey plans • potential improvements (or impediments) to the process 
through provision of data in digital form 
• possible changes in data requirements eg a change from 
provision of data in hard copy form to provision of data in 
digital form may provide an opportunity to alter data 
requirements 
• links to other systems and processes (dependencies) 
2 documentation of potential future 
requirements which may take advantage 
of the data being in digital form eg DCDB 
upgrade 
3 discussions with other states to ascertain • what stage of development they have reached 
• any lessons they have learned which may be of benefit us 
• any development undertaken which could be acquired by 
DNR to avoid the cost of developing the same processes 
including standards and software 
this information could be used to refine the outcomes of 1 and 
2 
4 preparation of preliminary concept for the 
digital survey data process 
5 preparation of preliminary Digital Survey 
Data Standard, to interface with the 
NPDP project 
6 based on the preliminary concept, 
examination of the costs and benefits of 
development, implementation and 
operation of these proposed processes 
7 preparation of detailed processes design, 
to produce the information required for 
development and implementation of these 
processes in a subseQuent project 
10 R.J. Priebbenow, 'Electronic Lodgement of Cadastral Survey Data: Options for Implementation 
in Queensland', Current Directions in Electronic Lodgement. Proceedings of Workshop, 
Department of Lands (Qld) and Peter W Dawson & Associates Pty Ltd (2 November 1995) 
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The present scenario is that the majority of private agencies collects their field survey 
data in digital form and then prepare cadastral plans using computerised methods. 
Hard copy plans are the end product of this process. Surveyors either retain or delete 
the digital data after the registration of the plan by the DNR. The department does not 
receive a copy of the surveyor's digital records. Staff manually enter the information 
from the plan into DNR information systems. Local governments are increasingly 
requiring the surveyors to supply digital records of cadastral surveys. n Surveyors see 
the current situation as a double inefficiency. Firstly, they must create a hard copy 
plan, when many of them already have the information available in digital form. 
Secondly, DNR uses the hard copy plan to create a digital record of the data (at least 
twice). 
From the viewpoint of the Department of Natural Resources, the capacity to accept 
digital information would eliminate this labour intensive data entry process. It would 
provide also an opportunity to improve the efficiency of DNR processes involved 
with survey plans and survey plan data. 12 The benefits to be gained are an elimination 
of the inefficiencies referred to above. 
The capacity to accept digital information provides also an opportunity to review the 
complete process of dealing with survey plans and survey plan data. This process 
includes systems for the receipt, processing and storage and dissemination of the 
data. The potential benefits include: 
• elimination of manual entry of data involved with plan auditing, thereby reducing 
processing time and cost 
• elimination of manual entry of data involved with DCDB update, thereby reducing 
processing time and cost and reducing the potential for errors in data capture 
• permitting a number of processes to be carried out in parallel, rather than relying on 
movement of the physical plan through the organisation, thereby reducing the overall 
time taken to process the plan following lodgement with the Local Government 
• permitting automation of a number of processes involved with the survey plan, 
including: plan auditing, CISP update and possibly parts of the titling and valuation 
process related to plans of subdivision, thereby reducing the manual effort involved 
in these processes 
11 Department of Lands (Qld). 'Project Overview - Digital Lodgement of Cadastral Survey Data', 
Land Boundaries Program, Department of Lands (1995) 
12 ibid. 
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• the ability to store and retrieve survey data in a useful form, for activities including 
subsequent surveys and DCDB update, thereby improving the efficiency of these 
activities 
• improved distribution of survey data to clients, possibly through a new range of 
survey data products 
• a reduction in cost to the Department through electronic distribution of plans 
following registration (Currently 7 copies of plans are distributed to parts of the 
organisation, the Local Government and OSR). 13 
The Department considers that the technical solution to digital lodgement is not 
complex. However there are other complex issues to resolve if the potential 
advantages of digital lodgement are to be achieved including: 
• legal issues associated with the certification of digital data (how to deal with it in 
a digital environment) 
• the need to ensure that certified data are not altered without the alteration being 
obvious to the user 
• negotiation of appropriate exchange format with data suppliers 
• surveyors' reluctance to adopt an exchange format that would require them to 
supply more information than they currently supply on hard copy plans. 
The issues are not confined to lodgement of digital survey data. There are 
implications for the supply of other forms of data in digital format. These include 
digital lodgement of data normally presented on documents apart from plans of 
survey for titling purposes. Any changes considered would involve consultation with 
Land Titles Program and others if appropriate. 14 
In meeting the objectives of the project, the Department recently has documented its 
processes dealing with survey plan data and included its requirements within the 
recent update to the Board Operations Manual. 15 The documentation of processes was 
undertaken with a view to re-designing processes to permit digital lodgement and to 
take advantage of the data in digital format. 
13 ibid., p.2 
14 ibid., p.2 
15 Surveyors Board of Queensland. Surveyors Operations Manual. Surveyors Operations Manual 
Committee, Brisbane (January 1996) 
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The Department circulated a summary of points to the cadastral surveying industry 
for its consideration in relation to the digital lodgement of survey plans. Feedback 
was invited. Points listed dealing with the content and format of plans lodged 
digitally included: 
• what digital information should be required to be lodged? 
• when should the digital information be supplied? 
• what type of mechanism would be required to deal with the required certificates, 
endorsements and signatures? 
• who will be responsible for amending the digital data? 
• how could the digital information be used now or in the future? 
• is there a problem with copyright of data in the digital plan? 
• how can the requirement for digital lodgement be implemented without burdening 
the surveyor with additional costs or the requirement of special software? 16 
In response, the Association of Consulting Surveyors, Queensland, the Institution of 
Surveyors Australia (Queensland Division) and the Surveyors Board Queensland 
prepared a joint submission. The submission took the form of a brief and background 
paper to the Minister for Natural Resources. The brief stated: 
The Profession and the Board support the digital lodgement of all survey information. 
This project is considered to be the key issue for ensuring effective future utilisation of 
survey data, for the benefit of the State and the users of the information. 17 
The submission considered that digital lodgement of survey data should not be 
limited only to survey plans. Any project on digital lodgement should encompass all 
survey data. 18 
16 Brian Mennis, 'Digital Lodgement of Survey Plans', communication with Institution of 
Surveyors Australia, Queensland Division from the Department of Natural Resources (16 April 
1996) 
17 Surveyors Board of Queensland, 'Digital Lodgement of Survey Data - Ministerial Brief, 
prepared by the Association of Consulting Surveyors, Queensland, the Institution of Surveyors 
Australia (Queensland Division) and the Surveyors Board of Queensland (30 July 1996) 
18 ibid. 
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The joint industry response identified these key issues: 
• The profession supports the lodgement of digital survey data, subject to certain 
criteria 
• Government to formulate a total strategy on the digital model 
• The strategy should contain substantial benefits, for the community, Government 
and Surveyors 
• Inputs into the Model by surveyors are utilised for the benefit of the whole of 
Government, (rather than one sector - Titling). 19 
The discussion concerning digital lodgement can begin to encompass broader issues 
related to the operation of the cadastral system. However, no aspect of electronic 
lodgement provides a capacity to introduce fundamental changes to the cadastral 
system, which would not be possible otherwise. Most changes could be achieved 
completely independently of electronic lodgement although with a greater degree of 
effort. There is a need to differentiate between the electronic lodgement process itself 
and changes to the cadastral system made easier by the introduction of the electronic 
process.20 Table 6.2 shows the matters for consideration specifically regarding the 
Electronic Lodgement of Plans. 
Matters for consideration regarding the impact of electronic lodgement on the 
Cadastral System include: 
• Electronic lodgement takes us one step closer to the introduction of a totally 
electronic environment for surveying. 
• Coordinates assume a significant role in an electronic environment as it becomes 
simpler to produce coordinates for cadastral corners. It is likely that coordinates 
will gain increasing weight of evidence of the location of cadastral corners. 
• The position of corners in the hierarchy of evidence will depend on the resolution 
of a number of issues. These include: their relationship to the coordinated mark 
19 ibid. 
20 R.J. Priebbenow, 'Electronic Lodgement of Cadastral Survey Data: Options for Implementation 
in Queensland' 
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from which they were located; the relative weights of local evidence known to be 
a higher accuracy than that determined from coordinates. 
• The determination of different coordinates for the same point on different surveys 
leading to two sets of coordinates 
• The use of a point's coordinates in defining the location of the point, as long as 
subsequent surveys locate the point within a pre-defined error ellipse 
• Survey plans should be presented explicitly in terms of the geodetic datum. 
TABLE 6.2 
ELECTRONIC LODGEMENT OF PLANS • OPTIONS 
ITEM OPTIONS 
1 Multiple • depiction of survey information, details of the survey carried out to 
function of define the boundaries, the subject parcels, the location & marking of 
plans the corners, & other related information) 
• satisfying the land registration process, data to create titles for the 
parcels, including granting of approvals, adjoining information, etc 
• a diagram for the use of the "layman", depicting the description, 
dimensions & area of the parcels, & adjoining land 
2 Form of the • a geometry file in digital form depicting survey information & other 
plan attribute data, together with a hard copy plan similar to that presently 
used 
• a geometry file in digital form depicting survey information & other 
attribute data, together with a graphics file able to be plotted to 
produce a hard copy plan similar to that presently used 
• a geometry file in digital form depicting survey information & other 
attribute data, together with a set of parameters which could be used 
to produce graphical output of a hard copy similar to that presently 
used 
• a geometry file in digital form depicting survey information & other 
attribute data, supported by the existence of a standard software 
package which is able to produce consistent graphical output, not 
necessarily similar to the current hard copy plan 
• a geometry file in digital form depicting survey information & other 
attribute data, with less emphasis on consistency of graphical output 
3 Presentation of • information presently presented in the form of bearings & distances 
survey can be shown as coordinates at cadastral corners 
information • survey information should be presented with the reduced field 
observations as the primary data, supplemented by derived coords or 
metes & bounds 
• the degree of adjustment to be applied to resolve random errors 
resulting from the measurement process where these are identified 
as a result or redundant observations 
4 Graphical • number of options both in terms of content & format 
presentation • graphical output is that it should be viewed as a secondary, or 
supplementary product, derived from & linked to the underlying data 
5 Endorsements • survey plans contain certificates from a number of parties, including 
& approvals the surveyor, local government, the landholder & other approval 
authorities, titles will not be issued for new parcels unless these 
certificated have been properly completed 
• matter of electronic certification in an electronic environment will 
need to be addressed 
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TABLE 6.2 (contd.) 
ELECTRONIC LODGEMENT OF PLANS - OPTIONS 
ITEM OPTIONS 
6 Data format & • an SDTS compliant format 
structure • a simple generic format (eg comma delimited ASCII 
• a unique format defined for the state eg NSW NCFF 
• a range of standard system (proprietary) formats, with translators 
developed by DNR 
• a combination of the above 
7 Additional data • it is likely there will be resistance by surveyors to requirements to 
provide additional information as part of the digital lodgement 
process 
• one of underlying motivations for the introduction of electronic 
lodgement is to improve efficiency ... if efficiency gains are negated 
by the imposition of additional requirements then system unlikely to 
be embraced by surveyors, particularly if additional requirements are 
seen to be supporting the implementation of DNR processes & 
systems, rather than providing benefits to the profession 
• possible additional requirements could include such items as: point 
categorisation eg new, old & directly reinstated, old & indirectly 
reinstated, old with different reinstatement, original; & source of 
reference marks 
• conversely some information presently shown will not be required 
since it can be derived from other sources 
8 Information • storing the data as discrete plans 
storage & • assembling the data into an integrated set, which shows all survey 
delivery information in an area, not just that relating to a specific survey ... 
9 Relationship to • DCDB, in providing a spatial index to parcels & describing spatial 
the DCDB relationships between parcels, fulfils some of the functions performed 
by survey plans ... it is therefore likely to be an integral part of an 
electronic lodgement system 
• strategy adopted likely to migrate the DCDB to a 'survey accurate' 
database, supplemented by a database of survey observations from 
which the DCDB boundary network can be re-constituted as required 
2.4 Department of Survey and Land Information, New Zealand 
The New Zealand Department of Survey and Land Information has begun a prototype 
project to examine the concept of a digital surveying environment. The goal of the 
project is to provide information to develop a pilot digital survey system, not 
components or improved processes for the existing manual system. 21 The outcome of 
the project is the development of automated digital cadastral survey systems to 
replace: 
inherently un-maintainable manual systems 
• computerisation of processes in manual systems (provision of simple computer 
indexes to paper documents).22 
21 Peter Burgess and Tadeusz Dawidowski, 'A Paradigm Shift - Surveying in a Digital 
Environment', Beyond the Telescope, Proceedings of the 37th. Australian Surveyors Congress, 
Perth (13-18 April1996) p.67 
22 ibid. 
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The model of the digital cadastral system is based on the concept of a digital 
environment. Such an environment will eradicate the disadvantages of the current 
manual system and allow for further developments. The digital environment is 
designed to manage and utilise efficiently the data rather than to use computers to 
enhance current paper-based systems. The major concepts within the digital 
environment are: 
• The Survey System will represent survey and cadastral data as an adjusted 
network, captured from source documents 
• Any changes to the system, such as a subdivision, will be effected by the 
submission of a digital data set that will be verified against the Survey System's 
databases 
• The original legal documents, both physical and digital must be securely archived. 
• The· existing system must continue to be supported until such time that the users 
and the new system have the ability to work in a digital environment. At an agreed 
time, the old system will cease operation. 
• The new system will be able to support a spatial data infrastructure that requires 
the various layers of data are coincident and in 'absolute position'. There are two 
requirements. First is that the base layer must consist of the cadastre. Second is 
that all the other types of layers are in terms of a single reference system for the 
entire country 
• The focus on a National Spatial Data Infrastructure will depend on numerous 
public and private sector processes being linked. An important part of the Survey 
System's business will be to provide this linkage.23 
The system, entitled the Survey System Data Interface, include features which will: 
• integrate all the components of the Survey System 
• be flexible enough to handle all types of enquires 
• provide for the security and integrity of data 
• provide a standard data format 
• provide process enhancement and automation 
• supply data quickly 
• cater for remote and local access 
• be technologically independent 
• provide absolute spatial accuracy.24 
23 ibid. 
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TABLE 6.3 
COMPONENTS OF A DIGITAL CADASTRAL SURVEY SYSTEM25 
COMPONENT DESCRIPTION FUNCTION/FEATURE 
Geodetic and Control Networks: 
forms the foundation to ensure that the 
cadastral survey data shall be in terms 
of a single reference system, which in 
turn will meet the spatial requirement 
of a data infrastructure 
Parcel and transaction database: 
textual database providing the 
authoritative index of all land parcels 
and their association to survey plans 
and cadastral transactions. It will also 
control all the processes which relate 
to the approval of survey 
ExaminationNerification Process: 
The process of ensuring that the 
Cadastral Survey Transaction meets 
all the requirements defined by 
regulation in order to be approved as 
to survey 
Survey Database: 
A textual and spatial database that 
holds the cadastral and survey control 
geometry of a seamless and spatially 
accurate dynamic plan of the current 
cadastral land fabric 
Cadastral Database: 
a spatial database comprising the 
current cadastral fabric which derives 
its spatial accuracy through linkage to 
the Survey Database 
Cadastral Survey Transaction: 
a single 'set' of digital data of a survey 
Data Archiving: 
24 ibid. 
• to provide a cost effective and efficiently 
monitored geodetic framework of monuments, 
including permanent reference stations, to minter 
the integrity of the network 
• to allow for the accommodation of current survey 
methods with future technology in the design of 
the new control network 
• to provide a reference framework to allow the 
integration of cadastral survey data into a survey 
database 
• monitor the lodgement of transactions 
• provide audit, fees and quality measures 
• update databases with data from external sources 
• as a unique index, provide the final appellation 
integrity check before any update 
• Have the ability to automate processing of 
Cadastral Survey Transactions 
• Provide for a pre-lodgement verification process 
• Provide surveyors with access to survey data for 
the purposes of survey definition 
• Enhance the spatial accuracy of the cadastral land 
parcel for the purposes of supporting a spatial 
data infrastructure 
• Allow the dynamics of the cadastre and the 
reference system to be manaqed 
• maintain a current graphic representation of the 
cadastral fabric 
• provide cadastral data concerning land parcels 
• provide an index to other databases 
• provide additional layers of data, eg. electoral, 
road names 
• hold boundary and parcel attributes and topoloqy 
• submitted for the purposes of updating and/or 
changing the current fabric of cadastral land 
parcels 
• provides for secure access to all of the digital data 
as well as the paper documents' (plans, field 
books, traverse sheets etc.) 
• ensures that the system will have the ability to be 
self checking 
25 Peter Burgess and Tadeusz Dawidowski, 'A Digital Cadastral Survey System for New 
Zealand', 2010- A Vision. New Zealand-Australian Cadastral Conference, Wellington (14-15 
June 1995) 
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2.5 Department of Land Administration, Western Australia 
In recent years, the public sector in Western Australia reviewed its total operation 
with an intent to retain only core business within government. This was to be 
achieved by structural efficiencies and by commercialisation or privatisation.26 In the 
case of the surveying industry, an industry working group identified the likely 
changes in responsibility, likely capacity and functions that would be reasonable in 
the new environment. 
The new system was to retain the key benefits of a proven system. The Department 
was to be responsible for: 
• registration of survey plans and field books 
• full legal verification of all lodged plans 
• spot "audit of a sample for monitoring of standards. 27 
The Survey profession was to be responsible for: 
• quality control to a 100% error free level 
• the full survey, graphic, mathematic and legal elements of work lodged with 
DOLA, including accountability under the Licensed Surveyors Act disciplinary 
provisions 
• certification of compiled plans 
• crown drafting and searching 
• all survey plans to be lodged with a digital file of the mathematics on the face of 
the plan.28 
26 Barry Cribb and John Higham, 'Survey Examination- A New Western Australian Approach', 
Networking Into The 21st Century. Proceedings of the 5th South East Asian and 36th 
Australian Surveyors Congress, Singapore, Malaysia (16-20 July 1995) p.68 
27 ibid., p.69 
28 ibid. 
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With the transfer of responsibility for survey examination, surveyors and surveying 
firms have had to engage in the "quality principles". This strategy was to ensure that 
field work is translated into the plans and digital information that represents their 
work with the reliability demanded of them as true professionals. The Association of 
Consulting Surveyors had been developing a QA program of group training such that 
survey firms could proceed through to certification to Australian Standard 3902.29 
The Department of Land Administration has developed a process to ensure that 
surveyors as "approved examiners" prepare error free documents. The system has 
been developed progressively by a process of education supported by a survey plan 
registration manual and legislative change. The majority of surveyors practicing in 
WA (approx 300) now meet "approved examiner" status. These changed 
requirements also include digital lodgement of all survey plans. To better facilitate 
the land development process and support audit needs (both legal and cadastral) 
regulations have been formulated. The regulations require all survey plan information 
to be lodged digitally in a Cadastral Survey Data (CSD) format. 30 This is one 
initiative to ensure that the current systems becoming defunct are replaced by systems 
and procedures that meet internal requirements and to ensure continued service to all 
departmental clientele. 31 
There has been an informal voluntary digital data lodgement program for Early Issue 
surveys since 1990 primarily to assist in the mathematical validation process. The 
survey plan data currently captured through the plan lodgement and examination 
process will be held online in the Survey Data Base. The data will be used to update 
the currency and upgrade the spatial accuracy of the DCDB. 
29 ibid., p.75 
30 H.J. Houghton, 'Directions: The Cadastral System in Western Australia', 2010 - A Vision. 
Proceedings of New Zealand-Australian Cadastral Conference, Wellington (14-15 June 1995) 
31 Department of Land Administration. Cadastral Survey Data Exchange Digital File Lodgement 
Requirements Draft, Department of Land Administration (W.A.) (August 1994) 
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The Department of Land Administration has formulated a number of business rules 
in relation to digital lodgement. These include a number of key data requirements in 
relation to how to create a file for digital lodgement. These are: 
• the data are to be lodged in the file format specified by DOLA 
• the accuracy and completeness of the data are to be the surveyor's responsibility 
• the data are to comparable with the survey plan or diagram, as lodged that is, 
angles and distances will be as shown on the plan, distance can be either two or 
three decimal places 
• all polygons on the plan, including the surround and easements, are to be included 
in the file 
• all surveyed points on each boundary to be included for each polygon 
• the file is to contain all available ties to the geodetic framework or if none, ties to 
the existing cadastre to allow accurate positioning of the survey 
• one file to be lodged for each plan or diagram, with the digital file number written 
on the survey document in pencil or attached thereto in a temporary manner. 32 
Key points to be noted are firstly, that during the legal check of the plan, procedures 
are in place to undertake an electronic validation of the data supplied. Failure to pass 
the validation will cause a stopped document charge and require the lodgement of a 
new copy of the data.33 Secondly, it is the responsibility of the lodging surveyor to 
ensure that the data lodged are an accurate representation of the survey. The surveyor 
is to ensure also that it contains only those polygons that are the subject of the survey 
plus geodetic data. Any discrepancies identified will be the surveyor's responsibility 
to resolve and will incur stopped document charges.34 
The Department of Land Administration has issued a set of general rules in relation 
to the Cadastral Survey Data (CSD) file format as follows: 
• one record ID per line 
• each line is to be ended with a carriage return line feed character 
32 ibid. 
33 ibid 
34 ibid. 
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• each field within a record is free format and separated by a comma, no comma 
after the last field, if a record has 8 fields it will always have 7 commas 
• when omitting a field do not omit any trailing commas 
• string attributes must have double quotation marks surrounding the text 
• all records must appear in Record ID order, except for Comments (RecordiD 0) 
which may appear anywhere 
• only valid field values will be acceptable.35 
2.6 Land Information Centre, New South Wales 
The Land Information Centre in Bathurst has developed a data interchange standard 
called Neutral Cadastral File Format (NCFF) supported by a Cadastral Spatial 
Referencing System (CSRS). The prime purpose of NCFF and CSRS appears to be: 
• as a mechanism to update the DCDB 
• the provision of a service to provide data to utility authorities and Councils 
• the provision of an information service to the public. 
Local Councils are the proposed points of collection of digital survey data. Data will 
be collected at or before the Development Application stage and upon lodgement at 
the LTO of the final plan. 
Criticism has been levelled at the NCFF for a number of reasons. These include the 
need for another data interchange standard like NCFF. The main stream of 
development and use has been in proprietary software and ASCTI format such as 
.DXF.36 Additionally, the surveying profession was concerned at the requirement to 
lodge data additional to that normally associated with the lodgement of a plan of 
survey. There appeared to be no immediate tangible benefit to the collectors of that 
data. 
35 ibid. 
36 John Fryer and Michael Elfick. 'Electronic Lodgement of Plans', Australian Surveyor. Vol.37 
No.3 (September 1992) p.l99 
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The NCFF represents a combination of both the electronic image and electronic 
record. Unfortunately it does not hold the complete data necessary to recreate the 
original geometry of subdivision. It does not contain the centre of circular arcs and 
thereby does not retain full geometric fidelity. There is no provision for indicating 
when a parcel corner is on the side boundary of an adjacent parcel, and so the full 
connectivity between parcels is not recorded. 37 
2.7 Land Information Office, Australian Capital Territory 
The Land Information Office is responsible for the examination of survey plans 
lodged for registration with the government. The Office is encouraging the registered 
surveyors to accept more responsibility for their work and prepare plans that clearly 
and correctly show the results of their surveys. 
In the ACT, proposal plans once approved by the City Planner are added to LIO 
digital and paper records. LIO receives the data in digital format. Surveyors calculate 
the detail for the development and submit the resultant plan for approval and supply 
the LIO with a floppy disk with the data in an approved format. When approved, this 
more detailed information replaces the previous digital data supplied to the LIO. 
When the final cadastral survey is complete and the plan prepared, it is lodged with 
LIO for examination. Although LIO calculate coordinates during the examination 
process, they are not utilised for any other purpose.38 
Because the Land Titles Office requires hard copy plans to satisfy legislative 
requirements, surveyors still have to duplicate the survey information onto traditional 
hard copy plans. This is required even though 99% of all cadastral information is 
initially lodged in a digital format. 
37 ibid., p.200 
38 Edwin Hyde, 'Surveying in the Australian Capital Territory', 2010- A Vision. Proceedings of 
New Zealand-Australian Cadastral Conference, Wellington (14-15 June 1995) 
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A maJor concern of registered surveyors in the ACT is that their control over 
developers would be significantly reduced. This would occur if they were required to 
lodge digital information to update the information in ACTMAP and to issue leases.39 
2.8 Land Titles Office (New South Wales) 
The Land Titles Office and the Land Information Centre have identified the need for 
a comprehensive strategy for the collection and processing of information contained 
in plans. The Registrar General and the Surveyor General have signed a 
memorandum of understanding. A project plan for the implementation of digital 
lodgement of plans has been prepared and there will be a number of subprojects 
involved. An opportunity would be provided for ISA and ACS to comment during 
the various stages of the program.40 
3 DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
3.1 Local Government Association of Queensland Inc. 
The Local Government Association of Queensland Inc. has distributed a 
questionnaire to its members. The questionnaire relates to the standards for 
manipulation, presentation and interchange of digital engineering and surveying 
information. Users and providers of this information are finding it increasingly 
difficult to maintain standards at a reasonable cost. The introduction of Asset 
Management Systems in Local Government is leading to a proliferation of digital 
data and standards.41 The purpose of the questionnaire is to gather data from which a 
strategy for the standardisation of transfer standards of digital engineering and 
surveying data. 
39 ibid. 
40 Land Titles Office, New South Wales; Institution of Surveyors Australia, New South Wales 
Division and Association of Consulting Surveyors, N.S.W, 'Electronic Lodgement of Plans', 
Minutes of Meeting No. 72 of the Land Titles Office with the Institution of Surveyors and 
Association of Consulting Surveyors. rpt. in Azimuth (February 1996) p.9 
41 Local Government Land Information Group. 'Questionnaire on Local Government 
Requirements for Digital Development/As Constructed Data Submission', Local Government 
Association of Queensland Inc. (June 1994) 
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3.2 The Local Government Working Group 
A process is being developed by Moreton Council to enable the direct integration of 
as-constructed survey information into that Council's LIS. The process involves the 
development of a standardised format for the submission of as-constructed survey 
data and is fundamental to the effectiveness of this process.42 
In the long term, data are to be supplied in digital format, which requires agreed 
standardised formats and suitable software to generate these formats. The standard is 
to be a non proprietary independent format capable of being readily produced by 
available software and specifying the attributes associated with the graphics. To date, 
formats trialed have been spreadsheet interchange formats and non proprietary GIS 
formats.43 
In the absence of any visible developments with respect to SDTS, the Local 
Government Working Group initially intended to utilise the defacto current standard 
for local governments, the AutoCAD .DXF format. Development of any integration 
software should take cognisance of SDTS to facilitate the smooth translation of data 
into this format when wider industry acceptance occurred. This procedure would also 
permit engineering consultants who cannot produce the proposed new formats to 
submit plans as Autocad drawings.44 
The long-term objective is to store the graphics and the associated field data in a 
geographical sense so that new drawings can be generated from the database. To 
achieve this, there is the need to create a database of attribute and graphics that 
describe the whole of the shire. The asset register is then tied back to the LIS/GIS. 
This approach is seen as a natural progression of the computerisation of the shire's 
records and follows the Total Management Plan approach.45 
42 G. McMahon; G. Jordan, J.Keays and K. McDougall, 'An Integrated System of Facility 
Management - A blueprint for local government', Information Systems - The Bottom Line. 
Proceedings of Annual Conference the Australasian Urban and Regional Information Systems 
Association Incorporated, Sydney (21-25 November 1994) p.551 
43 ibid., p.554 
44 ibid. 
45 ibid., p.555 
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Although the cost of data collection has fallen considerably in recent years with the 
advances in technology, the need to present this information in predetermined 
hardcopy formats adds enormously to the costs. It has been estimated that over half 
of the cost of supplying as-constructed information is involved in manipulating the 
data so that it can be read easily in a hard copy format. This translates to costs of 
approximately $1 Of allotment, quite an expense to the industry.46 In the Moreton Shire 
area, the conversion from hard copy to GIS (for 2000 new allotments per year) is 
$12/allotment ie $24,000/year. The total annual savings to the development industry 
and the Moreton Shire with the development of a viable electronic interchange link 
are estimated at $300,000/year.47 
The Moreton Shire believes that the following benefits will result from 
implementation of the system: 
• elimination of high maintenance and bulky paper based systems 
• improved access and retrieval of land related information 
• automated updating of the LIS database 
• more efficient integration of utility data into the Council's Asset Management 
System.48 
The utilisation of existing spreadsheet and CAD software has been identified as the 
most expeditious and efficient method of data capture for LIS. Trained personnel are 
readily available in-house. Training personnel to operate GIS is time consuming and 
expensive. The separation of roles protects the integrity of the corporate system as 
CAD and spreadsheets are so widely used. The main systems can be kept constantly 
available for enquires without being distorted by data entry or editing activities.49 
46 ibid., p.556 
47 ibid. 
48 ibid., p.557 
49 ibid. 
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4 DEVELOPMENTS FROM NON-GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY 
GROUPS 
4.1 Information Collection and Digital Interchange Standardisation 
Group 
The Information Collection and Digital Interchange Standardisation Group was 
formed early in 1994. ICDISG formed as a result of forum discussions among users 
and suppliers of digital data during and following the Survey Integration Seminar 
sponsored by the surveying industry in Queensland in November 1993. The group's 
goal is as follows: 
To facilitate the development and acceptance of standards for the collection, 
manipulation, presentation and interchange of digital engineering and survey 
information, while recognising existing national standards. 50 
A working group of ICDISG, the Local Government Working Group has prepared a 
draft working document. This document puts forth a methodology for collecting and 
recording data (spatial and attribute) on infrastructure services and the cadastral 
framework in a simple standard digital file format. The format enables direct entry to 
public agency information systems with minimal manipulation. Guidelines in the 
document are designed for 'the transfer of "as constructed" data for infrastructure 
with all data sets being collected at the same time and coordinated to the same 
datums' .51 ICDISG circulated the draft document, entitled the Moreton Model, for 
industry feedback prior to the preparation of a final document for submission to 
Standards Australia. Appendix 4 shows a summary of the Moreton Model. 
A second working group has received funding from the Queensland Land 
Information Committee (QLIC) and approval in principle for funding through the 
Surveyors Board of Queensland. ICDISG will utilise the funding to undertake a 
survey of "Spatial Data Management Requirements for Local Government". This 
survey will be undertaken in conjunction with the Queensland Emergency Services 
(QES) Built Environment Theme Group. 
50 Information Collection and Data Interchange Standardisation Group (ICDISG). 'Asset 
Management Information and the plan for Standardisation of Collection and Presentation', 
ICDISG Newsletter (September 1994) 
51 Moreton Model Development Group. Moreton Model Development and Guidelines. Brisbane 
City Council, Ipswich City Council, Gold Coast City Council and Logan City Council 
(December 1996) 
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An initial pilot stage has been undertaken to provide a review of a survey 
questionnaire currently being utilised in a full-scale survey. 
4.2 Preparation of Ministerial Brief by Surveyors Board Queensland 
The Surveyors Board Queensland has received a request from the Department of 
Natural Resources concerning specific matters raised in relation to the electronic 
lodgement of survey plans. The Board has prepared jointly a brief and a background 
paper to the ministerial brief concerning the digital lodgement of survey data.52 As a 
general appreciation of digital lodgement, the brief stated that: 
Information can be digitally collected, recorded, processed, transformed and archived 
without the need for human intervention, and it is these characteristics which make 
digital processing ideally suited for surveying use. 53 
The current, common method of practice now was described in the brief as the 
surveying of points rather than lines. The computer was then used to process the 
results and create a computer model of the job. This electronic model was seen to 
contain all the spatial information related to the survey. The digital model is 
considered the valuable data and it is this that should be preserved. 
The value of the model is that the entities shown are a "survey accurate" record 
bearing the same spatial relationships as the objects they represent. Reinstated 
boundaries, surrounding information, and proposed buildings can be added to the 
model and point coordinate values extracted. However, to include all information 
from all surveys in the model, it would be necessary to have all surveys based on the 
same coordinate system. 
The brief considered that survey accurate data would replace the current DCDB in 
time, making the graphical cadastral data far more accurate than it is at present. 54 
52 Surveyors Board of Queensland, 'An Approach to Providing an Effective Model for Digital 
Lodgement of Survey Data - background paper to Ministerial Brief, discussion paper prepared 
for the Surveyors Board of Queensland and on behalf of the Surveying Profession (21 June 
1996) p.l 
53 ibid.,p.l 
54 ibid.' p.5 
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ISSUE 
Digital 
Administrative 
Professional 
surveying 
Stakeholders 
Registered 
Owner 
local 
government 
TABLE 6.4 
DIGITAL LODGEMENT OF SURVEY DATA ISSUES 
DESCRIPTION 
• digitally based data is easily created, edited, restructured & can be stored 
in a fraction of the space taken up by the equivalent paper record 
• the aspects of computer technology that make it attractive become its 
weakness when the aspects of security & authenticity are taken into 
account as digital information can be so easily altered, copied or erased 
and will the data be able to restored with each product update 
• records as to the ownership of land & to the physical location of such 
lands will always be required & so the requirements of the custodians of 
such records must be established & respected 
• at present both paper & digital records are maintained, the paper record 
being the legal record, recording original field observations, subdivisional 
information, ownership & encumbrances & the digital record is a graphics 
based model which has no legal status 
• much of the paper record is being imaged to permit electronic 
interrogation of the paper record 
• it is considered that surveying technology is now ten years ahead of the 
controlling legislation 
• electronic surveys are being undertaken & the results being converted to 
a form which satisfies the requirements of statutes drafted with a different 
technology in mind 
• cadastral drafting standards are servicing a long gone surveying 
technology 
• lodged data errors reduced if surveyors were to lodge information in 
survey format 
• Registrar of Titles & any other use of survey information must be free to 
nominate the form in which the data is required, but that requirement 
should not become the determining factor 
• the Department should be investigating the Digital lodgement of Survey 
Data rather than the Digital Lodgement of Survey Plans 
• as land is alienated from the Crown an indelible record is kept of all 
dealings relating to each & every parcel of land 
• the subdivisional process is on-going & the consent of owners, local 
government & The Crown, & the certificates of surveyors all are imprinted 
on to the plan of survey to witness that all the due processes have been 
complied with 
• the metes & bounds drawn in the plan record the entitlement & the abuttal 
information records the relative position of each parcel 
• has the right to subdivide his land subject to the requirement of the LG 
• legal record of the process begins by the surveyor certifying on the plan 
that the surveyor undertook the survey, it complies with prescribed 
requirements & the owner arrests his consent to he subdivision by also 
signing the plan 
• when it is satisfied that requirements have been complied with, will imprint 
the Council's seal onto the plan & authorised officers of the council will 
sign the plan 
• this action advises the registering authority that the plan has fulfilled all 
the requirements of local government & can proceed to registration 
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TABLE 6.4 (contd.) 
DIGITAL LODGEMENT OF SURVEY DATA ISSUES 
ISSUE DESCRIPTION 
The Crown • the relevant government department will subject the plan & documents to 
the prescribed audit 
• if found in order will register the plan & issue new titles 
• this process is also recorded on the plan itself 
• it can be seen that the piece of paper (the Plan) records all the spatial, 
entitlement, & positional information related to the lots shown thereon, & 
the certification necessary to verify compliance with the subdivisional 
process 
• at present the former information (plan) could be better recorded in digital 
form, but the latter (titles and certification) is better recorded on paper 
the Surveyor • coordinate listings in data recorders have replaced the calculation sheet & 
radiations have replaced the offset traverse 
• the data recorder & computer have replaced the manual calculations & 
transcriptions 
• electronic approach is favoured by surveyors because of two factors: the 
technically difficult aspects of accurate measuring and laborious 
calculations have been dramatically reduced; the chance of making an 
error has been significantly reduced 
Ownership • surveyors are willing to provide information for the public good, but should 
be provided protection from litigation when their data circulates within the 
public domain outside their control 
• surveyors are one of the larger user groups of survey data & at times pay 
exorbitantly for what is the same data they originally provided 
• profession would support the supply of digital data on the basis that 
government prepares a strategy as to how the inputs from surveyors 
impact on the overall outputs of Govt & that surveyors derive benefits by 
way of support & recognition from Govt & other end users 
• the input from surveyors should be used to benefit all of Govt, not just the 
narrow section of titling 
Community • local authorities are utilising the system widely already for asset 
benefits management as are most of the privately controlled utility providers 
• demand for digital data would be expected from architects, engineers, 
lawyers, town planners, builders, trades persons, home owners, 
government agencies, all LIS users 
• demand for digital data would be far greater than what it is for the present 
based records 
4.3 Review of Adoption of Legal Parcel Coordinates in the Australian 
Capital Territory- ACTILIS Project 
In 1989, consultants undertook a review of the adoption of legal parcel coordinates. 
In the Executive Summary, the consultants recommended the adoption of legal 
coordinates to define the position and boundary points of land parcels. It was stated 
that the adoption of legal boundary coordinates: 
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will do for boundaries what Torrens did for ownership ... legal coordinates will provide 
a Government backed guarantee of boundaries. 55 
The review compared the present method of the establishment of boundaries by the 
evidence of surveyors using all historical data available with the fixation of true 
boundaries by coordinates. The authors of the review suggested that a consequence 
would be the reversal of the doctrine of monuments rule over measurements. 
The report stated that there would be considerable benefits to the community in the 
adoption of legal coordinates as follows: 
• process of land development and registration would become more streamlined 
• establishment and re-establishment of boundaries would be more certain both at 
law and in practice 
• government procedures will be simplified 
• long term economies would accrue to surveyors and their clients. 56 
The report stated that whilst coordinates are essential to a computerised parcel based 
land information system, legal coordinates would greatly enhance the cadastral 
surveying sub-system of the wider land information system. 57 
4.4 The National Procurement Development Program (NPDP) Project 
Peter W Dawson & Associates Pty Ltd (PWD&A) is the private sponsoring to the 
doctoral program of research. PWD&A has obtained financial assistance under the 
National Procurement Development Program administered by the Department of 
Industry, Science and Technology. The funding is for the building and testing of an 
integrated, electronic process that leads to land boundary registration and inputs to 
automated titling systems. The research project is entitled "The Electronic Plan 
Lodgement and Registration Research Project". 
55 T.M. Johnstone and K.N. Toms, Review of Adoption of Legal Parcel Coordinates in the 
Australian Capital Territory, ACTILIS Project, Australian Capital Territory Government, 
Canberra (1989) 
56 ibid. 
57 ibid. 
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The research is a joint project involving the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 
as collaborating partner in conjunction with local governments. The stated intention 
in the letter of agreement between the parties was: 
To cooperate in the development of software, procedures and standards for Electronic 
Lodgement, Registration and Dissemination of Survey Plans. 58 
The letter of agreement defined the term, "survey plan", to have the meaning defined 
by relevant legislation from time to time, governing the lodgement of survey 
information. 
Within this research project, PWD&A will develop a digital land boundaries 
registration system (DLBRS). The system will be a new, government accredited 
system for electronic lodgement of survey information and computerised registration 
of land title boundaries. The technical objectives of the project are to develop: 
• software systems, 
• a set of procedures, and 
• data and accuracy standards, 
These developments will enable digital output from land surveying activities to be 
input in digital format into automated land approval and registering systems. 
The desired outcome of the research project is for the development by PWD&A of an 
electronic software system for: 
• receiving digital data from DNR and local governments 
• processing of that data by surveyors in undertaking a survey to produce land 
boundary data using digital processes 
• providing that data to DNR local governments in an electronic format capable of 
being used by the public agencies for verification and registration or approval and 
certification of land actions. 
58 Department of Lands (Qld) and Peter W Dawson & Associates Pty Ltd, 'Electronic Plan 
Lodgement and Registration Research Project- Letter of Agreement' (11 June 1995) 
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The following major obstacles were identified as having to be overcome for the 
development of the digital system to be adjudged successful: 
• reluctance from the established user base within the land development industry to 
accept changes to the effective (whilst inefficient) manual system 
• digital registration and guarantee of land boundary data 
• security of transfer of digital data, and 
• maintenance of the security of title. 
The project will generate three new or improved processes: 
• A DNR approved process for the collection and manipulation (adjustment of data, 
file structures) of boundary survey information in the field. 
• A DNR approved process for the electronic lodgement of digital boundary survey 
information generated from the processes listed above and computer assisted 
validation and data updating processes for storage in existing government 
databases. 
• A process (capturing boundary data at source) which will improve the accuracy, 
content and utility of boundary information stored in government databases and 
create a new, survey accurate land boundary database. 
5 DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL JURISDICTIONS 
5.1 Orange County, California 
The Orange County, California in cooperation with a number of adjoining local 
governments has prepared a specification for the digital lodgement of survey data. 
The specification enables the hardcopy and digital submissions to be produced from 
the same digital data without any modifications. A goal of the authors of the 
specification was to define a specification that can be attained without a significant 
change in operational procedures for private sector surveyors. 59 
59 County of Los Angles; Counties of Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, City of San Diego, 
Counties of San Diego and Ventura. Specifications for Digital Submission of Cadastral 
Surveys, 1991, California, U.S.A. ( 4 September 1991) p.2 
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The specification includes minimum requirements that certain data elements are 
transmitted digitally while other data elements should be delivered if available in 
digital form. However, the only intelligence associated with the data is achieved 
through layering of the graphics data. There are no database linkage requirements of 
any kind. 
The digital submission consists of two deliverables: 
• traverse data consisting of: 
• an ASCII file containing traverse data, that Is bearings, distances, 
northings and eastings of boundaries, street centrelines, lot lines, 
easements, etc. 
• fields will be separated by a minimum of one space 
• other records may contain headers, closures, etc 
• all coordinates in the traverse data file will be on a common coordinate 
system.60 
• a graphics representation of required elements of the cadastral map as defined in 
the specification for which the format is .DXF format 
Receiving organisations may accept alternative formats at their discretion. The 
primary reason for this is to enable organisations with similar systems to transfer the 
data more efficiently. Formats acceptable include SIF (Standard Interchange Format, 
ASCII format developed by Intergraph for use with IGDS software) and IGDS 
(Interactive Graphics Design Software, binary developed for use with the IGDS 
software of Intergraph and the Microstation product of Bentley). 61 
60 The requirement for the lodgement of the traverse data has been discontinued, personal 
communication from Orange County Surveyor, October 1997. 
61 County of Los Angles; Counties of Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, City of San Diego, 
Counties of San Diego and Ventura. Specifications for Digital Submission of Cadastral 
Surveys, 1991, p.2 
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7 SUMMARY 
In summary, considerable progress has been realised in the development of standards 
and procedures to facilitate the digital lodgement of survey plans and data. However, 
there remain many questions yet to be identified and answered and needs to be 
fulfilled. 
The investigation revealed a number of items related to policies, findings and 
components of the current initiatives that can be incorporated into the design of the 
system for digital lodgement. The items to be considered in the design of the digital 
system for lodgement include: 
• the transfer standards developed by the Local Government Group of the 
Information Collection Interchange Standardisation Group 
• the opinion expressed by the Surveyors Board that digital lodgement should 
include all digital data and not be limited to survey plans 
• the acceptance of the significant role of coordinates in an electronic environment 
• the concept of a digital surveying environment described by NZDOSLI 
• the implication of the system of accreditation in terms of surveyors being 
responsible for the quality of their data 
• the concept of the registration of land boundaries under development in the NPDP 
project. 
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THE MODEL FOR A DIGITAL LODGEMENT 
SYSTEM 
1 BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS 
The traditional approach for a basic conceptual model of a cadastre is to define the 
cadastre as a data set consisting of two main components. The first is a graphic 
representation, usually in the form of a map. The second is a textual component 
detailing fiscal and legal interests. 1 Recent studies have tended to define a modern 
cadastre in the Australian context in terms of the information considered to comprise 
a cadastre. 2 More recent studies view the cadastre as a modern information system 
and expand the model to include a number of dimensions found in traditional models 
of information systems.3 
The model advanced by Miller is an example of a model based upon the structure of 
a modern, computerised information system. This model defines a cadastre in terms 
of four dimensions: 
• A Data (Information) dimension defined by: data composition; data flows; data 
models; and data structures 
Dale, P.F. Cadastral surveys within the Commonwealth, Overseas Research publication, 23. 
London: Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1976 cited in Brett Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, 
Computerised Cadastre', Proceedings of the International Conference on Cadastral Reform, 
Department of Surveying and Land Information, University of Melbourne (29 June - 1 July 
1992) p.40 
S.R. Simpson, Land Law and Registration, Cambridge University Press, 1976 cited in Brett 
Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, Computerised Cadastre', p.40 
E. Dowson and V.L.O. Sheppard, Land Registration, (Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1956), 
cited in Brett Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, Computerised Cadastre'. 
B.T. Murphy, 'Title Boundaries in Victoria', Australian Surveyor, Vol.30 No.1 1980, cited in 
Brett Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, Computerised Cadastre' 
2 I.P. Williamson, A Modern Cadastre for New South Wales, PhD Thesis, Unisurv S-23, 
University of New South Wales (1983), cited in Brett Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, 
Computerised Cadastre'. 
K.R. Bullock, Design Principles for Land Information Systems, Phd Thesis, University of New 
south Wales, Unisurv S-24 (1984), cited in Brett Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, Computerised 
Cadastre'. 
3 D.H. Sanders, Computers Today, McGraw-Hill International 1988, cited in Brett Miller, 
'Modelling a Modern, Computerised Cadastre'. 
Brett Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, Computerised Cadastre', Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Cadastral Reform, Department of Surveying and Land Information, University 
of Melbourne (29 June- 1 July 1992) p.40 
John Stanley Cook, A Cybernetic Approach to Land Management Issues. Phd Thesis, 
Queensland University of Technology, 1994 
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• A Control Mechanisms dimension defined by: legislation; standards; organisation; 
and policy 
• A Business dimension defined by: market research; advertising and promotions; 
pricing and charging; product distribution; strategic planning; and policy making 
• A Research and Product Development dimension defined by: research thrust; and 
product development.4 
Cook advanced a model that adopted a systems approach to the description of the 
surveying and mapping industry in terms of recursive levels of production at higher 
and lower levels within an overall Land Information Industry.5 This model results 
from the application of cybernetic principles to land management issues. The model 
accommodates the four dimensions identified by Miller as being prerequisites in the 
description of the cadastre in terms of a modern computerised information system. 
The Data (Information) Dimension defines the information upon which the cadastre's 
other three dimensions operate. The specific content of the data dimension depends 
on its specific application to a situation and determines the information to be 
included as part of the data dimension of the cadastre. The Data (Information) 
Dimension includes four components that define the content of the dimension: 
• Composition which defines the entities (data items) forming the core of the 
cadastre 
• Data Models which define the relationship between the entities deemed to 
constitute the information core of the cadastre 
• Data Flows which define and model the movement of information described in the 
data models 
• Structure that defines the data in terms of structures such as topology.6 
4 Brett Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, Computerised Cadastre', p.50 
5 See Appendix I, Levels of organisational recursion within the land information industry 
6 Brett Miller, 'Modelling a Modern, Computerised Cadastre', p.44 
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2 DIGITAL LODGEMENT MODEL 
The model for the digital lodgement system accommodates the four components 
defined as part of the Data (Information) Dimension. The model is based also on the 
premise that a digital surveying environment will evolve as a result of enabling 
technology and market forces. This environment will encompass a paradigm shift 
that paper documents or records will no longer be the source of original survey data. 
Within the digital environment computers are employed to efficiently manage and 
utilise the data rather than to enhance current paper based systems. 7 Figure 7.1 
depicts the concept of surveying in a digital environment. 
The digital lodgement system comprises two modules designed to eradicate the 
disadvantages of the current part-manual, part automated paper-based system and 
allow for further developments: 
• a data collection and manipulation module 
• a data validation and delivery module. 
2.1 Data collection and manipulation module 
The purpose of the data collection and manipulation module is to exploit the 
advantages offered by a digital environment. The utilisation of electronic collection 
and processing techniques to supply quality data will achieve this purpose. The data 
will be of a quality consistent with the SDTS data quality report format under the 
headings of lineage, positional accuracy, attribute accuracy, logical consistency and 
completeness. 8 
The strategy adopted for the development of the model for this module was to adopt 
existing practices or amend wherever possible to obtain maximum benefit from 
existing infrastructure in private surveying agencies. 
7 Peter Burgess and Tadeusz Dawidowski, 'A Digital Cadastral Survey System for New 
Zealand', 2010- A Vision. New Zealand-Australian Cadastral Conference, Wellington (14-15 
June 1995) 
8 Ewan G. Masters, 'Defining Spatial Accuracy', Spatial Database Accuracy, Proceedings of 
Symposium, Department of Surveying and Land Information, University of Melbourne (June 
19-20 1991) pp.217 
QUT 
Library 
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The model for the module relies on the creation or utilisation of an existing digital 
model of the cadastral fabric. The digital model of the cadastral fabric is transported 
to the field. The Licensed Surveyor upgrades the model by calibration on field 
control and updates it with boundary changes resulting from survey activities. The 
collection of spatial data of a quality conforming to the SDTS definition depends on 
the utilisation of a standardised library of survey point codes. 
2.2 ·Data validation and delivery module 
The purpose of the data validation and delivery module is to provide for the 
electronic transfer by private surveying agencies of digital with public agencies. 
Electronic techniques are utilised for the audit of land boundary sets to ensure the 
transfer of data sets data of a quality conforming to the SDTS definition. 
The audit is undertaken utilising general purpose software to minimise start-up costs 
for private surveying agencies. The software was developed with the explicit 
intention that a public agency would perform the same audit upon receipt of the 
spatial data. The audit software was designed to perform data validation operations 
consistent with those currently undertaken manually using standard check lists. It was 
designed to validate the data set to exclude data of a poor quality that can result from 
the uncontrolled application of electronic processing techniques. 
3 SURVEYING IN THE DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT 
The model caters for the creation over time and by a process of attrition an electronic, 
continuous and accurate, digital model of the cadastral fabric. However, in the 
immediate future, the only model available is the DCDB for which the data are not of a 
quality for boundary definition. To meet this need, the model caters also for the 
creation of a digital model of the land boundaries network from survey plans. 
Retrieval Process 
• Digital Model of Spatial 
Networks 
• graphic elements & 
attributes 
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FIGURE 7.1 
SURVEYING IN A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT 
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3.1 Creation of a digital model of the land boundaries network 
The principle adopted is that a most likely boundary database exists which can be 
extracted from a database kept and maintained by the Department of Natural 
Resources.9 The data base shows a rationalisation of dimensions complied from survey 
searches of existing boundary information. A Licensed Surveyor about to undertake a 
subdivision can compile the most likely database from survey plans in a digital format 
utilising CAD software. The method can be used for the compilation of a proposal plan 
as well as a final plan. 
The boundary positions, shown on the most likely database, are compiled by a 
hierarchal, ordered examination of the relationship of monuments, reference marks, and 
occupations long undisputed. Where none of these exist, original dimensions and 
intentions are examined. The hierarchy of the evidence is indicated by a weight factor. 
In undertaking a reinstatement utilising electronic procedures, the Surveyor would: 
• obtain a data file over the area of the survey from the custodian and examine the 
search 
• compare his definition of the most likely layer to the supplied most likely layer to 
determine differences 
• check for "control" points such as monuments and occupations that have been 
adopted for the fixation of boundaries in the supplied most likely layer. 
Figure 7.2 depicts the electronic reinstatement process. 
3.2 Conversion of model to field calibration format 
The model is converted to a field calibration format depending on the availability of 
electronic equipment. The format may range from a basic file of the coordinates of 
parcel corners and reference marks stored in data collectors or smart cards, through to 
the complete compiled model on a note-book computer. 
9 The most likely boundary database is compiled from a best fit of dimensions shown on survey 
plans. The acceptance of a dimension that disagrees with that shown for the same boundary on 
another plan is rationalised based on the date of the surveys and personal perception of the 
individual surveyor's competence. 
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FIGURE7.2 
ELECTRONIC REINSTATEMENT PROCESS 
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3.3 Calibration and update of digital model in field 
d; cH~ck'; .< " dist~rices· :.; 
fu performing the field component of a subdivision or boundary reinstatement, a 
surveyor would: 
• measure between the "control" points to verify positional relationships of control 
points adopted in the most likely layer 
• compare the measured locations with the most likely locations and adjust the most 
likely relationships to agree with the measured positional relationships where 
necessary and where justified 
• take out residuals between the most likely layer derived from field measurements 
and the most likely layer supplied, adjusted if necessary to accommodate the 
protection of the rights of adjoining owners as disclosed by field survey 
• monument new parcel comers and add their positions and attributes to the digital 
model. 
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FIGURE 7.3 
DATA VALIDATION AND TRANSFER PROCESS 
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3.4 Verification of digital model 
On return from the field the surveyor would perform validation activities on the field 
••calibrated model utilising electronic techniques as follows: 
• digitally compare the calibrated model against the "registered" electronic model 
supplied by the custodian to identify residuals in excess of standards 
• digitally perform audit operations to ensure the production of quality data 
• compile an electronic plan of survey, using information (relevant only) extracted 
from the "adjusted" most likely layer, together with supporting survey information 
• compile a survey report outlining differences on most likely boundary locations 
disclosed by field survey, rationale for boundary reinstatement and 
recommendations for adjustment to most likely layer 
• electronically transfer all documents to the public agency in an encrypted format. 
3.5 Examination of the digital model 
The purpose of the system for digital lodgement is to provide support for the creation of 
a database of land boundary data at the source accuracy. Registration of title and update 
of DCDB are viewed as consequential though important subsidiary functions of the 
system. The public agency would perform the examination of the digital model and 
registration of title as follows: 
• quality control to confirm that the surveyor has performed Quality Control 
• validation of the electronic data set to ensure it is fit for purpose 
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• reinstatement checks by reading the surveyor's report, studying the search of the 
subject land and adjoining lands effected by the adoption of control marks as 
recommended by surveyor in report to ensure "accuracy" of plan. 
• check for eiTors in measurements by studying reinstatement rationale from surveyor 
(check closure, point eiTor ellipsis, other evidence) and, if in agreement, use 
surveyor's "adjusted" most likely layer to compare with unadjusted most likely layer 
• check for title overlaps by comparing: reinstatement of boundaries of unadjusted 
most likely layer with measured (adjusted) most likely layer and checks residuals; 
reinstatement of boundaries of adjusted most likely layer with measured (adjusted) 
most likely layer 
• check residuals, if residuals on subject land's external boundaries are equal to zero 
there is no overlap in title, and if residuals on other control marks are reduced, the 
best solution has been obtained 
• upgrade most likely layer in accordance with the adjusted most likely layer as 
recommended or agreed with Surveyor 
• register the Plan of Survey. 
a. check 
quality assurance 
has been 
f. lodge 
the 
plan of survey 
FIGURE 7.4 
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3.5.1 Examination of digital model 
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The fundamental purpose of the creation of the digital model of the land boundaries 
network is to build coherence between the monuments and measurements. The test of 
coherence lies in the residuals shown when the model is compared with the 
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monuments. A statistical analysis over time of the residuals would provide evidence as 
regards the improvement of that coherence. 
The model is examined or compared with the monuments as follows: 
• The plan examiner compares a file of monuments resulting from the field survey 
with a file of monuments held by the land registry office covering the extent of the 
field survey 
• The hooks (survey code, source plan, date of survey, classification level) entered for 
each point in the local boundary database enable an assessment of the currency and 
relevancy of the point in the new system and provide historical evidence for the 
digital examination process 
• Any point could have a primary level of classification or relevancy for the survey of 
a particular parcel and a secondary or even a third level for the adjoining parcel 
• The new survey data file of monument points would be rotated and scaled to a best 
fit situation with the land boundary database file of monuments 
• The comparison of the two data sets would provide a tabular comparison of original 
and/or previous survey information with new survey information. An assessment of 
transformation results highlights differences between data sets and confirms if a new 
survey data set "agrees" with previous survey information 
• The scaling and weighting facility would permit the adjustment of plates of lesser 
accuracy to conform to later survey information and the adjustment of adjoining 
plates to fit a plate of higher accuracy. That is, abuttal information, also at survey 
accuracy, may be utilised to update the aggregated database. 
Following plan acceptance, the land registry office would pass the digital file of new 
monuments and administration data produced by the survey onto the agency 
responsible for the update and maintenance of the land boundary database. 
3.6 Procedure following electronic transfer to public agency 
The final, digital conforming plot would be downloaded onto floppy disk. The disk, the 
hard copy of the plan and a digital copy of the local, land boundary database would be 
dispatched to the appropriate land registry office or local government organization. 
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The agency would process the plan of survey for registration using electronic 
techniques. The agency would examine and compare the coordinates stored within the 
local, land boundary database against: 
• similar databases resulting from previous surveys 
• the land boundary database maintained by the agency. 
4 SUMMARY 
The prototype system is believed to include the following advantages over the current 
hard copy examination system: 
• An increase in the accuracy of the field work which is subject to quality control at 
many points during the survey process 
• The provision of additional survey information, traverse marks etc, for use in later, 
adjoining surveys 
• The provision of a facility for the automatic updating of the land boundary database 
on registration 
• The recording and provision of public evidence of hierarchy of evidence relied on 
for later upgrading 
• The facility for the automatic adjustment of blocks of data (plates) of similar 
accuracy. 10 
Cadastral reinstatement in its present form does not necessarily produce reliable 
coordinates. The traditional field techniques have been optimised for the determination, 
recording and marking of boundaries not for the production of coordinates. There is a 
need to modify existing field techniques to ensure, or develop and introduce field 
techniques that ensure coordinate reliability. The system proposed will utilise these new 
or modified survey practices to provide source data, at survey accuracy, directly to a 
digital land boundary database. However, with some organisation the electronic 
10 Peter W. Dawson and John F. Hayes, 'Towards an Accurate Land Boundary Data Base', 
Management of Cadastral Information, Proceedings of Winter School 91, School of Surveying, 
Queensland University of Technology (25-26 July 1991) 
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boundary information currently being collected in the course of surveys can be 
immediately utilised. 
The current system could be modified as necessary to provide output by electronic files 
or hard copy direct from the land boundary database for an increased number of users. 
Standards would be maintained by quality assurance supported by electronic checking 
to maintain standards. 
Further, it is believed that repetitive, start-up costs in boundary re-establishment would 
be reduced and the gradual accumulation of the monument file perhaps would lead to 
the use of a legal coordinated system. 
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The purpose of the digital lodgement system is to provide support for the creation and 
maintenance of a database of accurate land boundary data. The cadastral component of 
the database is in a constant state of flux. Changes resulting from some form of action 
on parcels of land occur on a daily basis to the cadastral fabric. The rate of change is 
more frenetic in newer areas of development. 
Within this context, areas of cadastral development are classed into four distinct types. 
Table 8.1 describes the areas of cadastral development and their characteristics. The 
areas were classed to facilitate the development of procedures in support of the creation 
and maintenance of the accurate cadastral database for a particular class. 
This Chapter describes a generalised procedure for the creation and maintenance of an 
accurate database for the four classes of cadastral development. Appendix 7 provides a 
detailed description of procedures for each class of cadastral development. 
TABLE8.1 
AREAS OF CADASTRAL DEVELOPMENT AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 
AREA DESCRIPTION CHARACTERISTICS 
TYPE 
A CENTRAL • high to very high land values 
BUSINESS • restrictions on access to or the ability to connect to monuments 
DISTRICT • difficulty of application of GPS survey techniques 
• a large number of recent searches ie. within twenty years, relating to the area for 
which the cadastral database is to be created 
• the inclusion of many areas of and with a high degree of homogeneity of error 
B URBAN • medium to very high land values 
RENEWAL AREA • restrictions on availability of & access to original marks 
AND SUBURBAN • difficulty of application of GPS survey techniques 
AREA • search coverage which varies widely in terms of age (1900 to present) & the 
number of plans relating to the area for which the cadastral database is to be 
created 
• small number of areas of homogeneity of error but which may vary widely with each 
other in terms of accuracy 
c NEW ESTATE- • medium to high land values 
URBAN AND • very low to very high availability of original marks 
RURAL • suitability for application of GPS survey techniques 
• search coverage complete & recent 
• homogeneity of error over area for which the cadastral database is to be created 
D RURAL AREA • low to medium land values 
• very poor to fair availability of & access to original marks 
• suitability for application of GPS survey techniques 
• search coverage varies widely in terms of age (1860 to present), the quality of 
content & records, & the number of plans relating to the area for which the cadastral 
database is to be created 
• widely varying areas of homogeneity of error 
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1 COMPONENTS OF THE DATA COLLECTION AND 
MANIPULATION MODULE 
A stated intention for the development of the prototype system was to utilise existing 
infrastructure and readily available hardware and software components. This strategy 
was adopted in an attempt to minimise start-up costs and to allow the majority of 
private surveying agencies to fast track the digital lodgement of their data sets. 
1.1 Hardware utilised for the creation of an accurate cadastral database 
The surveying hardware used for the creation of a cadastral database is as follows: 
• Topcon GT-3B Total Station Theodolite/ Wild TC1000 Total Station Theodolites 
• Epson EHT-10 Touchscreen Programmable Data Recorder linked to total stations 
via a RS-232 communication cable. The EHT-10 recorder has a detachable printer 
These components are used for the traverse of, measurement to, and the recording of 
raw, field data relevant to the monuments and occupation utilised for cadastral 
definition and reinstatement. The raw data consist of measurements of bearing, slope 
angle and distance, target and instrument heights and feature or plot code. The Epson 
EHT -10 records measurement and attribute information, and annotation for each point 
to which a connection is made. 
1.2 Software utilised for the creation of an accurate cadastral database 
The software components are used for the creation of a most likely model of the 
cadastral fabric prior to field calibration, coordinate geometry calculations in the field 
and the manipulation and comparison of data sets. Table 8.2 provides a description of 
the software utilised for creation of an accurate cadastral database. 
1.3. Process for the creation of an accurate cadastral database 
A generalised process for the creation of an accurate cadastral database for each class is 
described in this Chapter. The specific processes developed for each class of cadastral 
development involve procedural approaches that are a consequence of the 
characteristics of the class as listed in Table 8.1. 
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TABLE 8.2 
DATA COLLECTION AND MANIPULATION MODULE- SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 
SOFTWARE USAGE 
STARS: developed by the Brisbane City Council for detail • measurement to, classification & storage of raw, field 
pick-up; modified for cadastral surveying; mounted on the obs. 
EHT -1 0; provides for the transportation of raw data into • each point located in the field is allotted a plot code at 
SURDATA for its reduction & addition to the database the time of measurement which is interpreted as the 
field data is uploaded to the PC & the point allocated 
into a discreet layer 
SURDATA: coordinate geometry & adjustment software • the comparison, adjustment & the transformation of 
developed for field reinstatement calculations; mounted original & field measurements; 
on the EHT -1 0 provides for recording & manipulation of • manual input of radiated points, Bowditch adjustment of 
points in local or AMG coordinates closed traverse & open traverse between fixed end 
points, azimuth rotation & scaling, & calculations for 
curves, secants, inverse lines & missing bearings & 
distances 
CIVILCAD: calculation & design software; point based • the creation of the most likely layer 
system; attributes of points - number, easting, northing & • the manipulation & display of traverse & reinstated data 
height, survey code, layer, contour point; display within discreet layers 
parameters- pen number /colour & line type) 
CAD PACK: provides for the collection & assessing of • the definition of land & boundaries & for the derivation of 
documentary evidence. coordinates for parcel comers 
CHECKASC: provides for quality assurance checking of • reports by exception on illegal points & lines, duplicate 
ASCII dump files points & lines, illegal survey codes, layers, line & pen 
types 
REF: provides for the processing of ASCII dump files • produces tables of reinstated comers in .DBF format for 
transfer to Survacad software 
ASC2AMG: provides for the conversion of ASCII dump 
file coordinates from local to AMG 
ASCMAPI: translates ASCII dump file format into Maplnfo 
format 
SURTRAN: adjustment software developed for point • to transform coordinates from original survey system 
comparison & coordinate transformation; PC mounted; using common points in the measured or new survey 
transformation is a least squares best fit from original system 
survey coordinates (system A) to new survey coordinates • solution determines the easting & northing shifts, the 
(system B) rotation & scale between the two systems 
• weighting may be applied to each common point & the 
scaling may be inhibited or activated 
SURVACAD: survey plan drawing software • the production of digital & hard copy of survey plans 
suitable for lodgement with the relevant authority 
MAPINFO desktop mapping software • for display & geographic analysis of the accurate 
cadastral network 
2 PROCEDURE FOR THE CREATION OF AN ACCURATE 
CADASTRAL DATABASE 
The following paragraphs provide a description of a generalised procedure for the 
creation and maintenance of an accurate cadastral database for any class of cadastral 
development. The procedure is described under the headings: 
• Office Procedure prior to field survey 
• Field Procedure 
• Office Procedure following field survey, surveying section 
• Office Procedure following field survey, drafting section. 
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2.1 Office Procedure prior to field survey 
Figure 8.1 depicts the procedure prior to field survey for the creation of an accurate 
cadastral database for cadastral area Type A. A description of the procedure follows: 
• Step a. Issue (Cadastral Manager) work instructions to the Cadastral Party Leader 
on the prescribed quality control form. 
• Step b. Issue (Cadastral Party Leader) instructions to the Searching Clerk on the 
prescribed quality control form. 
• Step c. Check (Searching Clerk) in-house and external records for proximity of 
control points on the AMG traverse around the CBD to the area for which the 
cadastral database is to be established. 
• Step d. The Cadastral Party Leader examines the search to plan the survey and 
identify plates or areas of homogeneity of error. 
• Step e. Select (Cadastral Party Leader) the plate on the most recent, relevant plan 
within the section as a seed plate on which to commence building the cadastral 
network for the section. 1 
• Step f. Enter the most likely bearings and distances of the boundaries of the seed 
plate using the Civilcad software system? 3 
• Step g. Deduce (Cadastral Party Leader) the most likely dimensions of adjoining 
plates.4 
• Step h. Identify monuments as impacting on the survey. 
• Step i. Output a plot of the most likely boundaries of the plates within the section 
using Civilcad. 
• Step j. Transfer the model of the most likely and monument layer information to the 
EHT-10 Data Recorder database via the RS-232 communication cable. 
(Alternatively, the most likely bearing and distance information and monument 
information may be entered directly into the Epson EHT -10 by manual input.) 
• Step k. Check the closure of each plate. 
1 The datum of this plan is the datum for the accurate cadastral database for the section 
2 The concept of most likely dimensions is dealt with at Chapter 7, Section 3.1 
3 The survey code must be correct. Appendix 5 shows the standard survey code library for the 
creation of the accurate cadastral database. 
4 The amalgamation of all plates within a section forms a mathematical model of the most likely 
framework of cadastral nodes for the creation of the accurate cadastral database. 
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• Step I. Transport (Cadastral Party Leader) the job packet and the Epson EHT -10 
containing the digital model of the most likely position of the boundaries to the field 
for calibration of the model. The search packet contains the search, control station 
information and plot. 
FIGURE 8.1 
OFFICE PROCEDURE PRIOR TO FIELD SURVEY 
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2.2 Field Procedure 
Figure 8.2 depicts the generalised field procedure for the creation of an accurate 
cadastral database. The following paragraphs describe the procedure. 
The section, over which the accurate cadastral database is to be created, is reconnoitred. 
The Cadastral Party Leader determines the appropriateness and existence of 
monuments identified in 2.1 Step h. If necessary, the extent of the survey area is 
extended. Additional monument information is entered into the EHT -10 database as 
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required if marks obviously are gone. The Cadastral Party undertakes the field 
component as follows: 
• Step a. Select suitable original monuments (at least four) for datum. 
• Step b. Connect the monuments using the Stars program to confirm the validity of 
the chosen marks as datum for the survey. 
FIGURE 8.2 
FIELD PROCEDURE 
• Step c. Transfer the raw field observations of the connections to the monuments, 
stored in the Stars database, to the Surdata system. 
• Step d. Compare the calculated joins between the datum points measured in the 
field with the relevant joins between similar points in the most likely layer. 
• Step e. Complete the remainder of the survey traverse where possible in a 
continuous, sequential manner to complete a closed loop. 
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• Step f. Produce a printout of the traverse to determine the closing error on 
completion of the traverse. 
• Step g. Adjust the traverse using the adjustment and transformation module within 
the Surdata system. 
• Step h. Adjust any closed traverse loops within the major traverse. 
• Step i. Place monuments to reference any reinstated corners and recovery marks as 
the survey progresses or following the adjustment of the traverse where possible. 
• Step j. Take redundant check measurements to confirm radiations to monuments 
and occupation where comparisons indicate unacceptable or inconsistent 
differences. 
• Step k. Connect the section by traverse to at least the three control points previously 
established on the AMG traverse closest to the area for which the cadastral database 
is being created. 
2.3 Office Procedure following field survey 
Figure 8.3 depicts the generalised office procedure for the creation of an accurate 
cadastral database following field survey. The procedure is described in the following 
paragraphs. 
On return to the office (or utilising a PC in the field), the Cadastral Party Leader 
uploads the Stars and Surdata databases to the PC. The plot of the most likely, original 
boundary alignments, the traverse printouts and the redundant measurement printouts 
are affixed to the quality control form. 
2.3.1 Office Procedure following field survey, Surveying Section 
• Step a. Reduce the raw field observations from the Stars database. 
• Step b. Import the Surdata database to the Civilcad software. 
• Step c. Reinstate graphically all plate corners on road frontages using Civilcad 
software 
• Step d. Reinstate all internal corners using Civilcad. 
• Step e. Prepare an ASCII dump file of all corners, monuments and recoveries. 
• Step f. Process the ASCII dump file using Checkasc. 
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FIGURE 8.3 
OFFICE PROCEDURE FOLLOWING FIELD SURVEY 
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• Step g. Edit and correct all reported exceptions to the standards contained in the 
ASCll dump file. 
• Step h. Repeat Steps f and g until no exceptions are reported when Checkasc is run. 
• Step i. Process the ASCll dump file using Ref to prepare a file, in Survacad format, 
of all recovery marks and monuments and their connection to reinstated comers. 
• Step j. Edit the file to include, for each point, the registered plan number and the 
date of the plan on which the marks first appear. 
• Step k. Note differences to original dimensions and references in this file. 
• Step I. Prepare a plot of the survey in Autocad format and transfer onto floppy disc. 
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• Step m. Process the ASCll dump file using Ascmapi to prepare a MIF and MID file 
for transfer and display of the section in Mapfufo. 
• Step n. Import the accurate cadastral database into Mapfufo for geographical 
analysis operations. 
2.3.2 Office Procedure following field survey, Drafting Section 
The disk containing the plot of the field survey is imported into Autocad and displayed. 
The Senior Draftsman adds a template of the standard plan form and edits the plot from 
Civilcad within Survacad to conform to registering authority drafting and presentation 
specifications. 
3 PROCEDURE FOLLOWING LODGE:MENT WITH REGISTERING 
AUTHORITY 
When the digital process is operational, the final digital plot would be downloaded onto 
floppy disk and despatched with the hard copy of the plan and a digital copy of the 
local, land boundary database to the appropriate public agency. 
The public agency would processes digitally a plan of survey for registration. The 
agency would compare coordinates stored within the database produced during a survey 
against similar databases from other surveys in the same area and against the 
aggregated database maintained by the agency. 
The plan examiner using a spatial data set comparison program such as Surtran 
software would compare a file of monuments resulting from the field survey with a file 
of monuments held by the registering authority covering the extent of the field survey. 
The hooks (survey code, source plan, date of survey, classification level) entered for 
each point in the local boundary database would enable an assessment of the currency 
and relevancy of the point in the new system and provide historical evidence for the 
digital examination process. 
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The new survey data file of monument points would be rotated and scaled to a best-fit 
situation with the land boundary database file of monuments. The comparison of the 
two data sets would provide a tabular comparison of original and/or previous survey 
information with new survey information. An assessment of transformation results 
highlights differences between data sets and confirms if a new survey data set agrees 
with previous survey information. 
The scaling and weighting facility would permit the adjustment of plates of lesser 
accuracy to conform to later survey information and the adjustment of adjoining plates 
to fit a plate of higher accuracy. That is, abuttal information at survey accuracy may be 
utilised also to update the aggregated database. 
Once the registering authority accepted the plan, the digital file of new monuments and 
administration data produced by the survey would be passed onto the agency 
responsible for the update and maintenance of the land boundary database. 
4 SUMMARY 
The Data Collection and Manipulation Module has been described in the context of 
its role for the capture, manipulation and presentation of accurate, digital land 
boundary data. The procedures are able to continue the production of data to meet 
current titling requirements as well as fulfil the primary purpose of their design. That 
purpose is the production of accurate digital boundary data for the digital lodgement 
system. The primary purpose of the latter is to support the creation and maintenance 
of an accurate land boundary database. 
The utility of the Data Collection and Manipulation Module depends to a significant 
degree on the assignment of an accurate survey code in the field. Subsequent 
electronic validation of the survey data sets occurs employing a comparison of an 
individual node's attributes with the attributes of the survey code stored in standard 
tables. 
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Measurable economic benefits will become evident only when an accurate digital 
land boundary data are available over an area of interest. In these circumstances, the 
surveyor will not have to create a model from existing hard copy documents. The 
model will be obtained as a snapshot from the survey accurate land boundary 
database. 
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The purpose of the Spatial Data Validation and Delivery Module (SDVDM) within 
the prototype system is to provide the mechanism for the supply of quality spatial 
data to public agencies. SDVDM complements the Digital Collection and 
Manipulation Module described in Chapter 8. SDVDM comprises seven, logical sub-
modules, each module representing a discrete phase in the processing of data 
resulting from cadastral surveying and mapping activities and the compilation of 
quality spatial data for digital lodgement. Table 9.1 lists and describes the six sub-
modules. 
TABLE 9.1 
DATA VALIDATION AND DELIVERY MODULE- SUB-MODULES 
Sub-module Description 
Database Configuration Allows the working database to attach to standard data access objects 
stored in a Standards Database without importing these objects into the 
working database 
Importation of Spatial Provides for the importation of files of spatial data exported from CAD 
Data systems into the working database 
Review of Data Facilitates the viewing of spatial data and standards tables 
Validation of Spatial Provides functions for validation of the attributes of the spatial data 
Data elements stored in tables in the working database 
Creation of Digital Provides for the creation of Reference Marks and Reference to Corners 
Lodgement Tables Tables, conversion of data to AMG values and for the creation of tables of 
point, boundary and polygon data elements for formatting for digital 
lodgement 
Digital Lodgement of Provides for the encryption, authentication and transfer of digital 
Survey Transaction lodgement files 
1 THE DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT 
SDVDM utilises the functionality of the data access objects provided within the 
Microsoft Office application. This adopted strategy exploits the integrated nature of 
data transfer, manipulation and calculation functions provided by the application's 
environment. The strategy is in accord with the stated intention to take advantage of 
existing and appropriate, readily available tools for the development of the prototype 
system. 
The Microsoft Office application was selected as the preferred development tool 
because of the dominance of the Microsoft on Intel platform of the desktop 
applications standards at the commencement of the program of research. This 
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dominance has increased during the period of the development of the prototype 
system. A recent, annual report concerning management information systems has 
stated in relation to trends in desktop applications that: 
Microsoft's dominance of desktop applications is now almost totally complete, with no 
other supplier remotely close. Even where these suppliers have a foothold, Microsoft 
applications are still widely used. 1 
The annual report is based on a major survey conducted in the first quarter of each 
year. The survey is designed to provide a meaningful overview of architectural trends 
in the Australian user community. The trends are in such areas as processing trends, 
hardware and operating systems usage, software and services, and applications 
development and maintenance. The survey also measures intended usage of new 
technologies, user perceptions of vendors, and of challenges being faced in 
applications development, networking and management information systems roles. 2 
The current report details that a majority (60 per cent) of organisations have 
standardised on Microsoft on Intel (Microsoft Office) applications on the desktop. 
Most other organisations (26.1 per cent) have a mixture of vendors, which would 
obviously include Microsoft applications. The report also details the standardisation 
on Microsoft on Intel applications by industry sector. Standardisation figures for 
those industry sectors most likely to be suppliers and users of spatial data are as 
follows: 
• 83.3 per cent of the Agriculture and Mining Industries (ANZIC Codes 01 - 10)3 
• 68.6 of the Utilities and Construction Industries (ANZIC Codes 36 - 42) 
• 69.4 per cent of the Public Administration and Defence Industries (ANZIC Codes 
79- 83).4 
Strategic Research. MIS Trends Report 1996, (Sydney: Strategic Publishing, 1996) p.74 
2 ibid., p.13 
3 Nine industry groups are defined in the report. They are based on the second (subdivision) level 
of the Australian Bureau of Statistics' and Statistics New Zealand's ANZSIC (Australian and 
New Zealand Standard Industry Classification) Codes 
4 Strategic Research. MIS Trends Report I996, p.13 
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The research confirmed also that: 
Microsoft will remain the dominant supplier of desktop operating systems. Microsoft 
operating systems will continue to dominate desktop, with Windows NT and Windows 
95 and its successors supplanting MS-DOS and MS Windows. Apple Mac and OS/2 will 
continue to decline, Unix, although it will grow, will remain a minor desktop player. 5 
This finding was based on the fact that 83.6 per cent of organisations surveyed 
reported that, at the time of the survey, their computing environment was based 
principally on a Windows operating system. Ninety five per cent stated that this 
would be the case by the year 2001. The industry sector breakdown of this aspect of 
the research comparing figures for the year 1996 and those projected for the year 
2001 is as follows: 
• 89.5 and 98.3 per cent of the Agriculture and Mining Industries 
• 91, 1 and 91.2 per cent of the Utilities and Construction Industries 
• 90.4 and 90.4 per cent of the Public Administration and Defence Industries.6 
The findings of the research confirmed the appropriateness of the adoption of 
Microsoft Office early in the program of research as the preferred platform for the 
development of the Spatial Data Validation and Delivery Module. 
1.1 An overview of processing within SDVDM 
The Microsoft Office application utilised for the development of the Spatial Data 
Validation and Delivery Module includes the following suite of programs: 
• Microsoft Access, relational database management system 
• Microsoft Word, word processing software 
• Microsoft Excel, spreadsheet application. 
In most database systems on desktop computers, the term database is used to refer to 
just the files in which data are stored. In the Access relational database management 
system, the term database also includes all the major objects related to the stored 
data, including those objects defined to automate the use of the data. 
5 ibid., p77 
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In an Access database these major objects are tables, queries, forms, reports, macros, 
and modules.7 Table 9.2 describes these major objects referred to as Data Access 
Objects.8 
TABLE 9.2 
DATA ACCESS OBJECTS 
Object Description 
Table An object defined by the user and utilised to store data. Each table contains information 
about a particular subject. Tables contain fields that store the different kinds of data and 
records that collect all the information about a particular instance of the subject. A primary 
key (one or more fields that have a unique value for each record) and one or more indexes 
can be defined on each table to speed access to the data 
Query An object that provides a common view of data from one or more tables. Queries can be 
created by graphical query by example ( QBE) facility or by writing structured query language 
( SQL) statements and used to select, update, insert, or delete data. 
Form An object designed primarily for data input, display, or control of application execution. 
Forms are used to completely customise the presentation of data that are extracted from 
queries or tables. Forms can be designed to run a macro or module in response to any of a 
number of events. 
Report An object designed for formatting, calculating, printing, and summarising selected data. 
Macro An object that is a structured definition of one or more actions to be performed by Access in 
response to a defined event. Simple conditions can be included in the macro to indicate 
when the macro should be performed or skipped. Macros can be used to open and execute 
queries, open tables, print or view reports, or run other macros or modules. 
Module An object that is a custom function coded in MS Access Basic. 
The Excel and Word applications include Data Access Objects similar to those 
provided within Access. Figure 9.1 depicts the relationships of Data Access Objects. 
Figure 9.2 depicts the processing of spatial data within the Spatial Data Validation 
and Delivery Module, utilising the Office environment. The following paragraphs 
describe the process developed. 
• The MSW ord word processing application is utilised to reformat data files in text 
format (fixed width and comma delimited) exported from CAD applications into 
comma delimited text format spatial data files. Purpose written Word Basic 
macros perform the reformatting process. 
6 ibid., p.13 
7 John L. Viescas, Running Microsoft Access - The complete guide to the Microsoft Database 
Management System for Windows (Redmond, Washington: Microsoft Press, 1993) p.20 
8 Microsoft Corporation, Building Applications - Microsoft Access (Redmond, Washington: 
Microsoft Corporation, 1994) pp.170-174 
FORMS 
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FIGURE 9.1 
DATA ACCESS OBJECTS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS 
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• The spatial data files are imported into data tables within the Access relational 
database application. In-built and purpose developed data access objects written in 
Structured Query Language and Access Basic validate the spatial data in the 
tables. Tables are created containing spatial data related to reference marks, 
reference to corners and points for coordinate conversion. The tables are exported 
to the Excel spreadsheet application. 
• The spatial data are imported into Excel for the calculation of Reference Marks 
and Reference to Corners tables and the conversion of coordinates of the point 
data table into AMG values. In-built and purpose developed macros and functions 
written in Visual Basic for Applications perform the calculations. 
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FIGURE 9.2 
DATA VALIDATION AND DELIVERY MODULE PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT 
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• The data tables are imported into Access. These tables are reformatted to create 
data tables conforming to standards for lodgement with public agencies. The 
spatial data tables are exported to the Word application. 
• The tables are imported into Word. Purpose written macros in Word Basic create 
comma delimited files suitable for lodgement with public agencies. The standards 
of form and content of the comma delimited files comply with those standards 
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developed for data transfer of graphical and attribute information by the Moreton 
Model Development Group.9•10 
• The Survey Transaction, consisting of the spatial files and supporting data in a 
digital encrypted format, is lodged by manual or electronic means with the public 
agency. 
1.2 The survey data validation and delivery module user interface 
The user interface for the Spatial Data Validation and Delivery Module employs a 
menu driven approach utilising the graphical interface functionality inherent in 
applications running under Microsoft Windows. The format of the graphical interface 
in Access is the Form data access object. The Form provides an easy way to enter 
data into a database, display it for review and print it for distribution. Figure 9.2 
depicts the processing of spatial data. User interaction with a hierarchal series of 
nested'Forms controls processing. The Spatial Data Validation and Delivery Module 
incorporates three main types of form: 
• Form Type 1: menu item selection 
• Form Type 2: data filter and display, and data entry 
• Form Type 3: data entry and dialogue. 
1.2.1 Form Type 1 
A typical layout of Form Type 1 is depicted in Figure 9.3. The Form is utilised for 
the display of a preferred sequence of processing options, as a switchboard for the 
selection of the option, and for the activation of a form at a lower or higher hierarchal 
level. The options are activated by clicking on the option button, either in the Display 
Area or on the Toolbar. The form contains: 
• a Menu Bar depicting system options common to all Forms at the same hierarchal 
level 
• a Toolbar depicting buttons to which are attached system and purpose developed 
macros activated by selection of the button 
9 Moreton Model Development Group. Moreton Model Development and Guidelines, Brisbane 
City Council, Ipswich City Council, Gold Coast City Council and Logan City Council 
(December 1996) 
10 A summary of the Moreton Model Development and Guidelines is included at Appendix 4 
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• a Comment Bar displaying a brief description of the purpose of the Form 
• a Display Area containing Command Buttons depicting Forms at a lower 
hierarchal level and their interaction in the processing continuum and for selection 
to activate attached system and purpose developed macros similar to those 
attached to the buttons on the Toolbar. 
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1.2.2 Form Type 2 
A typical layout of Form Type 2 is depicted in Figure 9 .4. The Form is utilised 
primarily for the display and editing of filtered data resulting from queries, and the 
selection of a menu option for the activation of a form at a lower or higher hierarchal 
level. The options are activated by clicking on the option button on the Toolbar. The 
form contains: 
• a Menu Bar depicting system options common to all Forms at the same hierarchal 
level 
• a Toolbar depicting buttons to which are attached system and purpose developed 
macros activated by selection of the button 
• a Comment Bar displaying a brief description of the purpose of the Form 
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• a Display Area depicting filtered data resulting from a Query, the source of the 
data displayed, and Subforms displaying spatial data table records resulting from 
Subqueries on the filtered data set. 
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1.2.3 Form Type 3 
A typical layout of Form Type 3, utilised for interaction with the user, provides for 
the input of parameters and the selection of processing options. The user interaction 
normally is required to allow the processing of data to proceed. The form, depicted at 
Figure 9.5 contains: 
• a Menu Bar depicting system options common to all Forms at the same hierarchal 
level 
• a Toolbar depicting buttons to which are attached system and purpose developed 
macros activated by selection of the button 
• a Comment Bar displaying a brief description of the purpose of the Form. 
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• a Display Area on which is depicted a Dialogue Box in which is displayed either a 
message to the user or a request for data input in the form of a parameter or the 
selection of an option button displayed on the Dialogue Box. 
FIGURE 9.5 
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1.3 Format for the detailed description of data processing 
An overview of the sequence of data processing within SDVDM is provided in the 
remainder of this chapter. The sequence is classified into a number of major stages. 
Each major stage of data processing consists of a number of sub-stages. A more 
detailed description of the interface at all major stages and sub-stages is provided at 
Appendix 7. Each stage of processing is described in a standard format. This 
approach was adopted to provide a concise description yet at a level of detail 
sufficient to provide comprehension of the processing involved. 
Each interface has been replicated and displayed, complete with sample data, in full-
page format to achieve this goal. To the basic depiction of each standard Form Type 
has been added header information including a description of the purpose of the 
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Form and, where applicable depending on the Form Type, the names of any 
combination of the following: 
• the Macro attached to the Form and/or Toolbar 
• the Toolbar 
• the Query attached to the Form and producing the filtered data displayed on the 
Form 
• the Sub forms used to display results of sub queries on the filtered data 
• the Sub queries attached to the Sub forms 
• the Lower level forms opened by the selection of options on the Form 
• the Standard Tables attached to or accessed by the Form and Sub forms. 
The standard format includes, again depending on the form type, a listing of the 
Macro attached to the Form and Toolbar and a listing in Structured Query Language 
of the Query attached to the Form. A listing of the Sub queries attached to the Sub 
Forms has been included at Appendix 8. 
1.4 Activation of SDVDM 
The Spatial Data Validation and Delivery Module is activated by starting the Access 
application under Windows and selecting the "DIGILODGE.MDB" file. A Startup 
Form (Figure 9.6) is displayed for a set period of time, is closed and then the Main 
Switchboard form is opened for commencement of data processing. A logical 
processing sequence, consisting of the six major sub-modules, is depicted on the 
Main Switchboard form as options on Switch Buttons. The same options are 
displayed also on the Toolbar that opens with the Main Switchboard form. 
A sub-module may be activated by selection of the appropriate Switch Button on the 
display area of the form or of the Toolbar Button. The same approach is used to 
activate options depicted on switchboards at successively lower levels of nesting 
within SDVDM. 
Purpose of Form: 
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FIGURE 9.6 
STARTUP FORM 
The Startup Form is the introductory screen for the Spatial Data Validation 
and Delivery Module. The form is used to turn off inbuilt toolbars, hide the 
database window and activate the Main Switchboard. The form is set to 
display for five seconds before being closed and the Main Switchboard 
displayed. 
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2. OVERVIEW OF DATA PROCESSING 
Figure 9.7 depicts the sbMAIN form, the SDVDM Main Switchboard, on which are 
shown the switches to activate switchboards for each of seven major stages of data 
processing. These stages and a description of their functionality are as follows: 
• Configure Database provides functions for the attachment of standard tables and 
for the import of Data Access Objects stored in the STANDARD.MDB database 
into the working database. 
• Import Survey Data provides functions for the import of individual, spatial data 
tables or files into Spatial Data Tables in the working database 
• Review Data Tables provides functions for the view/reviewing of individual 
Standards Tables, Spatial Data Tables or Tables created for Digital Lodgement 
stored in or attached to the working database. 
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• Validate Spatial Data provides functions for the audit and validation of spatial 
data stored in tables in the working database. 
• Match Identifiers to Lots provides functions for the validation and assigning of 
identifiers to polygons. 
• Create Lodgement Tables provides functions for the creation of tables of data 
concerning the Survey Transaction, which conform to standards of content and 
format for digital lodgement 
• Lodge Survey Transaction provides functions for the lodgement of spatial data 
files conforming to developed standards of form and content with Public 
Authorities. 
Purpose of Form: 
FIGURE 9.7 
MAIN SWITCHBOARD - sbMAIN Form 
The Main Switchboard is the top-level form for the selection of one of the 
seven major sub-modules. All forms at lower levels have an attached 
button (EXIT) for quick return to the Main Switchboard Form 
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2.1 Configure Database 
Purpose of Form: 
FIGURE 9.8 
CONFIGURE DATABASE SWITCHBOARD- sbCONFIGURE 
The Configure Database Switchboard provides options for the attachment 
of standard tables and for the import of Data Access Objects stored in the 
STANDARD.MDB database into the working database. 
Configure Database Switchboard 
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Figure 9.8 depicts the sbCONFIGURE form, the Configure Database Switchboard, 
on which are shown the switches to activate switchboards for each of two stages of 
preparation of the database for data processing. These stages and a description of 
their functionality are as follows: 
• The Attach Standard Tables Switchboard provides functions for the attachment 
of individual standard tables stored in the STANDARD.MDB database into the 
working database. 
• The Import Data Access Objects Switchboard provides functions for the import 
of individual, standard Data Access Objects stored in the STANDARD.MDB 
database to the Working Database 
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2.2 Import Spatial Data 
Purpose of Form: 
FIGURE 9.9 
IMPORT SWITCHBOARD· sbiMPORT Form 
The Import Switchboard form provides options for the import of individual, 
spatial data tables or files into Spatial Data Tables in the working database 
Reduce CAD All DATA layer Data Point Data line Data Arc Data Text Data lot Data I~ 
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Figure 9.9 depicts the sbiM:PORT form, the Import Switchboard, on which are shown 
the switches for each of seven stages of import of discrete classes of spatial data 
elements into the database for data processing. These stages and a description of their 
functionality are as follows: 
• Reduce CAD Files activates the process to create ASCII format files of discrete 
spatial data elements from Civilcad 5.2 proprietary format, data and lot output 
files. 
• Import Layer Data activates the process for the import of layer data created from 
the reduction of Civilcad output files into the database. 
• Import Point Data activates the process for the import of point data created from 
the reduction of Civilcad output files into the database. 
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• Import Line Data activates the process for the import of line data created from 
the reduction of Civilcad output files into the database. 
• Import Arcs Data activates the process for the import of arc data created from the 
reduction of Civilcad output files into the database. 
• Import Text Data activates the process for the import of text data created from the 
reduction of Civilcad output files into the database. 
• Import Lot Data activates the process for the import of parcel data created from 
the reduction of Civilcad output files into the database. 
The Import All Survey Data switch may be selected to import all discrete spatial data 
elements into their appropriate table within the database. 
2.3 Review Data Tables 
FIGURE 9.10 
REVIEW DATA TABLES SWITCHBOARD- sbVIEW Form 
Purpose of Form: The Review Data Tables Switchboard form provides options for the 
view/reviewing of individual Standards Tables, Spatial Data Tables or 
Tables created for Digital Lodgement stored in or attached to the working 
database .. 
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Figure 9.10 depicts the sb VIEW fmm, the Review Data Tables Switchboard, on 
which are shown the switches to activate switchboards for each of three stages of 
review of tables stored within the database. These tables are the attached standard 
tables, imported spatial data elements and tables created for digital lodgement during 
the data processing stages. The stages and a description of their functionality are as 
follows: 
• The Review Attached Standard Tables Switchboard provides functions for the 
viewing of individual Standards Tables stored in the STANDARD.MDB 
database and attached to the working database. 
• The Review Imported Spatial Data Switchboard provides functions for the 
viewing of individual Spatial Data Tables created from survey data imported into 
the working database. 
• The View Digital Lodgement Tables Switchboard provides functions for the 
selection of an individual theme of Spatial Data Tables for viewing prior to 
export to WORD from the working database for digital lodgement. 
2.4 Validate Spatial Data 
Figure,9.11 depicts the sbVALIDATE form, the Validation Switchboard, on which 
are shown the switches to activate switchboards for each of six stages of validation of 
discrete spatial data elements stored in tables within the database. The stages and a 
description of their functionality are as follows: 
• The Validate Layer Legal option queries all data in the LAYERS Table and 
reports the records for which the LayeriD attribute is not matched to a ClassiD 
attribute in the THEME Table. 
• The Point Validation Switchboard provides functions for the audit and validation 
of attributes of point spatial data stored in the POINTS Table 
• The Line Validation Switchboard provides functions for the audit and validation 
of attributes of line spatial data stored in the LINES Table. 
• The Arc Validation Switchboard provides functions for the audit and validation 
of attributes of arc spatial data stored in the ARCS Table. 
• The Text Validation Switchboard provides functions for the validation of 
attributes of test spatial data stored in the TEXT Table. 
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• The Lots Validation Switchboard provides functions for the validation of the 
nodes of the lots stored in the LOTS Table. 
FIGURE 9.11 
VALIDATION SWITCHBOARD- sbVALIDATE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Validation Switchboard form provides options for the audit and 
validation of spatial data stored in tables in the working database. 
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2.5 Match Identifiers to Polygons 
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Figure 9.12 depicts the sbPOLYS form, the Assign Identifiers to Polygons 
Switchboard, on which are shown the switches for functions for each of ten stages of 
matching of text strings to polygons to provide parcel identifiers. The stages and a 
description of their functionality are as follows: 
• The Form Extent Dynaset and Export to EXCEL switch creates and exports to 
EXCEL a file containing the maximum and minimum eastings and northings for 
each polygon. 
• The Match Text to Polygon Extent function creates in EXCEL a file of polygons 
and text strings for which the insertion point lies within the maximum and 
minimum eastings and northings for the polygon. 
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• The Import and Review Extent Table switch imports from EXCEL and opens for 
review the file of polygons and text strings within the maximum and minimum 
eastings and northings for the polygon. 
• The Delete Extent Duplicates deletes duplicate polygon and text string pairs. 
• The Form Lotcoords Dynaset and Export to EXCEL switch creates a file of 
coordinates for the nodes of the polygons matched with text strings and exports to 
EXCEL. 
• The Match Identifiers to Polygons function matches enclosing polygons to text 
strings in EXCEL. 
• The Import and Review Textpoly Table switch imports from EXCEL and opens 
for review the file of enclosing polygons and text strings. 
• The Create Polygon Labels Table switch matches enclosing polygons areas to the 
areas associated with the matched text strings and assigns identifiers. 
FIGURE 9.12 
ASSIGN IDENTIFIERS TO POLYGONS SWITCHBOARD • sbPOL YS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Assign Identifiers to Polygons Switchboard provides options for the 
validation and assigning of identifiers to polygons. 
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• The Validate Polygon Identifiers Switchboard provides options for the validation 
of the identifiers assigned to polygons from text stored in the TEXT Table. 
• The Create Polygon Table switch reformats the enclosing polygon and identifier. 
2.6 Create Lodgement Tables 
FIGURE 9.13 
DIGITAL LODGEMENT TABLES SWITCHBOARD- sbDLFILE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Digital Lodgement Tables Switchboard provides options for the 
creation of tables of data concerning the Survey Transaction, which 
conform to standards of content and format for digital lodgement. 
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Figure 9.12 depicts the sbDLFILE form, the Digital Lodgement Tables Switchboard, 
on which are shown the switches to activate switchboards for each of seven sub-
stages of creation of tables of data concerning the Survey Transaction. The stages and 
a description of their functionality are as follows: 
• The Metadata Entry Switchboard provides options for the input of Metadata 
related to the Survey Transaction for which the spatial data tables are stored in 
the Working database. 
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• The Boundary Segment Switchboard provides for the creation of a BDYSEGS 
Table conforming to lodgement standards and suitable for subsequent conversion 
into files for digital lodgement. 
• The Polygon Block Switchboard provides for the creation of a LOTEDGES table 
conforming to current lodgement standards and suitable for subsequent 
conversion into files for digital lodgement. 
• The Reference Marks Switchboard provides for the creation of a REFMARKS 
table conforming to current lodgement standards and suitable for subsequent 
conversion into files for digital lodgement. 
• The Reference Marks dynaset form displays reference marks found within an 
entered tolerance of a boundary point. The form displays also all reference marks 
not within the entered tolerance. 
• The Reference to Comers Switchboard provides for the creation of a REFCORS 
Table conforming to current lodgement standards and suitable for subsequent 
conversion into files for digital lodgement. 
• The Conversion to AMG Switchboard provides for the conversion of the local 
coordinates of boundary points to AMG values. A dynaset of points in the LOTS 
layer is exported to EXCEL for the conversion. 
2. 7 Lodge Survey Transaction 
Figure 9.13 depicts the sbDLODGE form, the Digital Lodgement Switchboard, on 
which are shown the switches to activate switchboards for each of three sub-stages of 
final compilation, encryption and delivery of the Survey Transaction. The stages and 
a description of their functionality are as follows: 
• The Format Digital Lodgement File Switchboard provides for the creation and 
formatting of tables of spatial data suitable for subsequent conversion into files 
for digital lodgement. 
• The Encrypt Survey Transaction File switch provides a function for the 
encryption of the Survey Transaction File. 
• The Deliver Survey Transaction switch provides a function for the electronic 
delivery of the Survey Transaction. 
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FIGURE 9.14 
DIGITAL LODGEMENT SWITCHBOARD· sbDLODGE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Digital Lodgement Switchboard provides options for the lodgement of 
spatial data files conforming to developed standards of form and content 
with Public Authorities. 
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The Data Validation and Delivery Module utilises the functionality of the MS Office 
environment provided within the data access objects. The design strategy adopted to 
use these objects for system development proved suitable to facilitate the import and 
validation of survey data produced by private surveying agencies and the delivery to 
public agencies of spatial data conforming with the SDTS data quality definition. 
The system as developed highlights the critical importance of the assigning and 
validation of an accurate survey code to a node. The validation of the survey data 
relies on the accuracy of the node's survey code. The system demonstrated that 
output from a CAD system can be processed to provide point, line and polygon data 
to populate a LIS/GIS. In practice, the digital output of spatial data from the CAD 
system of a private surveying agency can be organised readily for such a purpose. 
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The system being a prototype displayed to a low level of detail those functions 
required to deliver quality data to public agencies. It is recognised that, in any 
commercial implementation of the system, many of the low-level processes detailed 
can be grouped and the validation results reported collectively. However, for the 
purpose of the research, each step necessary to deliver quality data has been 
displayed. This approach is in accord with the current trend to the adoption of an 
event-driven paradigm in place of the more traditional procedural approach to data 
processing. 
The prototype system developed demonstrates that, with some organisation, low cost 
general-purpose software can be utilised to provide an economic access to digital 
lodgement for the majority of private surveying agencies. 
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1 THE TEST BEDS 
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A set of test sites were established to facilitate the development, testing and 
amendment of the prototype system for the digital lodgement of spatial data. Four 
test beds, representative of the four different types of areas of cadastral development 
were selected. 1 The test bed sites established were: 
1. The Newfarm Urban Renewal Area 
2. The Brisbane Central Business District 
3. The Bunya Forest Estate, Albany Creek 
4. The Curtis Estate, Stapylton 
Survey activity was undertaken to test data formats, processes and procedures, and 
the software required to process digitally survey data from receipt of work 
instruction, through field survey to digital examination and verification, and to the 
retrieval of digital cadastral data for subsequent survey. 
The field component of the testing of the prototype system was undertaken utilising 
the resources of the sponsoring private surveying organisation and complemented 
research being undertaken for the Electronic Plan Lodgement and Registration 
Research Project. 2 The hardware and proprietary software utilised, the software 
utilities written to supplement the proprietary software packages, and the 
methodologies employed have been described previously.3 
Areas within each test bed, consisting of a number of sections, were selected for the 
creation of an accurate land boundary database. The database was created also to 
provide for the aggregation of the sections to form a Local Controlled Area (LCA)4 
and to provide for the ability of the latter in a role in support of a co-ordinated 
1 Chapter 8, Table 8.1 
2 Chapter 6, Section 4.4 
3 Chapter 8, Section 1 
4 John S. Cook, 'A Proposal for a Program of Research into Digital Land Boundary 
Information'. Brisbane: Surveying Department, Queensland University of Technology 
(February 1991) 
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cadastre.5 The part of the DCDB covering the extent of each of the test sites was 
supplied by the Department of Natural Resources and entered into the Mapinfo 
environment for geographical analysis and later comparison with the accurate land 
boundary databases to be created. 
1.1 The Newfarm urban renewal area 
A net of 18 new GPS points was established in November 1992, over the inner city 
suburbs of Newfarm, Teneriffe and Fortitude Valley, the area designated within the 
Better Cities Project for urban renewal. Topcon receivers and procedures developed 
by Murphy were employed in the establishment of the GPS points. 6 
An accurate cadastral database was created over part of the area utilising the 
procedure for cadastral area Type A described previously.7 The area is comprised of 
two hundred and fifty parcels contained in eight sections, seven contiguous and one 
isolated. The eight sections were tied into four of the new GPS points in close 
proximity to the sections, using traditional terrestrial traversing techniques with 
electronic distance measurement equipment. 
The area over which the accurate cadastral database was created was targeted and 
overflown to obtain aerial photography. Photogrammetric processing of the 
photography created a database of digital asbuilt information. The asbuilt data set 
comprised kerb lines, visible drainage structures, significant vegetation, roof lines 
and swimming pools, and driveways. 
The cadastral and asbuilt data sets were imported into the Mapinfo environment for 
geographical analysis and comparison with the existing digital cadastral database 
data set of the area. The displacement in terms of absolute co-ordinates between the 
5 An LCA can be identified with the Designated Survey Area of South Australia which is a 
transitional area within which provisional coordinates offer surveyors valuable redefinition data 
to resolve conflicts between common law evidence and positional coordinates before a legal 
status is assigned and a Co-ordinated Cadastral Area (CCA) proclaimed. See K.A. Nisbet, 
Surveying in the Legal Co-ordinated Cadastre, Report 1/92, Survey Division, Lands South 
Australia. (Lands South Australia, March 1992) 
6 ibid. 
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position of the cadastral fabric as represented by the DCDB and that created in the 
establishment of the survey accurate database is of the order 1 to 2.5 metres in a 
north-west direction and 1 to 1.5 in a north-east direction. 
1.2 The Brisbane Central Business District 
A net of four new GPS points was established in the Central Business District of 
Brisbane in May 1993. Topcon receivers and procedures developed by Murphy were 
employed. 8 The four new GPS points were connected utilising traditional terrestrial 
traversing techniques. The traverse created an additional sixteen surveyed points. The 
network created by the four GPS and sixteen traverse points was braced by two 
connections in a north-south direction and, following adjustment of the network, 
derived coordinates were obtained for the traverse points. 
An accurate cadastral database was created over part of the area utilising the 
procedure for cadastral area Type B described previously.9 The area is comprised of 
one hundred and fifty parcels contained in eight sections, mainly isolated from each 
other. The sections were tied into that part of the adjusted traverse in close proximity 
to the section using traditional terrestrial traversing techniques with electronic 
distance measurement equipment. 
The cadastral and traverse data sets were imported into the Mapinfo environment for 
geographical analysis and comparison with the existing digital cadastral database 
data set of the area. The displacement between the absolute position of the cadastral 
fabric as represented by the DCDB and that created in the establishment of the survey 
accurate database is similar to the differences in Area Type A, that is of the order 1 to 
2.5 metres in a north-west direction and 1 to 1.5 in a north-east direction. 
7 Chapter 8, Section 2 
8 P.J. Murphy, 'The Role of GPS as a Tool for the Co-ordination of Spatial Data Involved in 
Estate Development', Global Positioning Systems - Applications to Cadastral and Engineering 
Surveying, Proceedings of Winter School, School of Surveying, Queensland University of 
Technology (3 July 1992) 
9 Chapter 8, Section 3 
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1.3 The Bunya Forest Estate, Albany Creek 
A net of 8 new GPS points for control of land development projects was established 
in the northern and north western suburban areas of Brisbane in November 1992. The 
net was established in conjunction with the net established for Area Type A. Topcon 
receivers and procedures developed by Murphy were employed. 10 Two of the new 
GPS points are located within the Bunya Forest Estate, which is a new estate under 
construction. 
An accurate cadastral database was created over the entire area of the new estate 
utilising the procedure for cadastral area Type C described previously. 11 The area is 
comprised of three hundred and fifty registered parcels and three hundred designed 
parcels grouped into numerous, contiguous sections. The two new GPS points were 
connected into that part of the estate surround traverse in close proximity to the 
points :,Using traditional terrestrial traversing techniques with electronic distance 
measurement equipment. 
An accurate as-constructed database was created over the part of the estate where 
construction has been finalised and new titles issued. The as-constructed data set 
comprised of stormwater and roofwater, sewerage, water reticulation, contourable 
natural features, and contourable man-made features information. 
The cadastral and as-constructed data sets were imported into the Mapinfo 
environment for geographical analysis and comparison with the existing digital 
cadastral database data set of the area. The displacement between the absolute 
position of the surround of the estate as represented by the DCDB and that created in 
the establishment of the survey accurate database is of the order 1.5 to 3 metres in a 
north direction and 1.5 to 2.5 in an east direction. 
10 P.J. Murphy, 'The Role of GPS as a Tool for the Co-ordination of Spatial Data Involved in 
Estate Development' 
11 Chapter 8, Section 4 
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1.4 The Curtis Estate, Stapylton 
An accurate cadastral database was created over the entire area of the new estate 
utilising the procedure for cadastral area TypeD described previously. 12 The area is 
comprised of thirty registered parcels into contiguous sections. The sections were 
connected into established AMG control points, remote from the estate using 
traditional terrestrial traversing techniques with electronic distance measurement 
equipment. 
The cadastral data were imported into the Mapinfo environment for geographical 
analysis and comparison with the existing digital cadastral database data set of the 
area. The displacement between the absolute position of the surround of the estate as 
represented by the DCDB and that created in the establishment of the survey accurate 
database is of the order 2.5 to 3 metres in a north direction and 2.0 to 3.0 in an east 
direction 
2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE FOLLOWED FOR 
MAINTENANCE OF ACCURATE CADASTRAL DATABASE 
A description of the procedure employed for the initial creation of an accurate 
cadastral database for each of the different types of areas of cadastral development 
was provided in Chapter 7. A general description of the maintenance of an accurate 
land boundary database necessitated by a land action is now described: 
1. A digital model of the cadastral fabric over the extent of the area of survey is 
extracted from the accurate cadastral database and updated with information from 
recent survey plans if appropriate. Monument and recovery information is 
obtained from the survey database and added to the model. 
2. The model is loaded onto the Epson EHT -10 touchscreen data recorders for use in 
the field for location of monuments and reference marks and for comparison of 
reduced measurements with title dimensions. 
3. The digital model is calibrated in the field by connection to GPS points and 
connection and adjustment to all visible monuments and reference marks using an 
Epson GTS-3B total station, the Stars pick-up software and the library of cadastral 
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survey codes developed for the project (Appendix 5) and the Surdata set of survey 
routines. 
4. The model formed in the field and the model extracted from the accurate cadastral 
database are compared by Helmert transformation using Surtran software to 
determine that residuals are within an acceptable circle of error. 
5. The model is then updated with the new land boundary data, which will be used 
for the maintenance of the accurate cadastral database. 
6. The model is uploaded into the Civilcad environment for viewing, a dump file 
created and processed using CHECKASC quality control software and REF 
software to generate reference marks and reference to comers tables. 
7. Sections are held currently as discrete files on the datum of the most recent survey 
in accordance with survey regulations. Each section model is based on a local 
coordinate origin and plane grid. 
8. Each section is assigned an initial point as a datum point for the calculation of 
AMG values for other all comers, monuments and reference marks within a 
section. 
9. The projected data sets are then brought into Map info for the querying of 
graphical elements and comparison with the original model. 
3 RESULTS FROM THE TEST BED SITES 
The principal difficulty experienced in the initial creation of an accurate cadastral 
database for an area from survey plans was found to be the detection and elimination 
of blunders or errors recorded on the survey plans. This was the main contributing 
factor to transformed data sets exhibiting error ellipses far in excess of what was 
subsequently found to be typical for each of the areas. However, the creation of the 
database from survey plans does provide a first stage in a process to achieve 
systematic improvement in land boundary data recorded on hard copy. 
12 Chapter 8, Section 4 
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With the elimination of blunders and errors, residuals of the order of 0.02 metres on 
reference marks and monuments were consistently recorded in Area Type A, B and 
C. This value has been found to be constant across the different models of sections 
surveyed by different surveyors. This value provides an indicator of the relative 
accuracy of survey corners within a section as shown on the face of a registered plan. 
The project was extended to enable a different surveyor to revisit a section but with 
the digital model created from the first field survey loaded into the data recorder and 
to re-calibrate the model of the section. The transformation residuals from the second 
surveys were consistently about 0.015 metres, which is slightly less than the original 
transformation residuals. This value provides the basis for an electronic examination 
process. A plan passes an examination process of its spatial component if residuals 
from the comparison of a field generated data set, modelled graphically by the plan, 
and an office held and certified data set are not greater than a prescribed upper limit. 
Aggregation of the data related to the value of the residuals and its decline over time 
provides a potential management tool for cadastral plan examination. 
4 BENEFITS/COSTS 
The creation of the initial digital model of an area of interest from survey plans 
added, at times, a considerable overhead to the costs of a survey, particularly if there 
were errors or blunders found to have been recorded on the plan. However, a 
considerable advantage was evident with the utilisation of the model to calculate 
radiations to the positions at which to search for monuments or recovery marks. 
Several surveyors have used the process, not only within the test bed area, but also on 
live surveys. The process has added from -15% to +25% overheads to overall costs 
on individual surveys depending on the complexity of the survey and cadastral 
experience of the surveyor. Additional costs are directly attributable to once-off 
learning costs attributable to filed survey technique modification, and software or 
hardware familiarisation. 
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An analysis of costs revealed that, because of an unfamiliarity with the process, 
surveyors were attempting to create a mathematically perfect, initial digital model of 
most likely boundaries, including rear boundaries, to take to the field. Additional 
costs were reduced significantly when only the minimum boundary data was included 
in the initial most likely model and supplemented with plan data in the field. Internal 
plan examination costs following the first repetition of the processing cycle were 
typically 15% to 20% due primarily to an unfamiliarity with the process. Reduction 
in costs commenced to accrue when surveyors: 
• modified their field technique, particularly their recording procedures, and 
• undertook subsequent surveys within a section for which a previously calibrated 
digital model was available. 
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CHAPTER 11: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
This dissertation argues that digital lodgement can provide immediate benefits to the 
cadastral surveying system and longer term benefits progressively to the successively 
higher recursive levels of production within the land information industry. The 
benefits will approach a maximum only if there is the corresponding development of 
a digital surveying environment within which the comers of parcels of land are 
uniquely identified and their coordinates accorded a legal status. 
With the development of a digital environment, the velocity of data throughput will 
increase providing the digital lodgement system can provide electronically, spatial 
data of a quality which conforms with the definition of documentation of data quality 
described by the Spatial Data Transfer Standard. The documentation headings are: 
• Lineage 
• Positional Accuracy 
• Attribute Accuracy 
• Logical Consistency 
• Completeness 
The dissertation proposed a general model for the electronic processing of digital 
spatial data and applied the model in a working prototype implemented within the 
sponsoring private agency and utilising the specific technology available within that 
organisation. However, the model can be applied to the activities of any private 
agency with electronic processing technology. 
Data generated by specific hardware can be manipulated using software developed on 
the general purpose platform provided under Microsoft Office. The creation and 
modification of transfer standards of form and content are the more important 
outcomes provided by the model with implications for the surveying and mapping 
industry. 
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Digital lodgement provides a mechanism for the appropriate utilisation of the digital 
data generated on a daily basis by private agencies. Digital lodgement, within a 
digital surveying environment provides an enabling mechanism for retention of 
intellectual property rights and a source of income to the agency producing the digital 
spatial data. 
1 CONCLUSION 
1.1 CONCLUSIONS- PART A 
Part A consists of a general introduction in Chapter 1, the role of spatial data in the 
context of land registration in Chapter 2, and a review and analysis of the spatial data 
collection and processing continuum in Chapter 3. The analysis provides an insight 
into those components of the present process which can be migrated easily to a 
digital environment, those components which can be modified without prejudicing 
the operation of the system by doing so, and those components which are unable to 
migrate successfully to a digital environment. 
In Chapter 1 it was noted that: 
• Private surveying agencies have been capturing cadastral data to a high degree of 
accuracy to meet the requirements of public agencies for title registration 
purposes. 
• There is a lack of stability in the physical marks placed to locate the parcel 
corners resulting in an ongoing need to undertake a new, increasingly expensive, 
highly accurate cadastral survey when a transaction occurs affecting the title to 
the parcel. 
• The accurate surveys of individual parcels increasingly have been carried out 
utilising electronic equipment, which provides data related to the survey of a 
parcel in digital format. 
• Once the digital data are used in the determination of the position to place the 
marks at the corners of the parcel and draw a plan of survey, the digital data were 
discarded or remained under-utilised in storage within the private agency. 
• Public agencies have been re-entering the data from the face of the plan of survey 
to create digital cadastral databases. 
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The chapter was concluded with the proposal that a system be developed for the 
digital lodgement of spatial data which would include standards of form and content 
to facilitate the capture and lodgement of spatial data and its electronic retrieval from 
databases in a digital format by private surveying agencies. 
Chapter 2 reviewed the system of title registration that the lodgement of spatial data 
supports. The chapter: 
• Highlighted the role of the plan of survey as a legal document in support of title 
registration. 
• Recognised that any planned change in the system of title registration must not 
compromise the integrity of the cadastre, which is based on the accurate survey of 
parcels and the plan of survey. 
• Described land boundary data as a sub-set of spatial data consisting of cadastral 
and as-constructed data sets, the flow of both sets of this data, and its role in the 
registration of title. 
• Identified the advantages offered by the development of an integrated, electronic 
process for the collection, storage, retrieval and dissemination of all data related 
to land. 
The chapter concluded with a discussion of the need for data related to land of a 
quality to facilitate informed decision making and highlighted that foreign investment 
in the property market relied heavily on access to such data. 
Chapter 3 provided a detailed review of the processing continuum for land boundary 
data within the context of the land subdivision process. The chapter: 
• documented the flow of data and processes for a private surveying agency and for 
the public agencies of a land registry office and local government to assist in the 
identification of those components of the processing continuum that can be 
migrated readily to a digital environment. 
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• highlighted the growing trend in land registry offices to downsize the 
commitment of their resources to plan examination and to introduce a series of 
strategies to make the private surveying agencies fully accountable for the quality 
of their data. 
The chapter concluded that these initiatives are still in support of the production of a 
plan of survey as an end product of a continuum of end-on-end data handling and are 
not directed at utilising the digital data from which the plan of survey was produced. 
1.2 CONCLUSIONS- PARTB 
Part B deals with the background considerations to be taken into account for the 
design of the model of a system of digital lodgement to be developed in a digital 
surveying environment. It concludes that the benefits of digital lodgement only can 
accrue to all stakeholders of the land information industry providing that such an 
environment is developed. Failure to provide an environment within which the 
maintainers of the spatial data sets are recompensed for their efforts in the creation of 
an accurate cadastral database will result in the failure of the digital lodgement. 
Chapter 4 provides the rationale for the development of a digital surveying 
environment. The chapter: 
• Discussed the problems inherent in the part-manual, part-digital system m 
operation for the creation of a digital database of land boundary data. 
• Highlighted the increasing importance of the role of local government in driving 
the requirement for quality data in support of asset management systems and 
asset registers. 
• Highlighted the importance of and need for the development of standards of form 
and content for the transfer of spatial data between agencies, both public and 
private. 
• Discussed the matter of incentives for private agencies to migrate to a digital 
surveying environment. 
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The chapter concludes that with some organisation it is appropriate to utilise that 
digital data increasingly being generated on a daily basis to provide short and long-
term benefits to the land information industry. In the short term, public agencies 
would aggregate this data to improve the accuracy of DCDBs in the long term. 
Chapter 5 examines issues impacting on any proposed change to the existing system. 
The chapter: 
• Reviewed an earlier analysis of the issues involved from the perspective of the 
land registry office in Queensland. 
• Reviewed more recent research conducted in another Australasian jurisdiction 
and involving the participation of private surveying agencies. 
• Provided an analysis of the overall policy adopted by the Profession towards 
coordinates and the development of a coordinated cadastre and the issue of digital 
lodgement in particular. 
The chapter concluded with a consideration of legal issues concerned with the digital 
lodgement of documents and the importance of the copyright of surveyors in their 
data as well as a consideration of issues external to the Torrens System such as social 
and economic issues. 
Chapter 6 provides a review of current initiatives towards the development of digital 
lodgement systems in Australasian jurisdictions. The chapter: 
• Highlights the difference in the approaches being adopted with the top down 
approach adopted by the public agency administrators of the databases when 
compared with the bottom up approach adopted by the private agencies. 
• Notes that approaches vary widely depending also on the existing, or lack of 
existing infrastructure in support of any proposed program of development. 
• Describes a system for the digital lodgement of survey plans commenced in 
another Australian jurisdiction. 
The chapter concluded with an overview of digital surveying environments under 
development in Australasian jurisdictions. 
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1.3 CONCLUSIONS- PART C 
Part C deals with the development of the prototype system for digital lodgement. The 
model for the system is developed and the data collection and data validation and 
delivery modules of the digital lodgement system are developed in detail. The model 
presents digital lodgement as an integral component in a completed cycle of the bi-
directional flow of spatial data between agencies. 
Chapter 7 provides the model for the system and depicts an integrated electronic 
process for the processing of spatial data from the data capture stage through to its 
lodgement with public agencies and its retrieval from the latter for reuse in 
subsequent projects. Data in digital format are recognised as being of significant 
importance in the facilitation of the production of non-traditional data products by 
non-traditional users of land boundary data. 
Chapter 8 details the electronic processing for the collection, manipulation and 
presentation of spatial data used for the establishment of land boundaries with the 
data collection and manipulation module. The purpose of this module is argued as 
one of creation and maintenance of an accurate database of land boundary data rather 
than for the production of data for titling purposes. 
Chapter 9 details the processes for the delivery of validated data within the data 
validation and delivery module. The module is shown to incorporate extensive 
validation facilities for the checking and verification of land boundary data to ensure 
the transfer of data of a quality that complies with the SDTS definition of the 
documentation of data quality. 
1.4 CONCLUSIONS- PART D 
Chapter 10 details the application of the process in a number of test bed sites 
highlighting the problems encountered in the application of the process. Details are 
provided of the techniques needed to modify traditional approach to land boundary 
definition during the application. 
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2 IMPLICATIONS 
This dissertation is concerned primarily with the effective utilisation of spatial data 
generated by private agencies within the cadastral surveying system for the creation 
of an accurate database of land boundary data and the development of processes and 
standards to achieve that result. However, the development of an electronic system 
for the digital lodgement of spatial data has important implications for the component 
levels at a successively higher recursive level of production within the land 
information industry. A digital lodgement system in the context of a digital surveying 
environment provides the mechanism for the production and maintenance of spatial 
data of a quality commensurate with the needs of the users of and the stakeholders in 
the land information system as a whole. 
2.1 Implications for the cadastral surveying system 
The prototype system for digital lodgement was applied to the operations of the 
private agency sponsoring the program of research. The prototype, whilst applied 
specifically to utilise the available, in-house technology can provide a basis for the 
development of digital lodgement facility within other private agencies. The 
important consideration is the delivery of quality data, which is achieved by the 
utilisation of the transportable data validation software developed on the Microsoft 
Office platform. 
2.2 Implications for the cadastral surveying and mapping system 
The prime implication is the potential for the creation of a database of land boundary 
information at survey accuracy and of a data quality commensurate with the needs of 
the majority of users. The prototype system provides a facility for the systematic and 
measurable improvement of the coherence of the database. Principles incorporated in 
the design of the prototype system are capable of revolutionising the present survey 
examination process. 
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Private agencies will have access to land boundary data in an electronic format for its 
rapid application to land transaction activities. The important consideration is the 
maintenance of that database. An important consequential benefit is the availability 
of quality data for the upgrade and update of digital cadastral databases. 
2.3 Implication for the surveying and mapping industry 
The application of a system for digital lodgement will provide a spatial referencing 
framework for the interrelation of the spatial data sets generated within the various 
sub-components of the surveying and mapping industry. 
2.4 Implications for the land information industry generally 
The availability of quality digital spatial data produced by electronic means will 
enhance the development of new products by utilising the spatial database as a 
referencing framework. The velocity of throughput of spatial data will increase as the 
demand grows for data from non-traditional users of the data to meet their 
referencing requirements. 
This study shows that there is considerable potential for the application of a system 
for the digital lodgement of spatial data provided it is seen in the context as an 
integral component of a digital surveying environment. The issues are characterised 
by an inertia resulting from an entrenched culture of the collection of spatial data for 
a system of land registration initiated in the mid nineteenth century and which has 
been highly manipulated in an attempt to exploit the advantages of digital processing 
techniques. 
A number of potential research areas have been suggested throughout this 
dissertation. In summary, they point to considerable advantage in the development of 
a system for the digital lodgement of spatial data in the context of a digital surveying 
environment. These specific areas include data standards of content and format, 
encryption and authentication of data for electronic transfer, surveying and mapping 
and legislation processes generally. 
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The creation of a numeric cadastral database as a "once off' exercise is not an option. 
However, there is no excuse for the continuance of a cadastral system that facilitates 
a loss of the precision of data due to inadequate and inefficient processing of survey 
information. There seems to be no justification for not making the best use of 
available information. Digital survey data are available at source and at a high level 
of precision. 
The cadastral surveying and mapping industry has attained a level of sophistication 
and familiarity with electronic procedures and equipment, which will facilitate the 
development of a digital cadastral system. Such a system will ensure that, provided 
procedures and standards are in place, data generated finally will be exploited to its 
potential. 
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APPENDIX! 
LEVELS OF ORGANISATIONAL RECURSION WITHIN 
THE LAND INFORMATION INDUSTRY1 
TABLE A1.1 TABLEA1.2 
LAND INFORMATION INDUSTRY SURVEYING & MAPPING INDUSTRY 
SURVEYING & MAPPING INDUSTRY 1 GEODETIC & CONTROL SURVEYING 
LAND VALUATION INDUSTRY 2 CADASTRAL SURVEYING & MAPPING 
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH & EXTENSION 3 ENGINEERING SURVEYING & TOPOGRAPHIC 
MAPPING 
URBAN & REGIONAL SCIENCES 4 MINING SURVEYING 
GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCES 5 HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYING 
SPATIALLY ORIENTED STATISTICAL AGENCIES 6 LAND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY & MAPPING 7 LAND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
BOTANICAL SURVEY & MAPPING 8 SURVEYING EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES 
9 PROMOTION & MARKETING 
10 EDUCATION & TRAINING 
TABLEA1.3 
CADASTRAL SURVEYING AND MAPPING SYSTEM 
SYSTEMS WITHIN THE SYSTEMS INVOLVED AT THE NEXT COMMENTS 
SURVEYING AND MAPPING LOWER LEVEL OF RECURSION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
SYSTEM 
CADASTRAL CONTROL STATE GOVERNMENT There are expectations that cadastral surveys and mapping can 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT be linked to control surveys. however these expectations are 
STATUTORY AUTHORITIES seldom met, and there are major shortcomings in the Geodetic 
PRIVATE AGENCIES and Control Survey System whereby this linkage is not well 
established nor maintained 
CADASTRAL SURVEYING PREDOMINANTLY PRIVATE AGENCIES Private sector agencies operate within a competitive economic 
environment and have incentives to adopt technology and 
procedures which are consistent with technical and economic 
efficiency. Conversely, concerns are often expressed that 
competitiveness may lead to cost-cutting which may 
compromise professional standards 
RECORDS MANAGEMENT PREDOMINANTLY STATE GOVERNMENT There is generally a fairly complete and accurate record of 
survey plans because it provides land parcel and boundary 
descriptions for land registration purposes. There are problems 
with efficient dissemination of information contained in paper· 
based plans and other records of survey; especially control 
surveys 
CADASTRAL MAPPING PREDOMINANTLY STATE GOVERNMENT Historically the organisation of cadastral mapping has been 
centralised in govemmant agencies, mostly through the need to 
centralise paper based records for land registration purposes. 
This organisational constraint can b removed with 
decentralisation and computerised land boundary information 
svstems 
DIGITAL LAND BOUNDARY STATE GOVERNMENT Present technology does not provide information concerning 
INFORMATION LOCAL GOVERNMENT precision of digitai land boundary data and does not meet the 
expectations of some users concerned with overlay of 'as· 
constructed" data related to ohvsical infrastructure and services 
SURVEYING EQUIPMENT PREDOMINANTLY PRIVATE AGENCIES 'Equipmenf includes survey measuring instruments and 
SUPPLIES comouter technoiOQV involvi ftware 
PROMOTION & MARKETING PREDOMINANTLY SURVEYING INDUSTRY Promotion and marketing of services originates mostly in 
ASSOCIATIONS industry associations and seams to require further development 
EDUCATION & TRAINING TERTIARY EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS Tertiary educational institutions provide basic undergraduate 
STATE GOVERNMENT and some postgraduate teaching. Post graduate training occurs 
PRIVATE AGENCIES mainly in private and public sector surveying agencies 
Diagrams reproduced from John Stanley Cook, A Cybernetic Approach to Land Management 
Issues, PhD Thesis, Queensland University of Technology (1994) p:124 
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A2.1 ACTS AND REGULATIONS AFFECTING SURVEY ASPECTS OF 
LAND TRANSACTIONS1 
A2.1.1 ACTS IN OPERATION 
Acquisition of Land Act 1967 
Beach Protection Act 1968 and Regulations 
Building Units and Group Titles Act 1980 and Regulations 
Canals Act 1958 and Regulation 1992 
City of Brisbane Act 1924 
Contaminated Land Act 1991 and Regulations 
Dividing Fences Act 1953 
Harbours Act 1955 (Repealed) and Regulations 
Integrated Resort Development Act 1987 
Land Act 1994 and Regulations 
Land Title Act 1994 and Regulations 
Local Government Act 1993 
Local Government (Planning and Environment) Act 1990 and Regulations 
Main Roads Act 1920 (Repealed) 
Miners Homestead Leases Act 1913 
Mining Titles Freehold Act 1980 
Mixed Use Development Act 1993 
Property Law Act 1974 
Railways Act 1914 
Real Property Act 1861 
Real Property Commonwealth Titles Act 
Registration of Plans (HSP [Nominees] Pty Ltd) Enabling Act 1980 
Rights in Water and Water Conservation and Utilisation Act 1910 (Repealed) 
River Improvement Trust Act 1940 and Regulations 
Rural Lands Protection Act 1985 
Southbank Corporation Act 1989 and Regulation 1992 
State Housing Act 1945 
Survey Co-Ordination Act 1952 
Surveyors Act 1977 and Regulation 
Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 
Transport Infrastructure (Railways) Act 1991 and Regulations 
Transport Infrastructure (Roads) Act 1991 and Regulations 
Water Act 1926 (Repealed) and Regulations 
Water Resources Act 1989 
Workers Homes Act (Repealed) 
1 Compiled from Surveyors Board of Queensland. Surveyors Operations Manual. Surveyors 
Operations Manual Committee. Brisbane: (January 1996) 
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A2.1.2 STATUTES IN PREPARATION 
Planning, Environment and Development Assessment Bill, Exposure Draft for Public Comment, 
prepared by the Queensland Department of Housing, Local Government and Planning (May 
1995). A Bill for: 
An Act to provide a statutory framework for integrated planning and development so 
land use and development and their effects are managed in a way that is sustainable and 
promotes people's economic, social and physical wellbeing and for related purposes. 
Survey Infrastructure Bill, which follows a review of the Survey Coordination Act 1952 and is 
described as revised legislation under preparation to provide mechanisms for enhancing the 
four components of the physical infrastructure: the state-wide coordinate system; survey marks; 
cadastral boundaries; and the digital cadastral data base. 
A2.2 STATUTES DEALING DIRECTLY WITH THE CONDUCT OF 
CADASTRAL SURVEYS2 
A2.2.1 SURVEY CO-ORDINATION ACT 
An Act to provide for the compilation and correlation of surveying and mapping data of 
the State and for related purposes. 
Survey Co-ordination Act 1952, (1 Eliz.2 No.10)- Assented 17 April 1952; commenced on 28 April 
1952 by proclamation in Government Gazette Vol.179 no.180 (28 April1952) pp.1669 
As amended by 
Survey Co-ordination Act Amendment Act 1981, (No.23), Assented and commenced on 20 May 1981 
Survey Co-ordination Act Amendment Act 1987, (No.29), Assented and commenced on 22 April1987 
Statute Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1989, (No.103), s.3 and Schedule - Assented and 
commenced on 25 October 1989 (subject to s.2) 
Lands Legislation Amendment Act 1992, (No.64) Sch 1, Assented to 7 December 1992, commenced 
on 26 March 1993 (1993 SL No. 88) 
Proclaimed survey areas- proclamations in Government Gazette made under s.l2 (2) 
PSA1 County of Aubigney, Parish of Drayton, Vol.250 No.40 (25 October 1975) 
City of Toowoomba 
PSA2 County of Ward, Parishes of Coochin and Vol.250 No.64 (29 November 1975) 
Dugandan 
PSA3 County of Ward, Parish of Boyd, Town of Vol.253 No.64 (12 November 1976) 
Beenleigh 
PSA4 County of Stanley, Parishes of Bulimba, Vol.259 No.19 (30 September 1975) 
Noogoon, Tingalpa and Toombul, City of 
Brisbane 
PSA5 County of Aubigney, Parishes of Drayton, Vol.262 No.5 (1 September 1979) 
Etonvale, and W estbrok, City of 
Toowoomba and Town of Drayton 
PSA6 County of Rochedale, Parishes of Vol.275 No.43 (3 March 1984) 
Haslingden, Heywood, and Norden, City 
ofMt.Isa 
p.376 
p.1242 
p.l188 
p.375 
pp.98-
99 
p.843 
2 Compiled from John Stanley Cook, A Cybernetic Approach to Land Management Issues, PhD 
Thesis, Queensland University of Technology (1994) pp.361-362 
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Survey Co-ordination Regulations 1955, Government Gazette Vol.188 No.7 (10 January 1955) pp.59-
69 
Amended by Government Gazette Vol.250 No.29 (4 October 1975) pp.404-405 
Ceased operation by application of Regulatory Reform Act 1986 
A.2.2.2 SURVEYORS ACT 
An Act to provide for the constitution of the Surveyors Board of Queensland, to provide 
for the qualification of persons for registration as surveyors, surveying graduates or 
surveying associates, to provide for the constitution of a Surveyors Disciplinary 
Committee, to provide for the regulation of the practice of surveying and for related 
purposes 
Surveyors Act 1977, (No.l8)- Assented 21 April1977; commenced 29 April1978 by proclamation in 
Government Gazette Vol.257 No.91 (29 April1978) p.1739 
As amended by -
Surveyors Act Amendment Act 1978 (No.33)- Assented 8 June 1978; deemed by s.2 to have 
commenced 29 April1978 and to have retrospective effect accordingly 
Surveyors Act Amendment Act 1978 (No.2), (No.69)- Assented and commenced 8 December 1978 
Surveyors Act Amendment Act 1980 (No.23)- Assented 12 May 1980; commenced on 26 February 
1981 by proclamation in Government Gazette Vol.266 No.29 (28 February 1981) p.659 
Surveyors Act Amendment Act 1983 (No.5)- Assented 10 March 1983; ss.1-2 commenced 10 March 
1983; other sections commenced 6 October 1983 by proclamation in Government Gazette Vol. 
No. (8 October 1983) p.552 
Surveyors Act Amendment Act 1987 (No.86)- Assented and commenced 1 December 1987 
Surveyors Act Amendment Act 1989 (No.115) - Assented 31 October 1989; ss.1-2 commenced on date 
of assent; other sections commenced 1 April1990 by proclamation in Government Gazette 31 
March 1990 
Surveyors Act Amendment Act 1991 (No.59)- Assented 18 September 1991; commenced on date of 
assent except s.12 which commenced on 1 April1992 by proclamation in Government Gazette 
Vol.298 N0.88 (30 November 1991) p.1593 
Surveyors Regulations 1978, Government Gazette Vol.257 No.91 (29 April 1978) pp.1739-1767 
As amended by the following Government Gazette notices -
Vol.262 No.13 (15 September 1979) 
Vol.266 No.25 (28 February 1981) 
Vol.274 No.28 (8 October 1983) 
Vol.280 No.25 (5 October 1985) 
Vol.286 No.10 (12 September 1987) 
Vol.286 No.78 (26 December 1987) 
Vol.289 No.31 (1 October 1988) 
Vol.292 No.40 (23 September 1989) 
Vol.295 No.41 (29 September 1990) 
Vol.298 No.56 (9 November 1991) 
p.289 
p.551-561 
pp.567-571 
pp.521-522 
pp.163-164 
pp.1928-1929 
pp.572-573 
pp.756-757 
pp.452-454 
pp.ll76-1180 
Exempted from application of Regulatory Reform Act 1986 by Order in Council of22 June 1989, 
Government Gazette Vol.291 No.93 (24 June 1989) p.1814 
The Surveyors Board of Queensland prepared a Green Paper on proposed amendments to the 
Surveyors Regulations 1978 pursuant to requirements of the Regulatory Reform Act 1986. 
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Surveyors Regulation 1992 was enacted by Government Gazette Vol.299 No.89 (10 April1992) 
pp.2053-2073. Surveyors Regulation 1978 was repealed by Surveyors Regulation 1992 at 
regulation 34. 
As amended by -
Surveyors Amendment Regulation 1992, (No.1), SL No.266, notified Government Gazette (21 August 
1992) pp.2949-2951, commenced 21 August 1992 
Surveyors Amendment Regulation 1992, (No.2), SL No.293, notified Government Gazette (9 October 
1992) pp.446-447, commenced 9 October 1992 
Surveyors Amendment Regulation 1993, (No.I), SL No.389, notified Government Gazette (22 
October 1993) pp.695-697, commenced 22 October 1993 
Surveyors Amendment Regulation 1994, (No.1), SL No.346, notified Government Gazette (23 
September 1994) pp.355-356, commenced 23 September 1994 
Abuttal 
APPENDIX3 
CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY 
Common boundary formed by adjacent parcels of land. 1 
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Land described in relation to the adjoining parcels, whether they are streets or private 
land, is described by "abuttals". 
Accuracy 
The closeness of the results of observations, computations or estimates to the true 
values, or the values accepted as being true.Z 
The degree of conformity with a standard, whether absolute or relative. Accuracy 
relates to the quality of result, and is distinguished from precision which relates to the 
quality of the operation by which the result is obtained. Higher accuracy implies that a 
measurement is nearer the truth. 3 
Accuracy Standards 
Specifications that set up standards to which the finished product must adhere.4 
AGD 
Abbreviation for Australian Geodetic Datum. 
AHD 
Abbreviation for Australian Height Datum 
Allotment 
A parcel of land to which has been allocated a unique identifier and whose boundaries 
are defined in an approved plan deposited in a place of public record. 5 
AURISA, Glossary of Terms Technical Monograph No.3, Report of the Working Party on 
Statewide Parcel-based Land Information Systems in Australasia, (Sydney: AURISA) 1986), cited 
in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised), prepared by Gary J. Hunter for the 
Australasian Urban & Regional Information Systems Association and the Australasian Land 
Information Council, (Melbourne: AURISA, 1991), p.7 
2 U.S. Department of Commerce, Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) FIPS Pub 173, 
Technology Administration, National Institute of Standards and Technology, (Washington: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992) p.6 
3 Lord Chorley (Chairman), Report to the Secretary of State for the Environment of the 
Committee of Enquiry into the Handling of Geographic Information, (London: Her Majesty's 
Stationary Office, 1987), cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised), p.7 
4 S.G. Guptill (ed.), A Process for Evaluating Geographic Information Systems, 'A Process for 
Evaluating Geographic Information Systems', Geological Survey Open-File Report 99-105. 
Prepared by the Technology Exchange Working Group - Technical Report 1, Federal 
Interagency Coordinating Committee on Digital Cartography, U.S. (1988), cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised), p.7 
5 AURISA, Glossary of Terms Technical Monograph No.3, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms 
Monograph 2 (Revised), p.9 
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AMG 
Abbreviation for Australian Map Grid. 
Australian Map Grid: A set of coordinates based on geographic coordinates using the 
Australian National Spheroid as the basis for the transformation parameters. 
Annotation 
Descriptive text used to label coverage features. Annotation is not topologically linked 
with other features. Used for display purposes; it is not used in analysis. Information 
stored for annotation include a text string, the location at which it can be displayed, and 
a text symbol (colour, font, size, etc.) for displaying the annotation. More than one set 
of annotation can be created for a coverage.6 
Text on a drawing or map associated with identifying or explaining graphics entities 
shown.7 
Area 
A closed figure (polygon) bounded by one or more arc features that enclose a 
homogeneous area. Examples of area features are states, counties, lakes, land use areas, 
and census tracts. 8 
AS2482 
An Australian standard (no. 2482) which established a file structure and formats for the 
interchange of digital mapping data and associated information.9 
As-constructed survey 
An "as constructed" (or "as built") survey comprises measurements made to show 
where engineering services are located. It is distinct from information shown on 
engineering plans in focusing on actual location rather than a designed location. The "as 
constructed" survey therefore records changes regarding location of services occurring 
between the time of approval of engineering drawings and the time when services are 
actually constructed and commissioned. 
An important use of "as constructed" surveys is to draw attention to the presence of 
underground services such as buried pipes and cables. This information helps to find 
services for maintenance purposes. It also helps to prevent damage if new excavation 
6 Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., A Glossary of GIS and ARC/INFO Terms, 
(Redlands, California: ESRI, 1990), cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 
(Revised), p.lO 
7 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS (Fountain Hills, AZ: A-E-C Automation Newsletter, 1990), cited in AURISA, 
Glossary ofTerms Monograph 2 (Revised), p.IO 
8 Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., A Glossary of GIS and ARC/INFO Terms, 
cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised), p.ll 
9 Department of Lands (Qld)., Register of Key Terms, Prepared by the Division of Information, 
Department of Lands, Queensland (1990), cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 
(Revised), p.ll 
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works are carried out in the vicinity of buried services. A further important use of "as 
constructed" surveys is in designing extensions to existing facilities. 10 
Existing "as constructed" information often has to be captured by field techniques due 
to the paucity and spatial inaccuracy of records held by registering authorities. 
Attribute 
A descriptive characteristic of a feature. An attribute asks a question about it: what, 
where, how big, how many, when, etc. The answers are the values stored in a data base. 
Cartographic attributes describe how to display map information (colour, length, 
height, width, etc.) while non graphic data attributes describe the mapped feature (what 
it is, what it cost, when it was built).ll 
Attribute Value 
A specific quality or quantity assigned to an attribute, e.g. for the attribute 'type of 
metal' the value 'steel', or 'width of carriageway' the value '10.0' .12 
Audit Trail 
Is a record of the file updating that takes place during a specific transaction. It enables a 
trace to be kept of all operations on files. 13 
Australian Geodetic Datum 
Datum adopted by the Australian National Mapping Council for computation of 
geodetic surveys in Australia. It is defined by parameters describing the size, shape, 
position and orientation of the Australian National Spheroid (ANS). Two coordinate 
sets, AGD66 and AGD84, based on different adjustments of the geodetic network are 
presently in use. 14 
Australian Height Datum (AHD) 
Datum adopted by the National Mapping Council for Australia. Datum is defined by a 
simultaneous adjustment of 97,230 km of two-way levelling. Mean sea level for 1966-
68 was held at zero for 30 tide gauges around the coast of the continent. 15 
10 John S. Cook, 'A Proposal for a Program of Research into Digital Land Boundary 
Information', (Brisbane: Surveying Department, Queensland University of Technology, 
February 1991) p.18 
11 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems (New York: Oxford 
University Press 1991), cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised), p.12 
12 P.J. Shand and R.V. Moore (eds), The Association for Geographic Information Yearbook I989, 
Prepared for the Association of Geographic Information (UK), (London: Taylor and Francis, 
1989), cited in AURISA, Glossary ojTerms Monograph 2 (Revised), p.12 
13 The British Computer Society, A Glossary of Computing Terms: An Introduction; edited by the 
British Computer Society Schools Committee Glosary Working Party, 5th edition, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988), cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 
(Revised), p.l2 
14 National Mapping Council of Australia, The Australian Geodetic Datum Technical Manual, 
Special Publication No.1 0, National Mapping Council of Australia, (Canberra: Australian 
Government Publishing Service, 1986), pp.2-3 
15 ibid., pp.60-61 
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Australian Map Grid (AMG) 
The metric cartesian coordinate system defined from a Transverse Mercator Projection 
of latitude and longitude on the Australian Geodetic Datum. It is defined by standard 
formulae and corresponds with the Universal Transverse Mercator Grid. 16 
Australian National Spheroid (ANS) 
Mathematical Figure of the earth adopted by the National Mapping Council for 
computation of geodetic surveys in Australia. 17 
Azimuth 
A horizontal direction expressed as the angle subtended clockwise from a fixed 
direction (usually true north) to an object.18 
Base Map 
A map showing planimetric topographic and/or cadastral information accurately 
referenced to a specific coordinate system, usually used as a "base" for showing 
thematic or network data subject to change. 19 
Bearing 
Horizontal angle at a given point measured clockwise from a specific reference datum 
to a second point. 20 
Boundary 
Either the physical objects marking the limits of a property or an imaginary line or 
surface marking the division between two legal estates?1 
Breakline 
A structure line that depicts an abrupt change of grade. 22 
Cadastral Instance 
Snapshot of the digital cadastre at a given point in time. The Zeroth cadastral Instance 
is at implementation of proposed system. Positive cadastral instances occur at dates 
subsequent to implementation. Negative cadastral instances occur at dates prior to 
implementation. 23 
16 ibid., pp.3-4 
17 ibid., pp.2-3 
18 Department of Lands (Qld), Register of Key Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms 
Monograph 2 (Revised) p.14 
19 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.15 
20 S.G. Guptill (ed.), A Process for Evaluating Geographic Information Systems, cited in 
AURISA, Glossary ofTerms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.15 
21 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 
cited in AURISA, Glossary ofTerms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.l6 
22 Department of Lands (Qld)., Register of Key Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms 
Monograph 2 (Revised) p.16 
23 Graeme M. Brooke and JohnS. Cook. 'Topological data structure with key emphasis given to 
linkages to the Australian Geodetic Datum, Digital Cadastral Data Base and other dependent 
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Cadastral Organisation 
A system whose function is to create and communicate knowledge of rights and 
obligations concerning real property for the purpose of exercising social control in the 
use of natural resources. 
Cadastral Plate 
A cadastral plate is a homogeneous area of survey accuracy comprising a number of 
land parcels. The homogeneity is likely to arise where: 
• a number of parcels were created at the same time by the same surveyor and 
recorded on the same plan. 
• successive plans of survey cover adjacent areas in such a way that there is continuity 
in azimuth and precision. 
• new surveys connect to earlier and more extensive surveys in such a way that there 
is commonality between adopted survey marks and continuity of azimuth and 
precision.24 
The concept of homogeneity is a key factor in identifying surveying control 
requirements to link cadastral plates together. 
Cadastral Survey 
A survey which creates, marks, defines, retraces or re-establishes the boundaries and 
subdivisions of private property or public lands. From the French "cadastre", a poll tax 
register - a public record of the extent, value and ownership of land for purposes of 
taxation. 25 
Cadastral Survey Process 
The process includes: 
• the determination and marking of the position of the boundaries of a parcel/parcels 
of land by a Licensed Surveyor in accordance with The Surveyors Act 1977, 
Surveyors Regulations 1978 and other relevant legislation, 
• the presentation and lodgement of the Licensed Surveyor's determination of the 
boundaries in a format (usually plotted on a fixed format plan form in accordance 
with standards shown in the Survey Plan Manual) for examination by a Registering 
Authority, and 
• the examination and verification of the information shown on the plan by a 
Registering Authority before registration of the surveyor's work by amendment of 
the cadastre. 
Cadastre 
A cadastre is normally a parcel based, up-to date land infomation system containing a 
record of interests in land (e.g. rights, restrictions and responsibilities). It usually 
data sets', School of Surveying, Queensland University of Technology (23 January 1992), 
Appendix A 
24 JohnS. Cook, A Proposal for a Program of Research into Digital Land Boundary Information, 
p.l8 
25 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.l7. 
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includes a geometric description of land parcels linked to other records describing the 
nature of those interests, and often the value of the parcel and its improvements.Z6 
A cadastre is a methodically arranged public inventory of data concerning properties 
within a certain county or district, based on a survey of their boundaries. Such 
properties are systematically identified by means of some separate designation. The 
outlines or boundaries of the property and the parcel identifier are normally shown on 
large-scale maps which, together with the registers, may show for each separate 
property the nature, size, value and legal rights associated with the parcel.27 
Calibration 
Determining the relationship between measurement with an instrument and standard or 
"known" values.28 
Catalogue 
A collection of detailed information about whole data sets.Z9 
Centroid 
Strictly speaking, the "centre of gravity" or mathematically exact center of a plain, 
regular or irregular-shaped polygon; often given as an X-Y coordinate of a parcel of 
land. However, in many cases the centroid is shifted by users to a more convenient 
location and is then known as the "para-centroid".30 
Certificate of Title 
An instrument evidencing the estate in land held by a person (commonly associated 
with the Torrens System of land ownership registration)? 1 
Classification Level 
A means of applying a hierarchal level of acceptance of evidence in boundary 
reinstatement wherein: Primary Level includes natural boundaries and original 
monuments; Secondary Level includes old occupations, long undisputed, statements of 
length, bearing or direction as amended by Reported cases; and Tertiary Level includes 
abuttals and recent undisputed occupations supportive of the reinstatement. 
26 International Federation of Surveyors. Statement on the Cadastre. Canberra, Australia (1995) 
cited in Ian Williamson and Stig Enemark, 'Understanding Cadastral Maps'. Australian 
Surveyor. Vol.41 No.1 (March 1996) p.39 
27 Department of Lands (Qld)., Register of Key Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms 
Monograph 2 (Revisedfp.18 
28 J. Star and J. Estes, Geographic Information Systems: An Introduction, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice-Hall, 1990), cited in AURISA, A Glossary ofTerms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.18 
29 ibid. 
30 AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised), prepared by Gary J. Hunter for the 
Australasian Urban & Regional Information Systems Association and the Australasian Land 
Information Council, (Melbourne: AURISA, 1991) p.19 
31 Department of Lands (Qld)., Register of Key Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms 
Monograph 2 (Revised) p.19 
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Connectivity 
The ability to "trace" from a source to any given point. An AMIFM example: in an 
electric distribution system where each individual circuit can be traced from connection 
to connection. Connectivity is dependent upon the existence of topology within the data 
set.32 
Coordinated Cadastre 
Digital cadastre where the coordination of cadastral features is given some legal 
weight.33 
System where, instead of maintaining boundary monuments, measurements from 
boundary points are referred to control nets and are accepted as sufficient evidence to 
determine the precise location of the boundary points at any one time. 34 
Coterminous 
Having the same or coincident boundaries. Two adjacent polygons are coterminous 
when they share the same boundary (such as a street centreline).35 
Crown Grant 
The first title issued when the land ownership has been transferred from the Crown to 
the grantee?6 
Crown Land 
Any land which has not been alienated by the Crown.37 
Data Base, Relational 
A scheme by which information stored on a computer can be input and retrieved 
independent from other related data. A relational data base has its strength in its ability 
to relate information easily and quickly, and most importantly, transparently to he user. 
The disadvantage of the relational data base has been historically one of performance 
and retrieval speed. The major advantage of the relational database is in its flexibility 
and versatility such that though many different types of data are stored independently of 
one another, the data can be easily retrieved and linked without knowledge of the data 
structure. 38 
32 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.l9 
33 Graeme M. Brooke and John S. Cook, 'Topological data structure with key emphasis given to 
linkages to the Australian Geodetic Datum, Digital Cadastral Data Base and other dependent 
data sets', Appendix A 
34 AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.24 
35 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.25 
36 AURISA, Glossary of Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) 
p.25 
37 AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.25 
38 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.26 
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Deed 
A written instrument that, when executed and delivered, conveys an estate in real 
property therein. An essential component of a deed is a description of the property 
("legal description") that accurately and precisely locates the property without oral 
testimony.39 
Declared Survey Area (DSA) 
These areas may encompass one or more Local Controlled Areas. Their principal 
significance is in describing areas in which special technical specifications for cadastral 
surveys are to apply after their declaration. These specifications need to relate to: 
• the style of surveying and reporting on error analysis. 
• the provision of data in electronic format and the standards necessary for spatial 
information transfer.40 
Densification 
The process of adding monuments to a survey control network for the purpose of 
simplifying a survey that requires a monument as a reference point for recording the 
location of some feature. A survey can be simplified by having a control network 
monument nearby, because time and risk of error is minimised.41 
Digital Cadastral Data Base (DCDB) 
A computer record of the cadastral boundaries of all land parcels within a defined area 
linked to their legal description and stored in a data base.42 
A computer based graphic index of the State's land boundaries framework and a source 
of key cadastral identifiers and attributes. The DCDB was originally acquired by 
digitising the land boundaries shown on the best available cadastral maps and is being 
upgraded using data from new survey plans. 
Digital Cadastre 
Electronic store of cadastral information, be it to survey or graphical accuracy.43 
Fiscal Cadastre 
An up-to-date official record for the jurisdiction, state, or country which shows, for 
each land parcel, the name and address of the taxable or rateable owner, the address of 
the parcel, a legal description of the parcel, its current and planned use, and a dated 
evaluation of the land and any improvements on it.44 
39 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.29 
40 JohnS. Cook, A Proposal for a Program of Research into Digital Land Boundary Information, 
p.l8 
41 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.29 
42 Department of Lands (Qld)., Register of Key Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms 
Monograph 2 (Revised) p.30 
43 Graeme M. Brooke and John S. Cook. 'Topological data structure with key emphasis given to 
linkages to the Australian Geodetic Datum, Digital Cadastral Data Base and other dependent 
data sets', Appendix A. 
44 AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.36 
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That part of cadastral organisation concerned with obligations of land holders to pay 
taxes based on attributes of land parcels and provides a basis for deriving a state land 
tax and local authority rates revenue. 
Graphical Cadastre 
Representation of the cadastre to graphical accuracy. Not meant for survey accuracy 
querying. 45 
Based on a large scale map, which is the sole representation of the physical boundaries 
of the terrain and the property boundaries.46 
Identification Survey 
Identification surveys are undertaken to remeasure and remark boundaries of a land 
parcel. A plan recording the measurements taken during the Identification Survey is 
prepared and deposited with the Department of Lands for the information of other 
surveyors. The plan is not examined by Departmental staff for conformity with survey 
regulations. An Identification Survey does not involve changes to title documents. If 
serious discrepancies are revealed in dimensions when compared with title dimensions, 
a resurvey of the subject parcel would be undertaken. 
Land Boundary Data 
Any attribute of land which can be related or linked to a discrete land parcel. 
Land Parcel 
An area of land, usually with some implication for land ownership or land use.47 
The smallest available proprietary unit bounded by artificial boundaries formed by right 
lines and/or by natural boundaries. Segments of roads and other public areas similarly 
bounded are included in the definition. 
Land Registration 
The recording of rights in land through deeds or a title.48 
Land Tenure 
The mode of holding rights in land49 • 
45 Graeme M. Brooke and John S. Cook, 'Topological data structure with key emphasis given to 
linkages to the Australian Geodetic Datum, Digital Cadastral Data Base and other dependent 
data sets', Appendix A 
46 AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.40 
47 Lord Chorley (Chairman), Report to the Secretary of State for the Environment of the 
Committee of Enquiry into the Handling of Geographic Information, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.49 
48 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries, cited in AURISA, Glossary of 
Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.50 
49 ibid. 
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Land Title Recordation System 
The process of recording information about legal claims to land, including transfer of 
ownership based upon deeds and wills; security interests based upon judgements, 
mortgages, and construction lines; and other interests such as easements and public and 
utility rights-of-way.50 
Land Title 
The evidence of a person's rights to land. 51 
Land Transfer 
The transfer of rights in land. 52 
Layer 
Logical computer graphics and CAD concept used to distinguish subdivided groups of 
data within a given computerised map or drawing. May be thought of as a series of 
electronic transparencies (overlaid) in any order, containing information pertaining to a 
specific set of related data such as an electric distribution system. A workstation 
operator may specify display element to be visible (on) or invisible (off). 53 
A collection of points, not necessarily interdependent, which may be exclusively 
displayed, edited or output as a subset of the total data base. A layer is an appropriate 
means of displaying points with similar, but not necessarily the same, plot codes. 
Legal Cadastre 
An official legal record for a jurisdiction, state or country, showing legal ownership, 
tenure, rights, ownership of interests, and area and description of the land, all in terms 
of the legal parcel. 54 
That part of cadastral organisation concerned with registration of documentation 
relating to the rights and interest in land. 
Licensed Surveyor 
A person who has their registration in the Register of Surveyors endorsed to the effect 
that they may perform cadastral surveys. 
Local Controlled Area 
These areas are the key to being able to provide regular up-dating of digital land 
boundary data in an economical way. The mechanism for up-dating this data needs to 
50 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.50 
51 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries, cited in AURISA, Glossary of 
Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.50 
52 ibid. 
53 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.51 
54 AURISA, Glossary ofTerms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.51 
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be integrated with the mechanisms for registering plans in land registry offices. The 
areas themselves have the following features: 
• they incorporate one or more cadastral plates. 
• they are bounded by readily identifiable natural or artificial features. 
• their boundaries coincide, wherever possible, with administrative boundaries and the 
area hierarchies pertaining to the collection of statistical data. 
• they provide a convenient block of data for purposes of adjustment of raw surveying 
data. 
The need to update and readjust data within a Local Controlled Area will arise where: 
• new land boundaries are created through land subdivision. 
• boundary measurements are refined through resurveys (which have the effect of 
amending title documents) and identification surveys which remeasure and remark 
boundaries (without changes to title documents). 
• refinement of control values affects the relationship of all points within the Local 
Controlled Area. 55 
Lineage 
Information about the data source, particularly the original scale and accuracy. 56 
Local Survey Network 
A survey network based upon monuments not located in relation to their absolute 
position on the earth's geoid. Maps that are created from measurements based upon a 
local survey network are accurate only within the geographic area covered by the 
monuments and are not accurate in relationship to the earth's geoid. Contrast a local 
survey network with a Geodetic Survey Network. 57 
Logical consistency 
Refer to the topological structure of the data within a data base and its ability to relate 
spatial elements to each other without contradictions. 58 
Lookup Table 
A array of data values that can be quickly accessed by a computer program to convert 
data from one form to another, e.g., from attribute values to colours. 59 
Monument 
A physical marker embedded in the earth in as permanent a form as possible. The 
location of the monument is recorded for future use when measuring the location of an 
entity on the ground.60 
55 JohnS. Cook, A Proposal for a Program of Research into Digital Land Boundary Information, 
p.19 
56 S.G. Guptill (ed.), 'A Process for Evaluating Geographic Information Systems'. 
57 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems. 
58 S.G. Guptill (ed.), A Process for Evaluating Geographic Information Systems, cited in 
AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.53 
59 P.A. Burrough, Principles of Geographical Information Systems for Land resources Asessment, 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1986) cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.53 
60 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.58 
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These are any marks, whether permanent or temporary, artificial or natural by which the 
boundaries of land are defined. 
Multipurpose Cadastre 
A parcel-based land information system consisting of a geodetic reference frame, a base 
map that uses the geodetic references to both the geodetic reference frame and features 
on the base map. Unique parcel identifiers on the cadastral overlay allow integration of 
the data with other parcel-based legal, fiscal, and resource data.61 
That part of cadastral organisation where the land parcel of the legal cadastre is used as 
a basis for geo-coding a variety of spatially oriented data not included within the legal 
or fiscal cadastres. 
Network (survey) 
A series of connected survey points that provide a spatial framework for an area. 62 
Normalisation 
The decomposition of a complex data structure into simple, flat files (relation). 
Normalisation creates separate files that have common data fields, replacing the 
associations represented by pointers and keys in hierarchal and network data 
structures. 63 
Occupation 
Physical features used in reference to land boundaries (e.g. fences, hedges, buildings).64 
Parcel 
A parcel is the fundamental unit of land ownership, the basic building block for 
maintaining land information, including the information about rights and interests.65 
Parcel (type). 66 
Type 1: The smallest available proprietary unit bounded by artificial boundaries formed 
by right lines. 
Type 2: The smallest available proprietary unit bounded either wholly by natural 
boundaries or partly by natural boundaries and partly by right lines. 
Type 3: Segments of roads and other public areas bounded by natural or artificial 
boundaries and surveyed connection. 
61 ibid., p.59 
62 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries, cited in AURISA, Glossary of 
Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.59 
63 ibid., p.60 
64 AURISA, Glossary of Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) 
p.61. 
65 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.63 
66 Graeme M. Brooke and JohnS. Cook. 'Topological data structure with key emphasis given to 
linkages to the Australian Geodetic Datum, Digital Cadastral Data Base and other dependent 
data sets', Appendix A 
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Type 4: Segments of roads and other public areas bounded by natural or artificial 
boundaries and computed connections. 
Physical Cadastre 
The legal cadastre as it exists on the ground. Modelled as a graphical, digital or 
coordinated cadastre. 67 
Plate 
An areas of homogeneity of error, usually represented by the original lot from which a 
subject parcel has been excised. A plate can also be the amalgamation of the plans of a 
subdivision wherein the dimensions of the "lot" are represented by the surround of the 
subdivision. 
Polygon 
An areal feature defined by the series of arcs comprising its boundary. A polygon 
contains a label point inside its boundary and has attributes that describe the geographic 
features it represents. 68 
Polygonisation 
A spatial analysis function that creates polygons from the attributes of features on a 
map based upon certain spatial or statistical criteria. 69 
Precision 
(l)Degree of accuracy; generally refers to the number of significant digits of 
information to the right of the decimal point. 
(2)Statistical; the degree of variation about the mean.70 
Quality 
An essential or distinguishing characteristic necessary for spatial data to be fit for use.71 
Quality Assurance 
Referring to procedures for ensuring that an activity meets specified accuracy and 
precision. 72 
Reference Mark 
A Survey Mark which is discernibly eccentric to a comer and referenced to the comer 
by a bearing and distance from the comer or by any unique combination of bearings, 
distances and offsets. 
67 ibid. 
68 Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., A Glossary of GIS and ARC/INFO Terms, 
cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.65 
69 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.66 
70 P.A. Burrough, Principles of Geographical Information Systems for Land resources Asessment, 
cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.66 
71 U.S. Department of Commerce, Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS) FIPS Pub I73, p.8 
72 J. Star and J. Estes, Geographic Information Systems: An Introduction, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.68 
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Registration of Land Boundary Data 
A verification process by which a registering body can guarantee the attributes and 
spatial position of land boundary data for users of the data. 
Registration of Title 
A system whereby a register of ownership of land is maintained based upon the parcel 
rather than the owner or the deeds of transfer.73 
Reinstatement 
The process of redefining the boundary corners of a parcel of land. 
Relate 
An operation establishing a connection between corresponding records in two tables 
using an item common to both. Each record in one table is connected to one or more 
records in the other table that share the same value for common item. A relate gives 
access to additional feature attributes not stored in a single table. The connection is only 
temporary. 74 
Resolution 
The minimum difference between two independently measured or computed values 
which can be distinguished by the measured or analytical method being considered or 
used.75 
Rubber Sheeting 
The transformation of spatial data to stretch or compress them to fit with other data.76 
Schema 
A list of data types used in creating the database and a list of the nongraphic data items 
that will be used to describe associated data. 77 
Sliver 
A gap between two lines, created erroneously by a scanner and its raster-vector 
software, or during polygon overlay.78 
Spatial Data 
73 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries, cited in AURISA, Glossary of 
Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.70 
74 Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., A Glossary of GIS and ARC/INFO Terms, 
cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.71 
75 Geological Survey, US Department of the Interior, Spatial Data Transfer Standard- SDTS, 
p.198 
76 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries, cited in AURISA, Glossary of 
Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.72 
77 A-E-C Automation Newsletter, Intelligent Infrastructure Workbook - A Management Level 
Primer on GIS, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.73 
78 P.A. Burrough, Principles of Geographical Information Systems for Land resources Asessment, 
cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.74 
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Data pertaining to the location of geographical entities together with their spatial 
dimensions. Spatial data are classified as point, line, area or surface.79 
Data which requires position and orientation to fully describe its attributes. 
Stakeholders 
The stakeholders (of a commercial organisation) usually include: 
• employees - expecting money commensurate with the work they do 
• suppliers - expecting money in return for goods and services 
• customers - expecting quality goods and services in return for money 
• investors - expecting capital growth and/or interest on capital 
• govemrnnet - expecting compliance with rules, and payment for government 
services. 80 
Strata Title 
Title to land that is not necessarily divided horizontally, such as in high rise buildings 
or for mining rights.81 
Street Segment 
The physical entity of a travelway that begins at one street intersection and ends at the 
next. It is the basic unit for building topology in a street network and is defined 
uniquely by the name of the street and the range of addresses along the segment. 82 
Survey Code 
An alphanumeric or numeric code used to distinguish a point as independent of points 
within another layer set of which it is not a member or, interdependent on other points 
within the layer set of which it is a member. 
Survey Mark 
An artificial object which marks, or is slightly eccentric to, the position of comers and 
changes in directions of boundaries. 
Tag 
A descriptive element in a database. A database field such as "UPDATED= 01/10/88" 
is composed of a tag to indicate the meaning of the data to follow, and the data itself (in 
this case, a date). A tag may also be used as a pointer into another data base.83 
79 S.G. Guptill (ed.), A Process for Evaluating Geographic Information Systems, cited in 
AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.75 
80 Russell L. Ackoff, Creating the corporate future: plan or be planned for, (New York: Wiley, 
1981) p.29, cited in Cook, A Cybernetic approach to land management issues, Phd Thesis, 
Queensland University of Technology (1994) p.92 
81 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries, cited in AURISA, Glossary of 
Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.77 
82 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.78 
83 J. Star and J. Estes, Geographic Information Systems: An Introduction, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.79 
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Topological Data Structure 
The explicit definition of how map features represented by points, lines and areas are 
related. For example, a street segment is explicitly defined as endpoints of other street 
segments. All street segments are defined as being either a border of an area (such as a 
block), or entirely within an area (such as postcode area). Attribute data stored within 
the data bases of a GIS usually define these explicit relationships. 84 
Topological Error Checking 
Process of ensuring that the logical consistency of the data is intact, that is, all polygons 
are closed, all arcs are connected to nodes etc. 85 
Topology 
The study of properties of a geometric figure that are not dependent upon absolute 
position, such as connectivity.86 
Torrens Title System 
A central government register of freehold land comprising a separate folio for each 
parcel in which is recorded ownership and matters affecting this parcel. 87 
A particular form of legal cadastre where : 
the principle form of addressing information contained in the register is by way of a 
unique land parcel identifier effectively making the System a parcel-based land 
information system. 
• information contained in the register is conclusive evidence of title with few 
exceptions which supports the System tenet of the doctrine of indefeasibility of title. 
• persons deprived of land or suffering loss through operation of the register are 
entitled to compensation through an assurance scheme which supports the System 
tenet of the doctrine of guarantee of title. 
Unique Identifier 
A name or description which is unique to one polygon in a GIS and clearly identifies 
and separates it from all other polygons. An example is the land parcel identifier in a 
DCDB.88 
Update 
The process of adding current information to replace that which is no longer 
applicable (e.g. changes in ownership, parcel boundaries following subdivision).89 
84 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.82 
85 S.G. Guptill (ed.), A Process for Evaluating Geographic Information Systems, cited in 
AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.82 
86 P.F. Dale and J.D. McLaughlin, Land Information Management: An Introduction with Special 
Reference to Cadastral Problems in Third World Countries, cited in AURISA, Glossary of 
Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.82 
87 Department of Lands (Qld)., Register of Key Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms 
Monograph 2 (Revised) p.82 
88 ibid., p.84 
89 AURISA, Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.84 
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Upgrade 
The process to improve the absolute accuracy of each digitised corner with respect to 
its true geographic value.90 
Vertical Data Integration 
The aggradation of detailed data from a data base into consecutively larger groupings 
for use by higher organisational levels in managements and policy applications, 
usually in the form of summary or statistical reports or data files. 91 
90 Department of Lands (Qld)., Register of Key Terms, cited in AURISA, Glossary of Terms 
Monograph 2 (Revised) p.84 
91 W.E. Huxhold, An Introduction to Urban Geographic Information Systems, cited in AURISA, 
Glossary of Terms Monograph 2 (Revised) p.86 
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APPENDIX4 
MORETON MODEL DATA TRANSFER STANDARD 
A4.1. FILE STRUCTURES FORMAT 
RECORD ID 
RECORD SEQUENCE RELATIONAL STATUS ATIRIBUTE GRAPHICAL 
TYPE NUMBER REFERENCE FIELDS FIELDS 
A4.2 STANDARD NUMBERING CODES 
Meta Data 0000-0099 Sewerage 0300-0399 Topographic 0600-0699 
Parcel 0100-0199 Drainage 0400-0499 
Water 0200-0299 Roads 0500-0599 
A4.3 CADASTRAL SPECIFICATION 
A431 R d T . . ecor .ypes 
1 BOUNDARY SEGMENT NUMBER 
2 PLAN TYPE PLAN NUMBER 
3 POLYGON IDENTIFIER 
A4.3.2 Standards of Survey Accuracy 
' 
A4 3 2 1 Mark Class ... 
MARK CLASS 
Class Typical Applications c*for one sigma 
3a Special high precision surveys 1 
2a High precision geodetic surveys 3 
A National and State geodetic surveys 7.5 
B Survey control densification 15 
c Survey coordination projects 30 
D Lower class projects 50 
E Lower class projects 100 
A4 3 2 2Mark Order ... 
MARK ORDER 
Class Order c*for one sigma 
3A 00 (special high precision) 1 
2A 0 3 
A 1 7.5 
B 2 15 
c 3 30 
D 4 50 
E 5 100 
I 
I 
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A4 4 M taD ta R d T . e a ecor .·ypes 
ecord Description 
e 
00 COUNCIL ID NO 
10 LGA CODE 
20 DEVELOPERS ID 
30 APPLICATION DESCRIPTION 
40 APPLICATION DATE 
50 ENGINEERS ID 
51 CONSTRUCTION CATEGORY 
60 SURVEYORS ID 
61 SURVEY CATEGORY 
70 SURVEY DATE 
80 CANCELLED LOTS 
90 SURVEY CONTROL 
A4.4.1 Metadata File Format 
RECORD_TYPE COUNCIL_ID_NO 
RECORD_ TYPE,LGA_CODE 
RECORD_ TYPE,DEVELOPERS_ID 
RECORD_ TYPE,APPLICATION_DESCRIPTION 
RECORD_ TYPE,APPLICATION_DATE 
RECORD_ TYPE,ENGINEERS_ID 
RECORD_ TYPE,SURVEYORS_ID 
RECORD_ TYPE,SURVEY _DATE 
RECORD_ TYPE,CANCELLED_LOTS 
(PARENT _PARCEL_NUMBER,PARENT _PLAN_ TYPE, PARENT _PLAN_NUMBER) 
RECORD_ TYPE,SURVEY _POINT _NUMBER,FROMITO_POINT, 
MARK_ TYPE,LOCAL_X,LOCAL_ Y,EASTING,NORTHING,MARK_DESCRIPTION,MARK_ 
CLASS,MARK_ORDER,COORDINATE_SYSTEM 
A4.4.2 Construction/Survey Categories 
A4.4.2.1 CONSTRUCTION_ CATEGORY 
1. Earthworks (subdivisional shapinq "cut/fill") 
2. Roadworks 
3. Stormwater Drainaqe 
4. Sewerage 
5. Water Reticulation 
6. All Categories 
A4422SURVEY CATEGORY ... 
1. Cadastral 
2. Roadworks 
3. Stormwater Drainaqe 
4. Sewerage 
5. Water Reticulation 
6. Topographic 
7. All Cateqories 
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A4 5 BOUNDARY SEGMENT BLOCK . 
Type Description 
1 Surveyed line boundary 
2 Unsurveyed line boundary 
3 Surveyed natural boundary 
4 Unsurveyed natural boundary 
5 Survey control radiation 
6 Road parcel boundary line 
7 Surveyed road boundary line 
8 Unsurveyed road boundary line 
9 Surveyed natural road boundary 
10 Unsurveyed natural road boundary 
A4.6 POL YGON_BLOCK 
A4.6.1 PARCEL TYPE 
Type Description 
1 PROPERTY PARCEL 
2 EASEMENT 
3 ROAD PARCEL 
4 INTERSECTION 
5 WATERWAY CORRIDOR 
6 RAILWAY 
A4 6 2 LAND USE PLANNED .. 
Type Description 
1 Residential 
2 Rural 
3 Park 
4 Road 
5 Access Restriction Strip 
6 Access Easement 
7 Service Easement 
8 Overland flow Easement 
9 Underqround Pipe Easement 
10 Reserved Use 
A4.7 CADASTRAL DATA DICTIONARY 
RECORD TYPE DATA TYPE AND 
FIELD SIZE 
ADMINISTRATION AREA 
STATUS* A flaQ indicatinQ what the data represents. 1(4) 
LGA_CODE The code for the Local Government Area used in the 1(3) 
BOUNDARY POINT NUMBER • Australian Geographic Classifications•. 
BOUNDARY POINT 
STATUS* A flaQ indicatinQ what the data represents. 1(4) 
BOUNDARY_ POINT_ NUMBER A temporary unique station number on the surveyor's AN(12) 
plan. The number given to a boundary point within the 
data set. 
EASTING The easting of the BOUNDARY POINT D(10,3) 
NORTHING The northing of the BOUNDARY POINT D(11 ,3) 
ELEVATION The height of the BOUNDARY_ POINT in relation to the D(8,3) 
defined survey height datum. 
BOUNDARY SEGMENT 
STATUS* A flaQ indicating what the data represents. 1(4) 
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BEARING The direction of the line in relation to a specific reference D(8,4) 
datum, measured clockwise and expressed in angular 
units. (The reference datum could be grid, North, True 
North, etc) 
BOUNDARY_SEGMENT_ The number given to a boundary segment. AN(12) 
NUMBER 
DISTANCE The length of the shortest path between two points D(10,3) 
(Assumed 1 00 km maxj 
FROM_POINT The UFI of a point forming the "from• part of an AN(12) 
observation, such as the point from which an angle is 
"swung" 
FRONT AGE_ TYPE The type of parcel frontage AN(4) includes 
feature code 
LINE_ TYPE The type of BOUNDARY _SEGMENT in regards to its AN(4) 
I geometric construction 
RADIUS The radius of a circular arc D{10,3) 
TO_POINT The UFI of a point forming the •to• part of an observation, AN(12) 
such as the point to which an angle is •swung•. (Used with 
FROM POINT) 
INCLUDES_LEFT PARCEL_NUMBER, ROAD_NAME OR AN(12) 
WATERCOURSE_NAME left of the BOUNDARY_ 
SEGMENT 
INCLUDES_RIGHT PARCEL_NUMBER, ROAD_NAME OR AN(12) 
WATERCOURSE_NAME right of the 
BOUNDARY SEGMENT 
EASEMENT 
STATUS* A flaq indicatinq what the data represents. 1(4) 
EASEMENT _IDENTIFIER Reference to land possessing dominant rights over a AN(?) 
j:>arcel 
WIDTH The maximum horizontal measurement taken at right D(5,3) 
angles to the length. 
PROPERTY PARCEL 
STATUS* A flag indicatinq what the data represents. 1(4) 
LEGAL_AREA The spatial are of a parcel, as recorded for fiscal 1(10) 
purposes on the face of a deposited plan and/or the title 
document. 
PARCEL_NUMBER The number of a PARCEL, unique within a PLAN. Often AN(4) 
forms part of the PARCEL IDENTIFIER. 
PARCEL TYPE The type of parcel 
PLAN NUMBER The number of a plan, unique for a particular type of plan AN{8) 
PLAN_ TYPE The type of plan which, together with a PLAN_ NUMBER AN(3) 
forms a unique identifier for a plan. 
POL YGON_INDICATOR An indicator that flags polygons comprising the parcel. 
(******should the polygon record type be included with a 
I parcel indicator, this may be a better option ??????) 
EASEMENT _IDENTIFIER Whether an entity is subject to an easement or not. ie. 
Description of the Easement (eg, Ease A RP 123456) or 
null 
TENURE_ TYPE The way the feature is held. For example, lease, AN(4) 
freehold, etc 
CORRIDOR PARCEL 
STATUS* A flag indicating what the data represents. 1{4) 
AREA The area of the corridor parcel 1(10) 
PARCEL_IDENTIFIER The unique identification for the corridor parcel, indicated AN(10) 
by the PARCEL IDENTIFIER TYPE 
PARCEL _IDENTIFIER_ TYPE An indication of which components make up the AN(10) 
PARCEL IDENTIFIER 
II f'ARCEL TYPE The type of parcel (eq road, creek, railway etc.) 
ROAD 
STATUS* A flaq indicating what the data represents. 1(4) 
ROAD IDENTIFIER Elements which identify a road 1(4) 
STREET NAME The full street name used to identify the street location. AN(30) 
STREET TYPE The shortened form of the street type used in the street AN(7) 
naming system. Conforming to the Australian Street 
Address Standard. 
SUBURB NAME The official name of the suburb association with the AN(20) 
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entitv. 
WATERWAY 
STATUS* A flag indicating what the data represents. 1(4) 
WATERWAY 
-
Elements which identify a waterway 1(4) 
IDENTIFIER 
WATERWAY _NAME The full waterway name used to identify the waterway AN(30) 
location. 
WATERWAY_TYPE The shortened form of the waterway type used in the AN(5) 
waterway naming system. 
INTERSECTION 
STATUS* A flag indicating what the data represents. 1(4) 
INTERSECTION 
-
Elements which identify an intersection 1(4) 
IDENTIFIER 
ROAD_INTERSECTING The STREET _NAME of the ROAD abuting the AN(30) 
intersection. 
I NO_ ROADS INTERSECTING The number of roads intersecting. 1(2) 
AY 
.TUS* A flag indicating what the data represents. 1(4) 
WAY IDENTIFIER Elements which identify a railway 1(4) 
RAILWAY_NAME The full railway name used to identify the railway AN(30) 
location. 
RAILWAY_TYPE The shortened form of the waterway type used in the 
waterway naming system. 
SURVEY LINE 
STATUS* A flag indicating what the data represents. 1(4) 
SURVEY _NUMBER A number applied to a survey document which when 
used with the survey type, provides a unique survey 
reference number. 
FROM_POINT The unique feature identifier of a point forming the from AN(12) 
part of an observation 
TO_POINT The unique feature identifier of a point forming the to part AN(12) 
of an observation 
SURVEY _STATUS An indication that the boundary has been surveyed or 
not, is 'unproven• or "historical". 
LINE TYPE A character indicating the type of line in a survey 
" 
SURVEY POINT 
STATUS* A flag indicating what the data represents. 1(4) 
MARK_ CLASS A function of the precision of a set of coordinates relating 
to the survey mark, assigned on the basis of the field 
survey methods, reduction techniques and results of a 
minimally constrained network adjustment. 
SURVEY POINT NUMBER The number given to the survey point. 
MARK CONDITION The last known physical state of a survey mark. 
MARK DESCRIPTION The physical description of a survey mark. 
MARK NAME The geographic name given to a survey mark. 
MARK_NUMBER The number which uniquely defines a survey mark within 
a state. 
MARK_ ORDER A function of the CLASS of a survey, the conformity of 
the new survey with an existing network coordinate set 
and the precision of any transformed process required to 
convert results from one datum to the AGD and/or 
AHD71. 
MARK TYPE The type of survey mark, such as PSM, Trig, BM, etc. 
ORIGIN MARK NO. The mark number used as origin. 
ORIGIN MARK ORDER The MARK ORDER of the origin mark 
COORDINATE_ SYSTEM The Geodetic Coordinate system adopted for 
measurement. 
PLAN EXTENT 
STATUS* A flag indicating what the data represents. 1(4) 
DEVELOPERS_ID The name of the Principal Subdivisional Developer 
defined on the Council Development Application. 
SURVEYORS_ID The name of the Surveyor as shown on the face of the 
deposited plan. 
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II ENGINEERS_ID The name of the Principal Engineers responsible for the 
"As Constructed" works. 
SURVEY_DATE The date of survey as shown on the face of the deposited 
plan. 
STANDARD_DEVIATION_DISTA A measurement of the precision in relation to the D(5,3) 
NCE DISTANCE definition. 
ST ANDARD_DEVIATION_DIREC A measurement of the precision in relation to the D(5,3) 
TION BEARING definition. 
PARENT_PARCEL_ NUMBER The PARCEL number that the current parcel was 
subdivided from. 
PARENT_PLAN 
-
The deposited plan number that the current deposited 
NUMBER plan was subdivided from as appears on the face of the 
deposited plan. 
BEARING DATUM The estimated accuracy of the bearing in degrees. 
CADASTRAL POLYGON 
STATUS* A flaq indicatinq what the data represents. 1(4) 
AREA The measure of a planar region of the earths surface, in 
this case the area of the cadastral. polygon 
CENTROID _TYPE The type of area point attached to a feature to give it a 
spatial reference 
lf;TROID X The eastinq value calculated at the polygon centroid 
TROID Y The northing value calculated at the polygon centroid 
STRATUM_HIGHEST _ LEVEL The reduced level of the highest portion of the strata 
I parcel (relative to the indicated datum) 
STRATUM_LOWEST _ LEVEL The reduced level of the lowest portion of the strata 
I parcel (relative to the indicated datum) 
STRATUM TYPE The height of the stratum relative to the ground surface 
POL YGON_IDENTIFIER One or more elements which identify a 
CADASTRAL POLYGON 
DATE CREATED The date the feature was created 
DATE RETIRED The date the feature was retired 
DERIVATION How the coordinate, angle, distance or area was 
established 
CADASTRAL_STATUS The status of the CADASTRAL_POL YGON with respect 
to its spatial accuracy 
BOUNDARY_SEGMENT_NUMB The BOUNDARY _SEGMENT _NUMBER that defines the 
ERS I polygon 
INCLUDES_BDY _SEGMENT BOUNDARY _SEGMENT _NUMBER comprising one AN(12) 
edge (ie. between two boundary points) 
LAND_USE_PLANNED A code indicating INTENDED land use, or ZONED land AN(12) 
use. 
NUMBER_ OF _POINTS The total number of points involved: such as the number 1(4) 
of points in the polygon. 
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APPENDIX5 
STANDARD SURVEY CODE LIBRARY 
AS.l Connection node layer 
CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL I PEN I LINE I CONT. 
CONCT Connection Node CONN none 112 12 I 
A5.2 Contourable natural feature layer 
LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
CONT none 5 2 c 
CONT none 5 1 c 
none 5 2 c 
none 5 2 c 
A5.3 Contourable man-made feature layer 
'::'>CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
cu Culvert CONTF none 3 1 c 
D Driveway CONTF none 3 1 c 
DX Driveway CONTF none 3 1 c 
ER Edge of Bitumen CONTF none 3 58 c 
F f'path CONTF none 3 1 c 
FX f'path CONTF none 3 1 c 
K Kerb CONTF none 3 4 c 
KC Kerb & Chnl top CONTF none 3 6 c 
KCL Kerb & Chnl lip CONTF none 3 7 c 
KT Kerb Top CONTF none 3 8 c 
A5.4 Lot design layer 
DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
DESGN none 9 1 
AS.S Easement layer 
CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
EMT Emt EMT none 6 1 
OPT IE Optical Centre EMT none 6 1 
A5.6 Lots layer 
CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
ARCC Cen.Arc LOTS none 1 1 
OPTIC Optical Centre LOTS none 1 1 
RBY Reinstated boundary point LOTS none 1 1 
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A7.7 Occupation layer 
CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
BIT Bit. OCCUP none 10 1 
BLD Bldg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLD1 N Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLD2 NE Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLD3 E Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLD4 SE Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLDS S Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLD6 SW Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLD7 W Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLOB NW Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLDL Blk bldg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLDR Bk bldg OCCUP none 10 1 
BLK Blk OCCUP none 10 1 
BLKP Blk pillar OCCUP none 10 1 
BLKW Blkwall OCCUP none 10 1 
BND Bend OCCUP none 10 1 
BNDC Bend in cone. OCCUP none 10 1 
BNDV Bend in stone wall OCCUP none 10 1 
BNDW Bend in wall OCCUP none 10 1 
BRK Brk OCCUP none 10 1 
BRKW Brk wall OCCUP none 10 1 
CBD Cor.Bidg OCCUP none 10 1 
CBK Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBK1 N Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBK2 NE Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBK3 E Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBK4 SE Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBKS S Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBK6 SW Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBK7 W Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBKB NW Cor.Bk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBKB Cor.Bk Bid OCCUP none 10 1 
CBKF Cor.Bk Fence OCCUP none 10 1 
CBKP Cor.Bk Pillar OCCUP none 10 1 
CBKR Cor.Bks OCCUP none 10 1 
CBKS Cor.Bk Shop OCCUP none 10 1 
CBKW Cor.BkWall OCCUP none 10 1 
CBL Cor.blk OCCUP none 10 1 
CBLB Cor.blk bldg OCCUP none 10 1 
CBLF Cor.blk fence OCCUP none 10 1 
CBLP Cor.blk pillar OCCUP none 10 1 
CBLW Cor.blkWall OCCUP none 10 1 
CCC Cor.Conc. OCCUP none 10 1 
CCCB Cor.Conc Bid OCCUP none 10 1 
CCCF Cor.Conc Fence OCCUP none 10 1 
CCCL Cor.Conc Blk OCCUP none 10 1 
CCCP Cor.Conc Pillar OCCUP none 10 1 
cccw Cor.Conc Wall OCCUP none 10 1 
CEN Cen. OCCUP none 10 1 
CFS C.Face S.F.P. OCCUP none 10 1 
CGI Cen GIFP OCCUP none 10 1 
CGIP Cen Gl Post OCCUP none 10 1 
COH Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
COH1 N Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
COH2 NE Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
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COH3 E Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
COH4 SE Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
COH5 S Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
COH6 SW Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
COH7 W Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
COH8 NW Cor.house OCCUP none 10 1 
CON Cone. OCCUP none 10 1 
CONF Cone. fence OCCUP none 10 1 
CONP Cone. pillar OCCUP none 10 1 
CONW Cone. wall OCCUP none 10 1 
COR Cor. OCCUP none 10 1 
CORM Cor. Marble OCCUP none 10 1 
CORP Cor. Pillar OCCUP none 10 1 
CORS Cor.Shop OCCUP none 10 1 
CORV Cor.Stone wall OCCUP none 10 1 
CORW Cor.Wall OCCUP none 10 1 
CORX Cor.Ret.Wall OCCUP none 10 1 
CORZ Cor.Rock Wall OCCUP none 10 1 
CRF Cen.RFP OCCUP none 10 1 
CSF Cor.SFP OCCUP none 10 1 
CTL Cor.Tile OCCUP none 10 1 
EDGB Edge bldg OCCUP none 10 1 
EDGC Edge cone. OCCUP none 10 1 
EDGR Edge Bks. OCCUP none 10 1 
EDGY Edge pavers OCCUP none 10 1 
ELCP E.L.P. OCCUP none 10 1 
FAC Face OCCUP none 10 1 
FACB Face bldg OCCUP none 10 1 
FACW Face Wall OCCUP none 10 1 
FACX Face Ret.Wall OCCUP none 10 1 
FPS FP OCCUP none 10 1 
FPSJ FPieang OCCUP none 10 1 
GIFP GIFP OCCUP none 10 1 
GIP Gl Post OCCUP none 10 1 
INT lntsn OCCUP none 10 1 
INTB lnt Bk Bids OCCUP none 10 1 
INTF lnstn Fences OCCUP none 10 1 
INTR lnt Bks OCCUP none 10 1 
INTW lnt BkWalls OCCUP none 10 1 
RCK Rock OCCUP none 10 1 
RCKW Rock Ret.Wall OCCUP none 10 1 
RFP RFP OCCUP none 10 1 
SFP SFP OCCUP none 10 1 
SFPF Face SFP OCCUP none 10 1 
STF Steel FP OCCUP none 10 1 
STFJ Steel FP Ieang OCCUP none 10 1 
A5.8 Polygon layer 
II CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
IIOPTIP Optical Centre POLY none 13 1 
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A5.9 Road layer 
DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL 
ROAD 
A5.10 Sewerage layer 
CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOLjP'EN LINE CONT. 
HCSL House conn. surface level SEWP none 7 1 c 
SEL Sewer End of Line SEWP none 7 1 
SEW Sewerage general SEWP none 7 55 
SHC Sewerage House conn. SEWP none 7 1 
SIN Sewerage IL SEWP none 7 1 
SM Sewerage M/H posn & level SEWP 83 7 1 
SML Sewerage M/H SL SEWP none 7 1 
SMP Sewerage M/H lid posn SEWP none 7 1 
SOB SeweraQe Oblique posn SEWP none 7 1 
A5.11 Stormwater/Drainage layer 
CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
END End of Pipe STRME none 4 63 
GPL Gully Pit level STRME none 4 1 c 
GPP Gully Pit position STRME none 4 1 c 
GT GULLY TRAP STRME none 4 1 
RCSL R/Water House conn. SL STRME none 4 1 
RIN R/Water IL STRME none 4 1 
RML R/Water M/H level STRME 4 4 1 
ROB R/Water Oblique position STRME none 4 1 
RPP R/Water Pit position STRME 4 4 1 
RWC R/Water House conn STRME none 4 1 
sw S/W ater M/H posn & level STRME 17 4 63 c 
SWL S/W ater M/H SL STRME none 4 63 c 
SWP S/W ater M/H posn STRME none 4 63 
A5.12 Traverse layer 
CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
APP Appln Post TRAV none 2 1 
ASP A.Spk. TRAV none 2 1 
ASPB A.Spk. in bit TRAV none 2 1 
ASPC A.Spk. in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
ASPF A.Spk. fd TRAV none 2 1 
ASPK A.Spk. in kb TRAV none 2 1 
ASPN A.Spk. in chan TRAV none 2 1 
ASPS A.Spk. at stn TRAV none 2 1 
BLT Bolt TRAV none 2 1 
BLTB Bolt in bit TRAV none 2 1 
BLTC Bolt in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
BLTF Bolt fd TRAV none 2 1 
BLTI Bolt in pavers TRAV none 2 1 
BLTK Bolt in kb TRAV none 2 1 
BLTN Bolt in chan TRAV none 2 1 
BLTS Bolt at stn TRAV none 2 1 
BLTW Bolt in wall TRAV none 2 1 
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BPL Brass Plug TRAV none 2 1 
BPLC Brass Plug in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
BPLF Brass Plug fd TRAV none 2 1 
BPLK Brass Plug in kb TRAV none 2 1 
BPLN Brass Plug in chan TRAV none 2 1 
BPLS Brass Plug at stn TRAV none 2 1 
BRA B.Arrow TRAV none 2 1 
BRAG B.Arrow in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
BRAF B.Arrow fd TRAV none 2 1 
BRAK B.Arrow in kb TRAV none 2 1 
BRAL B.Arrow in blk TRAV none 2 1 
BRAN B.Arrow in chan TRAV none 2 1 
BRAR B.Arrow in bk TRAV none 2 1 
BRAS B.Arrow at stn TRAV none 2 1 
CLT Clout TRAV none 2 1 
CLTB Clout in bit TRAV none 2 1 
CLTC Clout in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
CLTF Clout fd TRAV none 2 1 
CLTK Clout in kb TRAV none 2 1 
CLTL Clout in blk TRAV none 2 1 
CLTN Clout in chan TRAV none 2 1 
CLTP Clout in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
CLTQ Clout in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
CLTR Clout in bk TRAV none 2 1 
CLTS Clout at stn TRAV none 2 1 
CLTW Clout in wall TRAV none 2 1 
DGS D.Spk. TRAV none 2 1 
DHL D/H. TRAV none 2 1 
DHLC D/H. in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
DHLF D/H. fd TRAV none 2 1 
DHLK D/H. in kb TRAV none 2 1 
DHLL D/H. in blk TRAV none 2 1 
DHLN D/H. in chan TRAV none 2 1 
Dl;iLR D/H. in bk TRAV none 2 1 
DHLS D/H. at stn TRAV none 2 1 
DHLW D/H. in wall TRAV none 2 1 
DHW D/H.&W. TRAV none 2 1 
DHWC D/H.&W. in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
DHWF D/H.&W. fd TRAV none 2 1 
DHWK D/H.&W. in kb TRAV none 2 1 
DHWL D/H.&W. in blk TRAV none 2 1 
DHWN D/H.&W. in chan TRAV none 2 1 
DHWR D/H.&W. in bk TRAV none 2 1 
DHWS D/H.&W. at stn TRAV none 2 1 
DHWW D/H.&W. in wall TRAV none 2 1 
DPY Dpy TRAV none 2 1 
DPYF Dpy fd TRAV none 2 1 
DPYP Dpy in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
DPYS Dpy at stn TRAV none 2 1 
GIN GI.Nail TRAV none 2 1 
GINA GI.Nail in rail TRAV none 2 1 
GINS GI.Nail in bit TRAV none 2 1 
GINF GI.Nail fd TRAV none 2 1 
GINK GI.Nail in kb TRAV none 2 1 
GINP GI.Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
GINO GI.Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
GINS GI.Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
GINW GI.Nail in wall TRAV none 2 1 
GINZ GI.Nail in rock TRAV none 2 1 
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HIL Hilti TRAV none 2 1 
HILC Hilti in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
HILF Hilti fd TRAV none 2 1 
HILK Hilti in kb TRAV none 2 1 
HILL Hilti in blk TRAV none 2 1 
HILN Hilti in chan TRAV none 2 1 
HILR Hilti in bk TRAV none 2 1 
HILS Hilti at stn TRAV none 2 1 
HILW Hilti in wall TRAV none 2 1 
HILZ Hilti in rock TRAV none 2 1 
LHN LH.Nail TRAV none 2 1 
LHNF LH.Nail fd TRAV none 2 1 
LHNP LH.Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
LHNQ LH.Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
LHNS LH.Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
LNP LP TRAV none 2 1 
LNPF LP fd TRAV none 2 1 
LNPS LP at stn TRAV none 2 1 
MRK Mk TRAV none 2 1 
MRKY No Mk Pld TRAV none 2 1 
NAI Nail TRAV none 2 1 
NAIA Nail in rail TRAV none 2 1 
NAIB Nail in Bit TRAV none 2 1 
NAIBF Nail in Bit fd TRAV none 2 1 
NAIC Nail in Cone. TRAV none 2 1 
NAIF Nail fd TRAV none 2 1 
NAIK Nail in Kerb TRAV none 2 1 
NAIL Nail in blk TRAV none 2 1 
NAIN Nail in chan TRAV none 2 1 
NAIP Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
NAIQ Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
NAIR Nail in Bk TRAV none 2 1 
NAIRF Nail in Bk fd TRAV none 2 1 
NAIS Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
NAIW Nail in wall TRAV none 2 1 
NAIZ Nail in rock TRAV none 2 1 
NOM NoO.Mk. TRAV none 2 1 
OASP O.A.Spk. TRAV none 2 1 
OASPB O.A.Spk. in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OASPC O.A.Spk. in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OASPD O.A.Spk. distb TRAV none 2 1 
OASPE O.A.Spk. not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OASPN O.A.Spk. in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OASPO O.A.Spk. gone TRAV none 2 1 
OASPS O.A.Spk. at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OBK Orig. bank TRAV none 2 1 
OBLT 0. Bolt TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTB O.Bolt in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTC O.Bolt in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTD O.Bolt distb TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTE O.Bolt not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTI O.Bolt in pavers TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTK O.Bolt in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTN O.Bolt in chan TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTO O.Bolt gone TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTR O.Bolt in bk TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTS 0 .Bolt at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OBLTW O.Bolt in wall TRAV none 2 1 
OBPL O.Brass PluQ TRAV none 2 1 
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OBPLC O.Brass Plug in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OBPLD O.Brass Plug distb TRAV none 2 1 
OBPLE O.Brass Plug not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OBPLK O.Brass Plug in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OBPLN O.Brass Plug in chan TRAV none 2 1 
OBPLO O.Brass Plug gone TRAV none 2 1 
OBPLS O.Brass Plug at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OBRA 0. B.Arrow TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAC O.B.Arrow in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAD O.B.Arrow distb TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAE O.B.Arrow not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAK O.B.Arrow in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAL O.B.Arrow in blk TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAN O.B.Arrow in chan TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAO O.B.Arrow gone TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAR O.B.Arrow in bk TRAV none 2 1 
OBRAS O.B.Arrow at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OCBK O.Cor.Bk TRAV none 2 1 
OCBKB O.Cor Bk Bid TRAV none 2 1 
OCBKD O.Cor Bk distb TRAV none 2 1 
OCBKF O.Cor Bk Fence TRAV none 2 1 
OCBKO O.Cor Bk gone TRAV none 2 1 
OCBKP O.Cor Bk Pillar TRAV none 2 1 
OCBKR O.Cor Bks TRAV none 2 1 
OCBKS O.Cor Bk Shop TRAV none 2 1 
OCBKW O.CorBkWall TRAV none 2 1 
OCBL O.Cor Blk TRAV none 2 1 
OCBLB O.Cor blk Bid TRAV none 2 1 
OCBLD O.Cor Blk distb TRAV none 2 1 
OCBLF O.Cor blk Fence TRAV none 2 1 
OCBLO O.Cor Blk gone TRAV none 2 1 
OCBLP O.Cor blk Pillar TRAV none 2 1 
OCBLW O.Cor blk Wall TRAV none 2 1 
occc O.CorConc TRAV none 2 1 
OCCCB O.Cor Cone bldg TRAV none 2 1 
OCCCD O.Cor Cone distb TRAV none 2 1 
OCCCF O.Cor Cone fence TRAV none 2 1 
OCCCL O.Cor Cone blk TRAV none 2 1 
occco O.Cor Cone gone TRAV none 2 1 
OCLT O.Ciout TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTB O.Ciout in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTC O.Ciout in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTD O.Ciout distb TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTE O.Ciout not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTK O.Ciout in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTL O.Ciout in blk TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTN O.Ciout in chan TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTO O.Ciout gone TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTP O.Ciout in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTQ O.Ciout in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTR O.Ciout in bk TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTS O.Ciout at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OCLTW O.Ciout in wall TRAV none 2 1 
OCOR O.Corner TRAV none 2 1 
OCORM O.Cor.Marble TRAV none 2 1 
OCORP O.Cor.Pillar TRAV none 2 1 
OCORS O.Cor.Shop TRAV none 2 1 
OCORW O.Cor.Wall TRAV none 2 1 
OCORX O.Cor.Ret.Wall TRAV none 2 1 
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OCORZ O.Cor.Rock Wall TRAV none 2 1 
OCRD O.Cen RFP distb TRAV none 2 1 
OCRF O.Cen RFP TRAV none 2 1 
OCSF O.Cor.SFP TRAV none 2 1 
OCSFD O.Cor.SFP distb TRAV none 2 1 
OCTL O.Cor.Tile TRAV none 2 1 
OCTLD O.Cor.Tile distb TRAV none 2 1 
OCTLO O.Cor.Tile gone TRAV none 2 1 
ODGS O.D.Spk. TRAV none 2 1 
ODHL O.DH. TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLC O.DH. in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLD O.DH. distb TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLE O.DH. not fd TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLK O.DH. in kb TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLL O.DH in blk TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLN O.DH. in chan TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLO O.DH. gone TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLR O.DH. in bk TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLS O.DH at stn TRAV none 2 1 
ODHLW O.DH in wall TRAV none 2 1 
ODHW O.DH.&W TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWC O.DW & W in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWD O.DH & W distb TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWE O.DH & W not fd TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWK O.DH & Win kb TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWL O.DH & Win blk TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWN O.DH & W in chan TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWO O.DH & W gone TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWR O.DH & Win bk TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWS O.DH & W at stn TRAV none 2 1 
ODHWW O.DH & W in wall TRAV none 2 1 
OGIN O.GI.Nail TRAV none 2 1 
OGINA O.GI.Nail in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
OGINB O.GI.Nail in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OGIND O.GI.Nail distb TRAV none 2 1 
OGINE O.GI.Nail not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OGINK O.GI.Nail in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OGINO O.GI.Nail gone TRAV none 2 1 
OGINP O.GI.Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
OGINQ O.GI.Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
OGINS O.GI.Nail st stn TRAV none 2 1 
OGINV O.GI.Nailloose TRAV none 2 1 
OGINW O.GI.Nail in wall TRAV none 2 1 
OGINZ O.GI.Nail rock TRAV none 2 1 
OHIL O.Hilti TRAV none 2 1 
OHILC O.Hilti in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OHILD O.Hilti distb TRAV none 2 1 
OHILE O.Hilti not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OHILK O.Hilti in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OHILL O.Hilti in blk TRAV none 2 1 
OHILN O.Hilti in chan TRAV none 2 1 
OHILO O.Hilti gone TRAV none 2 1 
OHILR O.Hilti in bk TRAV none 2 1 
OHILS O.Hilti at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OHILW O.Hilti in wall TRAV none 2 1 
OHILZ O.Hilti in rock TRAV none 2 1 
OLHHE O.LH.Nail not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OLHHP O.LH.Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
OLHN O.LH.Nail TRAV none 2 1 
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OLHNB O.LH.Nail in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OLHND O.LH.Nail distb TRAV none 2 1 
OLHNO O.LH.Nail gone TRAV none 2 1 
OLHNQ O.LH.Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
OLHNS O.LH.Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OLNP OLP TRAV none 2 1 
OLNPD OLP distb TRAV none 2 1 
OLNPE OLP fd TRAV none 2 1 
OLNPO OLP gone TRAV none 2 1 
OLNPS OLP at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OLNPT OLP rmns TRAV none 2 1 
ON AI O.Nail TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIA O.Nail in rail TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIB O.Nail in bit TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIC O.Nail in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
ONAID O.Nail distb TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIE O.Nail not fd TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIK O.Nail in kb TRAV none 2 1 
ON AIL O.Nail in blk TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIN O.Nail in chan TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIO O.Nail gone TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIP O.Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIQ O.Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIR O.Nail in bk TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIS O.Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIW O.Nail in wall TRAV none 2 1 
ONAIZ O.Nail in rock TRAV none 2 1 
OPEG OP TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGB OP in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGC OP in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGD OP distb TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGE OP not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGH OP renwd TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGM OP reset TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGO OP gone TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGP OP in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGS OP at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OPEGT OP rmns TRAV none 2 1 
OPIN OIP TRAV none 2 1 
OPINB OIP in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OPING OIP in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OPIND OIP distb TRAV none 2 1 
OPINE OIP not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OPINH OIP renwd TRAV none 2 1 
OPINJ OIP Ieang TRAV none 2 1 
OPINM OIP reset TRAV none 2 1 
OPINO OIP gone TRAV none 2 1 
OPINS OIP at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OPINZ OIP in rock TRAV none 2 1 
OPLG O.Piug TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGC O.Piug in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGD O.Piug distb TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGE O.Piug not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGK O.Piug in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGL O.Piug in blk TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGN O.Piug in chan TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGO O.Piug gone TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGR O.Piug in bk TRAV none 2 1 
OPLGS O.Piug at stn TRAV none 2 1 
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OPLGW O.Piug in wall TRAV none 2 1 
OPM OPM TRAV none 2 1 
OPMC OPM in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OPMD OPM distb TRAV none 2 1 
OPME OPM not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OPMK OPM in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OPMO OPM gone TRAV none 2 1 
OPNH O.Punch Hole TRAV none 2 1 
OPNHA O.Punch Hole in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
OPNHD O.Punch Hole distb TRAV none 2 1 
OPNHE O.Punch Hole not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OPNHG O.Punch Hole in GIFP TRAV none 2 1 
OPNHO O.Punch Hole gone TRAV none 2 1 
OPNHS O.Punch Hole at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OPTR O.Ptr TRAV none 2 1 
OPTRD O.Ptr distb TRAV none 2 1 
OPTRE O.Ptr not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OPTRO O.Ptr gone TRAV none 2 1 
OPTRT O.Ptr rmns TRAV none 2 1 
ORHN O.RH Nail TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNA O.RH Nail in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNB O.RH Nail in bit TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNC O.RH Nail in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
ORHND O.RH Nail distb TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNE O.RH Nail not fd TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNK O.RH Nail in kb TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNO O.RH Nail gone TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNP O.RH Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNQ O.RH Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
ORHNS O.RH Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
ORMS O.Ram.Nail TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSC O.Ram.Nail in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSD O.Ram.Nail distb TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSE O.Ram.Nail not fd TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSK O.Ram.Nail in kb TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSL O.Ram.Nail in blk TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSN O.Ram.Nail in chan TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSO O.Ram.Nail gone TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSR O.Ram.Nail in bk TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSS O.Ram.Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSW O.Ram.Nail in wall TRAV none 2 1 
ORMSZ O.Ram.Nail in rock TRAV none 2 1 
ORT ORT TRAV none 2 1 
ORTE ORT notfd TRAV none 2 1 
ORTO ORT gone TRAV none 2 1 
ORTT ORT remns TRAV none 2 1 
ORTX ORTstump TRAV none 2 1 
OSCR O.Screw TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRB O.Screw in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRC O.Screw in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRD O.Screw distb TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRE O.Screw not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRK O.Screw in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRL O.Screw in blk TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRN O.Screw in chan TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRO O.Screw gone TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRR O.Screw in bk TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRS O.Screw at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OSCRW O.Screw in wall TRAV none 2 1 
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OSCRZ O.Screw in rock TRAV none 2 1 
OSHN O.SH Nail TRAV none 2 1 
OSHNA O.SH Nail in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
OSHNB O.SH Nail in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OSHND O.SH Nail distb TRAV none 2 1 
OSHNE O.SH Nail not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OSHNO O.SH Nail gone TRAV none 2 1 
OSHNP O.SH Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
OSHNQ O.SH Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
OSHNS O.SH Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OSP OSP TRAV none 2 1 
OSPD OSP distb TRAV none 2 1 
OSPE OSP not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OSPJ OSP Ieang TRAV none 2 1 
OSPK O.Spk TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKB O.Spk in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKC O.Spk in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKD O.Spk distb TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKE O.Spk not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKJ O.Spk Ieang TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKM O.Spk reset TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKO O.Spk gone TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKS O.Spk at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OSPKZ O.Spk in rock TRAV none 2 1 
OSPM OSP reset TRAV none 2 1 
OSPO OSP gone TRAV none 2 1 
OSPT OSP rmns TRAV none 2 1 
OSPU OSP butt TRAV none 2 1 
OSTP O.S.Pkt TRAV none 2 1 
OSTPC O.S Pkt in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OSTPD O.S Pkt distb TRAV none 2 1 
OSTPE O.S Pkt not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OSTPJ O.S Pkt Ieang TRAV none 2 1 
OSTPO O.S Pkt gone TRAV none 2 1 
OSTPS O.S Pkt at stn TRAV none 2 1 
OTCK O.Tack TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKA O.Tack in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKB O.Tack in bit TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKC O.Tack in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKD O.Tack distb TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKE O.Tack not fd TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKK O.Tack in kb TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKL O.Tack in blk TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKO O.Tack gone TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKP O.Tack in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKQ O.Tack in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKR O.Tack in bk TRAV none 2 1 
OTCKS O.Tack at stn TRAV none 2 1 
PEG Peg TRAV none 2 1 
PEGB Peg in bit TRAV none 2 1 
PEGC Peg in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
PEGF Peg fd TRAV none 2 1 
PEGP Peg in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
PEGS Peg at stn TRAV none 2 1 
PEGY Peg pld TRAV none 2 1 
PIN I. Pin TRAV none 2 1 
PINB I.Pin in bit TRAV none 2 1 
PINC I.Pin in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
PINF I.Pin fd TRAV none 2 1 
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PINFB I.Pin fd in bit TRAV none 2 1 
PINS I.Pin at stn TRAV none 2 1 
PINY I.Pin pld TRAV none 2 1 
PINZ I.Pin in rock TRAV none 2 1 
PLG Plug TRAV none 2 1 
PLGC Plug in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
PLGF Plug fd TRAV none 2 1 
PLGK Plug in kb TRAV none 2 1 
PLGL Plug in blk TRAV none 2 1 
PLGN Plug in chan TRAV none 2 1 
PLGR Plug in bk TRAV none 2 1 
PLGS Plug at stn TRAV none 2 1 
PLGW Plug in wall TRAV none 2 1 
PLGY Plug pld TRAV none 2 1 
PMF PMfd TRAV none 2 1 
PNH Punch Hole TRAV none 2 1 
PNHA Punch Hole in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
PNHF Punch Hole fd TRAV none 2 1 
PNHG Punch Hole in GIFP TRAV none 2 1 
PNHS Punch Hole at stn TRAV none 2 1 
PSM PSM TRAV none 2 1 
PSMF PSMfd TRAV none 2 1 
PTR Ptr TRAV none 2 1 
PTRF Ptr fd TRAV none 2 1 
PTRS Ptr at stn TRAV none 2 1 
PTRY Ptr pld TRAV none 2 1 
RBK R.Bk TRAV none 2 1 
REM rmns TRAV none 2 1 
RHN RHNail TRAV none 2 1 
RHNA RH Nail in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
RHNF RH Nail fd TRAV none 2 1 
RHNP RH Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
RHNQ RH Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
RHNS RH Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
RMS Ram.Nail TRAV none 2 1 
RMSC Ram.Nail in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
RMSF Ram.Nail fd TRAV none 2 1 
RMSK Ram.Nail in kb TRAV none 2 1 
RMSL Ram.Nail in blk TRAV none 2 1 
RMSN Ram.Nail in chan TRAV none 2 1 
RMSR Ram.Nail in bk TRAV none 2 1 
RMSS Ram.Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
RMSW Ram.Nail in wall TRAV none 2 1 
RMSZ Ram.Nail in rock TRAV none 2 1 
SCR Screw TRAV none 2 1 
SCRB Screw in bit TRAV none 2 1 
SCRC Screw in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
SCRF Screw fd TRAV none 2 1 
SCRK Screw in kb TRAV none 2 1 
SCRL Screw in blk TRAV none 2 1 
SCRN Screw in chan TRAV none 2 1 
SCRR Screw in bk TRAV none 2 1 
SCRS Screw at stn TRAV none 2 1 
SCRW Screw in wall TRAV none 2 1 
SCRY Screw pld TRAV none 2 1 
SCRZ Screw in rock TRAV none 2 1 
SHN SHNail TRAV none 2 1 
SHNA SH Nail in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
SHNB SH Nail in bit TRAV none 2 1 
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SHNF SH Nail fd TRAV none 2 1 
SHNP SH Nail in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
SHNQ SH Nail in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
SHNS SH Nail at stn TRAV none 2 1 
SHNY SH Nail pld TRAV none 2 1 
SPK Spk. TRAV none 2 1 
SPKB Spk. in bit TRAV none 2 1 
SPKC Spk. in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
SPKF Spk. fd TRAV none 2 1 
SPKS Spk. at stn TRAV none 2 1 
SPKY Spk. pld TRAV none 2 1 
SPKZ Spk. in rock TRAV none 2 1 
STP S.Pkt TRAV none 2 1 
STPC S. Pkt in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
STPF S. Pkt fd TRAV none 2 1 
STPS S. Pkt at stn TRAV none 2 1 
STPY S. Pkt pld TRAV none 2 1 
TCK Tack TRAV none 2 1 
TCKA Tack in Rail TRAV none 2 1 
TCKB Tack in bit TRAV none 2 1 
TCKC Tack in cone. TRAV none 2 1 
TCKF Tack fd TRAV none 2 1 
TCKK Tack in kb TRAV none 2 1 
TCKL Tack in blk TRAV none 2 1 
TCKP Tack in RFP TRAV none 2 1 
TCKQ Tack in SFP TRAV none 2 1 
TCKS Tack at stn TRAV none 2 1 
TCKY Tack pld TRAV none 2 1 
A5.13 Water reticulation layer 
CODE DESCRIPTION LAYER SYMBOL PEN LINE CONT. 
FH Fire Hydrant WATP 1 8 1 
WAT Water general WATP none 8 50 c 
WBE Water retic. bend WATP none 8 1 
WEC Water retic. end cap WATP none 8 1 
WFL Water retic. flex WATP none 8 1 
WM WATER METER WATP none 8 1 
WTI Water retic. T junction WATP none 8 1 
wv Water valve WATP 2 8 1 
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APPENDIX6 
DATA ACCESS OBJECTS 
A6.1 Levels of Forms and Sub forms 
The following table shows the relationship between the forms of the Spatial Data 
Validation and Delivery System. The first column, headed "FIG." Refers to the 
Figure number of the form as it appears in Appendix 8. The remaining columns 
contain the names of the forms and sub forms, which are grouped according to the 
level of the form in relation to the SbMain, which is at the First Level. 
FIG. FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH FIFTH 
A8.1 Startup 
A8.2 SbMain 
A8.3 SbConfig 
A8.3.1 SbAttachStandards 
A8.3.2 SbDAObjects 
A8.4 Sblmport 
A8.5 SbView 
A8.5.1 SbReviewStandards 
A8.5.2 SbReviewSpatiaiData 
A8.5.3 SbReviewDL Table 
.1 SbVMetaTables 
A8.6 SbValidate 
A8.6.1 C1: Layers - illegal C1: Class subform 
C1: Layers subform 
A8.6.2 SbPoints 
.1 P1: Points - no survey code P1: Arcs subform 
P1: Lines subform 
P1: Points subform 
.2 P2: Points - illegal survey P2: Arcs subform 
code 
P2: Lines subform 
P2: Points subform 
.3 P3: Points - wrong layer P3: Arcs subform 
P3: Lines subform 
P3: Points subform 
.4 P4: Points - wrong pen P4: Arcs subform 
P4: Lines subform 
P4: Points subform 
.5 P9: Points - wrong symbol P9: Arcs subform 
P9: Lines subform 
P9: Points subform 
.6 P5: Points - duplicate P5: Arcs subform 
P5: Lines subform 
P5: Points subform 
.7 P6: Points - within tolerance P6: Arcs subform 
P6: Lines subform 
P6: Points subform 
.8 P7: Points - in search zone P7: Arcs subform 
P7: Lines subform 
P7: Points subform 
.9 P8: Points - radius of)('{ P8: Points subform 
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FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH FIFTH 
AS.6.2 SbLines 
.1 LS: Lines - illegal LS: Arcs subform 
endpoint(s) 
LS: Lines subform 
.2 L5: Lines- zero length L5: Lines subform 
L5: Points subform 
.3 L 1: Lines -wrong layer L 1 : Lines subform 
L 1 : Points subform 
.4 L2: Lines - wrong pen L2: Lines subform 
L2: Points subform 
.5 L3: Lines - wrong style L3: Lines subform 
L3: Points subform 
.6 L4: Lines - duplicate L4: Lines subform 
L4: Lines subform1 
.7 L6: Lines - endpoint L6: Lines subform 
L6: Points subform 
.s L7: Lines- endpoints L7: Lines subform 
L7: Points subform 
AS.6.4 SbArcs 
.1 AS: Arcs - illegal endpoints AS: Arcs subform 
AS: Lines subform 
\', .2 A5: Arcs- zero length A5: Arcs subform 
A5: Points subform 
.3 A 1: Arcs - wrong layer A 1 : Arcs subform 
A 1 : Points subform 
.4 A2: Arcs - incorrect pen A2: Arcs subform 
A2: Points subform 
.5 A3: Arcs - incorrect style A3: Arcs subform 
A3: Points subform 
.6 A4: Arcs - duplicates A4: Arcs subform 
A4: Points subform 
.7 A6: Arcs - endpoint A6: Arcs subform 
A6: Points subform 
.s A9: Arcs duplicate LineiD A9: Arcs subform 
A9: Lines subform 
!AS.6.5 SbText 
.1 T1: Text- wrong layer T1: Text subform 
T1: Theme subform 
.2 T2: Text- duplicated string T2: Text subform 
T2: Text- duplicate string 
subform 
.3 T3: Text- duplicate coords T3: Text subform 
T3: Text- duplicate coords 
subform 
.4 T 4: Text - area suffix T4: Text subform 
T2: Text- wrong area suffix 
subform 
AS.6.6 Sblots 
.1 N1: Nodes - nonexist N1: Nodes subform 
.2 N2: Nodes - wrong layer N2: Nodes subform 
N2: Points subform 
AS.7 SbPolys 
.1 SbValidPolys 
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FIG. FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH FIFTH 
A8.8 SbDLFile 
A8.8.1 SbMeta 
.1 M1: MetaHeader 
.2 M2: CanciLots M2: CanciLots subform 
.3 M3: SurvControl M3: SurveyControl subform 
A8.8.2 SbBdy 
A8.8.3 SbPolyBik 
A8.8.4 SbRefMarks 
.1 R1: RefMarks R1: RefMarks subform 
R1: RefMarks subform1 
IA8.8.5 SbRefCors 
.1 R2: RefCors R2: RefCors subform 
R2: Points subform 
A8.8.6 SbAMG 
.1 P1 0: Points -to AMG P10: Points subform 
~9 SbDLodge 9.1 SbFormatTab 
A6.2 Relationship between form and attached Data Access Objects 
The following table shows the relationship between each form of the Spatial Data 
Validation and Delivery System and its data access objects. The first column headed 
"FIG." Refers to the Figure number of the form as it appears in Appendix 8. The 
remaining columns contain the names of the macros, queries and toolbars appearing 
on the form or which are used to filter and display data on the forms and sub forms. 
The data access objects are grouped according to the form or sub form on which they 
operate. 
FIG. FORM MACRO QUERY TOOLBAR 
A8.1 Startup Autoexec 
A8.2 SbMain sbMain Main Switch 
A8.3 SbConfig sbConfig Config Switch 
A8.3.1 SbAttachStandards sbAttachStandards Attach Switch 
A8.3.2 SbDAObjects SbDAObjects DAObjects Switch 
A8.4 Sblmport Sblmport Import Switch 
A8.5 SbView SbView View Switch 
A8.5.1 SbReviewStandards SbReviewStandards ReviewStandards 
Switch 
A8.5.2 SbReviewSpatiaiData SbReviewSpatiaiData ReviewSData Switch 
A8.5.3 SbReviewDL Table SbReviewSpatiaiData ReviewSData Switch 
.1 SbVMetaTables SbRMetaTable ViewMetaTable 
Switch 
A8.6 SbValidate SbValidate Validate Switch 
A8.6.1 C1: Layers - illegal Lavers Switch C1 illegal layers Layers Switch 
C1 : Class subform 
C1: Layers subform 
A8.6.2 SbPoints SbPoints Points Switch 
.1 P1: Points - no survey P1:NoCode P1_points, no survey code P1: No Code 
code 
P1: Arcs subform P1 arcs subquery 
P1: Lines subform P1 lines subquery 
P1: Points subform 
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FIG. FORM MACRO QUERY TOOLBAR 
.2 P2: Points- illegal P2: CheckCode P2_points, illegal survey code P2: Check Code 
survey code 
P2: Arcs subfonn P2 arcs subquerv 
P2: Lines subfonn P2 lines subquery 
P2: Points subfonn 
.3 P3: Points - wrong layer P3: CheckLayer P3 _points, wrong layer P3: Check Layer 
P3: Arcs subfonn P3 arcs subquery 
P3: Lines subfonn P3 lines subquery 
P3: Points subfonn 
.4 P4: Points - wrong pen P4: CheckPen P4 _points, wrong pen P4: Check Pen 
P4: Arcs subfonn P4 arcs subquerv 
P4: Lines subfonn P4 lines subquery 
P4: Points subfonn 
.5 P9: Points - wrong P9: CheckSymbol P9_points, wrong symbol P9: Check Symbol 
symbol 
P9: Arcs subfonn P9 arcs subquery 
P9: Lines subfonn P9 lines subquerv 
P9: Points subfonn 
.6 P5: Points - duplicate P5: CheckDuolicates P5 _points, duplicate P5: Duplicate 
P5: Arcs subfonn P5 arcs subquery 
P5: Lines subfonn P5 lines subquery 
P5: Points subfonn P5 _points subquerv 
.7 P6: Points - within P6: InTolerance P6_points, in tolerance P6: InTolerance 
tolerance 
P6: Arcs subfonn P5 arcs subquerv 
h P6: Lines subfonn P6 lines subquery P6: Points subfonn P6 _points subquery P7: Points- in search P7: lnZone P7 _points, in search zone P7: lnSearchZone 
zone 
P7: Arcs subfonn P7 arcs subquery 
P7: Lines subfonn P7 lines subQuery 
P7: Points subfonn P7 _points subquerv 
.9 PB: Points - radius of XV P8: CalcRadXV PB_points, radius of XV P8: lnRadius 
P8: Points within radius 
of XV coords 
« P8: Points subfonn PB _points subquerv 
A8.6.3 SbLines SbLines Lines Switch 
.1 LB: Lines- illegal LB: CheckEnds LB_Iines, illegal endpoints L8: Check Ends 
endpoint(s) L8 lines, illegal lines 
LB: Arcs subfonn L8 arcs subquery 
LB: Lines subfonn L8 lines subquery 
.2 L5: Lines -zero length L5: ZeroLen L5 lines, zero length L5: Zero Length 
L5: Lines subfonn 
L5: Points subfonn L5 _points subquery 
.3 L 1 : Lines - wrong layer L 1 : CheckLayers L 1 lines, wrong layer L 1 : Check Layers 
L 1 : Lines subfonn 
L 1 : Points subfonn L 1 _points subQuerv 
.4 L2: Lines - wrong pen L2: CheckPen L2 lines, wrong pen L2: Check Pen 
L2: Lines subfonn 
L2: Points subfonn L2 _points subQuerv 
.5 L3: Lines - wrong style L3: CheckStyle L3 lines, wrong style L3: Check Style 
L3: Lines subfonn 
L3: Points subfonn L3 _points subquery 
.6 L4: Lines- duplicate L4: CheckDups L4 lines, duplicate L4: Duplicates 
L4: Lines subfonn L4 lines subQuerv 
L4: Lines subfonn1 
.7 L6: Lines- endpoint L6: EndPoint L6 lines, one endpoint L6: One End 
L6: Lines subfonn L6 lines subquery 
L6: Points subfonn L6 _points subquery 
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FIG. FORM MACRO QUERY TOOLBAR 
= .s L7: Lines - endpoints L7: EndPoints L7 lines, both endpoints L7: Both Ends 
L7: Lines subform L7 lines subquery 
L7: Points subform L7 _points subquery 
AS.6.4 SbArcs SbArcs Arcs Switch 
.1 AS: Arcs- illegal AS: CheckEnds AS_arcs, illegal endpoints AS: Check Ends 
endpoints AS arcs, illegal arcs 
AS: Arcs subform AS arcs subquery 
AS: Lines subform AS lines subquery 
.2 AS: Arcs -zero lenqth AS: ZeroLen AS arcs, zero lenQth AS: Zero Length 
AS: Arcs subform 
AS: Points subform AS _points subquery 
.3 A 1 : Arcs - wrong layer A 1 : CheckLayers A 1 arcs, wronq layer A 1 : Check Layers 
A 1 : Arcs subform 
A 1: Points subform A 1 _points subquery 
.4 A2: Arcs - incorrect pen A2: CheckPens A2 arcs, incorrect pen A2: Check Pen 
A2: Arcs subform 
A2: Points subform A2 _points subquery 
.s A3: Arcs- incorrect A3: CheckStyle A3_arcs, wrong style A3: Check Style 
style 
A3: Arcs subform 
A3: Points subform A3 _points subquery 
.6 A4: Arcs- duplicates A4: CheckDups A4 arcs, duplicates A4: Duplicates 
A4: Arcs subform A4 arcs subquerv 
A4: Points subform A4 _points subquerv 
.7 A6: Arcs - endpoint A6: EndPoint A6 arcs, one endpoint A6: End Point 
A6: Arcs subform A6 arcs subquery 
A6: Points subform A6 _points subquerv 
.s A9: Arcs duplicate A9: DupLineiD A9_arcs, duplicates LineiD A9: Duplicate LineiD 
LineiD 
A9: Arcs subform A9 arcs subquerv 
A9: Lines subform A9 lines subquerv 
iAS.6.S SbText SbText Text Switch 
.1 T1: Text- wrong layer T1: CheckLayers T1 text, wrong layer T1: Check Layers 
T1: Text subform 
T1: Theme subform 
.2 T2: Text- duplicated T2: DuplicateString T2_text, duplicate string T2: Duplicated String 
strinq 
T2: Text subform 
T2: Text- duplicate 
strinq subform 
.3 T3: Text- duplicate T3: DuplicateCoords T3_text, duplicate coords T3: Duplicate Coords 
coords 
T3: Text subform 
T3: Text- duplicate 
coords subform 
.4 T 4: Text - area suffix T4: AreaSuffix T 4 text, wrong area suffix T 4: Area Suffix 
T4: Text subform 
T 4: Text - wrong area 
suffix subform 
AS.6.6 SbLots SbLots Lots Switch 
.1 N1: Nodes- nonexist N1: NonexistNodes N1 Nodes, nonexist N1: Nonexist Nodes 
N1: Nodes subform 
.2 N2: Nodes - wrong N2: CheckLayer N2_nodes, wrong layer N2: Check Layer 
layer 
N2: Nodes subform 
N2: Points subform 
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FIG. FORM MACRO QUERY TOOL BAR 
A8.7 SbPolys SbPolys 81_extentcoords Polys Switch 
81c_delete dup extent 
82_delete null extent 
83_find poly ptcoords 
84_delete null textpoly 
87 _polygon labels 
87a_polylabels, delete from 
textpoly 
88 _polygons, rplan and name 
.1 SbValidPolys SbValidPolys 85a_duplicate ValidPolys Switch 
85_textpoly, delete dup textno 
86a_duplicate 
86 textpoly, delete dup polyno 
A8.8 SbDLFile SbDLFile 04 bdys, point DLFile Switch 
A8.8.1 SbMeta SbMeta Meta Switch 
.1 M1: MetaHeader M1: Headers M1: MetaHeader 
.2 M2: CanciLots M2: Lots M2: CanclLots 
M2: CanclLots subform 
.3 M3: SurvControl M3: Control M3: Control 
M3: SurveyControl 
subform 
A8.8.2 Sb8dy Sb8dys D2_bdys, endpoint coords 8dySeg Switch 
D3b bdys, form bdy record 
A8.8.3 SbPolv81k SbPolv81k E1 _polys, form lotedges Polv8lk Switch 
A8.8.4 SbRefMarks SbRefMarks RefMarks Switch 
. ~ ' 
.1 R1: RefMarks R1: RefMarks R1 refMarks R1: Ref Marks 
I 
,,, R1: RefMarks subform R1 refMarks subquerv, 
R1: RefMarks subform1 R1 refMarks subquerv1 
A8.8.5 SbRefCors SbRefCors RefCors Switch 
.1 R2: RefCors R2: RefCors R2 refCors R2: Ref Cors 
R2: RefCors subform R2 refCors subquerv 
R2: Points subform R2 occup subquerv 
A8.8.6 SbAMG SbAMG AMG Switch 
.1 P1 0: Points- to AMG P1 0: Points2AMG P10 PointsAMG P10: Points2AMG 
P1 0: Points subform 
A8.9 SbDLodQe SbDLodQe DlodQe Switch 
A8.9.1 SbFormatTab SbFormatTab .r-, I FormatTab Switch 
A6.3 SQL Query data sources and tables created 
The following table shows the relationship between each SQL query of the Spatial 
Data Validation and Delivery System and the data access objects accessed and 
formed by execution of the query. The first column, headed "FIG." Refers to the 
Figure number of the form as it appears in Appendix 8. The remaining columns 
contain the names of the form, the SQL query, and the data source accessed and 
tables created. 
FIG. FORM QUERY DATA SOURCE TABLE 
CREATED 
A8.1 Startup 
A8.2 SbMain 
A8.3 SbConfig 
A8.3.1 SbAttachStandards 
A8.3.2 SbDAObiects 
A8.4 Sblmport 
A8.5 SbView 
A8.5.1 SbReviewStandards 
A8.5.2 SbReviewSpatiaiData 
A8.5.3 SbReviewDL Table 
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FIG. FORM QUERY DATA SOURCE TABLE 
CREATED 
.1 SbVMetaTables 
A8.6 SbValidate 
A8.6.1 C1: Lavers - illegal C1 illegallayers LAYERS, Theme 
C1: Class subform LAYERS 
C1: Layers subform Theme 
A8.6.2 SbPoints 
.1 P1: Points- no survey code P1 _points, no survey code POINTS 
P1: Arcs subform P1 arcs subquery ARCS 
P1: Lines subform P1 lines subquery LINES 
P1: Points subform POINTS 
.2 P2: Points - illegal survey P2_points, illegal survey POINTS, Ccad5 
code code 
P2: Arcs subform P2 arcs subquery ARCS 
P2: Lines subform P2 lines subquerv LINES 
P2: Points subform POINTS 
.3 P3: Points -wrong layer P3 _points, wrong layer POINTS, Ccad5 
P3: Arcs subform P3 arcs subquerv ARCS 
P3: Lines subform P3 lines subquerv LINES 
P3: Points subform POINTS 
.4 P4: Points - wrong pen P4 _points, wrong pen POINTS, Ccad5 
P4: Arcs subform P4 arcs subquerv ARCS 
P4: Lines subform P4 lines subquerv LINES 
P4: Points subform POINTS 
.5 P9: Points -wrong symbol P9 _points, wrong symbol POINTS, Ccad5 
P9: Arcs subform P9 arcs subquerv ARCS 
P9: Lines subform P9 lines subquerv LINES 
P9: Points subform POINTS 
.6 P5: Points- duplicate P5_points, duplicate P5a_points, duplicate; 
Ccad5 
P5: Arcs subform P5 arcs subquery ARCS 
P5: Lines subform P5 lines subquerv LINES 
P5: Points subform P5 _points subquerv POINTS 
.7 P6: Points - within tolerance P6 _points, in tolerance POINTS 
P6: Arcs subform P6 arcs subquerv ARCS 
P6: Lines subform P6 lines subquerv LINES 
P6: Points subform P6 _points subquerv POINTS 
.8 P7: Points - in search zone P7 _points, in search zone POINTS 
P7: Arcs subform P7 arcs subquery POINTS; ARCS 
P7: Lines subform P7 lines subquery POINTS; LINES 
P7: Points subform P7 _points subquerv POINTS 
.9 P8: Points - radius of x:Y P8 _points, radius of XY POINTS Points XY 
P8: Points subform P8 _points subquery Points x:Y; POINTS 
A8.6.3 SbLines 
.1 L8: Lines - illegal L8_1ines, illegal endpoints LINES; POINTS 
endpoint(s) 
L8_1ines, illegal lines L8_1ines, illegal endpoints; 
LINES 
L8: Arcs subform L8 arcs subquerv ARCS 
L8: Lines subform L8 lines subquerv LINES 
.2 L5: Lines- zero length L5 lines, zero length LINES; POINTS 
L5: Lines subform 
L5: Points subform L5 _points subquerv POINTS 
.3 L 1 : Lines - wrong layer L 1 lines, wrong laver LINES; POINTS 
L 1 : Lines subform L 1 lines, wrong laver LINES; POINTS 
L 1 : Points subform L 1 _points subquerv POINTS 
.4 L2: Lines - wrong pen L2 lines, wrong pen LINES; POINTS 
L2: Lines subform L2 lines, wrong pen LINES; POINTS 
L2: Points subform L2 _points subquerv POINTS 
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FIG. FORM QUERY DATA SOURCE TABLE 
CREATED 
.s L3: Lines- wrong stvle L3 lines, wrong style LINES; POINTS; CcadS 
L3: Lines subform L3 lines, wrong style LINES; POINTS; CcadS 
L3: Points subform L3 _points subquerv POINTS 
.6 L4: Lines -duplicate L4 lines, duplicate LINES 
L4: Lines subform L4 lines, duplicate LINES 
L4: Lines subform1 L4 lines subquerv LINES 
.7 L6: Lines- endpoint L6 lines, one endpoint POINTS; Ccad5; LINES 
L6: Lines subform L6 lines subquery LINES 
L6: Points subform L6 _points subquerv POINTS 
.8 L7: Lines - endpoints L7 lines, both endpoints POINTS; CcadS; LINES 
L7: Lines subform L7 lines subquery LINES 
L7: Points subform L7 _points subquery POINTS 
A8.6.4 SbArcs 
.1 A8: Arcs- illegal endpoints A8 arcs, illegal endpoints ARCS; POINTS 
A8_arcs, illegal arcs A8_arcs, illegal endpoints; 
ARCS 
A8: Arcs subform A8 arcs subquerv ARCS 
A8: Lines subform A8 lines subquery LINES 
.2 AS: Arcs - zero length AS arcs, zero length ARCS; POINTS 
AS: Arcs subform AS arcs, zero length ARCS; POINTS 
AS: Points subform A5 _points subQuerv POINTS 
.3 A 1 : Arcs - wrong layer A 1 arcs, wrong layer ARCS; POINTS 
'" 
A 1 : Arcs subform A 1 arcs, wrong layer ARCS; POINTS 
'h A 1 : Points subform A 1 _points subquery POINTS 
.4 A2: Arcs - incorrect pen A2 arcs, incorrect pen ARCS; POINTS 
A2: Arcs subform A2 arcs, incorrect pen ARCS; POINTS 
A2: Points subform A2 _points subquery POINTS 
.5 A3: Arcs - incorrect style A3 arcs, wrong style ARCS; POINTS; CcadS 
A3: Arcs subform A3 arcs, wrong style ARCS; POINTS; Ccad5 
A3: Points subform A3 _points subquerv POINTS 
.6 A4: Arcs - duplicates A4a arcs, duplicates ARCS 
; A4 arcs, duplicates A4a arcs, duplicates 
,, A4: Arcs subform A4 arcs subQuerv ARCS 
A4: Points subform A4 _points subquerv POINTS 
.7 A6: Arcs - endpoint A6 arcs, one endpoint ARCS 
A6: Arcs subform A6 arcs subquery ARCS 
A6: Points subform A6 _points subquerv POINTS 
.a A9: Arcs duplicate LineiD A9 arcs, duplicates LineiD ARCS 
A9: Arcs subform A9 arcs subquery ARCS 
A9: Lines subform A9 lines subquerv LINES 
A8.6.S SbText 
.1 T1: Text- wrong layer T1 text, wrong layer TEXT, Theme 
T1: Text subform TEXT 
T1: Theme subform Theme 
.2 T2: Text- duplicated string T2 text, duplicate string TEXT 
T2: Text subform TEXT 
T2: Text- duplicate string T2_text, duplicate string TEXT 
subform 
.3 T3: Text- duplicate coords T3 text, duplicate coords TEXT 
T3: Text subform TEXT 
T3: Text - duplicate coords T3_text, duplicate coords TEXT 
subform 
I .4 T4: Text- area suffix T 4 text, wrong area suffix TEXT 
T 4: Text subform TEXT 
T4: Text- wrong area suffix T4_text, wrong area suffix TEXT 
subform 
A8.6.6 SbLots 
.1 N1: Nodes- nonexist N1 Nodes, nonexist LOTS, POINTS 
N1: Nodes subform N1 Nodes, nonexist N1 Nodes, nonexist 
N1: Lots subform LOTS 
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FIG. FORM QUERY DATA SOURCE TABLE 
CREATED 
.2 N2: Nodes - wrono laver N2 nodes, wrong laver LOTS, POINTS 
N2: Nodes subform N2 nodes, wrong layer 
N2: Points subform POINTS 
A8.7 SbPolvs 81 extentcoords LOTS, POINTS 
81a duplicate EXTENT EXTENT; AREAS 
81 b_duplicate subquery EXTENT; AREAS; OupExtents 
81a duplicate EXTENT 
81c delete dup extent EXTENT, OupExtents 
82 delete null extent EXTENT 
83a Point in box EXTENT; TEXT 
83_find poly ptcoords 83a_Point in box; LOTS; PtCoords 
POINTS 
84 delete null textpoly TEXTPOLY 
87 _polygon labels TEXTPOLY;TEXT PolyLabels 
87a_polylabels, delete from TEXTPOL Y; PolyLabels 
textpoly 
88_polygons, rplan and TextPoly; TEXT; PolyLabels Cad Poly 
name 
A8.7.1 SbValidPolys 85a duplicate subquery TextPoly; TEXT; AREAS TextPolyOups 
85_duplicate textinpoly TextPolyOups; TEXT; 
AREAS 
85_textpoly, delete dup TextPolyOups; TextPoly; 
textno TEXT; AREAS 
86a duplicate subquery TextPoly; TEXT; AREAS T extPolyOups 
86_textpoly, delete dup 1 extPolyOups; TextPoly; 
•polyno TEXT; AREAS 
A8.8 SbOLFile 04 bdys, point POINTS 
A8.8.1 SbMeta 
.1 M1: MetaHeader MetaHeader 
.2 M2: CanciLots CanciLots 
M2: CanciLots subform CanciLots 
.3 M3: SurvControl SurvevControl 
M3: SurveyControl subform SurveyControl 
A8.8.2 Sb8dy 02 bdys, lines and arcs join LINES; ARCS 
02b_bdys, add arc radius 02_bdys, lines and arcs join; 
ARCS 
02_bdys, endpoint coords 02b_bdys, add arc radius; 
POINTS 
03b_bdys, form bdy record 02b_bdys, add arc radius; 
T8dySegs 
A8.8.3 SbPoly81k E1 _polys, form lotedoes LOTS 
A8.8.4 SbRefMarks 
.1 R1: RefMarks R1 refMarks POINTS; Ccad5 TRefMarks 
R1: RefMarks subform R1 refMarks subquery, TRefMarks 
R1: RefMarks subform1 R1 refMarks subquerv1 POINTS; TRefMarks; Ccad5 
A8.8.5 SbRefCors R2 occup POINTS; Ccad5 
R2 refCors R2 occup; LINES; POINTS 
R2 refCors subquerv POINTS; TRefCors; Ccad5 
R2 delete null RefCors TRefCors 
.1 R2: RefCors R2 occup POINTS; Ccad5 
R2 refComers R2 occup; LINES; POINTS TRefCors 
R2: RefCors subform R2 refCors subquery TRefCors 
R2: Points subform R2 occup subquerv TRefCors 
A8.8.6 SbAMG 
.1 P1 0: Points -to AMG P1 0 PointsAMG POINTS; Ccad5 TPointsAMG 
P1 0: Points subform TPointsAMG 
A8.9 SbOLodoe 
A8.9.1 SbFormatTab M3_SurveyControl SurveyControl; POINTS; 
Ccad5 
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APPENDIX7 
PROCEDURES FOR THE CREATION OF AN ACCURATE CADASTRAL 
DATABASE 
A 7.1 CADASTRAL AREA TYPE A 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 
The following paragraphs describe the procedure developed for the creation and 
maintenance of an accurate cadastral database for area of cadastral development Type 
A. The procedure is described under the headings: 
• Office Procedure prior to field survey 
• Field Procedure 
• Office Procedure following field survey, surveying section 
• Offis,e Procedure following field survey, drafting section. 
A7.1.1 Office Procedure prior to field survey 
Figure A 7.1 depicts the procedure prior to field survey for the creation of an accurate 
cadastral database for cadastral area Type A. A description of the procedure follows: 
• Step a. Issue (Cadastral Manager) work instructions to the Cadastral Party Leader 
on the prescribed quality control form. 
• Detail the area for which an accurate cadastral database is to be established. 
• Step b. Issue (Cadastral Party Leader) instructions to the Searching Clerk on the 
prescribed quality control form. 
• Obtain (Searching Clerk) searches pertaining to area of interest. 
• Access (Searching Clerk) CISP to compile list of all relevant survey plans 
and title references. 
• Step c. Check (Searching Clerk) in-house and external records for proximity of 
control points on the AMG traverse around the CBD to the area for which the 
cadastral database is to be established. 
• Order (Searching Clerk) the survey plans, BLIN Map, group and building 
plans and copies of titles from the Department of Natural Resources. 
• Compile (Searching Clerk) the plans when delivered in a Search Packet 
• Deliver (Searching Clerk) to the Cadastral Party Leader. 
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a. issue 
work 
Instructions 
FIGURE A7.1 
OFFICE PROCEDURE PRIOR TO FIELD SURVEY 
AREA TYPE A AND B 
b; issue' 
Searching 
I nstructic)ns 
c. 
• Step d. The Cadastral Party Leader examines the search to plan the survey and 
identify plates or areas of homogeneity of error. 
• Mark (Cadastral Party Leader) the plates on the face of each search. 
• Identify the monuments for each plate. 
• Determine the expected extent of the survey. 
• Apply a level of classification to each selected monument. 
• Identify the positions of the closest control points on the AMG traverse (at 
least three). 
• Mark positions or approximate positions on the face of the appropriate 
search plan. 
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• Step e. Select (Cadastral Party Leader) the plate on the most recent, relevant plan 
within the section as a seed plate on which to commence building the cadastral 
network for the section.1 
• Select an initial point on a road frontage of the seed plate. 
• Assign to the initial point an assumed easting of 1 OOOm, an assumed 
northing of 5000m and an approximate AMG height obtained from searches. 
• Step f. Enter the most likely bearings and distances of the boundaries of the seed 
plate using the Civilcad software system.Z 
• Enter boundaries as a closed traverse into the software's database.3 
• Place points and lines in the layer "MOSTL". 
• Apply the survey code "MBY" to all points.4 
• Step g. Deduce (Party Leader) the most likely dimensions of adjoining plates.5 
• Adjust these dimensions to the datum of the seed plate and enter them into 
the software's database. 
• Enter the dimensions starting from a node in common with a plate already 
entered into the database. 
• Enter section corners, change m directions and boundary points whose 
reference offset points are known or likely to exist. 
• Do not enter common lines on abutting plates. 
• Step h. Identify monuments as impacting on the survey. 
• Select monuments depending on the date of the plan and their proximity to 
the "seed" plate. 
• Enter the monuments into the most likely layer. 
• Apply the correct survey code. 
• Step i. Output a plot of the most likely boundaries of the plates within the section 
using Civilcad. 
• Plot boundaries and point numbers for original corners.6 
1 The datum of this plan is the datum for the accurate cadastral database for the section 
2 The concept of most likely dimensions is dealt with at Chapter 7, Section 3.1 
3 The numbers applied to each node do not have to be sequential. Point numbering can be random. 
4 The survey code must be correct. Appendix 5 shows the standard survey code library for the 
creation of the accurate cadastral database. 
5 The amalgamation of all plates within a section forms a mathematical model of the most likely 
framework of cadastral nodes for the creation of the accurate cadastral database. 
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• Step j. Transfer the model of the most likely and monument layer information to the 
EHT -10 Data Recorder database via the RS-232 communication cable. 
(Alternatively, the most likely bearing and distance information and monument 
information may be entered directly into the Epson EHT -10 by manual input.) 
• Step k. Check the closure of each plate. 
• Select the numbers shown on the plot as a loop (Step i) of the sequential 
nodes of each plate using the Epson EHT. 
• Print out dimensions and closures for each plate. 
• Validate the dimensions and closures. 
• Append print to the quality control form. 
• Step l. Transport (Cadastral Party Leader) the job packet and the Epson EHT -10 
containing the digital model of the most likely position of the boundaries to the field 
for calibration of the model. The search packet contains the search, control station 
information and plot. 
A 7 .1.2 Field Procedure 
Figure A 7.2 depicts the field procedure for the creation of an accurate cadastral 
database for cadastral area Type A. The following paragraphs describe the procedure. 
The section, over which the accurate cadastral database is to be created, is reconnoitred. 
The Cadastral Party Leader determines the appropriateness and existence of 
monuments identified in A7.1.1 Step h. If necessary, the extent of the survey area is 
extended. Additional monument information is entered into the EHT -10 database as 
required if marks obviously are gone. The Cadastral Party undertakes the field 
component as follows: 
• Step a. Select suitable original monuments (at least four) for datum. 
• Step b. Connect the monuments using the Stars program to confirm the validity of 
the chosen marks as datum for the survey. 
• Select a survey code from the Survey Code Library (Appendix 5). 
• Enter a primary level of classification for these points. 
6 The plot of point numbers is used for point identification in the field. 
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• Record notings relevant to the reinstatement, evidence of unregistered 
interests, and annotations as appropriate as each point is radiated or 
connected into the traverse 
FIGURE A7.2 
FIELD PROCEDURE • AREA TYPE A AND 8 
• Step c. Transfer the raw field observations of the connections to the monuments, 
stored in the Stars database, to the Surdata system. 
• Reduce to point coordinate values within the Surdata database. 
• Step d. Compare the calculated joins between the datum points measured in the 
field with the relevant joins between similar points in the most likely layer. 
• Transform and adjust the measured control points to agree with original 
information whilst accepting small errors.7 
7 Tolerance standards will conform to the accuracy requirements of the Surveyors Act or other 
suitable standards. 
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• Step e. Complete the remainder of the survey traverse where possible in a 
continuous, sequential manner to complete a closed loop. 
• Connect the monuments and occupation as the traverse proceeds. 
• Classify monuments located and occupation connected as primary, 
secondary or tertiary depending on their relative strength in relation to the 
comer being re-established. 
• Assign an appropriate survey code and tagged for transportation to the 
Surdata database. 
• Locate detail and built environment information as the traverse progresses. 8 
• Check closures of all individual traverses to conform to the accuracy 
requirements of the Surveyors Act or other suitable standards. 
• Step f. Produce a printout of the traverse to determine the closing error on 
completion of the traverse. 
• Retain the printout and append to the quality control form. 
• Step g. Adjust the traverse using the adjustment and transformation module within 
the Surdata system. 
• Remove the closing error. 
• Adjust the traverse to the datum of the most likely model. 
• Produce a printout of the adjusted traverse. 
• Selectively adjust any monument or occupation points radiated to from the 
traverse stations at the same time. 
• Step h. Adjust any closed traverse loops within the major traverse. 
• Produce a printout for quality control purposes. 
• Retain all printouts and append to the quality control form upon return to the 
office. 
• Step i. Place monuments to reference any reinstated comers and recovery marks as 
the survey progresses or following the adjustment of the traverse where possible. 
• Step j. Take redundant check measurements to confirm radiations to monuments 
and occupation where comparisons indicate unacceptable or inconsistent 
differences. 
8 The raw observations for these detail points remain, unreduced within the Stars database until 
uploaded and processed within Civilcad upon return to the office 
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• Take redundant check measurements to any marks placed to monument 
comers and to reference marks. 
• Transport check measurements to and reduce and store using the Surdata 
system. 
• Calculate joins between the original measurement station and the redundant 
determination of the radiated point. 
• Produce and append a printout to the quality control form. 
• Step k. Connect the section by traverse to at least the three control points previously 
established on the AMG traverse closest to the area for which the cadastral database 
is being created. 
A7.1.3 Office Procedure following field survey 
Figure A 7 .1.3 depicts the office procedure for the creation of an accurate cadastral 
database for cadastral area Type A following field survey. The procedure is described 
in the following paragraphs. 
On return to the office (or utilising a PC in the field), the Cadastral Party Leader 
uploads the Stars and Surdata databases to the PC. The plot of the most likely, original 
boundary alignments, the traverse printouts and the redundant measurement printouts 
are affixed to the quality control form. 
A7.1.3.1 Office Procedure following field survey, Surveying Section 
• Step a. Reduce the raw field observations from the Stars database. 
• Produce a printout for checking of attribute and annotation notes recorded. 
• Retain the printout as the field notes of the survey. 
• Step b. Import the Surdata database to the Civilcad software. 
• Display the survey in graphic format on the screen.9 
• Compare graphically the most likely solution and the field reinstated plate or 
other comers to check the validity of the reinstatement for quality control 
purposes. 
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FIGUREA7.3 
OFFICE PROCEDURE FOLLOWING FIELD SURVEY 
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• Step c. Reinstate graphically all plate comers on road frontages using software 
• Reinstate in conjunction with searches 
• Apply the normal rules and hierarchies of evidence. 
• Step d. Reinstate all internal comers using Civilcad. 
• Reinstate in conjunction with the searches and the reinstated plate frontage 
comers. 
• Apply the normal rules and hierarchies of evidence. 
9 The survey is displayed in compliance with the standards of the survey code library (Appendix 5). 
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• Step e. Prepare an ASCII dump file of all comers, monuments and recoveries. 
• Step f. Process the ASCII dump file using Checkasc. 
• Produce a file that reports by exception on point numbers, line end points, 
survey codes, layers, pen and line types. 
• Step g. Edit and correct all reported exceptions to the standards contained in the 
ASCII dump file. 
• Step h. Repeat Steps f and g until no exceptions are reported when Checkasc is run. 
• Step i. Process the ASCII dump file using Ref to prepare a file, in Survacad format, 
of all recovery marks and monuments and their connection to reinstated comers. 
• Step j. Edit the file to include, for each point, the registered plan number and the 
date of the plan on which the marks first appear. 
• Annotate new comers, monuments and recoveries placed or determined 
during the survey with the number of the plan to be plotted and date for the 
survey of the section. 
• Step k. Note differences to original dimensions and references in this file. 
• Step I. Prepare a plot of the survey in Autocad format and transfer onto floppy disc. 
• Prepare the plot in Identification Survey format 
• Despatch the disc, plot, searches and quality control form, including 
annotated plot to drafting for plan preparation. 
• Step m. Process the ASCII dump file using Ascmapi to prepare a MIF and MID file 
for transfer and display of the section in Maplnfo. 
• Step n. Import the accurate cadastral database into Maplnfo for geographical 
analysis operations. 
A7.1.3.2 Office Procedure following field survey, Drafting Section 
The disk containing the plot of the field survey is imported into Autocad and displayed. 
The Senior Draftsman adds a template of the standard plan form and edits the plot from 
Civilcad within Survacad to conform to registering authority drafting and presentation 
specifications. 
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• The bearings and distances of boundaries are automatically annotated and cross 
checked against the annotated plot attached to the quality control form. Connections 
to recoveries and offsets to occupation are added from the .DBF files produced from 
the Ref software and cross-checked against the tabulations on the quality control 
form. 
• A proof plot is prepared using the Autocad software and despatched for quality 
control. The proof plot is checked against a quality control list to ensure conformity 
with in-house and registering authority requirements. The proof plot together with 
the quality control check list is returned to drafting for amendment as required. The 
final plot is then prepared and subjected to scrutiny under the quality control check 
list. 
• The job packet is annotated with the plan number generated by survey. All files 
generated during the creation of the accurate cadastral database are loaded onto 
floppy disk, a number allocated and recorded. All records are then archived. 
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A7.2 CADASTRAL AREA TYPEB 
URBAN RENEWAL AREA AND SUBURBAN AREA. 
The following paragraphs provide a description of the procedure developed for the 
creation and maintenance of an accurate cadastral database for area of cadastral 
development Type B under the headings: 
• Office Procedure prior to field survey 
• Field Procedure 
• Office Procedure following field survey, surveying section 
• Office Procedure following field survey, drafting section. 
A7.2.1 Office Procedure prior to field survey 
Figure A 7.1 depicts the procedure prior to field survey for the creation of an accurate 
cadastral database for cadastral area Type B. A description of the procedure follows: 
• Step a. Issue (Cadastral Manager) work instructions to the Cadastral Party Leader 
on the prescribed quality control form. 
• Detail the area for which an accurate cadastral database is to be established. 
• Step b. Issue (Cadastral Party Leader) instructions to the Searching Clerk on the 
prescribed quality control form. 
• Obtain (Searching Clerk) searches pertaining to area of interest. 
• Access (Searching Clerk) CISP to compile list of all relevant survey plans 
and title references. 
• Step c. Check (Searching Clerk) in-house and external records for proximity of 
control points on the AMG traverse around the CBD to the area for which the 
cadastral database is to be established. 
• Order (Searching Clerk) the survey plans, BLIN Map, group and building 
plans and copies of titles from the Department of Natural Resources. 
• Compile (Searching Clerk) the plans when delivered in a Search Packet 
• Deliver (Searching Clerk) to the Cadastral Party Leader. 
• Step d. The Cadastral Party Leader examines the search to plan the survey and 
identify plates or areas of homogeneity of error. 
• Mark (Cadastral Party Leader) the plates on the face of each search. 
• Identify the monuments for each plate. 
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• Determine the expected extent of the survey. 
• Apply a level of classification to each selected monument. 
• Identify the positions of the closest control points on the AMG traverse (at 
least three). 
• Mark positions or approximate positions on the face of the appropriate 
search plan. 
• Step e. Select (Cadastral Party Leader) the plate on the most recent, relevant plan 
within the section as a seed plate on which to commence building the cadastral 
network for the section. 10 
• Select an initial point on a road frontage of the seed plate. 
• Assign to the initial point an assumed easting of 1 OOOm, an assumed 
northing of 5000m and an approximate AMG height obtained from searches. 
• Step f. Enter the most likely bearings and distances of the boundaries of the seed 
plate using the Civilcad software system. 11 
• Enter boundaries as a closed traverse into the software's database. 12 
• Place points and lines in the layer "MOSTL". 
• Apply the survey code "MBY" to all points. 13 
• Step g. Deduce (Cadastral Party Leader) the most likely dimensions of adjoining 
plates. 14 
• Adjust these dimensions to the datum of the seed plate and enter into the 
database. 
• Enter the dimensions starting from a node in common with a plate already 
entered into the database. 
• Enter section comers, change in directions and boundary points whose 
reference offset points are known or likely to exist. 
10 The datum of this plan is the datum for the accurate cadastral database for the section 
11 The concept of most likely dimensions is dealt with at Chapter 7, Section 3.1 
12 The numbers applied to each node do not have to be sequential. Point numbering can be random. 
13 The survey code must be correct. Appendix 5 shows the standard survey code library for the 
creation of the accurate cadastral database. 
14 The amalgamation of all plates within a section forms a mathematical model of the most likely 
framework of cadastral nodes for the creation of the accurate cadastral database. 
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• Step h. Identify monuments as impacting on the survey. 
• Select monuments depending on the date of the plan and their proximity to 
the "seed" plate. 
• Enter the monuments into the most likely layer. 
• Apply the correct survey code. 
• Step i. Output a plot of the most likely boundaries of the plates within the section 
using Civilcad. 
• Plot boundaries and point numbers for original comers. 15 
• Step j. Transfer the model of the most likely and monument layer information to the 
EHT-10 Data Recorder database via the RS-232 communication cable. 
(Alternatively, the most likely bearing and distance information and monument 
information may be entered directly into the Epson EHT -10 by manual input.) 
• Step k. Check the closure of each plate. 
• Select the numbers shown on the plot as a loop (Step i) of the sequential 
nodes of each plate using the Epson EHT. 
• Print out dimensions and closures for each plate. 
• Validate the dimensions and closures. 
• Append print to the quality control form. 
• Step I. Transport (Cadastral Party Leader) the job packet and the Epson EHT-10 
containing the digital model of the most likely position of the boundaries to the field 
for calibration of the model. The search packet contains the search, control station 
information and plot. 
A 7 .2.2 Field Procedure 
Figure A 7.2 depicts the field procedure for the creation of an accurate cadastral 
database for cadastral area Type B. The following paragraphs describe the procedure. 
The section, over which the accurate cadastral database is to be created, is reconnoitred. 
The Cadastral Party Leader determines the appropriateness and existence of 
monuments identified in 3.1 Step h. If necessary, the extent of the survey area is 
extended. Additional monument information is entered into the EHT -10 database as 
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required if marks obviously are gone. The Cadastral Party undertakes the field 
component as follows: 
• Step a. Select suitable original monuments (at least four) for datum. 
• Step b. Connect the monuments using the Stars program to confirm the validity of 
the chosen marks as datum for the survey. 
• Select a survey code from the Survey Code Library (Appendix 5). 
• Enter a primary level of classification for these points. 
• Record notings relevant to the reinstatement, evidence of unregistered 
interests, and annotations as appropriate as each point is radiated or 
connected into the traverse 
• Step c. Transfer the raw field observations of the connections to the monuments, 
stored in the Stars database, to the Surdata system. 
• Reduce to point coordinate values within the Surdata database. 
• Step d. Compare the calculated joins between the datum points measured in the 
field with the relevant joins between similar points in the most likely layer. 
• Transform and adjust the measured control points to agree with original 
information whilst accepting small errors. 16 
• Step e. Complete the remainder of the survey traverse where possible in a 
continuous, sequential manner to complete a closed loop. 
15 
16 
17 
• Connect the monuments and occupation as the traverse proceeds. 
• Classify monuments located and occupation connected as primary, 
secondary or tertiary depending on their relative strength in relation to the 
comer being re-established. 
• Assign an appropriate survey code and tagged for transportation to the 
Surdata database. 
• Locate detail and built environment information as the traverse progresses.17 
• Check closures of all individual traverses to conform to the accuracy 
requirements of the Surveyors Act or other suitable standards. 
The plot of point numbers is used for point identification in the field. 
Tolerance standards will conform to the accuracy requirements of the Surveyors Act or other 
suitable standards. 
The raw observations for these detail points remain, unreduced within the Stars database until 
uploaded and processed within Civilcad upon return to the office 
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• Step f. Produce a printout of the traverse to determine the closing error once the 
traverse is completed. 
• Retain the printout and append to the quality control form. 
• Step g. Adjust the traverse using the adjustment and transformation module within 
the Surdata system. 
• Remove the closing error. 
• Adjust the traverse to the datum of the most likely model. 
• Produce a printout of the adjusted traverse. 
• Selectively adjust any monument or occupation points radiated to from the 
traverse stations at the same time. 
• Step h. Adjust any closed traverse loops within the major traverse. 
• Produce a printout produced for quality control purposes. 
• Retain all printouts and append to the quality control form upon return to the 
office. 
• Step i. Place monuments to reference any reinstated comers and recovery marks as 
the survey progresses or following the adjustment of the traverse where possible. 
• Step j. Take redundant check measurements to confirm radiations to monuments 
and occupation where comparisons indicate unacceptable or inconsistent 
differences. 
• Take redundant check measurements to any marks placed to monument 
comers and to reference marks. 
• Transport check measurements to and reduce and store using the Surdata 
system. 
• Calculate joins between the original measurement station and the redundant 
determination of the radiated point. 
• Produce and append a printout to the quality control form. 
• Step k. Connect the section by traverse to at least the three control points previously 
established on the AMG traverse closest to the area for which the cadastral database 
is being created. 
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A7.2.3 Office procedure following field survey 
Figure A 7.3 depicts the office procedure for the creation of an accurate cadastral 
database for cadastral area Type B following field survey. The procedure is described 
in the following paragraphs. 
On return to the office (or utilising a PC in the field), the Stars and Surdata databases 
are uploaded to the PC. The plot of the most likely, original boundary alignments, the 
traverse printouts and the redundant measurement printouts are affixed to the quality 
control form. 
A7.2.3.1 Office procedure following field survey, Surveying Section 
• Step a. Reduce the raw field observations from the Stars database. 
• Produce a printout for checking of attribute and annotation notes recorded. 
• Retain the printout as the field notes of the survey. 
• Step b. Import the Surdata database to the Civilcad software. 
• Display the survey in graphic format on the screen. 18 
• Compare graphically the most likely solution and the field reinstated plate or 
other comers to check the validity of the reinstatement for quality control 
purposes. 
• Step c. Reinstate graphically all plate comers on road frontages using Civilcad 
software 
• Reinstate in conjunction with searches 
• Apply the normal rules and hierarchies of evidence. 
• Step d. Reinstate all internal comers using Civilcad. 
• Reinstate in conjunction with the searches and the reinstated plate frontage 
comers. 
• Apply the normal rules and hierarchies of evidence. 
• Step e. Prepare an ASCll dump file of all comers, monuments and recoveries. 
• Step f. Process the ASCll dump file using Checkasc. 
• Produce a file which reports by exception on point numbers, line end points, 
survey codes, layers, pen and line types. 
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• Step g. Edit and correct all reported exceptions to the standards contained in the 
ASCll dump file. 
• Step h. Repeat Steps f and g until no exceptions are reported when Checkasc is run. 
• Step i. Process the ASCll dump file using Ref to prepare a file, in Survacad format, 
of all recovery marks and monuments and their connection to reinstated comers. 
• Step j. Edit the file to include, for each point, the registered plan number and the 
date of the plan on which the marks first appear. 
• Annotate new comers, monuments and recoveries placed or determined 
during the survey with the number of the plan to be plotted and date for the 
survey of the section. 
• Step k. Note differences to original dimensions and references in this file. 
• Step I. Prepare a plot of the survey in Autocad format and transfer onto floppy disc. 
• Prepare the plot in Identification Survey format 
• Despatch the disc, plot, searches and quality control form, including 
annotated plot to drafting for plan preparation. 
• Step m. Process the ASCll dump file using Ascmapi to prepare a MIF and MID file 
for transfer and display of the section in Maplnfo. 
• Step n. Import the accurate cadastral database into Maplnfo for geographical 
analysis operations. 
A7.2.3.2 Office Procedure following field survey, Drafting Section. 
The disk containing the plot of the field survey is imported into Autocad and displayed. 
A template of the standard plan form is added and the plot from Civilcad edited within 
the Survacad module to conform to registering authority drafting and presentation 
specifications. 
• The bearings and distances of boundaries are automatically annotated and cross 
checked against the annotated plot attached to the quality control form. Connections 
to recoveries and offsets to occupation are added from the .DBF files produced from 
the Ref software and cross-checked against the tabulations on the quality control 
form. 
· 18 The survey is displayed in compliance with the standards of the survey code library (Appendix 5). 
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o A proof plot is prepared using the Autocad software and despatched for quality 
control. The proof plot is checked against a quality control list to ensure conformity 
with in-house and registering authority requirements. The proof plot together with 
the quality control check list is returned to drafting for amendment as required. The 
final plot is then prepared and subjected to scrutiny under the quality control check 
list. 
o The job packet is annotated with the plan number generated by the survey. All files 
generated during the creation of the accurate cadastral database are loaded onto 
floppy disk, a number allocated and recorded. All records are archived. 
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A 7.3 CADASTRAL AREA TYPE C 
NEW ESTATE· URBAN AND RURAL 
The following paragraphs provide a description of the procedure developed for the 
creation and maintenance of an accurate cadastral database for area of cadastral 
development Type C under the headings: 
• Office Procedure, survey section 
• Office Procedure, drafting section 
A 7.3.1 Office Procedure, Survey Section 
Figure A 7.4 depicts the survey section component of the office procedure for the 
creation of an accurate cadastral database for cadastral area Type C. The procedure is 
described in the following paragraphs. 
• Step a. Issue (Cadastral Manager) work instructions to the Cadastral Party Leader 
on the prescribed quality control form. 
• Detail the area for which an accurate cadastral database is to be established. 
• Step b. Issue (Cadastral Party Leader) instructions to the Searching Clerk on the 
prescribed quality control form. 
• Step c. Compile (Searching Clerk) copies of all survey plans. 
• Copy all plans lodged or registered from in-house records. 
• Obtain digital design file in Civilcad format. 
• Step d. Access (Searching Clerk) CISP to compile list of all relevant survey plans 
and title references. 
• Obtain (Searching Clerk) searches and BLIN Map pertaining to area 
• Step e. Check (Searching Clerk) in-house and external records for connection of the 
area of interest to or the proximity of AMG control points. 
• Advise Cadastral Party Leader of availability of AMG control. 19 
• Step f. Compile survey plans and control information. 
• Place in a search packet 
• Deliver search packet and the digital design file to the Cadastral Party 
Leader. 
a. 
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19 If not previously connected, the section is connected by traverse to at least two points established 
by or derived from points established by GPS techniques. In there are no available marks to fulfil 
this requirement, at least two points will be established by GPS techniques. 
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• Step g. Compare (Cadastral Party Leader) the copies of the plans with the digital 
design file. 
• Edit the design file to ensure the inclusion of all references shown on the 
plans. 
• Step h. Update the digital design file to include more recent registered plans 
revealed from accessing CISP in Step d. 
• Step i. Prepare an ASCII dump file of all comers, monuments and recoveries. 
• Step j. Process the ASCII dump file using Checkasc. 
• Produce a file that reports by exception on point numbers, line end points, 
survey codes, layers, pen and line types. 
• Step k. Edit and correct all reported exceptions to the standards contained in the 
ASCII dump file. 
• Step I. Repeat Steps i and j until no exceptions are reported when Checkasc is run. 
• Step m. Process the ASCII dump file using Ref to prepare a file, in Survacad 
format, of all recovery marks and monuments and their connection to design 
comers. 
• Step n. Edit the file to include, for each point, the registered plan number and the 
date of the plan on which the marks first appear. 
• Annotate new comers, monuments and recoveries placed or determined 
during the survey with the number of the plan to be plotted and date for the 
survey of the section. 
• Step o. Prepare a plot of the survey in Autocad format and transfer onto floppy disc. 
• Prepare the plot in Identification Survey format 
• Despatch the disc, plot, searches and quality control form, including 
annotated plot to drafting for plan preparation. 
• Step p. Process the ASCII dump file using Ascmapi to prepare a MIF and MID file 
for transfer and display of the section in Mapinfo. 
• Step q. Import the accurate cadastral database into Mapinfo for geographical 
analysis operations. 
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A 7 .3.2 Office Procedure, Drafting Section 
Figure A 7.5 depicts the drafting section component of the office procedure for the 
creation of an accurate cadastral database for cadastral area Type C. The following 
paragraphs describe the procedure. 
• Step a. Import the plot of the design file into Autocad displayed. 
• Add a template of the standard plan form. 
• Edit the plot within to conform to registering authority drafting and 
presentation specifications using Survacad. 
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h. 8{~1{~~3<. 
r~~ords. 
• Step b. Annotate the bearings and distances of boundaries automatically using 
Survacad. 
• Cross check the annotations against the annotated plot attached to the quality 
control form. 
• Step c. Add connections to recoveries and offsets to occupation from the .DBF files 
produced from the Ref software. 
• Cross check against the tabulations on the quality control form. 
• Step d. Prepare a proof plot using Autocad. 
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• Despatch proof plot for quality control.20 
• Step e. Return proof plot together with the quality control checklist to drafting. 
• Amend digital model as required by the quality control checklist. 
• Step f. Prepare a final plot and check against quality control checklist. 
• Step g. Annotate the search packet annotated with the plan number generated by 
survey. 
• Load all files generated during the creation of the accurate cadastral database 
onto floppy disk 
• Allocate disk number and record in index and on search packet. 
• Step h. Archive all records. 
20 Proof plot is checked against a quality control list to ensure conformity with in-house and 
registering authority requirements. 
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A7.4 CADASTRALAREA TYPED 
RURAL AREA 
The following paragraphs provide a description of the procedure developed for the 
creation and maintenance of an accurate cadastral database for area of cadastral 
development Type D under the headings: 
• Input of data from source documents 
• Joining of parcels or areas or plates 
• Adjustment of parcels or plates 
• Processing following adjustment, survey section 
• Processing following adjustment, drafting section. 
Fixed points are incorporated after the parcels have been joined and evaluated so that 
control is applied in the most effective places, and then only where necessary. The 
procedure described in the following paragraphs generally follows the process 
described by Elfick and Fryer.21 
A7.4.1 Input of data from source documents 
Figure A7.6 depicts the procedure of input of data from source documents for the 
creation of an accurate cadastral database for cadastral area Type D. The following 
paragraphs describe the procedure. 
• Step a. Issue (Cadastral Manager) work instructions to the Cadastral Party Leader 
on the prescribed quality control form. 
• Detail the area for which an accurate cadastral database is to be established. 
• Step b. Issue (Cadastral Party Leader) instructions to the Searching Clerk on the 
prescribed quality control form. 
• Access (Searching Clerk) CISP to compile list of all relevant survey plans 
and title references. 
• Checks in-house and external records for AMG and AHD control points 
within the vicinity of the area of interest. 
21 M.H. Elfick and J.G. Fryer, Cost Benefit Study on Management of Cadastral Data, TUNRA 
Report to the Land Information Centre, Newcastle: Newcastle University, 1992 
Mimaka Pty Ltd, Cadastral Package Version: 2.20, March 1994, Killara, NSW 
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a. issue 
Work 
lnstrutti'ons 
FIGUREA7.6 
INPUT OF DATA FROM SOURCE DOCUMENTS 
AREA TYPED 
y 
• Step c. Obtain (Searching Clerk) searches, group title and building plans, copies of 
titles, and BLIN Map pertaining to area of interest. 
• Step d. Pre-process (Searching Clerk) the search when supplied. 
• Remove duplicate plans and plans outside the area of interest. 
• Group plans into Parishes (if appropriate) with the Portion plans first in 
numerical order. 
• Prepare index sheets of plans for each parish. 
• Check the location of each subdivision on the BLIN Map of the area 
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• Note plans unsuitable for direct data entry such as some easement plans, 
compiled plans without bearings, very old and illegible plans. 
• Mark the location of control points on the BLIN Map 
• Step e. Compile the plans and any other relevant records in a Search Packet 
• Deliver to the Cadastral Party Leader. 
• Step f. Examine (Cadastral Party Leader) the search. 
• Plan the survey. 
• Identify and mark on the BLIN Map plates that may represent problem areas 
during the data entry stage such as those over very broken terrain or where 
no connections across roads exist. 
• Identify the monuments for providing control for the plates. 
• Mark their position and that of other monuments identified as suitable on the 
BLIN Map for the planning of any GPS survey to control the creation of the 
accurate cadastral database in the area. 22 
• Step g. Select (Cadastral Party Leader) the plate on the most recent, relevant plan 
within the section as a seed plate on which to commence building the cadastral 
network for the section.Z3•24 
• Select an initial point on a road frontage of the seed plate. 
• Assign to the initial point an assumed easting of 1 OOOm, an assumed 
northing of 5000m and an approximate AMG height obtained from searches. 
• Step h. Enter the bearing and distances of each lot or the surround for each plate 
using Cadpack. 
• Start data entry for each parcel or plate at the top left comer and proceeds in 
a clockwise direction with a drawing of the parcel appearing in a window on 
the screen. 
• Enter connections to other parcels or lots that do not abut the current parcel 
to assist the joining process. 25 
22 If there are no connections to control, the area of interest is connected by traverse to at least two 
points established by or derived from points established by GPS techniques. If there are no 
available marks to fulfil this requirement, at least two points will be established by GPS 
techniques. 
23 A plate can be the surround for a subdivision which may contain a number of discreet plans 
24 The datum of this plan is the datum for the accurate cadastral database for the section 
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• Apply the survey code to all points. The survey code must be correct. 26 
• Enter the common lines on abutting plates. 
• Step i. Check misclosure on completion of input. 
• Terminate entry if the misclosure is acceptable write the misclosure in pencil 
on the plan. 
• Check all lines entered if the misclose is not acceptable and edited as 
required. 
• Step j. Enter the structure for the lots within the subdivision.27 
A7.4.2 Joining of parcels or plates 
Figure A 7.7 depicts the phase of the joining of parcels or plates for the creation of an 
accurate cadastral database for cadastral area Type D. The following paragraphs 
describe the procedure. 
o' Step a. Select the most recent parcel or plate near to the centre of the area as the 
seed plate. 
• Step b. Read in each parcel or plate and join to the appropriate join points on the 
model of the parcels or plates already joined. 
All points common to the new parcel or plate and the joined data should be used for 
control. There is a limit at date of 50 common points. 
A 7.4.3 Adjustment of parcels or plates 
Figure 8.7 depicts the procedure for the adjustment of parcels or plates for the creation 
of an accurate cadastral database for cadastral area Type D. The following paragraphs 
describe the procedure. 
25 The numbers applied to each node do not. have to be sequential. Point numbering can be 
random. The program, at date, can accept a parcel or plate with up to 200 sides. 
26 The standard survey code library for the creation of the accurate cadastral database is shown at 
Appendix5. 
n 
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FIGURE7.7 
JOINING AND ADJUSTMENT OF PARCELS OR PLATES 
AREA TYPED 
y 
The adjustment works by building a set of equations, one for each bearing and distance 
and one for the 'azimuth' of each parcel. It solves these equations to produce a set of 
coordinates for each point in the network. The coordinates are varied to produce the 
optimum fit with the bearing and distance data. Results are listed to show how well the 
final coordinates agree with the bearing and distance data. The adjustment is carried out 
using the following steps: 
27 M.H. Elfick and J.G. Fryer, Cost Benefit Study on Management of Cadastral Data, p.9 
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• Step c. Enter local control information (two only) using the data editor option. 
• Step d. Perform a "free net" adjustment to determine how the network of data fits 
together. 
• Step e. Identify errors in the parcel data isolated by the adjustment that can be 
corrected before the network is constrained with the addition of more control points. 
• Step f. Enter additional control information when the parcels are displayed on the 
screen using the Admin/Control Option. 
• Step g. Enter zone and test values (tolerance) for direction and distance limits. 
• Step h. Carry out a constrained adjustment of the network with an entered tolerance 
so that close points are meaned 
• Step i. Calculate and display residuals for the control data. 
• Apply to the network as scale, rotation and coordinate shift if acceptable. 28 
• Step j. Edit and amend data and adjustment as required. 
• Ste~ k. Display adjusted coordinates together with residuals. 
• Write to an adjustment file 
• Write details to a listing file. 
A7.4.4 Processing following adjustment 
Figures A7.8 and A7.9 depict the procedure for the creation of an accurate cadastral 
database for cadastral area Type D following joining and adjustment of parcels. The 
following paragraphs describe the procedure. 
A7.4.4.1 Processing following Adjustment, Survey Section 
Step a. Create an ASCII dump file, in Civilcad format, of all comers and connections 
using File Utilities Option. 
• Step b. Process the ASCII dump file using Checkasc. 
• Produce a file that reports by exception on point numbers, line end points, 
survey codes, layers, pen and line types. 
• Step c. Edit and correct all reported exceptions to the standards contained in the 
ASCII dump file. 
28 Warnings are printed to a listing file of those items that are outside the angle and distance 
tolerance and for line points that are off-line. 
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• Step d. Repeat Steps b and c until no exceptions are reported when Checkasc is run. 
• Step e. Process the AS CIT dump file using Ref to prepare a file, in Survacad format, 
of all recovery marks and monuments and their connection to design comers. 
FIGUREA7.8 
PROCESSING FOLLOWING ADJUSTMENT SURVEY SECTION 
AREA TYPED 
• Step f. Edit the file to include, for each point, the registered plan number and the 
date of the plan on which the marks first appear. 
• Annotate new comers, monuments and recoveries placed or determined 
during the survey with the number of the plan to be plotted and date for the 
survey of the section. 
• Step g. Prepare a plot of the survey in Autocad format and transfer onto floppy disc. 
• Prepare the plot in Identification Survey format 
• Despatch the disc, plot, searches and quality control form, including 
annotated plot to drafting for plan preparation. 
• Step h. Process the ASCII dump file using Ascmapi to prepare a MIF and MID file 
for transfer and display of the section in Maplnfo. 
• Step i. Import the accurate cadastral database into Maplnfo for geographical analysis 
operations. 
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A 7.4.4.2 Processing following adjustment, Drafting Section 
• Step a. Import the plot of the design file into Autocad displayed. 
• Add a template of the standard plan form. 
• Edit the plot within to conform to registering authority drafting and 
presentation specifications using Survacad. 
• Step b. Annotate the bearings and distances of boundaries automatically using 
Survacad. 
• Cross check the annotations against the annotated plot attached to the quality 
control form. 
FIGUREA7.9 
PROCESSING FOLLOWING ADJUSTMENT DRAFTING SECTION 
AREA TYPED 
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• Step c. Add connections to recoveries and offsets to occupation from the .DBF files 
produced from the Ref software. 
• Cross check against the tabulations on the quality control form. 
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• Step d. Prepare a proof plot using Autocad. 
• Despatch proof plot for quality control.29 
• Step e. Return proof plot together with the quality control check list to drafting. 
• Amend digital model as required by the quality control check list. 
• Step f. Prepare a final plot and check against quality control check list. 
• Step g. Annotate the search packet annotated with the plan number generated by 
survey. 
• Load all files generated during the creation of the accurate cadastral database 
onto floppy disk 
• Allocate disk number and record in index and on search packet. 
• Step h. Archive all records. 
29 Proof plot is checked against a quality control list to ensure conformity with in-house and 
registering authority requirements. 
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APPENDIX8 
SPATIAL DATA VALIDATION AND DELIVERY MODULE 
Appendix 8 provides graphics of the interfaces developed for the Spatial Data 
Validation and Delivery Module. The graphics are contained in figures in the 
following pages. The list of the figures follows this paragraph. The nine interfaces, 
Start-up Form, Main Switchboard and the switchboards for the six major sub-
modules discussed in detail in Chapter 9, are listed with a cross-reference to the 
figure number under which they appear in that Chapter. The interfaces developed for 
data processing at successively lower levels of detail are shown indented in the list to 
assist an understanding of the integrated and event-driven nature of the approach 
adopted. 
A8.1: STARTUP Form (Figure 9.6) 
A8.2: MAIN Switchboard (Figure 9.7) 
A8.3: CONFIGURE DATABASE Switchboard (Figure 9.8) 
A8.3.1: Attach Standard Tables Switchboard 
A8.4: IMPORT Switchboard (Figure 9.9) 
A8.5: REVIEW DATA TABLES Switchboard (Figure 9.10) 
A8.5.1: Review Attached Standard Tables Switchboard 
A8.5.2: Review Imported Spatial Data Switchboard 
A8.5.3: View Digital Lodgement Tables Switchboard 
A8.5.3.1: View Metadata Lodgement Tables Switchboard 
A8.6: VALIDATION Switchboard (Figure 9.11) 
A8.6.1: Validate Layer Legal 
A8.6.2: Point Validation Switchboard 
A8.6.2.1: Points with no Survey Code 
A8.6.2.2: Points with illegal Survey Code 
A8.6.2.3: Point Layer incorrect for Survey Code 
A8.6.2.4: Point Pen incorrect for Survey Code 
A8.6.2.5: Point Symbol is incorrect for Survey Code 
A8.6.2.6: Points duplicated in X-Y Coordinates 
A8.6.2.7: Points within tolerance 
A8.6.2.8: Points in search zone 
A8.6.2.9: Points within radius of X-Y 
A8.6.3: Line Validation Switchboard 
A8.6.3.1: Line Endpoint not in Points Table 
A8.6.3.2: Lines of zero length 
A8.6.3.3: Line Layer incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) 
A8.6.3.4: Line Pen incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) 
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A8.6.3.5: Line Style incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) 
A8.6.3.6: Lines duplicated on endpoints 
A8.6.3.7: Lines from one endpoint 
A8.6.3.8: Lines from given endpoints 
A8.6.4: Arc Validation Switchboard 
A8.6.4.1: Arc point not in Points Table 
A8.6.4.2: Arcs of zero length 
A8.6.4.3: Arc Layer incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes 
A8.6.4.4: Arc Pen incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes 
A8.6.4.5: Arc Style incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes 
A8.6.4.6: Arcs duplicated on endpoints 
A8.6.4.7: Arcs from given endpoint 
A8.6.4.8: Arcs duplicating LineiD 
A8.6.5: Text Validation Switchboard 
A8.6.5.1: Text layer incorrect for lot identification 
A8.6.5.2: Text string duplicated 
A8.6.5.3: Text coordinates duplicated 
A8.6.5.4: Text area suffix in error 
A8.6.6: Lots Validation Switchboard 
A8.6.6.1: Lot nodes nonexistent in Points Table 
A8.6.6.2: Lot nodes in incorrect layer 
A8.7: ASSIGN IDENTIFIERS TO POLYGONS Switchboard (figure 9.12) 
A8.7.1: Validate Polygon Identifiers Switchboard 
A8.8: DIGITAL LODGEMENT TABLES Switchboard (Figure 9.13) 
A8.8.1: Metadata Entry Switchboard 
A8.8.1.1: Metadata records Types 00- 70 
A8.8.1.2Metadata Record Type 80: Cancelled Lot 
A8.8.1.3: Metadata Record Type 90: Survey Control 
A8.8.2: Boundary Segment Switchboard 
A8.8.3: Polygon Block Switchboard 
A8.8.4: Reference Marks Switchboard 
A8.8.4.1: Reference Marks dynaset 
A8.8.5: Reference to Corners Switchboard 
A8.8.5.1: Reference to Corners dynaset 
A8.8.6: Conversion to AMG Switchboard 
A8.8.6.1: Points to AMG Dynaset 
A8.9: DIGITAL LODGEMENT Switchboard (Figure 9.14) 
A8 .9 .1: Format Digital Lodgement File Switchboard 
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AS.l: STARTUP Form 
FIGUREA8.1 
STARTUP Form 
Purpose of Form: The Startup Form is the introductory screen for the Spatial Data Validation 
and Delivery Module. The form is used to turn off inbuilt toolbars, hide the 
database window and activate the Main Switchboard. The form is set to 
display for five seconds before being closed and the Main Switchboard 
displayed. 
Form Macro: Autoexec 
E)le !;dit \!jew Insert FQ.rmat B.ecords Iools ~indow !::!.elp 
Startup 
Macro - Autoexec 
Macro Name Action 
Send Keys 
DoMenultem 
DoMenultem 
DoMenultem 
SetValue 
Comment 
Send arguments to Options dialog box to tum off inbuilt toolbars 
Tum off built in toolbars 
Hide the Database window 
Open the Startup form 
Set timer to dis Ia Startu form 
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A8.2: MAIN Switchboard 
FIGUREA8.2 
sbMAIN Form 
Purpose of Form: The Main Switchboard is the top-level form for the selection of one of the 
seven major sub-modules. All forms at lower levels have an attached 
button (EXIT) for quick return to the Main Switchboard Form 
Formffoolbar Macro: sbMain 
Toolbar: Main Switch 
Sub forms: SbConfig; Sblmport; SbView; SbValidate; SbPolys; SbDLFile; SbDLodge; 
Configure Import Data Review Data Validate Data Centroids Lodgement File Lodgement ~ (C:J EXIT 
Main Switchboard 
CONFIGURE 
DATABASE 
IMPORT 
SURVEY DATA 
Macro - SbMain 
Macro Name Action 
Confiq Close 
Open Form 
Import Close 
OpenForm 
ShowToolbar 
ShowToolbar 
View Close 
OpenForm 
ShowToolbar 
ShowToolbar 
Validate Close 
Open Form 
ShowToolbar 
ShowToolbar 
Polvs Close 
OpenForm 
ShowToolbar 
ShowToolbar 
DLFile Close 
OpenForm 
Dlodoe Close 
Open Form 
DbWin Close 
Exit Close 
REVIEW DATA 
TABLES 
VALIDATE 
SPATIAL DATA 
LODGE 
SURVEY 
TRANSACTION 
Comment 
MATCH 
IDENTIFIERS 
TO LOTS 
CREATE 
LODGEMENT 
TABLES 
Attached to the buttons on the Main Switch toolbar 
Close the SbMain form 
Open the SbConfiq form 
Close the SbMain form 
Open the Sblmport form 
Hide the Main Switchboard toolbar 
Show the Import Switch toolbar 
Close the SbMain form 
Open the SbiView form 
Hide the Main Switchboard toolbar 
Show the View Switch toolbar 
Close the SbMain form 
Open the SbValidate form 
Hide the Main Switchboard toolbar 
Show the Validate Switch toolbar 
Close the SbMain form 
Open the SbPolvs form 
Hide the Main Switchboard toolbar 
Show the toolbar 
Close the SbMain form 
Open the SbDLFile form 
Close the SbMain form 
Open the SbDLodoe form 
Close the SbMain form 
Close the database 
i M A 
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A8.3: CONFIGURE DATABASE Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.3 
sbCONFIG Form 
Purpose of Form: The Configure Database Switchboard provides options for the attachment 
of standard tables and for the import of Data Access Objects stored in the 
STANDARD.MDB database into the working database. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: sbConfig 
Toolbar: Config Switch 
Sub forms: SbAttachStandards; SbDAObjects 
Configure Database Switchboard 
Macro - SbConfiq 
CONFIGURE 
DATABASE 
ATTACH 
STANDARD 
TABlES 
Macro Name Action 
Standards Close 
Open Form 
DAObjects Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
IMPORT 
DATA ACCESS 
OBJECTS 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the Config Switch tool bar 
Close the SbConfig form 
Open the SbAttachStandards form 
Close the SbConfig form 
Open the SbDAObjects form 
Close the SbConfig form 
Show the SbMain form 
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A8.3.1: Attach Standard Tables Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.3.1 
sbATTACHSTANDARDS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Attach Standard Tables Switchboard form provides options for the 
attachment of individual standard tables stored in the STANDARD.MDB 
database into the working database. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: sbAttachStandards 
Toolbar: Attach Switch 
Tables accessed: CCAD5; Theme; Linework; Bdylines; MarkOrder; MarkCiass; MarkType; 
CoordSystem; LGACodes; SurveyCat; ConstructionCat 
SURVEY THEME STYLE BDYS ORDER CLASS TYPE SYS. LGA SUR.CAT. CON.CAT. ~ I~ 
ATTACH SURVEY THEMES LINE STYLES STANDARD CODES TABLES 
I 
MARK TYPE MARK CLASS MARK ORDER BOUNDARY 
I 
COORDINATE LGA CODES 
SYSTEM 
Macro - SbAttachStandards 
Macro Name 
SurveyCodes 
Themes 
LineStyles 
BdyLines 
MarkOrder 
Mark Class 
Mark Type 
CoordSys 
LGACodes 
SurveyCat 
ConstructionCa 
t 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
TransferDatabase 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
LINES 
SURVEY CONSTRUCTION 
CATEGORIES CATEGORIES 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the Attach Switch toolbar 
Attach to the CCAD5 Survey Code Table 
Attach to the Theme Table 
Attach to the Linework Table 
Attach to the BdyLines Table 
Attach to the MarkOrder Table 
Attach to the MarkCiass able 
Attach to the MarkType Table 
Attach to the CoordSys Table 
Attach to the LGACodes Table 
Attach to the SurveyCat Table 
Attach to the ConstructionCat Table 
Close the SbAttachStandards form 
Return to the SbConfig form 
Close the SbAttachStandards form 
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A8.3.2: Import Data Access Objects Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.3.2 
sbDAOBJECTS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Import Data Access Objects Switchboard form provides options for the 
import of individual, standard Data Access Objects stored in the 
STANDARD.MDB database to the Working Database .. 
FormJToolbar Macro: SbDAObjects 
Toolbar: DAObjects Switch 
TABLES QUERIES FORMS REPORTS MACROS MODULES ~ I~ 
Configure Database Switchboard 
IMPORT DATA 
ACCESS 
OBJECTS 
SPATIAl DATA 
TABlE 1---1 
STRUCTURES 
QUERIES FORMS 
MODUlES 
Macro - SbDAOb!ects 
Macro Name Action 
Tables SendKeys 
DoMenultem 
Queries SendKeys 
DoMenultem 
Forms SendKeys 
DoMenultem 
Reports SendKeys 
DoMenultem 
Macros SendKeys 
DoMenultem 
Modules SendKeys 
DoMenultem 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
MACROS REPORTS 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the DAObjects Switch toolbar 
Select Tables from C:\access\mdb\standard.mdb 
Open the Import Dialog box 
Select Queries from C:\access\mdb\standard.mdb 
Open the Import Dialog box 
Select Forms from C:\access\mdb\standard.mdb 
Open the Import Dialog box 
Select Reports from C:\access\mdb\standard.mdb 
Open the Import Dialog box 
Select Macros from C:\access\mdb\standard.mdb 
Open the Import Dialog box 
Select Modules from C:\access\mdb\standard.mdb 
Open the Import Dialog box 
Close the SbDAObjects form 
Return to the SbConfig form 
Close the SbDAObjects form 
Exit to the SbMain form 
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A8.4: IMPORT Switchboard 
FIGUREA8.4 
sbiMPORT Form 
Purpose of Form: The Import Switchboard form provides options for the import of individual, 
spatial data tables or files into Spatial Data Tables in the working database 
Form/Toolbar Macro: Sblmport 
Toolbar: Import Switch 
Tables accessed: LAYERS; POINTS; LINES; ARCS; TEXT; LOTS 
Reduce CAD ALL DATA Layer Data Point Data Line Data Arc Data Text Data Lot Data I~ 
Import Switchboard 
IMPORT 
SURVEY DATA 
Macro - Sblmport 
Macro Name 
All 
Layers 
Points 
Lines 
Arcs 
Text 
Lots 
Exit 
Action 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
TransferText 
Close 
0 enForm 
REDUCE CAD 
FILES 
IMPORT 
LAYER DATA 
IMPORT LOT 
DATA 
IMPORT All 
SURVEY DATA 
IMPORT 
POINT DATA 
IMPORT TEXT 
DATA 
Comment 
IMPORT LINE 
DATA 
IMPORT ARCS 
DATA 
Attached to the buttons on the Import Switch toolbar 
Import Layers.txt from C:\data\layers.txt 
Import Points.txt from C:\data\points.txt 
Import Lines. txt from C:\data\lines.txt 
Import Arcs. txt from C:\data\arcs.txt 
Import Text. txt from C:\data\teXt.txt 
Import Lots.txt from C:\data\lots.txt 
Import Areas.txt from C:\data\areas.txt 
Import Extnt.txt from C:\data\extnt.txt 
Import Layers.txt from C:\data\layers.txt 
Import Points.txt from C:\data\points.txt 
Import Lines.txt from C:\data\lines.txt 
Import Arcs.txt from C:\data\arcs.txt 
Import Text. txt from C:\data\text.txt 
Import Lots. txt from C:\data\lots.txt 
Import Areas. txt from C:\data\areas.txt 
Import Extnt.txt from C:\data\extnt.txt 
Close Sblmport form 
0 en SbMain form 
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A8.5: REVIEW DATA TABLES Switchboard 
FIGURE 8.5 
sbVIEW Form 
Purpose of Form: The Review Data Tables Switchboard form provides options for the 
view/reviewing of individual Standards Tables, Spatial Data Tables or 
Tables created for Digital Lodgement stored in or attached to the working 
database .. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: SbView 
Toolbar: View Switch 
Sub forms: SbReviewStandards; SbReviewSpatiaiData; SbReviewDL Table 
STANDARDS SPATIAL DATA DIG. LODGE I~ 
Review Data Tables Switchboard 
REVIEW DATA 
TABLES 
REVIEW 
ATTACHED 
STANDARDS 
TABLES 
Macro- SbView 
Macro Name 
Standards 
Spatial Data 
Lodge Tables 
Exit 
Action 
Open Form 
Open Form 
Open Form 
Close 
0 enForm 
REVIEW 
IMPORTED 
SPATIAL DATA 
TABLES 
VIEW DIGITAL 
LODGEMENT 
TABLES 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the View Switch toolbar 
Open the SbReviewStandards form 
Open the SbReviewSpatiaiData form 
Open the SbReviewDL Table form 
Close SbView form 
0 en SbMain form 
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A8.5.1: Review Attached Standard Tables Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.5.1 
sbREVIEWSTANDARDS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Review Attached Standard Tables Switchboard provides options for 
the viewing of individual Standards Tables stored in the STANDARD.MDB 
database and attached to the working database .. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: SbReviewStandards 
Toolbar: ReviewStandards Switch 
Tables accessed: CCAD5; Theme; Linework; Bdylines; MarkOrder; MarkCiass; MarkType; 
CoordSystem; LGACodes; SurveyCat; ConstructionCat 
SURVEY THEME STYLE BDYS ORDER CLASS TYPE SYS. LGA SUR.CAT. CON.CAT. ~ I~ 
Review Attached Standard Tables Switchboard 
REVIEW 
STANDARD 
TABLES 
SURVEY 
CODES 
THEMES LINE STYLES 
MARK TYPE MARK CLASS MARK ORDER BOUNDARY 
LINES 
COORDINATE 
SYSTEM 
Macro - SbReviewStandards 
Macro Name 
Codes 
Themes 
LineWork 
BdyLines 
MarkOrder 
Mark Class 
Mark Type 
CoordSys 
LGA 
SurveyCat 
ConstructionCa 
t 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
LGA CODES SURVEY 
CATEGORIES 
1--1CONSTRUCTION 
CATEGORIES 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the ReviewStandards Switch toolbar 
Open the CCADS Table in datasheet view 
Open the Themes Table in datasheet view 
Open the Linework Table in datasheet view 
Open the BdyLines Table in datasheet view 
Open the MarkOrder Table in datasheet view 
Open the MarkCiass Table in datasheet view 
Open the MarkType Table in datasheet view 
Open the CoordSys Table in datasheet view 
Open the LGACodes Table in datasheet view 
Open the SurveyCat Table in datasheet view 
Open the ConstructionCat Table in datasheet view 
Close the SbReviewStandards form 
Open the SbView form 
Close the SbReviewStandards form 
---- .a.l..- ,...L••-l- L---
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A8.5.2: Review Imported Spatial Data Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.5.2 
sbREVIEWSPATIALDATA Form 
Purpose of Form: The Review Imported Spatial Data Switchboard provides options for the 
viewing of individual Spatial Data Tables created from survey data imported 
into the working database .. 
FormfToolbar Macro: SbReviewSpatiaiData 
Toolbar: ReviewSData Switch 
Tables accessed: LAYERS; POINTS; LINES; ARCS; TEXT; LOTS; AREAS 
LAVERS POINTS LINES ARCS TEXT LOTS AREAS ~ I~ 
Review lmpmled Spatial Data Switchboard 
REVIEW 
IMPORTED 
SPATIAL DATA 
TABLES 
Macro - SbReviewSpatiaiData 
Macro Name 
Layers 
Points 
Lines 
Arcs 
Text 
Lots 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
Open Form 
LAYERS 
TABLE 
LOTS 
TABLE 
AREAS 
TABLE 
POINTS 
TABLE 
TEXT 
TABLE 
Comment 
LINES 
TABLE 
ARCS 
TABLE 
Attached to the buttons on the ReviewS Data Switch toolbar 
Open the Layers Table 
Open the Points Table 
Open the Lines Table 
Open the Arcs Table 
Open the Text Table 
Open the Lots Table 
Close the SbReviewSpatiaiData form 
Open the SbView form 
Close the SbReviewSpatiaiData form 
Open the SbMain form 
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A8.5.3: View Digital Lodgement Tables Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.5.3 
sbREVIEWDLTABLE Form 
Purpose of Form: The View Digital Lodgement Tables Switchboard provides options for the 
selection of an individual theme of Spatial Data Tables for viewing prior to 
export to WORD from the working database for digital lodgement. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: SbReviewSpatiaiData 
Toolbar: ReviewSData Switch 
Sub forms: SbMetaTables; SbCadTables; SbWaterTables; SbSewerTables; 
SbSWaterTables; SbRoadTables; SbTopoTables 
METADATA CADASTRE WATER SEWERAGE S'WATER ROADS TOPO ~ I~ 
View Digital lodgement Tables Switchboard 
VIEW DIGITAL 
LODGEMENT 
TABLES 
STORMWATER 
DRAINAGE 
TABLES 
ROADWORKS 
TABLES 
Macro - SbViewDLTable 
Macro Name 
Metadata 
Cadastre 
Water 
Sewer 
Swater 
Roads 
Topo 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
Open Form 
Open Form 
OpenForm 
Open Form 
Open Form 
Open Form 
Open Form 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
0 enForm 
METADATA 
TABLES 
SEWERAGE 
TABLES 
TOPOGRAPHIC 
1---t TABLES 
CADASTRE 
TABLES 
WATER SUPPLY 
1----t TABLES 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the ReviewS Data Switch toolbar 
Open the SbMetaTables Switchboard form 
Open the SbCadTables Switchboard form 
Open the SbWaterTables Switchboard form 
Open the SbSewerTables Switchboard form 
Open the SbSWaterTables Switchboard form 
Open the SbRoads Tables Switchboard form 
Open the TopoTables Switchboard form 
Close the SbReviewDL Table form 
Open the SbView form 
Close the SbReviewDL Table form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.5.3.1: View Metadata Lodgement Tables Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.5.3.1 
sbVMETATABLES Form 
Purpose of Form: The View Metadata Lodgement Tables Switchboard provides options for 
the selection of an individual theme of METADATA Table to be viewed prior 
to export to WORD from the working database for Digital lodgement. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: SbRMetaTable 
Toolbar: ViewMetaTable Switch 
Sub forms: MetaHeader; Cancllots; SurveyControl 
HEADERS CANC.LOTS SURV.CONTROL • 1• 
View Metadata Lodgement Tables Switchboard 
VIEW MET ADA TA 
LODGEMENT 
TABI..£S 
METADATA HEADER 
RECORDS 00 -70 
TABLE 
Macro - SbRMetaTables 
Macro Name 
Header 
CanciLots 
Control 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Open Table 
Close 
OpenForm 
Close 
0 enForm 
CANCELLED LOTS 
TABLE METADATA 
RECORD 80 
SURVEY CONTROL 
TABLE METADATA 
RECORD 90 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the ViewMetaTable Switch toolbar 
Open the MetaHeader table 
Open the CanciLots table 
Open the SurveyControl table 
Close the SbVMetaTables form 
Open the SbReviewDL Table form 
Close the SbVMetaTables form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.6: VALIDATION Switchboard 
Purpose of Form: 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
Sub forms: 
FIGURE A8.6 
sbVALIDATE Form 
The Validation Switchboard form provides options for the audit and 
validation of spatial data stored in tables in the working database. 
SbValidate 
Validate Switch 
Sblayers; SbPoints; Sblines; SbArcs; SbText; Sblots 
LAYERS POINTS LINES ARCS TEXT LOTS I~ 
Validation Switchboard 
VAUDATE 
SPATIAL DATA 
Macro - SbValidate 
Macro Name Action 
Layers Close 
Open Form 
Points Close 
Open Form 
Line Close 
Open Form 
Arcs Close 
Open Form 
Text Close 
Open Form 
Lots Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
VALIDATE 
LAYERS 
VALIDATE 
POINTS 
VALIDATE 
TEXT 
VALIDATE 
LOTS 
Comment 
VALIDATE 
LINES 
VALIDATE 
ARCS 
Attached to the buttons on the Validate Switch toolbar 
Close the SbValidate form 
Open the C1: Layers - illegal form 
Close the SbValidate form 
Open the SbPoints form 
Close the SbValidate form 
Open the SbLines form 
Close the SbValidate form 
Open the SbArcs form 
Close the SbValidate form 
Open the SbText form 
Close the SbValidate form 
Open the SbLots form 
Close the SbValidate form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.6.1: Validate Layer Legal 
FIGURE A8.6.1 
C1: LAYERS - ILLEGAL Form 
Purpose of Form: The Validate Layer legal form queries all data in the LAYERS Table and 
reports the records for which the LayeriD attribute is not matched to a 
ClassiD attribute in the THEME Table. 
Formrroolbar Macro: LayersSwitch 
Toolbar: Layers Switch 
SOL Query: C1_illegallayers 
Sub forms: SbLayers; SbPoints; Sblines; SbArcs; SbText; SbLots 
Eile .E_dit Y:iew fiecords Yt:indow .!:ielp 
I REPORT I CD ~ 
Validate layer legal 1!100. 
~ ~ILLEGAL lAYER J 
L jBASE I_ 
·~ 
Macro - LayersSwitch 
Macro Name Action 
Layers OpenForm 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query - C1 illegal lavers 
THEME STANDARDS TABLE 
ClassiD 
LOTS 
TRAV 
CONTF 
STRME 
CONT 
EMT 
SEWP 
WATP 
LOTDN 
OCCUP 
TLOT 
Descri lion 
Title boundary data 
Reference Mark data 
Specific, contour able features data eg. k• 
As-constructed Stormwater/Roofwater de 
Non·specific, contourable features data e 
Easement boundary data 
As-constructed Sewerage data 
As·consrtucted Water reticulation data 
Lot boundary design data 
Occupation data 
Text related to Title boundary data 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the Layers Switch tool bar 
Open C1 : Layers: - illegal form 
Select C1_illegal layers query 
Print CUIIegallayers query 
Select C1 : Layers: - illegal form 
Close C1: Layers: - illegal form 
Open SbValidate form 
Close C1 : Layers: - illegal form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LAYERS.LayeriD, LA YERS.StartChn, LAYERS.Startpnt, LA YERS.Nextpnt, 
LA YERS.Intflag 
FROM LAYERS LEFT JOIN Theme ON LAYERS.LayeriD = Theme.CiassiD 
WHERE ((Theme.CiassiD Is Null)); 
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A8.6.2: Point Validation Switchboard 
Purpose of Form: 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
Sub forms: 
FIGURE A8.6.2 
sbPOINTS Form 
The Point Validation Switchboard provides options for the audit and 
validation of attributes of point spatial data stored in the POINTS Table. 
SbPoints 
Points Switch 
P1: Points- no survey code; P2: Points- illegal survey code; P3: Points-
wrong layer; P4: Points - wrong pen; P5: Points - duplicate; P6: Points -
within tolerance; P7: Points- in search zone; P8: Points- radius of XY ;P9: 
Points - wronq svmbol: 
NO CODE LEGAL CODE LAYER PEN SYMBOL DUPS. TOLER. ZONE RADIUS ~ I~ 
Point Validation Switchboard 
VAUDATE 
PO/IIffS 
Macro - SbPoints 
Macro Name Action 
NoCode Close 
Open Form 
Code Close 
OpenForm 
Layer Close 
Open Form 
Pen Close 
Open Form 
Symbol Close 
Open Form 
Dup Close 
Open Form 
Tolerance Close 
Open Form 
SearchZone Close 
Open Form 
XV Radius Close 
Open Form 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
NO SURVEY 
CODE? 
DUPLICATE 
POINTS? 
LEGAL 
CODE? 
CORRECT 
SYMBOL? 
CORRECT 
LAYER? 
CORRECT 
PEN? 
POINTS 
WITHIN 
TOLERANCE 
POINTS 
WITHIN 
SEARCH ZONE 
POINTS 
WITHIN 
RADIUS OF XY 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the Points Switch toolbar 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P1: Points- no survey code form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P2: Points - illegal survey code form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P3: Points - wrong layer form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P4: Points- wrong pen form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P9: Points - wrong symbol form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P5: Points -duplicate form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P6: Points - within tolerance form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P7: Points- in search zone form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the P8: Points - radius of XY form 
Close the SbPoints form 
Open the SbValidate form 
Close the SbPoints form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.6.2.1: Points with no Survey Code 
FIGURE A8.6.2.1 
P1: POINTS • NO SURVEY CODE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Points with no Survey Code form queries all point spatial data in the 
POINTS Table and reports records with a null survey code attribute. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQL Query: 
Sub forms: 
Sub queries: 
P1: NoCode 
P1: No Code 
P1_points, no survey code 
P1: Points subform; P1: Lines subform; P1: Arcs subform 
P1_1ines subquery; P1_arcs subquery 
file f.dit Y:iew B.ecords yY:indow .!:!elp 
El Points with no Survey Code 1!!11!1 £1 
INCORRECT 
POINT 
r-------------Point Attributes-------------, 
1051 
,=D:..::e:::.sc::.:r.:!:ip:.:::ti=.:on::::.: _________ --, layer: I LOTS Pen: II 
Symbol: 
15llo I 
Code: 
I 
I~ 
Macro - P1 : NoCode 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query- P1 points, no survey code 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the P1: No Code tool bar 
Select P1_points, no survey code query 
Print P1_points, no survey code query 
Select P1: Points - no survey code form 
Close P1: Points- no survey code form 
Open SbPoints form 
Close P1: Points- no survey code form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Height, points.Layer, 
points.Pen, points.Symbol 
FROM points 
WHERE ((points.Code Is Null)) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
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A8.6.2.2: Points with illegal Survey Code 
FIGURE A8.6.2.2 
P2: POINTS • ILLEGAL SURVEY CODE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Points with illegal Survey Code form queries all point spatial data in the 
POINTS Table and reports the records for which the Code attribute is not 
matched to a Code attribute in the CCAD5 Table. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
Sub queries: 
P2: CheckCode 
P2: Check Code 
P2_points, illegal survey code 
P2: Points subform; P2: Lines subform; P2: Arcs subform 
P2_1ines subquery; P2_arcs subquery 
file Edit ~iew B.ecords Yiindow !:!elp 
I REPORT I CD ~ 
E1 Points with illegal Survey Code 1!11!1 EJ 
ILLEGAL 
CODE 
.------------Point Attributes------------.., 
PoinUD: Description: layer: Pen: Symbol: 
IOSCK I 421 
·~ 
Macro - P2: CheckCode 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query - P2 points, illegal survey code 
ITRAV II 15jjo 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the P2: Check Code toolbar 
Select P2__points, illegal survey code query 
Print P2_points, illegal survey code query 
Select P2: Points - illegal survey code form 
Close P2: Points - illegal survey code form 
Open SbPoints form 
Close P2: Points - illegal survey code form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Height, points.Code, 
ccad5.Description, points.Layer, points.Pen, points.Symbol 
FROM points LEFT JOIN ccad5 ON points. Code = ccad5.Code 
WHERE ((ccad5.Code Is Null)) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
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A8.6.2.3: Point Layer incorrect for Survey Code 
FIGURE A8.6.2.3 
P3: POINTS· WRONG LAYER Form 
Purpose of Form: The Point Layer incorrect for SuNey Code form queries all point spatial data 
in the Points Table and reports the records for which the Layer attribute is 
not matched to the Layer attribute of the Code of the point in the CCAD5 
Table. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: P3: CheckLayer 
Toolbar: P3: Check Layer 
SOL Query: P3_points, wrong layer 
Sub forms: P3: Points subform; P3: Lines subform; P3: Arcs subform 
Sub queries: P3_1ines subquery; P3_arcs subquery 
Eile E_dit ~iew Records ~indow .!:ielp 
I REPORT I CD~ 
E Point Layer incorrect for Survey Code l!lliJI3 
, ..
Point Attributes 
PoinUD: Code: 
I 8~ jOPTC 
Macro • P3: CheckLayer 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query • P3 points. wrong layer 
r------ Survey Code Values--------, 
Code: 
jOPTC 
Description: 
jjOptical Centre 
ARCS TABLE RECORD 
Comment 
Layer: 
IILOTS 
Attached to the buttons on the P3: Check Layer toolbar 
Select P3_points, wrong layer query 
Print P3_points, wrong layer query 
Select P3: Points- wrong layer form 
Close P3: Points- wrong layer form 
Open SbPoints form 
Close P3: Points - wrong layer form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code AS FieldCode, points.Layer AS FieldLayer, 
ccad5.Code, ccad5.Description, ccad5.Layer 
FROM points INNER JOIN ccad5 ON points. Code = ccad5.Code 
WHERE ((points.Code=[ccad5].[Code]) AND (points.Layer<>[ccad5].[Layer])) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
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A8.6.2.4: Point Pen incorrect for Survey Code 
FIGURE A8.6.2.4 
P4: POINTS -WRONG PEN Form 
Purpose of Form: The Point Pen incorrect for Survey Code form queries all point spatial data 
in the Points Table and reports the records for which the Pen attribute is not 
matched to the Pen attribute of the Code of the point in the CCAD5 Table. 
FormfToolbar Macro: P4: CheckPen 
Toolbar: P4: Check Pen 
SQL Query: P4_points, wrong pen 
Sub forms: P4: Points subform; P4: Lines subform; P4: Arcs subform 
Sub queries: P4_1ines subquery; P4_arcs subquery 
file .E_dit ~iew B.ecords Y{indow J:!elp 
I REPORT I [!] El 
El Point Pen incorrect for Survey Code l!!llill3 
PEN PointiD: Code: Layer: Symbol: Code: Layer: Pen: Symbol: 
., [INCORRECT J Point Attributes-----, r---- Survey Code Values-----, 
I 1~ 11 IIRBY IILOTS llo I IRBY IILOTS I~ lnone I 
POINTS TABLE RECORD 
Macro - P4: CheckPen 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query - P4 points, wrong pen 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the P4: Check Pen toolbar 
Select P4_points, wrong pen query 
Print P4_points, wrong pen query 
Select P4: Points -wrong pen form 
Close P4: Points -wrong pen form 
Open SbPoints form 
Close P4: Points - wrong pen form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, 
POINTS.Symbol, CCAD5.Code, CCAD5.Layer, CCAD5.Symbol, CCAD5.Colour 
FROM CCAD5 INNER JOIN POINTS ON CCAD5.Code = POINTS.Code 
WHERE ((POINTS.Pen<>[CCAD5].[Colour])) OR ((POINTS.Symbok>[CCAD5].[Symbol])) 
ORDER BY POINTS.PointiD; 
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A8.6.2.5: Point Symbol is incorrect for Survey Code 
FIGURE A8.6.2.5 
P9: POINTS • WRONG SYMBOL Form 
Purpose of Form: The Point Symbol incorrect for Survey Code form queries all point spatial 
data in the Points Table and reports the records for which the Symbol 
attribute is not matched to the Symbol attribute of the Code of the point in 
the CCAD5 Table. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: P9: CheckSymbol 
Toolbar: P9: Check Symbol 
SQL Query: P9_points, wrong symbol 
Sub forms: P9: Points subform; P9: Lines subform; P9: Arcs subform 
Sub queries: P9_1ines subquery; P9_arcs subquery 
Eile &_dit Y:iew .8.ecords ~indow ]:!elp 
D Point Symbol is incorrect for Survey Code 1!!1~13 
SYMBOL PoinUD: Code: Layer: Pen: Code: layer: Pen: Symbol: 
~ r INCORRECT l Point Attribute& ------, .-----Survey Code Value& 
_ lo I _ I 1JIRBY IILOTS I ~ IRBY IILOTS II 15llnone I 
POINTS TABLE RECORD 
Macro - P9: CheckSymbol 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query - P9 points. wrong symbol 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the P9: Check Symbol toolbar 
Select P9_points, wrong symbol query 
Print P9_points, wrong symbol query 
Select P9: Points - wrong symbol form 
Close P9: Points - wrong symbol form 
Open SbPoints form 
Close P9: Points - wrong symbol form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS. Pen, 
POINTS.Symbol, CCAD5.Code, CCAD5.Layer, CCAD5.Symbol, CCAD5.Colour 
FROM CCAD5 INNER JOIN POINTS ON CCAD5.Code = POINTS. Code 
WHERE ( (POINTS.Pen<>[CCAD5].[Colour])) OR ( (POINTS.Symbok>[CCAD5].[Symbol])) 
ORDER BY POINTS.PointiD; 
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A8.6.2.6: Points duplicated in X-Y Coordinates 
FIGURE A8.6.2.6 
P5: POINTS· DUPLICATE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Points duplicated in x-y coordinates form queries all point spatial data 
in the Points Table and reports the point data for which the Easting and 
Northing attributes are duplicated by a second point. 
Formrroolbar Macro: P5: CheckDuplicates 
Toolbar: P5: Duplicate 
SQL Query: PS_points, duplicate 
Sub forms: P5: Points subform; P5: Lines subform; P5: Arcs subform 
Sub queries: PS_points subquery; PS_Iines subquery; PS_arcs subquery 
file fdit )!iew B.ecords ~indow Jielp 
JREPDRTI ~~ 
ll!l Points duplicated in X-Y Coordinates l!!llill3 
..-----Duplicated Point AUributes ---..., .-----Duplicate Point AUributes ----, 
PoinUD Code: Description: Layer: PointiD: Code: Description: 
21 ~ !Reinstated boundar.v pointj!LDTS I ~ ~ !Reinstated boundar.v point 
Macro - P5: CheckDuplicates 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query- P5 points. duplicate 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the P5: Duplicates toolbar 
Select P5_points, duplicate query 
Print P5_points, duplicate query 
Select P5: Points -duplicate form 
Close P5: Points -duplicate form 
Open SbPoints form 
Close P5: Points- duplicate form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P5: Points- duplicate]![PointiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P5: 
Points- duplicate]![PointiD2])); 
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A8.6.2. 7: Points within tolerance 
FIGURE A8.6.2.7 
P6: POINTS -WITHIN TOLERANCE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Points within tolerance form queries all point spatial data in the Points 
Table and reports point data within an entered tolerance (radius) of a 
second point. 
Formrroolbar Macro: P6: InTolerance 
Toolbar: P6: InTolerance 
SQLQuery: P6_points, in tolerance 
Sub forms: 
Sub queries: 
P6: Points subform; P6: Lines subform; P6: Arcs subform 
P6_points subquery; P6_1ines subquery; P5_arcs subquery 
file fdit ~iew B.ecords ~indow J::!.elp 
I REPORT I [!] [BJ 
El Points within tolerance l!llill3 
·~ 
r----First Point--.., 
PointiD: Code: layer: 
I 11~~ 
NPOINTS TABLE RECORD 
Macro - P6: InTolerance 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Differences (1-2) 
DeltaE: DeltaN: PointiO: Code: layer: . . Second Point [JI T olera1n.c00e0l~ 1 72021~~ 1 o.11o11 o.os11 
Comment 
Attached to buttons on the P6: Points- within tolerance tool bar 
Select P6_points, in tolerance query 
Print P6_points, in tolerance query 
Select P6: Points - within tolerance form 
Close P6: Points - within tolerance form 
Open SbPoints form 
Close P6: Points - within tolerance form 
0 en the SbMain form 
Query - P6 points, in tolerance 
PARAMETERS Tolerance IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Code, points.Layer, 
points_1.PointiD, points_1.Code, points_1.Layer, [points].[easting]-[points_1].[Easting] AS DeltaE, 
[points].[Northing]-[points_1].[Northing] AS DeltaN, [Tolerance] AS Expr1 
FROM points, points AS points_1 
WHERE ((points_1.PointiD>[points].[pointiD]) AND (points_1.Easting Between ([points].[easting]-[Tolerance]) And 
([points].[Easting]+[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between ([points].[Northing]-[Tolerance]) And 
([points].[Northing]+[Tolerance]))) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
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A8.6.2.8: Points in search zone 
FIGURE A8.6.2.8 
P7: POINTS • IN SEARCH ZONE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Points in search zone form queries all point spatial data in the Points 
Table and reports point data within a search zone (between an entered 
tolerance and an entered search radius) of a second point. 
Formrroolbar Macro: P7: lnZone 
Tool bar: P7: lnSearchZone 
SQL Query: P7 _points, in search zone 
Sub forms: P7: Points subform; P7: Lines subform; P7: Arcs subform 
Sub queries: P7 _points subquery; P7 _lines subquery; P7 _arcs subquery 
file .E_dit ~iew fiecords Y:.:::indow J:ielp 
I REPORT I [!][BJ 
E Points in search zone !1~13 
~ First Point -Second Point- -PARAMETERS - -Differences (1-2) 
PointiD: Code: Layer: PointiD: Code: Layer: T olrnce.: Radius: DeltaE: DeltaN: 
I 70211 ~ ITRAV I I 72011 ~ ITRAV I I 111 21 1 -1.7941~ 
POINTS TABLE RECORD 
PointiD I Easting I Northing I Height I Code I Layer I Pen I Symbol 
l:.. 7021 998.095 1002.987 0.000 osc TRAV 15 0 
7201 999.889 1001.415 ·0.154 OGI TRAV 15 0 
* •• •I Record: 1 !of 2 I ._ .-q 
LINES TABLE RECORD ARCS TABLE RECORD 
I LineiD I Frompnt I T opnt I Layer I Pen I Type I ArciD I S tartiD I EndiDJ CentiD I Layer I Pen I hoe 
.J:J 50 702 7201 TRAV 2 1 
1•1• I Record: 1 lof 1 1 .. 1 .. 11 1•1• IRecord:l I of 1 .. 1 .. 11 
,. •IRecord:p !of 2 1 .. 1 .. 11 
Macro - P7: lnZone 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Attached to buttons on the P7: lnSearchZone toolbar 
Print SelectObject Select P7 _points, between tolerance & search radius query 
Print Print P7 _points, between tolerance & search radius query 
SelectObject Select P7: Points- in search zone form 
Return Close Close P7: Points -in search zone form 
Open Form Open SbPoints form 
Exit Close Close P7: Points- in search zone form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
Quer3£· P7 eoints1 in search zone 
PARAMETERS Tolerance IEEESingle, [Search radius]IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCT points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Code, points.Layer, points_1.PointiD, 
points_1.Easting, points_1.Northing, points_1.Code, points_1.Layer, [points].[Easting]-[points_1].[Easting] AS 
DeltaE, [points].[Northing]-[points_1].[Northing] AS DeltaN, [Tolerance] AS Expr1, [Search radius] AS Expr2 FROM 
points, points AS points_1 
WHERE ((points_1.PointiD>[points].[PointiDJ) AND (points_1.Easting Between ([points].[easting]-[Search radius}) 
And ([points].[easting]-[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between ([points].[northing]+[Search radius}) And 
([points].[northing]+[Tolerance]))) OR ((points_1.PointiD>[points].[PointiDJ) AND (points_1.Easting Between 
([points].[easting]+[Search radius}) And ([points].[easting]+[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between 
([points].[northing]-[Search radius}) And ([points].[northing]-[Tolerance]))) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
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A8.6.2.9: Points within radius ofX-Y 
FIGURE A8.6.2.9 
P8: POINTS - RADIUS OF XY Form 
Purpose of Form: The Points within radius of XY coords form queries all point spatial data in 
the Points Table and reports point data within an entered radius of an 
entered Easting and Northing coordinate pair. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
Sub queries: 
P8: CalcRadXY; P8: Points within radius of XY coords 
P8: lnRadius 
P8_points, radius of XY 
P8: Points subform 
P8_points subquery 
file fdit Y:iew flecords Yiindow !::!elp 
I REPORT I 8 EJ 
D Points within radius of X·Y l!lliJ f3 
X-Y Coords Entered (1) 
Xcoord: Y coord: 
1 1ooo.ooq 1 1ooo.ooo1 
POINTS TABLE RECORD 
I~ 
Search 
Radius 
1o.ooo1 
POINT IN SEARCH RADIUS (2) 
PointiD: Easting: Northing: I 111 1ooo.ooo11 1ooo.ooo1 
Differences (1-2) 
DeltaE: DeltaN: I o.oooll o.oool 
Macro - P8: Points within radius of XY coords 
Macro Name Action 
OpenQuery 
0 enForm 
Macro - P8: CalcRadXY 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query- P8 points, radius of XY 
Comment 
Open PS_points, radius of x:f query to determine Point ID 
0 en P8: Points - radius of x:f form 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the P8: lnRadius toolbar 
Select PS_points, radius of x:f query 
Print PS_points, radius of x:f query 
Select P8: Points- radius of x:f form 
Close P8: Points - radius of x:f form 
Open SbPoints form 
Close Close P8: Points - radius of x:f form 
0 en the SbMain form 
PARAMETERS [Enter Easting:]IEEEDouble, [Enter Northing:]IEEEDouble, [Enter search radius]IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [Enter Easting:] AS Xcoord, [Enter Northing:] AS Ycoord, [Enter search radius) AS Radius, 
POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing INTO [P8: Points subtable] 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.Easting Between [Enter Easting:)-[Enter search radius] And [Enter Easting:]+[Enter search 
radius]) AND (POINTS. Northing Between [Enter Northing:]-[Enter search radius] And [Enter Northing:]+[Enter 
search radius])); 
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A8.6.3: Line Validation Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.6.3 
sbLINES Form 
Purpose of Form: The Line Validation Switchboard provides options for the audit and 
validation of attributes of line spatial data stored in the LINES Table. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: Sblines 
Toolbar: Lines Switch 
Sub forms: L 1: Lines - wrong layer; L2: Lines - wrong pen; L3: Lines - wrong style; L4: 
Lines- duplicate; L5: Lines -zero length; L6: Lines -endpoint; L7: Lines -
endpoints; L8: Lines- illegal endpoint(s) 
END POINTS ZERO LENGTH LAVER PEN STYLE DUPLICATES END ENDS -4 1-4 
line Validation Switchboard 
VALiDATE 
LINES 
Macro - Sblines 
Macro Name Action 
Zero len Close 
Open Form 
points Close 
Open Form 
Layer Close 
Open Form 
Pen Close 
Open Form 
style Close 
OpenForm 
dups Close 
Open Form 
end Close 
Open Form 
ends Close 
Open Form 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
Open Form 
END POINTS 
EXIST? 
DUPLICATE 
liNES? 
liNES GIVEN 
ONE ENDPOINT 
ZERO 
lENGTH? 
CORRECT 
STYlE? 
liNES GIVEN 
BOTH 
ENDPOINTS 
Comment 
CORRECT 
lAYER? 
CORRECT 
PEN? 
Attached to the buttons on the Lines Switch toolbar 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the L5: Lines - zero length form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the LS: Lines- illegal endpoint(s) form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the L 1 : Lines - wrong layer form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the L2: Lines - wrong pen form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the L3: Lines - wrong style form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the L4: Lines- duplicate form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the L6: Lines -endpoint form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the L7: Lines -endpoints form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the SbValidate form 
Close the SbLines form 
Open the SbMain form 
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A8.6.3.1: Line Endpoint not in Points Table 
FIGURE A8.6.3.1 
L8: LINES - ILLEGAL ENDPOINT(S) Form 
Purpose of Form: The Line Endpoint not in Points Table form queries all line spatial data in 
the LINES Table and reports the records for which either endpoint identifier 
does not match a point identifier in the POINTS Table. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SOL Query: 
Sub forms: 
Sub queries: 
L8: CheckEnds 
L8: Check Ends 
L8_1ines, illegal endpoints, LB_Iines, illegal lines 
L8: Lines subform; L8: Arcs subform 
L8_1ines subquery; L8_arcs subquery 
file .E_dit Y:iew B.ecords Y:[indow .!:!elp 
I REPORT I 
Eline Endpoint not in Points Table l!llil t3 
., 
IILJ.EGAL - Line Attributes ENDPOINT LineiD: Frompnt: Topnt: Layer: Pen: Type: 
1 1121 I 1121 I 1321 I 1121 !LOTS I I 41 I 
LINES I ABLE RECORD 
LineiD Pen 
4 
ARCS TABLE RECORD 
I~ 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Print SelectObject 
Attached to the buttons on the L8: Check Ends tool bar 
Select L8_1ines, illegal lines query 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Query - L8 lines, illegal endpoints 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.Frompnt 
Print L8_1ines, illegal lines query 
Select L8: Lines- illegal endpoint(s) form 
Close L8: Lines- illegal endpoint(s) form 
Open SbLines form 
Close L8: Lines- illegal endpoint(s) form 
0 en the SbMain form 
FROM LINES LEFT JOIN POINTS ON LINES.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD Is Null)); 
UNION SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.Topnt 
FROM LINES LEFT JOIN POINTS ON LINES.Topnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD Is Null)); 
Query - L8 lines, illegal lines 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [L8_1ines, illegal endpoints].Frompnt AS Endpoint, LINES.LineiD, LINES.Layer, 
LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Pen, LINES.Type 
FROM [L8_1ines, illegal endpoints], LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[LB_Iines, illegal endpoints].[Frompnt])) OR ((LINES.Topnt=[L8_1ines, illegal 
endpoints].[Frompnt])); 
Ol 
0 
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A8.6.3.2: Lines of zero length 
FIGURE A8.6.3.2 
L5: LINES- ZERO LENGTH Form 
Purpose of Form: The Line of zero length form queries all line spatial data in the LINES Table 
and reports the records for which the endpoint identifiers match. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: L5: ZeroLen 
Toolbar: L5: Zero Length 
SQLQuery: L5_1ines, zero length 
Sub forms: L5: Lines subform; L5: Points subform 
Sub queries: L5_points subquery 
.Eile f.dit ~iew fiecords ~indow .!::!elp 
I REPORT I GJ[EJ 
D Line of ze10 length l!lill3 
.., 
["COJ'.l'fCT J Line Attributes LineiD: Frompnt: Topnt: La2er: Pen: T_!(!e: 
1 9003 I 90021 I 7011 I 7011 ITRAV I I 21 I 11 
POINTS TABLE RECORD 
I PointiD I East ina I Northina I Heiaht I Code I LaYer I Pen T SYmbol 
~ 701 958.2455 955.2944 0.0000 TCKB TRAV 15 0 
I~ I~ I Record: 1 iof 1 1 .. 1 .. 11 ~ I I .. 
LINES TABLE RECORD (All Lines of Zero Length) 
I LineiD I Frompnt I Toont I LaYer I Pen I Stille I StrinaiD I 
~ 9002 701 701 TRAV 2 1 0 
I~ I~ !Record: 1 jof 1 1._ ._II 
·~ ~ 1 Record:p of 1 , .. , ... 1 
Macro- L5: Zerolen 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the L5: Zero Length tool bar 
Print SelectObject Select LS_Iines, zero length query 
Print Print LS_Iines, zero length query 
SelectObject Select L5: Lines- zero length form 
Return Close Close L5: Lines - zero length form 
Open Form Open SbLines form 
Exit Close Close L5: Lines - zero length form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
Quer~- L5 lines1 zero length 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.StringiD 
FROM (LINES INNER JOIN POINTS ON LINES.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS 
AS POINTS_1 ON LINES.Topnt = POINTS_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[LINES].[Topnt])) OR ((POINTS_1.Easting Between ([POINTS].[Easting])-
0.001 And ([POINTS].[Easting])+0.001) AND (POINTS_1.Northing Between ([POINTS].[Northing])-
0.001 And ([POINTS].[Northing])+0.001 )); 
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A8.6.3.3: Line Layer incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) 
FIGURE A8.6.3.3 
L 1: LINES - WRONG LAYER Form 
Purpose of Form: The Line Layer incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) form queries all line 
spatial data in the LINES Table and reports the records for which the layer 
attribute does not agree with the layer attribute of either endpoint stored in 
the POINTS Table. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
L 1 : CheckLayers 
L 1: Check Layers 
L 1_1ines, wrong layer 
L 1: Lines subform; L 1: Points subform 
L 1_points subquery 
file f. dit Y:iew B. ecords Yt:indow !i elp 
I REPORT I GJ 03] 
D Line layer incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) l!!llilf3 
~ ~INCORRECT- .------------line Attributes-----------
LAYER lineiD: Frompnt: T opnt: Layer: Pen: Style: 
IOCCUP I I 511 I 7021 I 72021 IOCCUP ._I __ ..::..~91 ._I _ ___;_j11 
Macro - L 1 : Checklayers 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query - L 1 lines, wrong laver 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the L 1: Check Layers toolbar 
Select L 1_1ines, wrong layer SOL Query 
Print L 1_1ines, wrong layer SOL Query 
Select L 1 : Lines - wrong layer form 
Close L 1 : Lines - wrong layer form 
Open Sblines form 
Close L 1 : Lines - wrong layer form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW lines.LineiD, lines.Layer, lines.Frompnt, lines.Topnt, lines.StringiD, 
lines.Pen, lines.Type, lines.Breakln 
FROM (lines INNER JOIN points ON lines.Frompnt = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN points AS points_1 
ON lines.Topnt = points_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((lines.Layer<>[points].[layer] Or lines.Layer<>[points_1].[1ayer])) 
ORDER BY lines.LineiD; 
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A8.6.3.4: Line Pen incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) 
FIGURE A8.6.3.4 
L2: LINES -WRONG PEN Form 
Purpose of Form: The Line Pen incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) form queries all line 
spatial data in the LINES Table and reports the records for which the pen 
attribute does not agree with either endpoint pen attribute stored in the 
POINTS Table. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQL Query: 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
L2: CheckPen 
L2: Check Pen 
L2_1ines, wrong pen 
L2: Lines subform; L2: Points subform 
L2_points subquery 
file ,l;dit Y:iew fiecords Yl/:indow .!:!elp 
IREPORTI ~~ 
E! line PEN inconect for endpoint Survey Code(s) l!llill3 
.------------Line Attribute$-----------..., 
LineiD: F rompnt: T opnt: Layer: Pen: Type: 
I 11 I 7011 I 7021 ITRAV I I 21 I 
I~ 
Macro - L2: CheckPen 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query - L2 lines, wrong pen 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the L2: Check Pen toolbar 
Select L2_1ines, wrong pen SOL Query 
Print L2_1ines, wrong pen SOL Query 
Select L2: Lines - wrong pen form 
Close L2: Lines - wrong pen form 
Open SbLines form 
Close L2: Lines - wrong pen form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW lines.LineiD, lines.StringiD, lines. layer, lines. Pen, lines.Frompnt, 
points.Layer, points.Pen, lines.Topnt, points_1.Layer, lines.Type, lines.StringiD, lines.Breakln 
FROM (lines INNER JOIN points ON lines.Frompnt = points.PointiD} INNER JOIN points AS points_1 
ON lines.Topnt = points_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((lines.Pen<>[points].[pen] Or lines.Pen<>[points_1].[pen])) 
ORDER BY lines.LineiD; 
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A8.6.3.5: Line Style incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) 
FIGURE A8.6.3.5 
L3: LINES -WRONG STYLE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Line Style incorrect for endpoint Survey Code{s) form queries all line 
spatial data in the LINES Table and reports the records for which the style 
attribute does not agree with either endpoint style attribute stored in the 
POINTS Table. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
L3: CheckStyle 
L3: Check Style 
L3_1ines, wrong style 
L3: Lines subform; L3: Points subform 
L3_points subquery 
Eile .E_dit Y:iew fiecords Y!indow !:!elp 
I REPORT I CD [BJ 
G line STYLE incorrect for endpoint Survey Code(s) 1!!1~ 13 
STYLE lineiD: Frompnt: Topnt: layer: Pen: Style: 
~ ~INCORRECT l...------------line Attributes-----------..., 
_I oj -~'====~si~I====~,I~I====~2I~I=Lo=rs==~~l====~4l_l=====o~l 
Breakln 
513 
Contour 
I~ 
Macro- L3: CheckStyle 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query- L3 lines, wrong style 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the L3: Check Style toolbar 
Select L3_1ines, wrong style SOL Query 
Print L3_1ines, wrong style SOL Query 
Select L3: Lines - wrong style form 
Close L3: Lines - wrong style form 
Open SbLines form 
Close L3: Lines - wrong style form 
0 en the SbMain form 
33 
33 
SELECT DISTINCTROW lines.LineiD, lines.Layer, lines.Frompnt, lines.Topnt, lines.Pen, lines.Type, 
lines.StringiD, lines.Breakln 
FROM (((lines INNER JOIN points ON lines.Frompnt = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN points AS 
points_1 ON lines.Topnt = points_1.PointiD) INNER JOIN ccad5 ON points.Code = ccad5.Code) 
INNER JOIN ccad5 AS ccad5_1 ON points_1.Code = ccad5_1.Code 
WHERE ((lines.Type<>[ccad5].[1ine_type] Or lines.Type<>[ccad5_1 ].[line_type])) 
ORDER BY lines.LineiD; 
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A8.6.3.6: Lines duplicated on endpoints 
FIGURE A8.6.3.6 
L4: LINES· DUPLICATE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Lines duplicated on endpoints form queries all line spatial data in the 
LINES Table and reports the records for which the endpoints are duplicated 
in the same or reverse order. 
Formffoolbar Macro: L4: CheckDups 
Toolbar: L4: Duplicates 
SQL Query: L4_1ines, duplicate 
Sub forms: L4: Lines subform; L4: Lines subform1 
SQL subquery: L4_1ines subquery 
file ];_dit Y:iew f!ecords ~indow !::!elp 
I REPORT I ~ ·~ 
E Lines duplicated on endpoints l!llil t3 
..-----Duplicated Line Attributes---..., .-----Duplicate Line Attributes -----., 
LineiD: Frompnt: T opnt: 
I 111 7o1! I 
·~ 
Macro - L4: CheckDups 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query - L4 lines, duplicate 
La.ver: 
702IITRAV 
tinelD: Frompnt: Topnt: 
900111 70111 
Comment 
La.ver: 
702IITRAV 
Attached to the buttons on the L4: Duplicates toolbar 
Select L4_1ines, duplicate SQL Query 
Print L4_1ines, duplicate SQL Query 
Select L4: Lines - duplicate form 
Close L4: Lines -duplicate form 
Open Sblines form 
Close L4: Lines - duplicate form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCT LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.StringiD, LINES_1.LineiD, LINES_1.Frompnt, LINES_1.Topnt, LINES_1.Layer, 
LINES_1.Pen, LINES_1.Type, LINES_1.StringiD 
FROM LINES, LINES AS LINES_1 
WHERE ((LINES.Line1D<[LINES_1 ].[LineiD]) AND (LINES.Frompnt=[LINES_1 ].[Frompnt]) AND 
(LINES.Topnt=[LINES_1 ].[Topnt])) OR ((LINES.LineiD<[LINES_1].[LineiD]) AND 
(LINES.Frompnt=[LINES_1].[Topnt]) AND (LINES.Topnt=[LINES_1 ].[Frompnt])) 
ORDER BY LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt; 
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A8.6.3. 7: Lines from one endpoint 
FIGURE A8.6.3.7 
L6: LINES • ENDPOINT Form 
Purpose of Form: The Lines from given endpoint form queries all line spatial data in the LINES 
Table and reports the records for which the identifier of either endpoint 
matches an entered identifier. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: L6: EndPoint 
Tool bar: L6: One End 
SQLQuery: L6_1ines, one endpoint 
Sub forms: L6: Lines subform; L6: Points subform 
SQL subquery: L6_1ines subquery; L6_points subquery 
~ile f_dit ~iew Becords Y:[indow !:!elp 
I REPORT I CD~ 
Iii Lines from given endpoint l!!lliiEJ 
~ 
[ENDPOINT J Line Attributes LineiD: Frompnt: Topnt: layer: Pen: Type: 
I 61 I 11 I 21 !LOTS I I 41 I Ol I 11 
liNES TABLE RECORD 
lineiD I Fromont I Toont I laver I Pen I SMe I StrinqiD I Breakln 
c-t. 6 1 2 LOTS 4 0 0 513 
'"* 
25 7 1 LOTS 4 0 0 513 
!-'-"-
I~ I~ I Record: 1 lof 2 I~ 1~11 
POINTS TABLE RECORD 
PointiD I Easting I Northing I Height I Code I Layer I Pen I Symbol I Contour 
r-t-1' 1 1000.0000 1000.0000 0.0000 RBY LOTS 15 0 33 
~ 2 1009.3667 991.8638 0.0000 RBY LOTS 15 0 33 
r--'-
I~ ~ I Record: 1 lof 2 I~ 1~11 
·~ ~ I Record:ll of 2 I~ 1~11 
Macro- L6: EndPoint 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the L6: One End toolbar 
Print SelectObject Select L6_1ine(s), from one endpoint SOL Query 
Print Print L6_1ine(s), from one endpoint SOL Query 
SelectObject Select L6: Lines - endpoint form 
Return Close Close L6: Lines - endpoint form 
Open Form Open Sblines form 
Exit Close Close L6: Lines - endpoint form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
SQL Quer)!- L6 lines1 one endeoint 
PARAMETERS [Enter Point 10:] Long; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code, CCAD5.Description, points.Layer, points.Pen, 
points.Symbol, points.Contour, lines.LineiD, lines.Layer, lines.Frompnt, lines.Topnt, lines.Pen, 
lines.Type, lines.StringiD, lines.BreakLn 
FROM lines, CCAD5 INNER JOIN points ON CCAD5.Code = points. Code 
WHERE ((points.PointiD=[Enter Point 10:]) AND (lines.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD])) OR 
((points.PointiD=[Enter Point 10:]) AND (lines.Topnt=[points].[PointiD])); 
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A8.6.3.8: Lines from given endpoints 
FIGURE A8.6.3.8 
L7: LINES - ENDPOINTS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Lines from given endpoints form queries all line spatial data in the 
LINES Table and reports the records for which the identifiers of both 
endpoints match a pair of entered identifiers in either order. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: L7: EndPoints 
Tool bar: L7: Both Ends 
SOL Query: L7 _lines, both endpoints 
Sub forms: L7: Lines subform; L7: Points subform 
SOL subquery: L7 _lines subquery; L7 _points subquery 
File fdit ~iew fiecords ~indow .!::!elp 
I REPORT I QJ~ 
D lines from given endpoints l!!lliiEJ 
~ ~END~IHTS~ line Attributet lineiD: Frompnt: Topnt: layer: Pen: Ty(!e: 
I 61 I 11 I 21 I LOTS I I 41 I ol 
LINES TABLE RECORD 
I lineiD I Frompnt I Toont I layer I Pen I Style I StringiD I Breakln 
~ 6 1 2 LOTS 4 0 0 513 
I~ ~ 1Record:j1 lof 1 I~ 1~11 
POINTS TABLE RECORD 
PointlD I Eattina I Northina I Heiaht I Code I layer I Pen I Symbol I Contour 
l:_ 1 1000.0000 1000.0000 0.0000 RBY LOTS 15 0 33 
2 1009.3667 991.8638 0.0000 RBY LOTS 15 0 3 
* 
...;..:.;.. 
I~ I~ I Record:p lof 2 I~ l~tl 
·~ ~ I Record:j1 of 2 I~ 1~11 
Macro - L7: EndPoints 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the L7: Both Ends toolbar 
Print SelectObject Select L7 _lines, both endpoints SOL Query 
Print Print L7 _lines, both endpoints SOL Query 
SelectObject Select L7: Lines - endpoints form 
Return Close Close L7: Lines- endpoints form 
Open Form Open SbLines form 
Exit Close Close L7: Lines- endpoints form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
SOL Quer3£- L7 lines1 both endeoints 
PARAMETERS [Enter Point ID1 :] Long, [Enter Point ID2:] Long; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code, CCAD5.Description, points.Layer, points.Pen, 
points.Symbol, points.Contour, lines.LineiD, lines.Layer, lines.Frompnt, lines.Topnt, lines.Pen, 
lines. Type, lines.StringiD, lines.Breakln, [Enter Point ID1 :] AS Point1, [Enter Point ID2:] AS Point2 
FROM lines, CCAD5 INNER JOIN points ON CCAD5.Code = points. Code 
WHERE ((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID1 :]) AND (lines.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD])) OR 
((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID2:]) AND (lines.Topnt=[points].[PointiD])); 
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A8.6.4: Arc Validation Switchboard 
Purpose of Form: 
Formrroolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
Sub forms: 
FIGURE A8.6.4 
sbARCS Form 
The Arc Validation Switchboard provides options for the audit and validation 
of attributes of arc spatial data stored in the ARCS Table. 
SbArcs 
Arcs Switch 
A 1: Arcs - wrong layer; A2: Arcs - incorrect pen; A3: Arcs - incorrect style; 
A4: Arcs - duplicates; AS: Arcs - zero length; A6: Arcs -endpoint; A8: Arcs 
- illegal endpoint(s); A9: Arcs -duplicate LineiD 
END POINTS ZERO LENGTH LAYER PEN STYLE DUPLICATES ENDPOINT LINEID ~ I~ 
Arc Validation Switchboard 
VALIDATE 
ARCS 
Macro - SbArcs 
Macro Name Action 
Zerolen Close 
Open Form 
Points Close 
Open Form 
Layer Close 
OpenForm 
Pen Close 
Open Form 
Style Close 
Open Form 
Dups Close 
Open Form 
End Close 
Open Form 
lineiD Close 
Open Form 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
END POINTS 
EXIST? 
DUPliCATE 
ARCS? 
ARCS GIVEN 
ONE ENDPOINT 
ZERO 
lENGTH? 
CORRECT 
STYlE? 
ARCS 
DUPliCATE 
liNEID 
Comment 
CORRECT 
lAYER? 
CORRECT 
PEN? 
Attached to the buttons on the Arcs Switch tool bar 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the A5: Arcs- zero length form 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the AS: Arcs- illegal endpoint(s) form 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the A 1: Arcs- wrong layer form 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the A2: Arcs - incorrect pen form 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the A3: Arcs - incorrect style form 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the A4: Arcs - duplicates form 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the A6: Arcs -endpoint form 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the A9: Arcs - duplicate LineiD form 
Close the SbArcs form 
Open the SbValidate form 
Close the SbArcs form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.6.4.1: Arc point not in Points Table 
Purpose of Form: 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
FIGURE A8.6.4.1 
AS: ARCS - ILLEGAL ENDPOINT(S) Form 
The Arc point not in Points Table form queries all arc spatial data in the 
ARCS Table and reports records for which either endpoint or centre point 
identifier does not match a point identifier in the POINTS Table. 
AS: CheckEnds 
AS: Check Ends 
AS_arcs, illegal endpoints; AS_arcs, illegal arcs 
AS: Arcs subform; AS: Lines subform, 
AS_arcs subquery; AS_Iines subquery 
.Eile J;.dit ~iew fiecords Y{indow .!:ielp 
I REPORT I 13] ~ 
D Arc point not in Points Table ll!lil f3 
ILLEGAL 
ENDPOINT 
.------------Arc Attributes-----------, 
ArciD: StartiD: EndiD: CentiD: Layer: Pen: Style: 
1 1121 1 n3l 1 1oo1 1131 I 1121 !FINAL I c=!l I ol 
I~ 
Macro - AS: CheckEnds 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query - AS arcs, illegal endpoints 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.StartiD 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the AS: Check Ends toolbar 
Select AS_arcs, illegal endpoints SQL Query 
Print AS_arcs, illegal endpoints SOL Query 
Select AS: Arcs- illegal endpoint(s) form 
Close AS: Arcs- illegal endpoint(s) form 
Open SbArcs form 
Close AS: Arcs- illegal endpoint(s) form 
0 en the SbMain form 
FROM ARCS LEFT JOIN POINTS ON ARCS.StartiD = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD Is Null)) 
SQL Query - AS illegal arcs 
0 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [A8_Arcs, illegal endpoints].StartiD AS Endpoint, ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM [A8_Arcs, illegal endpoints], ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.Start1D=[A8_Arcs, illegal endpoints].[StartiD])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[A8_Arcs, illegal 
endpoints].[StartiD])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[AS_Arcs, illegal endpoints].[StartiD])); 
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A8.6.4.2: Arcs of zero length 
FIGURE A8.6.4.2 
AS: ARCS -ZERO LENGTH Form 
Purpose of Form: The Arcs of zero length form queries all arc spatial data in the Arcs Table 
and reports the records for which the endpoint identifiers match. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
AS: ZeroLen 
AS: Zero Length 
AS_arcs, zero length 
AS: Arcs subform; AS: Points subform 
AS_points subquery 
file f.dit Y:iew .8.ecords Y:!indow .!::felp 
I REPORT I QJ [BJ 
G Arcs of zero length l!lliJ f3 
.-----------Arc Attributes------------, 
ArciD: StarUD: EndiD: CentiD: Layer: Pen: Style: I 131 I I 1 oo I I 1 oo I I 1 oel jFINAL I I 41 I ol 
Macro - AS: Zerolen 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query - AS arcs, zero length 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the AS: Zero Length toolbar 
Select AS_arcs, zero length SOL Query 
Print AS_arcs, zero length SOL Query SOL Query 
Select AS: Arcs -zero length form 
Close AS: Arcs- zero length form 
Open SbArcs form 
Close AS: Arcs- zero length form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD 
FROM (ARCS INNER JOIN POINTS ON ARCS.StartiD = POINTS.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS 
POINTS_1 ON ARCS.EndiD = POINTS_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[ARCS].[EndiD])) OR ((POINTS.Easting Between ([Points_1].[Easting]-
O.OOOS) And ([Points_1].[Easting]+O.OOOS)) AND (POINTS.Northing Between ([Points_1].[Northing]-
O.OOOS) And ([Points_1].[Northing]+O.OOOS))); 
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A8.6.4.3: Arc Layer incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes 
FIGURE A8.6.4.3 
A 1: ARCS -WRONG LAYER Form 
Purpose of Form: The Arc Layer incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes form queries all arc 
spatial data in the Arcs Table and reports arc data for which the layer 
attribute does not agree with either endpoint layer attribute. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SOL Query: 
Sub forms: 
SOL subquery: 
A 1 : CheckLayers 
A 1 : Check Layers 
A 1_arcs, wrong layer 
A 1: Arcs subform; A 1: Points subform 
A 1_points subquery 
Eile fdit Yiew B.ecords ~indow !:!elp 
I REPORT I CD QD 
ElArc LAYER incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes l!llilf3 
INCORRECT 
LAYER 
.------------Arc Attributes--------------. 
jFINAL I EndiD: CentiD: Layer: 1051 I 1081 jFINAL ArciD: StartiD: I 1251 1 1oo1 Pen: Style: I c::::!l ~ 
I~ 
Macro- A1: CheckLayers 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Print SelectObject 
Attached to the buttons on the A 1 : Check Layers tool bar 
Select A 1_arcs, wrong layer SOL Query 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SOL Query- A1 arcs, wrong layer 
Print A 1_arcs, wrong layer SOL Query 
Select A 1 : Arcs - wrong layer form 
Close A 1 : Arcs - wrong layer form 
Open SbArcs form 
Close A 1 : Arcs - wrong layer form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, 
ARCS.Brg, ARCS.Rad, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM ((ARCS INNER JOIN points ON ARCS.StartiD = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN points AS 
points_1 ON ARCS.EndiD = points_1.Point1D) INNER JOIN POINTS AS points_2 ON ARCS.CentiD = 
points_2.PointiD 
WHERE ((ARCS.Layer<>[points].[layer] Or ARCS.Layer<>[points_1 ].[layer] Or 
ARCS.Layer<>[points_2].[1ayer])); 
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A8.6.4.4: Arc Pen incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes 
FIGURE A8.6.4.4 
A2: ARCS - INCORRECT PEN Form 
Purpose of Form: The Arc Pen incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes form queries all arc 
spatial data in the ARCS Table and reports the records for which the pen 
attribute does not agree with either endpoint pen attributes stored in the 
POINTS Table .. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SOL Query: 
Sub forms: 
SOL subquery: 
A2: CheckPens 
A2: Check Pen 
A2_arcs, incorrect pen 
A2: Arcs subform; A2: Points subform 
A2_points subquery 
.Eile !;.dit ~iew .B.ecords Y!:indow !::!elp 
I REPORT I IT] 1<4 
E Arc PEN incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes l!lliJ £1 
.------------Arc Attribute:-------------, 
ArciD: StartiD: EndiD: CentiD: Layer: Pen: Style: I 1251 I 100 I I 1051 I 1081 jFINAL I r-1 =.:;::._-..,41 ~ 
1<4 
Macro - A2: CheckPens 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SOL Query - A2 arcs, incorrect pen 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the A2: Check Pen toolbar 
Select A2_arcs,incorrect pen SOL Query 
Print A2_arcs,incorrect pen SOL Query 
Select A2: Arcs - incorrect pen form 
Close A2: Arcs - incorrect pen form 
Open SbArcs form 
Close A2: Arcs - incorrect pen form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, 
ARCS.Brg, ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Breakln 
FROM ((ARCS INNER JOIN POINTS ON ARCS.StartiD = POINTS.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS 
POINTS_1 ON ARCS.EndiD = POINTS_1.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS POINTS_2 ON 
ARCS.CentiD = POINTS_2.PointiD 
WHERE ((ARCS.Pen<>[points].[Pen] Or ARCS.Pen<>[points_1].[Pen] Or 
ARCS.PAn<>fnoint~ ?UPAnl\): 
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A8.6.4.5: Arc Style incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes 
FIGURE A8.6.4.5 
A3: ARCS· INCORRECT STYLE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Arc Style incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes form queries all arc 
spatial data in the Arcs Table and reports arc records for which the style 
attribute does not agree with either endpoint style attribute. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
A3: CheckStyle 
A3: Check Style 
A3_arcs, wrong style 
A3: Arcs subform; A3: Points subform 
A3_points subquery 
file J;.dit ~iew fiecords ~indow .!:!elp 
I REPORT I CD ~ 
E Arc STYLE incorrect for endpoint Survey Codes . l!!llil EJ 
,------------Arc Attributes------------., 
ArciD: StartiD: EndiD: CentiD: layer: Pen: Style: 
1 1251 1 1001 1051 I 1081 jFINAL I c:::::::=!l I o I 
·~ 
Macro- A3: CheckStVIe 
Macro Name 
Print 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query - A3 arcs, wrong style 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the A3: Check Style toolbar 
Select A3_arcs,wrong style SQL Query 
Print A3_arcs,wrong style SOL Query 
Select A3: Arcs - incorrect style form 
Close A3: Arcs - incorrect style form 
Open SbArcs form 
Close A3: Arcs - incorrect style form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Breakln 
FROM (((ARCS INNER JOIN (points INNER JOIN ccad5 ON points.Code = ccad5.Code) ON 
ARCS.StartiD = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN (points AS points_1 INNER JOIN ccad5 AS ccad5_1 ON 
points_1.Code = ccad5_1.Code) ON ARCS.EndiD = points_1.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS 
points_2 ON ARCS.CentiD = points_2.PointiD) INNER JOIN CCAD5 AS ccad5_2 ON points_2.Code 
= ccad5_2.Code 
WHERE ((ARCS.Type<>[ccad5].[1ine_type] Or ARCS.Type<>[ccad5_1].[1ine_type] Or 
ARCS.Type<>[ccad5_2].[1ine_type])); 
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A8.6.4.6: Arcs duplicated on endpoints 
FIGURE A8.6.4.6 
A4: ARCS· DUPLICATES Form 
Purpose of Form: The Arcs duplicated on endpoints form queries all arc spatial data in the 
Arcs Table and reports the records for which the endpoint identifiers are 
duplicated in either order and the centre points match. 
FormfToolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
A4: CheckDups 
A4: Duplicates 
A4_arcs, duplicates 
A4: Arcs subform; A4: Points subform 
A4_arcs subquery; A4_points subquery 
file fdit ~iew B.ecords Y{indow .!::!elp 
jREPORTI ~ I~ 
1G Arcs duplicated on endpoints l!llil f3 
.....----- Duplicated Arc Attributes ------, .....----- Duplicate Arc Attributes ------, 
ArciD: StartiD: EndiD: CentiD: Layer: ArciD: StartiD: EndiD: CentiD: Layer: 
12511 100 II 10511 108llf1NAL c::!3!11 100 II 10511 1081 ~ 
I~ 
Macro - A4: CheckDups 
Macro Name 
Print 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query- A4 arcs, duplicates 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the A4: Duplicates toolbar 
Select A4_arcs, duplicates SOL Query 
Print A4_arcs, duplicates SOL Query 
Select A4: Arcs - duplicates form 
Close A4: Arcs -duplicates form 
Open SbArcs form 
Close A4: Arcs - duplicates form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS_1.ArciD, ARCS_1.StartiD, 
ARCS_1.EndiD, ARCS_1.CentiD, ARCS_1.Layer 
FROM ARCS, ARCS AS ARCS_1 
WHERE ((ARCS.ArciD<[ARCS_1].[ArciD]) AND (ARCS.StartiD=[ARCS_1 ].[StartiD]) AND 
(ARCS.EndiD=[ARCS_1 ].[EndiD]) AND (ARCS.CentiD=[ARCS_1 ].[CentiD])) OR 
((ARCS.ArciD<[ARCS_1].[ArciD]) AND (ARCS.StartiD=[ARCS_1].[EndiD]) AND 
(ARCS.EndiD=[ARCS_1 ].[StartiD]) AND (ARCS.CentiD=[ARCS_1].[CentiD])); 
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A8.6.4. 7: Arcs from given endpoint 
FIGURE A8.6.4.7 
A6: ARCS - ENDPOINT Form 
Purpose of Form: The Arcs from given endpoint form queries all arc spatial data in the Arcs 
Table and reports arc records for which the identifier of either endpoint 
matches an entered identifier. 
FormfToolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQL Query: 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
A6: EndPoint 
A6: End Point 
A6_arcs, one endpoint 
A6: Arcs subform; A6: Points subform 
A6_arcs subquery; A6_points subquery 
file ~dit ~iew B.ecords ~indow !::!.elp 
I REPORT I ~ [BJ 
B Arcs from given endpoint 1!!100 t3 
~ I ENDPOINT J .------------Arc Attributes--------------, 
ArciD: StartiD: L I 1051 - 1 12~1 1 1oo1 EndiD: CentiD: ~ Style: 1style: 0 l 1o51 1 1oa1 c=!i 
·~ 
Macro - A6: EndPoint 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query - A6 arcs, one endpoint 
PARAMETERS [Enter Point ID:] Long; 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the A6: EndPoint toolbar 
Select A6_arcs, one endpoint SOL Query 
Print A6_arcs, one endpoint SOL Query 
Select A6: Arcs - endpoint form 
Close A6: Arcs - endpoint form 
Open SbArcs form 
Close A6: Arcs - endpoint form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code, CCAD5.Description, points.Layer, points.Pen, 
points.Symbol, points.Contour, ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, 
ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM ARCS, CCAD5 INNER JOIN points ON CCAD5.Code = points.Code 
WHERE ((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID:]) AND (ARCS.StartiD=[Enter Point ID:])) OR 
((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID:]) AND (ARCS.EndiD=[Enter Point ID:])); 
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A8.6.4.8: Arcs duplicating LineiD 
FIGURE A8.6.4.8 
A9: ARCS- DUPLICATE LINEID Form 
Purpose of Form: The Arcs duplicating Line/D form queries all arc spatial data in the Arcs 
Table and reports arc records for which the identifier duplicates the identifier 
of a line in the Lines Table. 
Formrroolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SOL Query: 
Sub forms: 
SQL subquery: 
REPORT ~ I~ 
A9: DuplineiD 
A9: Duplicate LineiD 
A9_arcs, duplicates LineiD 
A9: Arcs subform; A9: Lines subform 
A9_arcs subquery; A9_1ines subquery 
1m Arcs duplicating UnelD l!llilf3 
.----- Duplicating Arc Attributes ----. .---- Duplicated LineiD Attributes ---..., 
ArclD: StartiD: EndiD: layer: LineiD: Frompnt: T opnt: layer: 
~I 301411 3012IICONTF ~I 141311 1414IICONTF 
ARCS TABLE RECORD 
Breakln 
Record: H 
Record: I~ 
Record: H 
Macro - A9: DuplineiD 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query - A9 arcs, duplicates LineiD 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the A9: Duplicate LineiD toolbar 
Select A9_arcs, duplicates LineiD SOL Query 
Print A9_arcs, duplicates LineiD SOL Query 
Select the A9: Arcs - duplicate LineiD form 
Close the A9: Arcs -duplicate LineiD form 
Open SbArcs form 
Close the A9: Arcs - duplicate LineiD form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.Layer, LINES.LineiD, 
LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer 
FROM ARCS INNER JOIN LINES ON ARCS.ArciD = LINES.LineiD; 
80 
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A8.6.5: Text Validation Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.6.5 
sbTEXT Form 
Purpose of Form: The Text Validation Switchboard provides options for the validation of 
attributes of test spatial data stored in the TEXT Table. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: SbText 
Toolbar: Text Switch 
Sub forms: T1: Text- wrong layer; T2: Text- duplicated string;T3: Text- duplicate 
coords; T4: Text- area suffix 
Layer Dup. String Dup. Coords Suffix ~ I~ 
~Text Validation Switchboard l!liiEt 
Macro - SbText 
VALIDATE 
TEXT 
Macro Name Action 
Layer Close 
Open Form 
DupString Close 
Open Form 
DupCoords Close 
Open Form 
Suffix Close 
Open Form 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
lEGAl 
lAYER? 
DUPliCATE 
TEXT? 
DUPliCATE 
COORDINATES? 
AREA 
SUFFIX? 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the Text Switch toolbar 
Close the SbText form 
Open the T1: Text- wrong layer form 
Close the SbText form 
Open the T2: Text -duplicated string form 
Close the SbText form 
Open the T3: Tex- duplicate coords form 
Close the SbText form 
Open the T4: Text- area suffix form 
Close the SbText form 
Open SbValidate form 
Close the SbText form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.6.5.1: Text layer incorrect for lot identification 
FIGURE A8.6.5.1 
T1: TEXT- WRONG LAYER Form 
Purpose of Form: The TEXT LAYER INCORRECT FOR LOT IDENTIFICATION form queries 
all data in the Text Table and reports the records for which the Layer 
attribute is not legal as the Theme value for a Lot. 
Form/Tool bar Macro: T1: CheckLayers 
Tool bar: T1: Check Layers 
SQL Query T1_text, wrong layer 
Sub forms: T1: Text subform; T1: Theme subform 
REPORT ~ I~ 
~ Text layer incorrect for lot identification !lm.l f3 
INCORRECT 
LAYER 
...------------ TextAttributes -----------1 
T extNo: Text: X Coord: YCoord: Layer: Area: 
CJ] ~I1R~P~85~28~59;::------,II 9997.775211 9189.0834IITRAV ll925m I ITRAV 
Record: •• 
1 1RP852859 
1 
Text X Coord 
THEME TABLE RECORD 
ClassiD 
LOTS 
TRAV 
CONTF 
STRME 
CONT 
Record: •• 
Macro - T1: Checklayers 
Title boundary data 
Reference Mark data 
Description 
Specific, contourable features data eg. kerb, f'path, driveway 
As·constructed Stormwater/Roofwater data 
Non·specific, contourable features data eg. spot leveL change of grade 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Area 
925m 
Print SelectObject 
Attached to the buttons on the T1: Check Layers toolbar 
Select T1_text, wrong layer query 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
Open Form 
SQL Query- T1 text, wrong laver 
Print T1_text, wrong layer query 
Select the T1: Text - wrong layer form 
Close the T1: Text- wrong layer form 
Open SbText form 
Close T1: Text- wrong layer form 
Open the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.TextNo, TEXT.Text, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord, TEXT.Layer, 
TEXT.Area 
FROM [TEXT] LEFT JOIN Theme ON TEXT.Layer = Theme.CiassiD 
WHERE (((Theme.CiassiD) Is Null)) OR (((Theme.CiassiD) Not Like "LOTS" And (Theme.CiassiD) 
Not Like "EMT" And (Theme.CiassiD) Not Like "ROAD" And (Theme.CiassiD) Not Like "CONN" And 
(Theme.CiassiD) Not Like "POLY" And (Theme.CiassiD) Not Like "DESGN")); 
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A8.6.5.2: Text string duplicated 
FIGURE A8.6.5.2 
T2: TEXT- DUPLICATED STRING Form 
Purpose of Form: The Text string duplicated form queries all data in the Text Table and 
reports the records in which the text strings relevant to Lot identification are 
duplicated. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQL Query: 
Sub forms: 
REPORT -4 1-4 
T2: DuplicateString 
T2: Duplicated String 
T2_text, duplicate string 
T2: Text- duplicate string subform; T2: Text subform 
e¥J T eKt :string duplicated l!!llil m 
DUPLICATED 
TEXT NO 
r----------- Te11t Attributes ------------1 
T e11tNo: T e11t: X Coord: YCoord: layer: Area: ~ ri:-IBAF,N;;:::GA70L"'OW::-;-;:;;PL-. -.,, 9659.555011 9649.5664IIPOLY I c=J I 5141 
Record: 1-4 
1 1RP852859 
2 7RP852859 
3 46RP852859 
4 47RP852859 
5 48RP852859 
Macro- T2: Duplicate String 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Text 
SQL Query: T2 text, duplicate string 
of 2 
X Coord 
9659.5550 
9767.7070 
X Coord 
9997.7752 
9907.2919 
9844.2632 
9860.6466 
9880.0551 
Comment 
Area 
Area • 
925m 
889m 
1257m 
1308m 
954m 
Attached to the buttons on the T2: Duplicated String toolbar 
Select T2_text, duplicate string query 
Print the T2_text, duplicate string query 
Select the T2: Text- duplicated string form 
Close the T2: Text- duplicated string form 
Open SbText form 
Close the T2: Text- duplicated string form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.Text, TEXT.TextNo, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord, TEXT.Layer, 
TEXT.Area 
FROM [TEXT] 
WHERE (((TEXT.Text) In (SELECT [Text] FROM [TEXT] As Tmp GROUP BY [Text] HAVING 
Count(*)> 1 ))) 
ORDER BY TEXT. Text, TEXT.TextNo; 
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A8.6.5.3: Text coordinates duplicated 
FIGURE A8.6.5.3 
T3: TEXT- DUPLICATE COORDS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Text coordinates duplicated form queries all data in the Text Table and 
reports the records for which the XCoord and YCoord values for a Text 
string are duplicated for another Text string. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: T3: DuplicateCoords 
Tool bar: T3: Duplicate Coords 
SOL Query: T3_text, duplicate coords 
Sub forms: T3: Text- duplicate coords subform; T3: Text subform 
REPORT ~ I~ 
~ T eKt cootdinates duplicated 1!!1~ 13 
DUPLICATED 
TEXT NO 
.------------ Text Attributes ------------1 
T extNo: T eKl: X Coord: YCoord: layer: Area: ~~ ~BO~R;.:.EE=c=T:-. ---.....,11 9997.775211 9189.0834IITRAV ll925m I I 53sl 
TEXT DUPLICATE COORDS DYNASET 
TeKtNo Text 
Record: 11 
536 BOREE CT. 
1 1RP852859 
1 1RP852859 
2 7RP852859 
3 46RP852859 
4 47RP852859 
5 48RP852859 
Macro - T3: DuplicateCoords 
Macro Name Action 
Text 
of 2 
X Coord 
9997.7752 
9997.7752 
9997.7752 
X Coord 
9997.7752 
9907.2919 
9844.2632 
9860.6466 
9880.0551 
Comment 
Area 
925m 
925m 
Area .... 
925m 
889m 
1257m 
1308m 
954m 
Print SelectObject 
Attached to the buttons on the T3: Duplicate Coords toolbar 
Select T3_text, duplicate cords query 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SOL Query: T3 text, duplicate coords 
Print T3_text, duplicate cords query 
Select the T3: Text- duplicate coords form 
Close the T3: Text- duplicate coords form 
Open SbText form 
Close the T3: Text- duplicate coords form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.TextNo, TEXT.Text, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord, TEXT.Layer, 
TEXT.Area 
FROM [TEXT] 
WHERE (((TEXT.XCoord) In (SELECT [XCoord] FROM [TEXT] As Tmp GROUP BY 
[XCoord],[YCoord] HAVING Count(*)>1 And [YCoord] = [fEXT].[YCoord]))) 
ORDER BY TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord; 
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A8.6.5.4: Text area suffix in error 
FIGURE A8.6.5.4 
T4: TEXT- AREA SUFFIX Form 
Purpose of Form: The Text Area suffix in errorform queries all data in the Text Table and 
reports the records for which the area suffix is not legal. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: T4: AreaSuffix 
Toolbar: T4: Area Suffix 
SQL Query: T 4_text, wrong area suffix 
Sub forms: T4: Text- wrong area suffix subform; T4: Text subform 
REPORT ~ I~ 
a:1l Text Area suffix in error 1!!11!1 f3 
r----------- Text Attributes ------------, 
T extNo: Text: X Coord: YCoord: Layer: Area: ~r;;-IBD;:;;:R;.;:,E~E C;::::;T,..-. ----,11 9997.775211 9189.0834IITRAV I ~ 
TEXT AREA SUFFIX ERROR DYNASET 
Record: •• 
TEXT TABLE RECORD 
Record: •• 
1 1RP852859 
2 7RP852859 
3 46RP852859 
4 47RP852859 
5 48RP852859 
Macro- T4: AreaSuffix 
Macro Name Action 
Text X Coord 
9997.7752 
X Coord 
9997.7752 
9907.2919 
9844.2632 
9860.6466 
9880.0551 
Comment 
Area 
925 
Area ... 
925m 
889m 
1257m 
1308m 
954m 
Print SelectObject 
Attached to the buttons on the T 4: Area Suffix tool bar 
Select T4_text, wrong area suffix query 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
OpenFonn 
Exit Close 
OpenForm 
Query- T 4 text. wrong area suffix 
Print T 4_text, wrong area suffix query 
Select the T 4: Text - area suffix fonn 
Close the T4: Text- area suffix fonn 
Open the SbText fonn 
Close the T4: Text- area suffix fonn 
Open the SbMain fonn 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.TextNo, TEXT.Text, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord, TEXT.Layer, 
TEXT.Area 
FROM [TEXT] 
WHERE ({(TEXT.XCoord) In (SELECT [XCoord] FROM [TEXT] As Tmp GROUP BY 
[XCoord],[YCoord] HAVING Count(*)>1 And [YCoord] = [TEXT].[YCoord]))) 
ORDER BY TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord; 
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A8.6.6: Lots Validation Switchboard 
Purpose of Form: 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
Sub forms: 
FIGURE A8.6.6 
sbLOTS Form 
The Lots Validation Switchboard provides options for the validation of the 
nodes of the lots stored in the LOTS Table. 
Sblots 
Lots Switch 
N1: Nodes- nonexist; N2: Nodes- wrong layer 
Node Exists Layer ~ I~ 
lots Validation Switchboard 
Macro - Sblots 
VAUDATE 
LOTS 
LOT NODES 
EXIST? 
CORRECT 
LAYERS? 
Macro Name Action Comment 
NodeExist Close 
Open Form 
Layer Close 
Open Form 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Attached to the buttons on the Lots Switch toolbar 
Close the SbLots form 
Open the N1: Nodes- nonexist form 
Close the SbLots form 
Open the N2: Nodes - wrong layer form 
Close the SbLots form 
Open SbValidate form 
Close the SbLots form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.6.6.1: Lot nodes nonexistent in Points Table 
FIGURE A8.6.6.1 
N1 : NODES • NON EXIST Form 
Purpose of Form: The Lot Nodes nonexistent in Points Table form validates that the PointNo 
of all nodes of the lots stored in the LOTS Table exists in the POINTS Table 
Form!Toolbar Macro: N1: NonexistNodes 
Tool bar: N1: Nonexist Nodes 
SQL Query: N1_Nodes, nonexist 
Sub forms: N1: Nodes subform 
REPORT ~ I~ 
~lot Nodes nonexistent in Points Table 1!!1[!113 
NON-EXIST 
LOT NODE 
.-----------lot Boundary Attributes ----------, 
PolyiD: lineNo: Frompnt: Brg: Dist: Arclen: 
1 1o41 c=:J] I 5I I 1o411 5o.o641oll 21.oooo11 
Record: I~ 
Macro - N1: NonExistNodes 
Macro Name Action 
Brg 
Brg 
164.35350 
209.15120 
312.31390 
39.04260 
50.06410 
Dist 
39.2100 
15.5100 
38.6500 
15.1230 
21.0000 
Comment 
AreA ad: 
II 
AreA ad 
AreA ad 
Print SelectObject 
Attached to the buttons on the N1: NonExist Nodes toolbar 
Select N1_Nodes, nonexist SOL Query 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query- N1 Nodes, nonexist 
Print N1_Nodes, nonexist SQL Query 
Select the N1: Nodes- nonexist form 
Close the N1: Nodes - nonexist form 
Open SbLots form 
Close the N1: Nodes- nonexist form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LOTS.PolyiD, LOTS.LineNo, LOTS.Frompnt, LOTS.Brg, LOTS.Dist, 
LOTS.ArcLen, LOTS.ArcRad 
FROM LOTS LEFT JOIN POINTS ON LOTS.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE (((POINTS.PointiD) Is Null)); 
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A8.6.6.2: Lot nodes in incorrect layer 
FIGURE A8.6.6.2 
N2: NODES- WRONG LAYER Form 
Purpose of Form: The Lot Nodes in incorrect Layerform validates that the nodes of the lots 
stored in the LOTS Table are in a legal lot layer. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: N2: CheckLayer 
Tool bar: N2: Check Layer 
SOL Query: N2_nodes, wrong layer 
Sub forms: N2: Points subform; N2: Nodes subform 
REPORT ~ I~ 
1!2llol Nodes in incorrect layer I!!II!Jf3 
INCORRECT 
LAYER 
.------------ lol Boundary Allribule~ ---------..., 
PolyiD: lineNo: Frompnl: Brg: Di~l: Arclen: 
ITRAV I ~ 1 211 221711 95.2919~ 1 29.49ooll 
9663.6545 9820.8643 
Record: 11 
Macro - N2: Checklaver 
Macro Name Action 
Brg 
95.29190 
357.54300 
274.49140 
177.54310 
Di~l 
29.4900 
19.1410 
32.1410 
34.1050 
Comment 
ArcRad: 
II 
ArcRad 
Print SelectObject 
Attached to the buttons on the N2: Check Layer toolbar 
Select N2_Nodes, wrong layer SQL Query 
Print 
SelectObject 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
SQL Query- N2 Nodes, wrong layer 
Print N2_Nodes, wrong layer SQL Query 
Select the N2: Nodes - wrong layer form 
Close the N2: Nodes -wrong layer form 
Open Sblots form 
Close the N2: Nodes - wrong layer form 
0 en the SbMain form 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LOTS.PolyiD, LOTS.LineNo, LOTS.Frompnt, LOTS.Brg, LOTS.Dist, 
LOTS.ArcLen, LOTS.ArcRad, POINTS.Layer 
FROM LOTS INNER JOIN POINTS ON LOTS.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE (((POINTS.Layer)<>"LOTS" And (POINTS.Layer)<>"DESGN" And 
(POINTS.Layer)<>"EMT" And (POINTS.Layer)<>"ROAD" And (POINTS.Layer)<>"CONN")); 
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A8.7: ASSIGN IDENTIFIERS TO POLYGONS Switchboard 
Purpose of Form: 
Form/Toolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
FIGUREA8.7 
sbPOL YS Form 
The Assign Identifiers to Polygons Switchboard provides options for the 
validation and assigning of identifiers to polygons. 
SbPolys 
Polys Switch 
B1_extentcoords; B1c_delete dup extent; B2_delete null extent; B3_find 
poly ptcoords; B4_delete null textpoly; 87 _polygon labels; B7a_polylabels, 
delete from textpoly; B8_polygons, rplan and name 
SbValidPolys 
Extnt Coords Imp Extent Delete Dups Poly Coords Imp TextPoly Polylabels Valid.TextPoly Cad.Polys 1<4 
~Assign Identifiers to Polygons Switchboard !100 f3 
ASSIGN 
tDENriFIERS TO 
POLYGONS 
IMPORT AND 
REVIEW 
TEXTPOL Y TABLE 
CREATE 
POLYGON LABELS 
TABLE 
Macro - SbPolys 
Macro Name 
Extentcoords 
FORM EXTENT 
DYNASET AND 
EXPORT TO EXCEL 
MATCH 
IDENTIFIERS TO 
POLYGONS 
VALIDATE 
TEXTPOLY 
TABLE 
Action 
MATCH TEXT TO 
POLYGON 
EXTENTS 
FORM LOTCOORDS 
DYNASET AND 
EXPORT TO EXCEL 
CREATE 
POLYGON 
TABLE 
IMPORT AND 
REVIEW EXTENT 
TABLE 
DELETE 
EXTENT 
DUPLICATES 
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FIGUREA8.7 
sbPOLYS Form Ccontd.) 
Macro- SbPol:l£S {contd.} 
Macro Name Action Comment 
lmportPts Open Table Open Textpoly table for edit 
RunCommand Select all records in Textpoly table 
RunCommand Delete all records in Textpoly table 
Close Close the Textpoly table 
TransferSpreadsheet Import Dlodge from Excel into Textpoly table 
OpenQuery Open 84_delete null textpoly query 
Close Close 84_delete null textpoly query 
Open Table Open Textpoly table in datasheet view for review 
PolyLabels OpenQuery Open 87 _polygon labels query 
Close Close 87 _polygon labels query 
OpenQuery Open 87a_polylabels, delete from textpoly query 
Close Close 87a_polylabels, delete from textpoly query 
Valid Polys Close Close SbPolys form 
Open Form Open the SbValidPolys form 
Cad Polys OpenQuery Open 88_polygons, rplan and name query 
Close Close 88_polygons, rplan and name query 
Open Table Open the Cadpoly table 
Exit Close Close the SbPolys form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
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A8.7.1: Validate Polygon Identifiers Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.7.1 
sbVALIDPOL YS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Validate Polygon Identifiers Switchboard provides options for the 
validation of the identifiers assigned to polygons from text stored in the 
TEXT Table. 
Form!Toolbar Macro: SbValidPolys 
Toolbar: ValidPolys Switch 
SOL Query: B5a_duplicate; B5_textpoly, delete dup textno; B6a_duplicate; B6_textpoly, 
delete dup polyno 
Dup.TextNo Dup.PolyNo ~ I~ 
Validate Polygon Identifiers Switchboard 
VALJDATE 
TEXTPOLY 
TABLE 
Macro - SbValidPolys 
Macro Name Action 
DELETE 
DUPLICATE 
TEXTNO 
DELETE 
DUPLICATE 
POLVNO 
VALIDATE 
TEXTPOLV 
TABLE 
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A8.8: DIGITAL LODGEMENT TABLES Switchboard 
Purpose of Form: 
FormfToolbar Macro: 
Tool bar: 
SQLQuery: 
Sub forms: 
FIGURE A8.8 
sbDLFILE Form 
The Digital Lodgement Tables Switchboard provides options for the 
creation of tables of data concerning the Survey Transaction, which 
conform to standards of content and format suitable for subsequent 
conversion into files for digital lodgement. 
SbDLFile 
DLFile Switch 
D4_bdys, point 
SbMeta; SbBdy; SbPolyBik; SbRefMarks; SbRefCors; SbAMG 
METADATA POINTS BOYS MARKS CORNERS AMG I~ 
Digital Lodgement Tables Switchboard 
CREATE 
LODGEMENr 
TABI..£S 
Macro - SbDLFile 
ENTER 
METADATA 
CREATE 
BOUNDARY 
POINT 
RECORDS 
CREATE MAP 
PROJECTION 
COORDINATES 
TABLE 
CREATE 
BOUNDARY 
SEGMENT 
RECORDS 
CREATE 
REFERENCE 
MARKS TABLE 
CREATE 
POLYGON 
BLOCK 
RECORDS 
CREATE 
REFERENCE TO 
CORNERS 
TABLE 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Meta Close 
Open Form 
BdyPts OpenQuery 
Close 
Bdys Close 
Open Form 
PolyBik Close 
OpenForm 
Marks Close 
OpenForm 
Cors Close 
Open Form 
AMG Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Attached to the buttons on the DLFile Switch tool bar 
Close the SbDLFile form 
Open the SbMeta form 
Open the 04_bdys, point query to form Bdypts Table 
Close the D4_bdys, point query 
Close the SbDLFile form 
Open the SbBdy form 
Close the SbDLFile form 
Open the SbPolyBik form 
Close the SbDLFile form 
Open the SbRefMarks form 
Close the SbDLFile form 
Open the SbRefCors form 
Close the SbDLFile form 
Open SbAMG form 
Close the SbDLFile form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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AS.S.l: Metadata Entry Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.8.1 
sbMETA Form 
Purpose of Form: The Metadata Entry Switchboard provides options for the input of Metadata 
related to the Survey Transaction for which the spatial data tables are 
stored in the Working database. 
Formrroolbar Macro: SbMeta 
Toolbar: Meta Switch 
Sub forms: M1: MetaHeader; M2: Cancllots; M3: SurvControl 
HEADER LOTS CONTROL ~ I~ 
611 Metadata Entry Switchboard l!!lliJ £l 
Macro - SbMeta 
ENTER 
METADATA 
VALUES 
HEADER 
RECORDS 
Macro Name Action 
Header Close 
Open Form 
Lots Close 
Open Form 
Control Close 
Open Form 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
CANCELLED 
LOTS 
SURVEY 
CONTROL 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the Meta Switch toolbar 
Close the SbMeta form 
Open the M1: MetaHeader form 
Close the SbMeta form 
Open the SbM2: CanciLots form 
Close the SbMeta form 
Open the M3: SurvControl form 
Close the SbMeta form 
Open the SbDLFile form 
Close the SbMeta form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.8.1.1: Metadata records Types 00 - 70 
FIGURE A8.8.1.1 
M1: METAHEADER Form 
Purpose of Form: The Metadata Records Types 00-70 form provides for the input and display 
of Metadata records 00-70 stored in the METAHEADER Table conforming 
to standards developed for the creation of digital lodgement files. 
Formrroolbar Macro: M1: Headers 
Tool bar: M1: MetaHeader 
Tables accessed: LGACodes; ConstructionCat; SurveyCat 
file f.dit Y:iew B.ecords Yl:::indow .!::!elp 
I REPORT I [3] ~ 
E1 M etadata A ecords Types 00 - 70 l!llil f3 
~ Council Development ID [00]: 
Local Government Area [1 0]: 
Developer's ID [20]: 
Application Description [30]: 
Application Date [40]: 
Engineer's ID [50]: 
Construction Category (51]: 
Surveyor's ID (60]: 
Survey Category (61 ]: 
Survey Date (70]: 
Macro - M1: Headers 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
Close 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
j223/1 0·420 (6j 
1oo1! 1 
jMORETON MODEL CADASTRAL TEST 2 
jPINE MOUNTAIN RD ESTATE RELEASE 1 
I 18/03/961 
!JORDAN & McMAHON 
61! I 
jNORRIS CLARKE & O'BRIEN PTY LTD 
71! I 
2/12/921 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the M1: MetaHeader toolbar 
Select the MetaHeader table 
Print the MetaHeader table 
Select the M1: MetaHeader form 
Close the M 1: MetaHeader form 
Open the SbMeta form 
Close the M1: MetaHeader form 
0 en the SbMain form 
A8.8.1.2 
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Metadata Record Type 80: Cancelled Lot 
FIGURE A8.8.1.2 
M2: CANCLLOTS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Metadata Record Type 80: Cancelled Lotform provides for the input 
and display of Metadata record 80 stored in the CANCLLOTS Table 
conforming with standards developed for the creation of digital lodgement 
files. 
FormfToolbar Macro: M2: Lots 
Toolbar: M2: Cancllots 
Sub forms: M2: Cancllots subform 
file ~dit ~iew B.ecords Yt::indow !:felp 
I REPORT I CD IBJ 
E1 Metadata Record Type 80: Cancelled lot 1!!1~ E3 
.--------CANCELLED LOT ATTRIBUTES--------, 
Parent Parcel Number: Parent Plan Type: Parent Plan Number: 
111 I IRP I IJ34o1 1 
CANCLLOTS TABLE RECORDS 
Macro- M2: Lots 
Macro Name Action 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
Close 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Parent Plan No 
1 RP 
2 RP 
3 RP 
Comment 
33401 
33401 
33401 
Attached to the buttons on the M2: Cancllots toolbar 
Select the CanciLots table 
Print the Cancllots table 
Select the M2: CanciLots form 
Close the M2: CanciLots form 
Open the SbMeta form 
Close the M2: CanciLots form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.8.1.3: Metadata Record Type 90: Survey Control 
FIGURE A8.8.1.3 
M3: SURVCONTROL Form 
Purpose of Form: The Metadata Record Type 90: Survey Control form provides for the input 
and display of Metadata record 90 stored in the SURVCONTROL Table 
conforming with standards developed for the creation of digital lodgement 
files. 
FormfToolbar Macro: M3: Control 
Toolbar: M3: Control 
Sub forms: M3: SurveyControl subform 
Tables accessed: MarkType; CCAD5; MarkCiass; MarkOrder; CoordSys 
Eile .Edit Y:iew .8. ecords Y.!indow .!::! elp 
I REPORT I [I] ~ 
D Metadata Record Type 90: Sutvey Con\tol l!!llilf3 
.. Survey Point No.: 11065~ From/To Point No.: 18 
Mark Type: ISPRM I! I 
Local X Coord.: o.ooo1 Local Y Coord.: o.ooo1 
AMG Easting: 51 0641.2631 AMG Northing: 6955870.9081 
Mark Description: !Screw in cone. 1!1 
Mark Class: lc 1!1 Mark Order: 13 I! I 
Coordinate System: IAGD86I! I 
I~ 
Macro- M3: Control 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Print SelectObject 
Print 
Close 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
Attached to the buttons on the M3: Control toolbar 
Select the SurveyControl table 
Print the SurveyControl table 
Select the M3: SurvControl form 
Close the M3: SurvControl form 
Open the SbMeta form 
Close the M3: SurvControl form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.8.2: Boundary Segment Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.8.2 
sbBDY Form 
Purpose of Form: The Boundary Segment Switchboard provides for the creation of a 
BDYSEGS Table conforming to lodgement standards and suitable for 
subsequent conversion into files for digital lodgement . 
Form!Toolbar Macro: SbBdys 
Tool bar: BdySeg Switch 
SOL Query: D2_bdys, endpoint coords; D3b_bdys, form bdy record 
EXPORT IMPORT REVIEW <4 1<4 
llil Boundary Segment Switchboard 1!1~ 13 
CREATE 
BOUNDARY 
SEGMENT 
RECORDS 
CREATE 
LINES/ARCS 
DYNASET AND 
EXPORT TO EXCEL 
Macro - SbBdy 
Macro Name Action 
LineCoords OpenQuery 
OutputTo 
Close 
Import TransferSpreadsheet 
OpenQuery 
Close 
Review OpenTable 
Return Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
CALCULATE 
BOUNDARY 
SEGMENT 
RECORDS 
IMPORT BOUNDARY 
SEGMENT RECORDS 
FROM EXCEL 
REVIEW 
BOUNDARY SEGMENT 
RECORDS 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the BdySeg Switch toolbar 
Open the D2_bdys, endpoint coords query 
Export the D2_bdys, endpoint coords query to Excel 
Close the D2_bdys, endpoint coords query 
Import DLODGE from Excel into TBdySegs Table 
Open D3b_bdys, form bdy record query to form BdySegs Table 
Close the D3b_bdys, form bdy record query 
Open BdySegs Table in datasheet view for review 
Close the SbBdy form 
Open the SbDLFile form 
Close the SbBdy form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.8.3: Polygon Block Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.8.3 
sbPOL YBLK Form 
Purpose of Form: The Polygon Block Switchboard provides for the creation of a LOTEDGES 
table conforming to current lodgement standards and suitable for 
subsequent conversion into files for digital lodgement . 
Formrroolbar Macro: SbPolyBik 
Toolbar: PolyBik Switch 
SOL Query: E1_polys, form lotedges 
EDGES IMPORT ~ I~ 
Iii§ Polygon Block Switchboard !I~ 13 
CREATE 
POLYGON 
BLOCK 
RECORDS 
CREATE LOT 
EDGE DYNASET 
AND EXPORT TO 
EXCEL 
Macro - SbPolyBik 
Macro Name 
Lot Edge 
Import 
Review 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
OpenQuery 
OutputTo 
Close 
TransferSpreadsheet 
Open Table 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
0 enForm 
FORM IMPORT 
POLYGON I----I POLYGON EDGES 
EDGES TABLE TABLE FROM 
EXCEL 
REVIEW 
BOUNDARY SEGMENT 
RECORDS 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the PolyBik Switch tool bar 
Open the E1_polys, form lotedges query 
Export the E1_polys, form lotedges dynaset to Excel 
Close the E1_polys, form lotedges query 
Import DLODGE from Excel into TLotEdges Table 
Open TLotEdges Table in datasheet view for review 
Close the SbPolyBik form 
Open the SbDLFile form 
Close the SbPolyBik form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.8.4: Reference Marks Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.8.4 
sbREFMARKS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Reference Marks Switchboard provides for the creation of a 
REFMARKS table conforming to current lodgement standards and suitable 
for subsequent conversion into files for digital lodgement. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: SbRefMarks 
Toolbar: RefMarks Switch 
Sub forms: R1: RefMarks 
REFMARKS EXPORT IMPORT REVIEW REPORT <4 I~ 
Reference Marks Switchboard 
CREATE CREATE/REVIEW 
REFERENCE 1----tREFERENCE MARKS 
MARKS TABlE DYNASET 
EXPORT DYNASET CALCULATE 
TO EXCEL !--~REFERENCE MARKS 
TABLE 
IMPORT/REVIEW 
REFERENCE MARKS 
TABLE 
Macro - SbRefMarks 
Macro Name 
Marks 
Export 
Import 
Review 
Print 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
Close 
OpenQuery 
Open Form 
TransferSpreadsheet 
DeleteObject 
TransferSpreadsheet 
Open Table 
SelectObject 
Print 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
0 enForm 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the RefMarks Switch toolbar 
Close the SbRefMarks form 
Open the R1_refMarks query 
Open the R1: RefMarks form 
Export RefMarks to Excel 
Delete RefMarks table 
Import from Excel into RefMarks table 
Open RefMarks table in datasheet view 
Select RefMarks table 
Print RefMarks table 
Close the SbRefMarks form 
Open the SbDLFile form 
Close the SbRefMarks form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.8.4.1: Reference Marks dynaset 
FIGURE A8.8.4.1 
R1: REFMARKS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Reference Marks dynaset form displays reference marks found within 
an entered tolerance of a boundary point. The form displays also all 
reference marks not within the entered tolerance. 
Formrroolbar Macro: R1: RefMarks 
Tool bar: R1: Ref Marks 
Queries: R 1_refMarks 
Sub forms: R1: RefMarks subform, R1: RefMarks subform1 
Sub queries: R1_refMarks subquery, R1_refMarks subquery1 
file ];dit Y:iew B.ecords ~indow !:[elp 
I REPORT I ~~ 
Reference Marks dynaset l!!llil. 
~ STATION REFERENCE MARK [ ;·'"~~ J PointiD: Easting: Northing: PointiD: Code: To: I 111 1000.00011 1000.0001 ~ ISCRF !!Screw fd I 
Reference Mark Dynaset Record by Station 
PoinUD I Eastina I Northina I PointiD I Code I To I Eastina I Northina I 
i 1 1000.000 1000.000 702 SCR Screw 997.873 1002.870 
1 1000.000 1000.000 7203 SCRF Screw fd 1002.781 1003.024 
"* 
_;.:.;.. 1 
I~ ~ 1Record:l1 lof 2 , .... II 
Reference Marks not linked to a Station for given tolerance 
PointiD I Code I Description I Eastinq I N orthinq I Layer I Pen I Symbol! 
i 7401 SCRF Screwfd 1142.752 876.634 TRAV 15 0 
7721 GINB GI.Nail in bit 915.184 921.305 TRAV 15 0 
* 
--'-
I~ I~ I Record:l1 jof 2 ,._._II 
I~ ~ 1Record:l1 lof 18 , .. 1 .. 11 
Macro - R1 : RefMarks 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the R1: RefMarks toolbar 
Print SelectObject Select the RefMarks table 
Print Print the RefMarks table 
Close Select the R1: RefMarks form 
Return Close Close the R1: RefMarks form 
Open Form Open the SbMeta form 
Exit Close Close the R1: RefMarks form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
Que~- R1 refMarks 
PARAMETERS Tolerance IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points_1.PointiD, 
points_1.Code, CCAD5.Description AS To, points_1.Easting, points_1.Northing, [Tolerance] AS Expr1 
INTO RefMarks 
FROM points, points AS points_1 INNER JOIN CCAD5 ON points_1.Code = CCAD5.Code 
WHERE ((points_1.Easting Between ([points].[easting]-[Tolerance]) And 
([points].[Easting]+[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between ([points].[Northing]-[Tolerance]) And 
([points].[Northing]+[Tolerance])) AND (points.Code Like "RBY") AND (points.Layer Like "LOTS") AND 
(points_1.Layer Like "TRAV")) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
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A8.8.5: Reference to Corners Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.8.5 
sbREFCORS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Reference to Corners Switchboard provides for the creation of a 
REFCORS Table conforming to current lodgement standards and suitable 
for subsequent conversion into files for digital lodgement. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: SbRefCors 
Toolbar: RefCors Switch 
SQL Queries: R2_occup, R2_refCorners 
Sub forms: R2: RefCors 
REFCORS EXPORT IMPORT REVIEW REPORT ~ I~ 
l:ffi Reference to Corners Switchboard l!!llilf3 
CREATE 
REFERENCE TO 
CORNERS TABLE 
CREATE/REVIEW 
REFERENCE TO 
CORNERS DYNASET 
Macro - SbRefCors 
Macro Name 
Cors 
Export 
Import 
Review 
Print 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
Close 
OpenQuery 
Open Form 
TransferSpreadsheet 
DeleteObject 
TransferSpreadsheet 
Open Table 
SelectObject 
Print 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
0 enForm 
EXPORT 
DYNASET TO 
EXCEl 
CAlCUlATE 
REFERENCE TO 
CORNERS TABLE 
IMPORT/REVIEW 
REFERENCE TO 
CORNERS TABLE 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the RefCors Switch toolbar 
Close the SbRefCors form 
Open the R1_refComers query 
Close the R1: RefCors form 
Export RefCors to Excel 
Delete RefCors table 
Import from Excel into RefCors table 
Open RefCors table in datasheet view 
Select RefCors table 
Print RefCors table 
Close the SbRefCors form 
Open the SbDLFile form 
Close the SbRefCors form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.8.5.1: Reference to Corners dynaset 
FIGURE A8.8.5.1 
R2: REFCORS Form 
Purpose of Form: The Reference to Corners dynaset form displays reference to corner marks 
found within an entered tolerance of a boundary point. The form displays 
also all reference to corners marks not within the entered tolerance. 
Formffoolbar Macro: R2: RefCors 
Tool bar: R2: Ref Cors 
SQL Queries: R2_refCorners, R2_occup 
Sub forms: R2: RefCors subform, R2: Points subform 
Sub queries: R2_refCors subquery, R2_occup subquery 
Eile &_dit Y:iew B.ecords Y{indow .t!elp 
I REPORT I CD~ 
Reference to Corners dyna:set l!!llil. 
~ 
r-- STATION- OCCUPATION ;- Ret..~~UM- [!TolMan=] PointiD: Code: PointiD: Code: To: Frompnt: T opnt: 
I 11~ ~ ICGIP IICen Gl Post I I ~ I 11 I 1.01 
Reference to Corners Dynaset Record by Station 
STN I Easting I Northing I TO I Easting I Northing I From I To 
..!. 1 1000.000 1000.000 7202 999.890 999.919 7 1 
1 1000.000 1000.000 7202 999.890 999.919 1 2 
* 
...;.:.;.. 
I~ I~ I Record: 1 lof 2 It- t-Il 
Occupation Point: not linked to a Station for given tolerance 
Pointl D I Code I Description I Eastina I Northino "'"' .. I ... 
..!. 7305 C8K Cor.Bk 1082.4944 841.7714 OCCUP 15 0 
7405 CBK Cor.Bk 1083.0518 833.2606 OCCUP 15 0 -
- 7606 CBK Cor.Bk 1052.7459 867.6967 OCCUP 15 0 
- 7706 CBK Cor.Bk 1049.8338 866.7050 OCCUP 15 0 
- 7A?1 rRK rnrRk Cll'iCl 11'il'iCl Cl4A R4?1'i nrriiP 11'i n ~ 
I~ ~ I Record:j1 !of 6 1 .. 1 .. 11 ~ I I .. 
I~ ~ I Record:l1 of 72 1 .. 1 .. 11 
Macro - R2: RefCors 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the R2: RefCors toolbar 
Print SelectObject Select the RefCors table 
Print Print the RefCors table 
Close Select the R2: RefCors form 
Return Close Close the R2: RefCors form 
Open Form Open the SbMeta form 
Exit Close Close the R2: RefCors form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
Querv- R2 refCors 
SELECT DISTINCTROW R2_occup.points.PointiD, R2_occup.points.Code, R2_occup.points.Easting, 
R2_occup.points.Northing, R2_occup.points_1.PointiD, R2_occup.CCAD5.Code, R2_occup.To, 
R2_occup.points_1.Easting, R2_occup.points_1.Northing, LINES.Frompnt, POINTS.Easting, 
POINTS.Northing, LINES.Topnt, POINTS_1.Easting, POINTS_1.Northing, R2_occup.Expr1 AS 
Tolerance INTO RefCors 
FROM R2_occup, (LINES INNER JOIN POINTS ON LINES.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD) INNER JOIN 
POINTS AS POINTS_1 ON LINES.Topnt = POINTS_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[R2_occup].[points].[Point1D])) OR 
((LINES.Topnt=[R2_occup].[points].[Point1D])) 
ORDER BY R2_occup.points.PointiD, R2_occup.points_1.PointiD; 
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A8.8.6: Conversion to AMG Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.8.6 
sbAMG Form 
Purpose of Form: The Conversion to AMG Switchboard provides for the conversion of the 
local coordinates of boundary points to AMG values. A dynaset of points in 
the LOTS layer is exported to EXCEL for the conversion. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: SbAMG 
Toolbar: AMG Switch 
SOL Query: P10_PointsAMG 
Sub forms: P10: Points- to AMG 
POINTS EXPORT IMPORT REVIEW REPORT ~ I~ 
l!tl Conversion to AMG Switchboard 1!11!.113 
CONVERT 
SPATIAL DATA 
TO AMG VALUES 
CREATE 
I----I/REVIEW POINTS 
DYNASET 
EXPORT 
DYNASETTO 
EXCEL 
CONVERT 
1----1 POINTS TO AMG 
VALUES 
IMPORT/REVIEW 
POINTS IN AMG 
DYNASET 
Macro - SbAMG 
Macro Name 
Points 
Export 
Import 
Review 
Print 
Return 
Exit 
Action 
Close 
OpenQuery 
Open Form 
TransferSpreadsheet 
DeleteObject 
TransferSpreadsheet 
Open Table 
SelectObject 
Print 
Close 
Open Form 
Close 
0 enForm 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the AMG Switch toolbar 
Close the SbAMG form 
Open the P10_PointsAMG query 
Close the P1 0: Points -to AMG form 
Export PointsAMG to Excel 
Delete PointsAMG table 
Import from Excel into PointsAMG table 
Open PointsAMG table in datasheet view 
Select PointsAMG table 
Print PointsAMG table 
Close the SbAMG form 
Open the SbDLFile form 
Close the SbAMG form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.8.6.1: Points to AMG Dynaset 
FIGURE A8.8.6.1 
P1 0: POINTS -TO AMG Form 
Purpose of Form: The Points to AMG Dynaset form displays the results of a query of all 
spatial data records in the POINTS Table to create a dynaset of points in 
the LOTS layer for export to EXCEL. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: P1 0: Points2AMG 
Tool bar: P1 0: Points2AMG 
SQL Query: P1 O_PointsAMG 
Sub forms: P1 0: Points subform 
file f.dit Y:iew B.ecords Y!indow ]ielp 
I REPORT I [3]~ 
Iii Points to AMG Dynaset I!~EJ 
~ 
I [POINT~ I Point Attributes PointiD: Code: Description: ~ Pen: Symbol: I 11 IRBY I !Reinstated boundary point I s ~ lo I 
POINTS TABLE RECORD 
PointiD I Easting I Northina I Height I Code I Laver I Pen I Symbol ... 
~ 1 1000.000 1000.000 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
2 1009.367 991.864 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 -
- 3 1021.571 981.266 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 4 1030.681 973.354 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 5 1045.912 960.125 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 7 974.469 970.734 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 8 972.220 968.157 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 10 993.793 949.424 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 11 983.836 962.599 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 13 1091.626 920.421 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 14 1110.825 903.748 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 15 1130.026 887.071 0.000 RBY LOTS 15 0 
- 16 960.314 954.509 ·0.426 RBY LOTS 15 0 .... 
I~ ~ !Record:l1 jof 87 ,._ ._11 
I~ ~ 1Record:j1 lof 87 , .. 1 .. 11 
Macro - P1 0: Points2AMG 
Macro Name Action Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the P10: Points2AMG form 
PrintQuery SelectObject Select the PointsAMG table 
Print Print the PointsAMG table 
Close Select the P1 0: Points to AMG form 
Return Close Close the P10: Points to AMG form 
Open Form Open the SbAMG form 
Exit Close Close the P1 0: Points to AMG form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
Que~ - P1 0 PointsAMG 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, CCADS.Description, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.SymboiiNTO PointsAMG 
FROM POINTS INNER JOIN CCADS ON POINTS.Code = CCADS.Code; 
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A8.9: DIGITAL LODGEMENT Switchboard 
FIGUREA8.9 
sbDLODGE Form 
Purpose of Form: The Digital Lodgement Switchboard provides options for the lodgement of 
spatial data files conforming to developed standards of form and content 
with Public Authorities. 
Form/Toolbar Macro: SbDLodge 
Toolbar: Dlodge Switch 
Sub forms: SbFormatTab 
FORMAT I~ 
Digital Lodgement Switchtioard 
LODGE 
SURVEY 
TRANSACTION 
FORMAT 
LODGEMENT 
FILES 
Macro - SbDLodge 
Macro Name Action 
FormatTab Close 
Open Form 
Exit Close 
0 enForm 
ENCRYPT 
SURVEY 
TRANSACTION FILE 
DELIVER 
SURVEY 
TRANSACTION 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the Dlodge Switch toolbar 
Close the SbDLodge form 
Open the SbFormatTab form 
Close the SbDLodge form 
0 en the SbMain form 
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A8.9.1: Format Digital Lodgement File Switchboard 
FIGURE A8.9.1 
sbFORMATTAB Form 
Purpose of Form: The Format Digital Lodgement File Switchboard provides for the creation 
and formatting of tables of spatial data suitable for subsequent conversion 
into files for digital lodgement . 
Form!Toolbar Macro: SbFormatTab 
Toolbar: FormatTab Switch 
SQL Querv: M3_SurvevControl 
Metadata Bdy. Pts. Bdy.Segs. Ref.Cors. Ref.Marks ~ I~ 
~ Format Digital Lodgement File Switchboard 1!!11!113 
FORMAT 
LODGEMENT' 
TABlES 
Macro - SbFormatTab 
Macro Name Action 
ExMetaData SendKeys 
RunCommand 
Send Keys 
RunCommand 
Send Keys 
RunCommand 
Open Query 
SendKeys 
RunCommand 
DeleteObject 
ExBdyPts SendKeys 
RunCommand 
Send Keys 
RunCommand 
ExBdySeg SendKeys 
Run Command 
Send Keys 
RunCommand 
METADATA 
BOUNDARY 
POINT 
BOUNDARY 
SEGMENT 
POLYGON 
BLOCK 
REFERENCE 
MARKS 
REFERENCE TO 
CORNERS 
Comment 
Attached to the buttons on the FormatTab Switch toolbar 
Select comma delimited format for export 
Export the MetaHeader table to c:\data\ metahead.tmp 
Export the Cancllots to c:\data\ canclots.tmp 
Open the M3_SurveyControl query to form SControiTemp table 
Export the SControiTemp table to c:\data\ survcont.tmp 
Delete the SControiTemp table 
Select comma delimited format for export 
Export the BdyPts table to c:\data\ bdypts.tmp 
Select comma delimited format for export 
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FIGURE A8.9.1 
sbFORMATIAB Form (contd.) 
Macro- SbFormatTab (contd.) 
Macro Name Action Comment 
ExRefCors Send Keys 
RunCommand Select comma delimited format for export 
SendKeys 
RunCommand Export the RefCors table to c:\data\ refcors.tmp 
ExRefMarks SendKeys 
RunCommand Select comma delimited format for export 
SendKeys 
RunCommand Export the RefMarks table to c:\data\ refmarks.tmp 
Return Close Close the SbFormatTab form 
OpenForm Open the SbDLodge form 
Exit Close Close the SbFormatTab form 
Open Form Open the SbMain form 
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APPENDIX9 
DATA VALIDATION AND DELIVERY MODULE MACROS 
A9.1 WORD BASIC MACROS 
A9.1.1 Macro ReduceASS 
REM: Macro ReduceASS- originally written in Word Basic, Microsoft Word Ver.6 
REM: Converted to Visual Basic for Applications, Office 97 
REM: Copyright John F. Hayes 30 June 1997 
REM: The macro reduces the ASCII S dump file (.ASS) produced by the SURVEY/UTILITY/ 
REM: OUTPUT/ WRITE ASCIIS option in Civilcad Ver.S.3.1. to creates comma delimited 
REM: files of the survey information: LAYERS, POINTS, REM: LINES, ARCS and TEXT 
REM: The file "ADMNCODE.TXT" must reside in the same directory/sub-directory as 
REM: the ASCII S dump file. 
Public Sub MAIN() 
Dim CurrFile$: Dim a$: Dim lastslash: Dim slash: Dim CurrDrive$ 
Dim 1: Dim n: Dim nchars: Dim b$ 
Dim Layer$: Dim PtNo$: Dim xcoord$: Dim ycoord$: Dim zcoord$ 
PtNo$ = Space(2SS): xcoord$ = Space(2SS): ycoord$ = Space(2SS): zcoord$ = Space(2SS) 
Dim Code$: Dim pen$: pen$= Space(2SS): Dim symbol$: Dim id$: Dim strng$: Dim p1$ 
id$ = Space(2SS): strng$ = Space(2SS): p1$ = Space(2SS): Dim p2$: Dim style$: Dim x1$ 
Dim x2$: style$ = Space(2SS): x1 $ = Space(2SS): x2$ = Space(2SS): Dim contour$ 
Dim break$: Dim b4$: Dim PolyNo: Dim Text_$: Text_$= Space(2SS): Dim hectare$ 
Dim area$: Dim Valarea 
ReDim Foundldx_$(1) 
ReDim Editldx_$(1) 
WordBasic. FileOpen Name:="C:\DA T A \bunyanew .asS", Revert:=O 
Rem: Extract current directory/sub-directory(s) 
CurrFile$ = WordBasic.[FileName$]() 
a$= WordBasic.[FileName$]() 
lastslash = 0 
slash = lnStr(a$, "\") 
While slash <> o 
lastslash = lastslash + slash 
a$= Mid(a$, slash+ 1) 
slash = lnStr(a$, "\") 
Wend 
CurrDrive$ = WordBasic.[Left$](WordBasic.[FileName$](), lastslash) 
Rem: Create a temporary file, a copy of the Civilcad ASS file 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Creating copy of Civilcad ASS file, ASS.TMP", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.EditCopy 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
WordBasic. EditPaste 
W ordBasic. WW 6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "ASS.TMP", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrDrive$ + "ASS.TMP", Revert:=O 
Word Basic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
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CurrFile$ = WordBasic.[FileName$]() 
Rem: Checks for and create array of survey data elements types included in the .ASS file in 
the Foundldx array 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
ReDim Editldx_$(26, 6) 
Open CurrDrive$ + "ADMNCODE.TXT" For Input As 1 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Checking for inclusion of survey data element types", -1 
I =0 
While Not EOF(1) 
Input #1, Editldx_$(1, 1 ), Editldx_$(1, 2), Editldx_$(1, 3), Editldx_$(1, 4), Editldx_$(1, 
S), Editldx_$(1, 6) 
I= I+ 1 
Wend 
Close 1 
ReDim Foundldx_$(6, 2) 
For I= 2 To 6 
a$ = Editldx_$(0, I) 
Foundldx_$(1-1, 1) =a$ 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditFind Find:=a$, Direction:=O, MatchCase:=O, Wrap:=O 
If WordBasic.EditFindFound() Then 
Foundldx_$(1 - 1, 2) = Str(1) 
Else 
Foundldx_$(1 - 1, 2) = Str(O) 
End If 
Next I 
Rem: Remove first two header lines from .ASS file 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument: WordBasic.LineDown 1: WordBasic.EndOfLine 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 1: WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear: WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear 
Rem: Extract and create text file of data element types from .ASS file 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Creating survey data elements files", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.StartOfLine 
For I= 1 To S 
If WordBasic.Vai(Foundldx_$(1, 2)) <> 0 Then 
Select Case I 
Case 1 To 4 
n =I+ 1 
While WordBasic.Vai(Foundldx_$(n, 2)) <> 1 
n=n+1 
Wend 
WordBasic.EditFind Find:=Foundldx_$(n, 1), Direction:=O, MatchCase:=O, 
Wrap:=2 
WordBasic.StartOfLine 
WordBasic.LineUp 1 
Case Else 
Word Basic. EndOfDocument 
End Select 
WordBasic. WW6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 1 
WordBasic.EditCut 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
W ordBasic. EditPaste 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.ParaDown 1, 1 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear 
a$= Foundldx_$(1, 1) 
nchars = Len(a$) 
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WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + Mid(a$, 2, nchars- 2) +".TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
End If 
Next I 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "AS5.TMP", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
WordBasic.Kill CurrDrive$ + "AS5.TMP" 
Rem: Remove administrative, data fields identifiers stored in Editldx array 
WordBasic.MsgBox" Removing administrative, data fields identifiers", -1 
For I= 1 To 5 
If WordBasic.Vai(Foundldx_$(1, 2)) <> 0 Then 
a$ = Foundldx_$(1, 1) 
nchars = Len(a$) 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrDrive$ + Mid(a$, 2, nchars- 2) +".TXT", Revert:=O 
CurrFile$ = WordBasic.[FileName$]() 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
For n = 1 To 25 
If WordBasic.Vai(Editldx_$(n, I+ 1)) <> 0 Then 
b$ = Editldx_$(n, 1) 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrFile$, Revert:=O 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:=b$, Replace:="", Direction:=O, ReplaceAII:=1, 
Wrap:=2 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrFile$, Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
End If 
Next n 
End If 
Next I 
For I= 1 To 5 
If WordBasic.Vai(Foundldx_$(1, 2)) = 1 Then 
Select Case I 
Case 1 
GoTo formatlyrs 
Case2 
GoT o formatpts 
Case3 
GoTo formatlns 
Case4 
GoTo formatarcs 
CaseS 
Go To formattxt 
End Select 
End If 
nextfile: 
Next I 
GoTo endpt 
formatlyrs: 
Rem: Formats the LA YERS.TXT file 
Open CurrDrive$ + "LA YERS.TXT " For Input As 1 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
W ordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Formatting LAYERS.TXT file", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
While Not EOF(1) 
Input #1, Layer$ 
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WordBasic.lnsert Layer$: WordBasic.lnsertPara 
Wend 
Close 1 
WordBasic.Kill CurrDrive$ + "LAYERS.TXT" 
W ordBasic. EndOfDocument 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "LAYERS.TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
GoTo nextfile 
formatpts: 
Rem Formats the POINTS. TXT file 
Open CurrDrive$ + "POINTS.TXT " For Input As 1 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
WordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Formatting POINTS.TXT file", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
While Not EOF(1) 
Input #1, PtNo$, xcoord$, ycoord$, zcoord$, Code$ 
Input #1, Layer$, pen$, symbol$ 
Code$= WordBasic.[Left$](Code$, 5) 
WordBasic.lnsert PtNo$ + "," + xcoord$ + "," + ycoord$ + "," 
WordBasic.lnsert zcoord$ +","+Code$+","+ Layer$+"," 
WordBasic.lnsert pen$+","+ symbol$: WordBasic.lnsertPara 
Wend 
Close 1 
WordBasic.Kill CurrDrive$ + "POINTS.TXT" 
W ordBasic. EndOfDocument 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:="OPTIC CENT", Replace:="OPTC", Direction:=O, 
ReplaceAII:=1, Wrap:=2 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "POINTS.TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
GoT o nextfile 
formatlns: 
Rem Format the LINES. TXT file 
Open CurrDrive$ + "LINES.TXT " For Input As 1 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
WordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Formatting LINES.TXT file", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
W ordBasic. EndOfLine 
While Not EOF(1) 
Input #1, id$, strng$, p1 $, p2$ 
Input #1, Layer$, pen$, style$, x1 $, x2$, contour$ 
WordBasic.lnsert id$ + "," + p1$ + "," + p2$ +","+Layer$+"," 
WordBasic.lnsert pen$+","+ style$+","+ contour$: WordBasic.lnsertPara 
Wend 
Close 1 
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WordBasic.Kill CurrDrive$ + "LINES.TXT" 
W ordBasic. EndOfDocument 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "LINES.TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
GoT o nextfile 
formatarcs: 
Rem Formats the ARCS. TXT file 
Open CurrDrive$ + "ARCS.TXT " For Input As 1 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
WordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Formatting ARCS.TXT file", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
While Not EOF(1) 
Input #1, id$, strng$, p1 $, p2$ 
Line Input #1, a$ 
Input #1, Layer$, pen$, style$, x1$, x2$, break$ 
WordBasic.lnsert id$ + "," + p1$ + "," + p2$ +","+a$+"," 
WordBasic.lnsert Layer$+","+ pen$+","+ style$+","+ break$ 
WordBasic.lnsertPara 
Wend 
Close 1 
WordBasic.Kill CurrDrive$ + "ARCS.TXT" 
WordBasic. EndOfDocument 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "ARCS.TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
GoT o nextfile 
formattxt: 
Rem Format the TEXT.TXT file 
Open CurrDrive$ + "TEXT.TXT " For Input As 1 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:=" Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
WordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Formatting TEXT.TXT file", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
While Not EOF(1) 
Line Input #1, a$ 
Line Input #1, b4$ 
Input #1, xcoord$, ycoord$ 
Input #1, Layer$ 
WordBasic.lnsert a$+","+ xcoord$ + "," + ycoord$ +","+Layer$ 
WordBasic.lnsertPara 
Wend 
Close 1 
Rem Kill CurrDrive$ + "TEXT.TMP" 
WordBasic.EndOfDocument 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "TEXT.TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
Rem: This section reformats "TEXT.TXT" to one line record per text and adds unique text 
identifier 
Open CurrDrive$ + "TEXT.TXT " For Input As 1 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
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W ordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Reformatting TEXT.TXT file and adding unique identifier", -1 
PolyNo = 0 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
While Not EOF(1) 
Input #1, Text_$, xcoord$, ycoord$, Layer$ 
PolyNo = PolyNo + 1 
If Layer$ <> "POLY" Then 
hectare$ = "N" 
WordBasic.lnsert WordBasic.[LTrim$](Str(PolyNo)) +","+Text_$+"," 
WordBasic.lnsert xcoord$ + "," + ycoord$ +","+Layer$ 
Input #1, area$ 
WordBasic.lnsert ","+area$ 
If Word8asic.[Right$](area$, 2) = "Ha" Then hectare$= "Y" 
Valarea = WordBasic.Vai(WordBasic.[Left$](area$, Len(area$)- 2)) 
If hectare$= "Y" Then Valarea = Valarea * 10000 
WordBasic.lnsert "," + WordBasic.[LTrim$](Str(Valarea)): WordBasic.lnsertPara 
Else 
WordBasic.lnsert WordBasic.[LTrim$](Str(PolyNo)) +","+Text_$+"," 
WordBasic.lnsert xcoord$ + "," + ycoord$ +","+Layer$ 
WordBasic.lnsertPara 
End If 
Wend 
Close 1 
WordBasic.Kill CurrDrive$ + "TEXT.TXT" 
Word Basic. EndOfDocument 
WordBasic.WW6_EditClear -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:="m'", Replace:="m", Direction:=O, MatchCase:=1, 
WholeWord:=O, ReplaceAII:=1, Wrap:=2 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:="Ha", Replace:="H", Direction:=O, MatchCase:=1, 
WholeWord:=O, ReplaceAII:=1, Format:=O, Wrap:=2 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "TEXT.TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
GoTo nextfile 
endpt: 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Creation of survey data files from AS5 file completed", "Reduce Survey 
Data File", o 
End Sub 
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A9.1.1 Macro ReduceOUT 
REM: Macro ReduceOUT- originally written in Word Basic, Microsoft Word Ver.6. 
REM: Converted to Visual Basic for Applications, Office 97 
REM: Copyright John F. Hayes 30 June 1997 
REM: The macro reduces the lot dump file produced from the SURVEY/SUBDIVISIN/LIST 
REM: LOT Option in Civilcad Ver.5.3.1 to create comma delimited files of the survey 
REM: information: LOTS and AREAS 
REM: The lot file must be given a file extension ".OUT" and must reside in the same 
REM directory/sub-directory as the ASCII 5 (.AS5) dump file. 
Public Sub MAIN() 
Dim CurrFile$: Dim a$: Dim lastslash: Dim slash: Dim CurrDrive$ 
Dim 1: Dim b$: Dim LotNo: Dim FirstTimeln$: Dim area 
Dim c$: Dim d$: Dim e$: Dim f$ 
c$ = Space(255): d$ = Space(255): e$ = Space(255): f$ = Space(255): Dim g$ 
CurrFile$ = WordBasic.[FileName$]() 
a$= WordBasic.[FileName$]() 
lastslash = 0 
slash= lnStr(a$, "\") 
While slash <> 0 
lastslash = lastslash + slash 
a$= Mid(a$, slash+ 1) 
slash = lnStr(a$, "\") 
Wend 
CurrDrive$ = WordBasic.[Left$](WordBasic.[FileName$](), lastslash) 
Rem This section creates a copy of the Civilcad lot file 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Creating copy of Civilcad lot file", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.EditCopy 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
WordBasic. EditPaste 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "LOTS.TMP", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrDrive$ + "LOTS.TMP", Revert:=O 
WordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
Rem This section removes header lines 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Removing file header records", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditFind Find:="LOT", Direction:=O, MatchCase:=O, WholeWord:=O 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 1 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear 
Rem This section removes footer lines if present 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Removing file footer records", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditFind Find:="LOT: d", Direction:=O, MatchCase:=O 
Select Case WordBasic.EditFindFound() 
Case Is= -1 
WordBasic.StartOfline 
WordBasic. EndOfDocument 1 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear 
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WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
Case Else 
End Select 
Rem This section removes lot field label record 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Removing lot field label record", -1 
WordBasic.EditFind 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
While WordBasic.CmpBookmarks("\Sel", "\EndOfDoc") 
WordBasic.EditFind Find:="Ln", Direction:=O, Wrap:=1 
Select Case WordBasic.EditFindFound() 
Case Is= -1 
WordBasic.StartOfLine 
WordBasic.EndOfLine 1 
WordBasic.LineDown 1, 1 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear 
Case Else 
End Select 
WordBasic.LineDown 
W ordBasic. EndOfLine 
Wend 
Rem This section removes lot delineator record 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Removing lot delineator record", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
While WordBasic.CmpBookmarks("\Sel", "\EndOfDoc") 
WordBasic.EditFind Find:="---1", Direction:=O 
WordBasic.EndOfLine 1 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear 
WordBasic. EndOfLine 
Wend 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
CurrFile$ = WordBasic.[FileName$]() 
Rem This section converts field delimiters to commas 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Converting field delimiters to commas", -1 
For I= 11 To 1 Step -1 
a$= Chr(124) +String((!- 1), 32) 
WordBasic.FileCiose 1 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrFile$, Revert:=O 
b$= "," 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:=a$, Replace:=b$, Direction:=O, ReplaceAII:=1, Wrap:=O 
Next I 
Rem This section converts angle and minute symbols 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Converting angle and minute symbols", -1 
For I= 1 To 3 
Select Case I 
Case Is= 1 
a$= "0" 
b$="." 
Case Is= 2 
a$=n•u 
b$="" 
Case Is= 3 
a$= Chr(34) 
b$= 1111 
End Select 
WordBasic.FileCiose 1 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrFile$, Revert:=1 
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Word Basic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:=a$, Replace:=b$, Direction:=O, ReplaceAII:=1, Wrap:=O 
Next I 
Rem This section removes area label 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Removing area label", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:="AREA: ",Replace:=",", Direction:=O, ReplaceAII:=1, Wrap:=O 
WordBasic.FileCiose 1 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrFile$, Revert:=O 
W ordBasic. EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
Rem This section removes spaces 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Removing spaces", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:="", Replace:="", Direction:=O, ReplaceAII:=1 
WordBasic.FileCiose 1 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrFile$, Revert:=O 
WordBasic.EditSelectAII 
WordBasic.FormatFont Points:="8", Font:="Arial" 
Open CurrDrive$ + "AREAS.TMP" For Output As 1 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrFile$, Revert:=O 
Rem This section adds a unique number to each lot and creates the AREAS.TMP file 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Identifying each lot with an unique number and writing lot number and 
area to AREAS.TMP", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
LotNo = 0 
FirstTimeln$ = "Y" 
While WordBasic.CmpBookmarks("\Sel", "\EndOfDoc") 
Select Case FirstTimeln$ 
Case Is= "N" 
W ordBasic. Line Down 
Case Else 
End Select 
WordBasic.StartOfLine 
WordBasic.EndOfLine 1 
WordBasic.EditFind Find:="LOT", Direction:=O, MatchCase:=O, W rap:=O 
If WordBasic.EditFindFound() Then 
LotNo = LotNo + 1 
WordBasic.StartOfLine 
WordBasic.EndOfLine 
WordBasic.CopyBookmark "\Sel", "MyMark" 
WordBasic.StartOfLine 
WordBasic.EditFind Find:=",", Direction:=O, Wrap:=O 
WordBasic.CharRight 1 
WordBasic. ExtendSelection 
WordBasic.WW7 _EditGoTo "MyMark" 
area= WordBasic.Vai(WordBasic.[Selection$]()) 
WordBasic.Cancel 
Write #1, LotNo, area 
WordBasic.StartOfLine 
WordBasic.EndOfLine 1 
WordBasic. EditCut 
WordBasic.LineUp 1 
If FirstTimeln$ = "Y" Then 
WordBasic.StartOfLine 
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WordBasic.lnsert WordBasic.[LTrim$](Str(LotNo)) + "," 
FirstTimeln$ = "N" 
End If 
Else 
WordBasic.StartOfline 
WordBasic.lnsert WordBasic.[LTrim$)(Str(LotNo)) + "," 
End If 
WordBasic.EndOfline 
Wend 
Close 1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "LOTS.TMP", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
Rem This section removes coordinates of FromPnt 
Open CurrDrive$ + "LOTS.TMP" For Input As 1 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Reformatting LOTS.TMP", -1 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
While Not EOF(1) 
Input #1, a$, b$, c$, d$, e$, f$, g$ 
WordBasic.lnsert a$+ Chr(44) + b$ + Chr(44) + g$ + Chr(44) 
WordBasic.lnsert c$ + Chr(44) + d$ + Chr(44) + e$ + Chr(44) 
WordBasic.lnsert f$: WordBasic.lnsertPara 
Wend 
Close 1 
W ordBasic. EndOfDocument 
WordBasic.WW6_EditCiear -1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "LOTS.TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Removing spaces from AREAS.TMP file", -1 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:=CurrDrive$ + "AREAS.TMP", Revert:=O 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:="", Replace:="", Direction:=O, ReplaceAII:=1, Wrap:=2 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:=CurrDrive$ + "AREAS.TXT", Format:=2 
WordBasic.FileCiose 2 
WordBasic.Kill CurrDrive$ + "AREAS.TMP" 
WordBasic.Kill CurrDrive$ + "LOTS.TMP" 
WordBasic.MsgBox "Creation of LOT file from ASS lot file completed", "Reduce Lot File", 0 
crashout: 
End Sub 
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A9.1.3 Macro BDYPTS 
REM: Macro BdyPts- originally written in Word Basic, Microsoft Word Ver.6 
REM: Converted to Visual Basic for Applications, Office 97 
REM: Copyright John F. Hayes 30 June 1997 
REM: The macro reformats the comma delimited file created from the BdyPts table 
REM: in MS Access and exported to Word into a format suitable for digital transfer 
REM: to a public agency. 
Public Sub MAIN() 
Dim a$ 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:="c:\data\BDYPTS.TMP", Revert:=O 
W ordBasic.StartOfDocument 
WordBasic.EditReplace Find:=Chr(34 ), Replace:="", ReplaceAll:= 1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:="c:\data\BDYPTS.TXT", Format:=2: 
W ordBasic.FileClose 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O: 
W ordBasic.StartOfDocument 
Open "C:\DATA\bdypts.txt" For Input As 1 
While Not EOF(l) 
Line Input #1, a$: WordBasic.Insert "150" +","+a$: WordBasic.InsertPara 
Wend 
Close 1 
WordBasic.EndOfDocument: WordBasic.WW6_EditClear -1 
W ordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:="C:\data\bdypts. TXT", Format:=2: 
W ordBasic.FileClose 2 
WordBasic.Kill "c:\data\bdypts.tmp" 
End Sub 
A9.1.4Macro RefCors 
Public Sub MAIN() 
Dim a$ 
WordBasic.FileOpen Name:="c:\data\refcors.TMP", Revert:=O 
WordBasic.StartOfDocument 
W ordBasic.EditReplace Find:=Chr(34 ), Replace:="", ReplaceAll:= 1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:="c:\data\refcors.TXT", Format:=2: 
W ordBasic.FileClose 
WordBasic.FileNew Template:="Normal", NewTemplate:=O: 
W ordBasic.StartOfDocument 
Open "C:\DATA\refcors.txt" For Input As 1 
While Not EOF(l) 
Line Input #1, a$: WordBasic.Insert "160" +","+a$: WordBasic.InsertPara 
Wend 
Close 1 
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WordBasic.EndOfDocument: WordBasic.WW6_EditClear -1 
WordBasic.FileSaveAs Name:="C:\data\refcors.TXT", Format:=2: 
W ordBasic.FileClose 2 
WordBasic.Kill "c:\data\refcors.tmp" 
End Sub 
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A9.2 SQL QUERIES 
A1_arcs, wrong layer 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, 
ARCS.Brg, ARCS.Rad, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM ((ARCS INNER JOIN points ON ARCS.StartiD = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN points AS 
points_1 ON ARCS.EndiD = points_1.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS points_2 ON ARCS.CentiD = 
points_2. Point! D 
WHERE ((ARCS.Layer<>[points].[layer] Or ARCS.Layer<>[points_1].[1ayer] Or 
ARCS.Layer<>[points_2].[1ayer])); 
A1_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A1: Arcs- wrong layer]![StartiD] Or 
POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A 1: Arcs- wrong layer]![EndiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A 1: Arcs -
wrong layer]![CentiD])); 
A2_arcs, incorrect pen 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, 
ARCS.Brg, ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Breakln 
FROM ((ARCS INNER JOIN POINTS ON ARCS.StartiD = POINTS.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS 
POINTS_1 ON ARCS.EndiD = POINTS_1.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS POINTS_2 ON 
ARCS.CentiD = POINTS_2.PointiD 
WHERE ((ARCS.Pen<>[points].[Pen] Or ARCS.Pen<>[points_1].[Pen] Or 
ARCS.Pen<>[points_2].[Pen])); 
A2_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A2: Arcs- incorrect pen]![StartiD] Or 
POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A2: Arcs- incorrect pen]![EndiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A2: Arcs-
incorrect pen]![CentiD])); 
A3_arcs, wrong style 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Breakln 
FROM (((ARCS INNER JOIN (points INNER JOIN ccad5 ON points.Code = ccad5.Code) ON 
ARCS.StartiD = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN (points AS points_1 INNER JOIN ccad5 AS ccad5_1 ON 
points_1.Code = ccad5_1.Code) ON ARCS.EndiD = points_1.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS 
points_2 ON ARCS.CentiD = points_2.PointiD) INNER JOIN CCAD5 AS ccad5_2 ON points_2.Code = 
ccad5_2.Code 
WHERE ((ARCS.Type<>[ccad5].[1ine_type] Or ARCS.Type<>[ccad5_1 ].[line_type] Or 
ARCS. Type<>[ccad5_2].[1ine_type]) ); 
A3_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A3: Arcs- incorrect style]![StartiD] Or 
POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A3: Arcs- incorrect style]![EndiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A3: Arcs-
incorrect style]![CentiD])); 
A4_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Breakln 
FROM ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[Forms]![A4: Arcs- duplicates]![StartiD]) AND (ARCS.EndiD=[Forms]![A4: 
Arcs- duplicates]![EndiD]) AND (ARCS.CentiD=[Forms]![A4: Arcs- duplicates]![CentiD])) OR 
((ARCS.StartiD=[Forms]![A4: Arcs- duplicates]![EndiD]) AND (ARCS.EndiD=[Forms]![A4: Arcs-
duplicates]![StartiD]) AND (ARCS.CentiD=[Forms]![A4: Arcs- duplicates]![CentiD])); 
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A4_arcs, duplicates 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS_1.ArciD, ARCS_1.StartiD, 
ARCS_1.EndiD, ARCS_1.CentiD, ARCS_1.Layer 
FROM ARCS, ARCS AS ARCS_1 
WHERE ((ARCS.ArciD<[ARCS_1].[ArciD]) AND (ARCS.StartiD=[ARCS_1].[StartiD]) AND 
(ARCS.EndiD=[ARCS_1].[EndiD]) AND (ARCS.CentiD=[ARCS_1].[CentiD])) OR 
((ARCS.ArciD<[ARCS_1].[ArciD]) AND (ARCS.StartiD=[ARCS_1].[EndiD]) AND 
(ARCS.EndiD=[ARCS_1].[StartiD]) AND (ARCS.CentiD=[ARCS_1].[CentiD])); 
A4_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol, POINTS.Code 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A4: Arcs- duplicates]![StartiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A4: 
Arcs- duplicates]![EndiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A4: Arcs- duplicates]![CentiD])); 
AS_arcs,zerolength 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD 
FROM (ARCS INNER JOIN POINTS ON ARCS.StartiD = POINTS.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS 
POINTS_1 ON ARCS.EndiD = POINTS_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[ARCS].[EndiD])) OR ((POINTS.Easting Between ([Points_1].[Easting]-
0.0005) And ([Points_1 ].[Easting]+0.0005)) AND (POINTS. Northing Between ([Points_1 ].[Northing]-
0.0005) And ([Points_1].[Northing]+0.0005))); 
AS_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A5: Arcs- zero length]![StartiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A5: 
Arcs- zero length]![EndiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A5: Arcs- zero length]![CentiD])); 
AG_arcs, one endpoint 
PARAMETERS [Enter Point ID:] Long; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code, CCAD5.Description, points.Layer, points.Pen, 
points.Symbol, points.Contour, ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, 
ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM ARCS, CCAD5 INNER JOIN points ON CCAD5.Code = points.Code 
WHERE ((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID:]) AND (ARCS.StartiD=[Enter Point ID:])) OR 
((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID:]) AND (ARCS.EndiD=[Enter Point ID:])); 
AG_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Breakln 
FROM ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[Forms]![A6: Arcs- endpoint]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[Forms]![A6: 
Arcs - endpoint]![PointiD])); 
AG_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol, POINTS.Code 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A6: Arcs- endpoint]![StartiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A6: 
Arcs- endpoint]![EndiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![A6: Arcs- endpoint]![CentiD])); 
A8_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD 
FROM ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[Forms]![AB: Arcs- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])) OR 
((ARCS.EndiD=[Forms]![AB: Arcs- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[Forms]![AB: 
Arcs- illegal endpoint(s)]l[Endpoint])); 
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AB_arcs, illegal arcs 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [A8_Arcs, illegal endpoints].StartiD AS Endpoint, ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM [A8_Arcs, illegal endpoints], ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[A8_Arcs, illegal endpoints].[StartiD])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[A8_Arcs, illegal 
endpoints].[StartiD])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[A8_Arcs, illegal endpoints].[StartiD])); 
AB_arcs, illegal endpoints 
UNION SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.EndiD 
FROM ARCS LEFT JOIN POINTS ON ARCS.EndiD = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD Is Null)) 
UNION SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.CentiD 
FROM ARCS LEFT JOIN POINTS ON ARCS.CentiD = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD Is Null}); 
AB_Iines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.StringiD, LINES.BreakLn 
FROM LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[Forms]![A8: Arcs- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])) OR 
((LINES.Topnt=[Forms]![A8: Arcs- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])); 
A9_arcs, duplicates LineiD 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.Layer, LINES.LineiD, 
LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer 
FROM ARCS INNER JOIN LINES ON ARCS.ArciD = LINES.LineiD; 
A9_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.Breakln 
FROM ARCS 
WHERE (((ARCS.ArciD}=[Forms]![A9: Arcs duplicate LineiD]![ArciD])); 
A9_1ines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.BreakLn 
FROM LINES 
WHERE (((LINES.LineiD)=[Forms]![A9: Arcs duplicate LineiD]![LineiD])); 
81_extentcoords 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LOTS.PolyiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing 
FROM LOTS INNER JOIN POINTS ON LOTS.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD 
ORDER BY LOTS.PolyiD; 
81 a_duplicae EXTENT 
SELECT DISTINCTROW EXTENT.PolyNo, EXTENT.MaxE, EXTENT.MinE, EXTENT.MaxN, 
EXTENT.MinN, AREAS.Area 
FROM EXTENT INNER JOIN AREAS ON EXTENT.PolyNo = AREAS.PolyiD 
WHERE (((EXTENT.MaxE) In (SELECT [MaxE] FROM [EXTENT] As Tmp GROUP BY 
[MaxE],[MinE],[MaxN],[MinN] HAVING Count(*)>1 And [MinE]= [EXTENT].[MinE] And [MaxN] = 
[EXTENT].[MaxN] And [MinN] = [EXTENT].[MinN]))) 
ORDER BY EXTENT.MaxE, EXTENT.MinE, EXTENT.MaxN, EXTENT.MinN; 
81 b_duplicate subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW EXTENT.PolyNo, EXTENT.MaxE, EXTENT.MinE, EXTENT.MaxN, 
EXTENT.MinN, AREAS.Area INTO DupExtents 
FROM [B1a_duplicate EXTENT], EXTENT INNER JOIN AREAS ON EXTENT.PolyNo = AREAS.PolyiD 
WHERE (((EXTENT.PolyNo)>[B1a_duplicate EXTENT].[PolyNo]) AND 
((EXTENT.MaxE)=[81 a_ duplicate EXTENT].[MaxE]) AND ((EXTENT.MinE)=[B1 a_ duplicate 
EXTENT].[MinE]) AND ((EXTENT.MaxN)=[B1a_duplicate EXTENT].[MaxN]) AND 
((EXTENT.MinN)=[B1 a_ duplicate EXTENT].[MinN]) AND ((AREAS.Area)=[B1 a_ duplicate 
EXTENT].[Area])); 
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81 c_delete dup extent 
DELETE DISTINCTROW EXTENT.*, EXTENT.PolyNo 
FROM EXTENT INNER JOIN DupExtents ON EXTENT.PolyNo = DupExtents.PolyNo 
WHERE (((EXTENT.PolyNo)=[DupExtents].[PolyNo])); 
B2_delete null extent 
DELETE DISTINCTROW EXTENT.*, EXTENT.MaxE 
FROM EXTENT 
WHERE (((EXTENT.MaxE) Is Null)); 
B3_find poly ptcoords 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [B3a_Point in box].TextNo, [B3a_Point in box].XCoord, [B3a_Point in 
box].YCoord, [B3a_Point in box].PolyNo, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing INTO ptcoords1 
FROM ([B3a_Point in box] INNER JOIN LOTS ON [B3a_Point in box].PolyNo = LOTS.PolyiD) INNER 
JOIN POINTS ON LOTS.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE ((([B3a_Point in box].PolyNo)<>1)) 
ORDER BY [B3a_Point in box].TextNo, [B3a_Point in box].PolyNo, LOTS.LineNo; 
B3a_Point in box 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.TextNo, EXTENT.PolyNo, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord 
FROM EXTENT, [TEXT] 
WHERE (((TEXT.XCoord)>[EXTENT].[MinE] And (TEXT.XCoord)<[EXTENT].[MaxE]) AND 
((TEXT. YCoord)>[EXTENT].[MinN] And (TEXT. YCoord)<[EXTENT].[MaxN])) 
ORDER BY TEXT.TextNo, EXTENT.PolyNo; 
B4_delete null poly 
DELETE DISTINCTROW TEXTPOL Y.TextNo, TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo, TEXTPOL Y.Fiag 
FROM TEXTPOL Y 
WHERE (((TEXTPOL Y.Fiag) Is Null)); 
B4a_arcs, duplicates 
DELETE DISTINCTROW TEXTPOL Y.TextNo, TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo, TEXTPOL Y.Fiag 
FROM TEXTPOL Y 
WHERE (((TEXTPOL Y.Fiag) Is Null)); 
BS_textpoly, delete dup textno 
DELETE DISTINCTROW TEXT.*, TextPolyDups.TextNo, TextPolyDups.PolyNo, TEXT.VaiArea 
FROM (TextPolyDups INNER JOIN [TEXT] ON TextPolyDups.TextNo = TEXT.TextNo) INNER JOIN 
AREAS ON TextPolyDups.PolyNo = AREAS.PolyiD 
WHERE (((TextPolyDups.TextNo)=[TEXT].[TextNo]) AND ((TextPolyDups.PolyNo)=[AREAS].[PolyiD]) 
AND ((TEXT.VaiArea) Not Between ([AREAS].[Area]-0.5) And ([AREAS].[Area]+0.5))); 
BS_duplicate textinpoly 
DELETE DISTINCTROW TEXT.*, TextPolyDups.TextNo, TextPolyDups.PolyNo, TEXT.VaiArea 
FROM (TextPolyDups INNER JOIN [TEXT] ON TextPolyDups.TextNo = TEXT.TextNo) INNER JOIN 
AREAS ON TextPolyDups.PolyNo = AREAS.PolyiD 
WHERE (((TextPolyDups.TextNo)=[TEXT].[TextNo]) AND ((TextPolyDups.PolyNo)=[AREAS].[PolyiD]) 
AND ((TEXT.VaiArea) Not Between ([AREAS].[Area]-0.5) And ([AREAS].[Area]+0.5))); 
B5a_duplicate subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXTPOL Y.TextNo, TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo, TEXT.VaiArea, AREAS.Area INTO 
TextPolyDups 
FROM (TEXTPOLY INNER JOIN [TEXT] ON TEXTPOL Y.TextNo = TEXT.TextNo) INNER JOIN 
AREAS ON TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo = AREAS.PolyiD 
WHERE (((TEXTPOL Y.TextNo) In (SELECT [TextNo] FROM [TEXTPOL Y] As Tmp GROUP BY 
[TextNo] HAVING Count(*)>1 ))) 
ORDER BY TEXTPOL Y.TextNo; 
BG_textpoly, delete dup polyno 
DELETE DISTINCTROW TEXTPOLY.*, TEXTPOLY.TextNo, TEXTPOLY.PolyNo, TEXT.VaiArea 
FROM TextPolyDups INNER JOIN ((TEXTPOL Y INNER JOIN [TEXT] ON TEXTPOL Y.TextNo = 
TEXT.TextNo) INNER JOIN AREAS ON TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo = AREAS.PolyiD) ON 
(TextPolyDups.PolyNo = TEXTPOLY.PolyNo) AND (TextPolyDups.TextNo = TEXTPOLY.TextNo) 
WHERE (((TEXTPOL Y.TextNo)=[TextPolyDups].[TextNo]) AND 
((TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo)=[TextPolyDups].[PolyNo]) AND ((TEXT.VaiArea) Not Between ([AREAS].[Area]-
0.5) And ([AREAS].[Area]+0.5))); 
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86a_duplicate subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXTPOL Y.TextNo, TEXTPOLY.PolyNo, TEXT.VaiArea, AREAS.Area INTO 
TextPolyDups 
FROM (TEXTPOL Y INNER JOIN [TEXT] ON TEXTPOL Y.TextNo = TEXT.TextNo) INNER JOIN 
AREAS ON TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo = AREAS.PolyiD 
WHERE (((TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo) In (SELECT [PolyNo] FROM [TEXTPOL Y] As Tmp GROUP BY 
[PolyNo] HAVING Count(*)>1 ))) 
ORDER BY TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo; 
87 _polygon labels 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXTPOL Y.TextNo, TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo, TEXT. Text INTO PolyLabels 
FROM TEXTPOL Y INNER JOIN [TEXT] ON TEXTPOL Y.TextNo = TEXT.TextNo 
WHERE (((TEXT.Layer)="POL Y")); 
B7a_polylabels, delete from textpoly 
DELETE DISTINCTROW TEXTPOL Y. *, TEXTPOL Y.TextNo, TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo 
FROM TEXTPOL Y INNER JOIN PolyLabels ON (TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo = PolyLabels.PolyNo) AND 
(TEXTPOLY.TextNo = PolyLabels.TextNo) 
WHERE (((TEXTPOL Y.TextNo)=[PolyLabels].[TextNo]) AND 
((TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo)=[PolyLabels].[PolyNo])); 
BS_polygons, rplan and name 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo, TEXT.TextNo, TEXT. Text AS LotOnPian, TEXT.XCoord 
AS XTroid, TEXT.YCoord AS YTroid, TEXT.Area, PolyLabels.Text AS Name INTO CADPOLY 
FROM (TEXTPOL Y INNER JOIN [TEXT] ON TEXTPOL Y.TextNo = TEXT.TextNo) LEFT JOIN 
PolyLabels ON TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo = PolyLabels.PolyNo 
WHERE (((TEXT.TextNo)=[TEXTPOL Y].[TextNo])) 
ORDERBY TEXTPOL Y.PolyNo; 
C1_illegallayers 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LAYERS.LayeriD, LAYERS.StartChn, LAYERS.Startpnt, LAYERS.Nextpnt, 
LA YERS.Intflag 
FROM LAYERS LEFT JOIN Theme ON LA YERS.LayeriD = Theme.CiassiD 
WHERE ((Theme.CiassiD Is Null)); 
D2_bdys, lines and arcs join 
SELECT [LineiD],[FromPnt],[ToPnt],[Layer],[Type] 
FROM [LINES] 
UNION ALL SELECT [ArciD] AS [LineiD], [StartiD] AS [FromPnt], [EndiD] AS [ToPnt],[Layer],[Type] 
FROM [ARCS] 
ORDER BY [LineiD]; 
D2_bdys, endpoint coords 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].LineiD, [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].Rad, 
POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS_1.Easting, POINTS_1.Northing, POINTS_2.Easting, 
POINTS_2.Northing 
FROM (([D2b_bdys, add arc radius] LEFT JOIN POINTS ON [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].FromPnt = 
POINTS.PointiD) LEFT JOIN POINTS AS POINTS_1 ON [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].ToPnt = 
POINTS_1.PointiD) LEFT JOIN POINTS AS POINTS_2 ON [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].CentiD = 
POINTS_2.PointiD 
ORDER BY [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].LineiD; 
D2b_bdys, add arc radius 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [D2a_bdys, lines and arcs join].LineiD, [D2a_bdys, lines and arcs 
join].FromPnt, [D2a_bdys, lines and arcs join].ToPnt, [D2a_bdys, lines and arcs join].Layer, 
[D2a_bdys, lines and arcs join]. Type, ARCS.Rad, ARCS.CentiD 
FROM [D2a_bdys, lines and arcs join] LEFT JOIN ARCS ON [D2a_bdys, lines and arcs join].LineiD = 
ARCS.ArciD 
ORDER BY [D2a_bdys, lines and arcs join].LineiD; 
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D3b_bdys, form bdy record 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].LineiD, [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].FromPnt, 
[D2b_bdys, add arc radius].ToPnt, TBDYSEGS.[13] AS Bearing, TBDYSEGS.[15] AS Distance, 
[D2b_bdys, add arc radius]. Type, TBDYSEGS.[20] AS Radius INTO BDYSEGS 
FROM [D2b_bdys, add arc radius] INNER JOIN TBDYSEGS ON [D2b_bdys, add arc radius].LineiD = 
TBDYSEGS.[1]; 
D4_bdys, points 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height INTO 
BDYPTS 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE (((POINTS.Layer)="LOTS" Or (POINTS.Layer)="DESGN" Or (POINTS.Layer)="EMT" Or 
(POINTS.Layer)="CONN")); 
E1_polys, form lotedges 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LOTS.PolyiD, LOTS.LineNo, LOTS.Frompnt 
FROM LOTS 
ORDER BY LOTS.PolyiD, LOTS.LineNo; 
L 1_1ines, wrong layer 
SELECT DISTINCTROW lines.LineiD, lines.Layer, lines.Frompnt, lines.Topnt, lines.StringiD, 
lines.Pen, lines.Type, lines.BreakLn 
FROM (lines INNER JOIN points ON lines.Frompnt = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN points AS points_1 
ON lines.Topnt = points_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((lines.Layer<>[points].[layer] Or lines.Layer<>[points_1].[1ayer])) 
ORDER BY lines.LineiD; 
L 1_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS. Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol, POINTS.Contour 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L 1: Lines- wrong layer]![FromPnt] Or 
POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L 1: Lines- wrong layer]![ToPnt])); 
L2_1ines, wrong pen 
SELECT DISTINCTROW lines.LineiD, lines.StringiD, lines.Layer, lines.Pen, lines.Frompnt, 
points.Layer, points.Pen, lines.Topnt, points_1.Layer, lines.Type, lines.StringiD, lines.BreakLn 
FROM (lines INNER JOIN points ON lines.Frompnt = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN points AS points_1 
ON lines.Topnt = points_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((lines.Pen<>[points].[pen] Or lines.Pen<>[points_1].[pen])) 
ORDER BY lines.LineiD; 
L2_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol, POINTS.Contour 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L2: Lines- wrong pen]![FromPnt] Or 
POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L2: Lines- wrong pen]![ToPnt])); 
L3_1ines, wrong style 
SELECT DISTINCTROW lines.LineiD, lines.Layer, lines.Frompnt, lines.Topnt, lines.Pen, lines. Type, 
lines.StringiD, lines.BreakLn 
FROM (((lines INNER JOIN points ON lines.Frompnt = points.PointiD) INNER JOIN points AS 
points_1 ON lines.Topnt = points_1.PointiD) INNER JOIN ccad5 ON points.Code = ccad5.Code) 
INNER JOIN ccad5 AS ccad5_1 ON points_1.Code = ccad5_1.Code 
WHERE ((lines.Type<>[ccad5].[1ine_type] Or lines.Type<>[ccad5_1].[1ine_type])) 
ORDER BY lines.LineiD; 
L3_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol, POINTS.Contour 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L3: Lines- wrong style]![FromPnt] Or 
POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L3: Lines- wrong style]![ToPnt])); 
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L4_1ines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.StringiD, LINES.BreakLn 
FROM LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[Forms]![L4: Lines- duplicate]![Frompnt]) AND (LINES.Topnt=[Forms]![L4: 
Lines- duplicate]![Topnt])) OR ((LINES.Frompnt=[Forms]![L4: Lines- duplicate]![Topnt]) AND 
(LINES.Topnt=[Forms]![L4: Lines- duplicate]![Frompnt])); 
L4_lines, duplicate 
SELECT DISTINCT LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.StringiD, LINES_1.LineiD, LINES_1.Frompnt, LINES_1.Topnt, LINES_1.Layer, 
LINES_1.Pen, LINES_1.Type, LINES_1.StringiD 
FROM LINES, LINES AS LINES_1 
WHERE ((LINES.LineiD<[LINES_1].[LineiD]) AND (LINES.Frompnt=[LINES_1].[Frompnt]) AND 
(LINES.Topnt=[LINES_1].[Topnt])) OR ((LINES.LineiD<[LINES_1].[LineiD]) AND 
(LINES.Frompnt=[LINES_1].[Topnt]) AND (LINES.Topnt=[LINES_1 ].[Frompnt])) 
ORDER BY LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt; 
L5_1ines, zero length 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES. Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.StringiD 
FROM (LINES INNER JOIN POINTS ON LINES.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD) INNER JOIN POINTS AS 
POINTS_1 ON LINES.Topnt = POINTS_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[LINES].[Topnt])) OR ((POINTS_1.Easting Between ([POINTS].[Easting])-
0.001 And ([POINTS].[Easting]}+0.001) AND (POINTS_1.Northing Between ([POINTS].[Northing])-
0.001 And ([POINTS].[Northing])+0.001 )); 
L5_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L5: Lines- zero length]![Frompnt] Or 
POINTS.Point1D=[Forms]![L5: Lines- zero length]![Topnt])); 
L6_points, one endpoint 
PARAMETERS [Enter Point ID:] Long; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code, CCAD5.Description, points.Layer, points.Pen, 
points.Symbol, points.Contour, lines.LineiD, lines.Layer, lines.Frompnt, lines.Topnt, lines.Pen, 
lines.Type, lines.StringiD, lines.BreakLn 
FROM lines, CCAD5 INNER JOIN points ON CCAD5.Code = points.Code 
WHERE ((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID:]) AND (lines.Frompnt=[points].(PointiD])) OR 
((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID:]) AND (lines.Topnt=[points].[PointiD])); 
L6_lines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Layer, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.StringiD, LINES.BreakLn 
FROM LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[Forms]![L6: Lines- endpoint]![PointiD])) OR ((LINES.Topnt=[Forms]![L6: 
Lines - endpoint]!(PointiD])); 
L6_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol, POINTS.Contour 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=(Forms]![L6: Lines- endpoint]![Frompnt] Or POINTS.PointiD=(Forms]![L6: 
Lines- endpoint]![Topnt])); 
L7 _lines, both endpoints 
PARAMETERS [Enter Point ID1:] Long, [Enter Point ID2:] Long; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code, CCAD5.Description, points.Layer, points.Pen, 
points.Symbol, points.Contour, lines.LineiD, lines.Layer, lines.Frompnt, lines.Topnt, lines.Pen, 
lines. Type, lines.StringiD, lines.BreakLn, [Enter Point ID1 :] AS Point1, (Enter Point ID2:] AS Point2 
FROM lines, CCAD5 INNER JOIN points ON CCAD5.Code = points.Code 
WHERE ((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID1 :]) AND (lines.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD])) OR 
((points.PointiD=[Enter Point ID2:]) AND (lines.Topnt=[points].[PointiD])); 
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L7 _lines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Layer, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.StringiD, LINES.BreakLn 
FROM LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[Forms]![L7: Lines- endpoints]![Point1]) AND (LINES.Topnt=[Forms]![L7: 
Lines- endpoints]![Point2])) OR ((LINES.Frompnt=[Forms]![L7: Lines- endpoints]![Point2]) AND 
(LINES. Topnt=[Forms ]! [L7: Lines - endpoints]! [Point1 ])); 
L7 _points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS. Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol, POINTS.Contour 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L7: Lines- endpoints]![Point1] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![L7: 
Lines- endpoints]![Point2])); 
L8_1ines, illegal lines 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [L8_1ines, illegal endpoints].Frompnt AS Endpoint, LINES.LineiD, 
LINES.Layer, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Pen, LINES.Type 
FROM [L8_1ines, illegal endpoints], LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[L8_1ines, illegal endpoints].[Frompnt])) OR ((LINES.Topnt=[L8_1ines, 
illegal endpoints].[Frompnt])); 
L8_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Brg, 
ARCS.Rad, ARCS.Layer, ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, ARCS.StringiD, ARCS.Breakln 
FROM ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[Forms]![L8: Lines- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])) OR 
((ARCS.EndiD=[Forms]![L8: Lines- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[Forms]![L8: 
Lines- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])); 
L8_1ines, illegal endpoints 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.Frompnt 
FROM LINES LEFT JOIN POINTS ON LINES.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD Is Null)); 
UNION SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.Topnt 
FROM LINES LEFT JOIN POINTS ON LINES.Topnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD Is Null)); 
LS_Iines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES.Type, LINES.BreakLn 
FROM LINES 
WHERE (((LINES.Frompnt)=[Forms]![L8: Lines- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])) OR 
(((LINES.Topnt)=[Forms]![L8: Lines- illegal endpoint(s)]![Endpoint])); 
M3_SurveyControl 
SELECT DISTINCTROW SurveyControi.SURVEY _POINT _NUMBER, 
SurveyControi.[FROMITO_POINT], SurveyControi.MARK_ TYPE, POINTS. Easting, POINTS. Northing, 
SurveyControi.EASTING, SurveyControi.NORTHING, CCAD5.Description, 
SurveyControi.MARK_CLASS, SurveyControi.MARK_ORDER, 
SurveyControi.COORDINATE_SYSTEM INTO SControiTemp 
FROM (SurveyControiiNNER JOIN CCAD5 ON SurveyControi.MARK_DESCRIPTION = 
CCAD5.Code) LEFT JOIN POINTS ON SurveyControi.[FROMITO_POINT] = POINTS.PointiD; 
N1_nodes, nonexist 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LOTS.PolyiD, LOTS.LineNo, LOTS.Frompnt, LOTS.Brg, LOTS.Dist, 
LOTS.ArcLen, LOTS.ArcRad 
FROM LOTS LEFT JOIN POINTS ON LOTS.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE (((POINTS.PointiD) Is Null)); 
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N2_nodes, wrong layer 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LOTS.PolyiD, LOTS.LineNo, LOTS.Frompnt, LOTS.Brg, LOTS.Dist, 
LOTS.ArcLen, LOTS.ArcRad, POINTS.Layer 
FROM LOTS INNER JOIN POINTS ON LOTS.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD 
WHERE (((POINTS.Layer)<>"LOTS" And (POINTS.Layer)<>"DESGN" And (POINTS.Layer)<>"EMT" 
And (POINTS.Layer)<>"ROAD" And (POINTS.Layer)<>"CONN")); 
P1_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM POINTS, ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P1: Points- no survey 
code]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P1: Points- no 
survey code]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P1: 
Points- no survey code]![PointiD])); 
P1_1ines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES. Type 
FROM POINTS, LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P1: Points- no survey 
code]![PointiD])) OR ((LINES.Topnt=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P1: Points- no 
survey code]! [Point I D]) ); 
P1_points, no survey code 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Height, points.Layer, 
points.Pen, points.Symbol 
FROM points 
WHERE ((points.Code Is Null)) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
P2_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM POINTS, ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P2: Points- illegal survey 
code]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P2: Points-
illegal survey code]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND 
(POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P2: Points- illegal survey code]![PointiD])); 
P2_1ines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.StringiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, 
LINES.Pen, LINES.Type 
FROM POINTS, LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P2: Points- illegal 
survey code]![PointiD])) OR ((LINES.Topnt=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P2: 
Points- illegal survey code]![PointiD])); 
P2_points, illegal survey code 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Height, points.Code, 
ccad5.Description, points.Layer, points.Pen, points.Symbol 
FROM points LEFT JOIN ccad5 ON points.Code = ccad5.Code 
WHERE ((ccad5.Code Is Null)) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
P3_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM POINTS, ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P3: Points- wrong 
layer]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P3: Points-
wrong layer]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P3: 
Points - wrong layer]![PointiD])); 
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P3_1ines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.StringiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, 
LINES.Pen, LINES.Type 
FROM POINTS, LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P3: Points- wrong 
layer]![PointiD])) OR ((LINES.Topnt=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P3: Points-
wrong layer]![PointiD])); 
P3_points, wrong layer 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code AS FieldCode, points.Layer AS FieldLayer, 
ccad5.Code, ccad5.Description, ccad5.Layer 
FROM points INNER JOIN ccad5 ON points.Code = ccad5.Code 
WHERE ((points.Code=[ccad5].[Code]) AND (points.Layer<>[ccad5].[Layer])) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
P4_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM POINTS, ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P4: Points- wrong 
pen]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.Point1D=[Forms]![P4: Points-
wrong pen]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[points].[PointiD]) AND (POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P4: 
Points- wrong pen]![PointiD])); 
P4_1ines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, LINES.LineiD, 
LINES.StringiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, LINES.Type 
FROM POINTS, LINES 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P4: Points- wrong pen]![PointiD]) AND 
(LINES.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD])) OR ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P4: Points· wrong pen]![PointiD]) 
AND (LINES.Topnt=[points].[PointiD])); 
P4_points, wrong pen 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, 
POINTS.Symbol, CCAD5.Code, CCADS.Layer, CCAD5.Symbol, CCADS.Colour 
FROM CCAD5 INNER JOIN POINTS ON CCAD5.Code = POINTS.Code 
WHERE ((POINTS.Pen<>[CCAD5].[Colour])) OR ((POINTS.Symboi<>[CCAD5].[Symbol])) 
ORDER BY POINTS.PointiD; 
P5_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS. Pen, ARCS.Type, [Forms]![P5: Points- duplicate]![PointiD] AS PointiD, [Forms]![P5: Points· 
duplicate]![PointiD2] AS PointiD2 
FROM ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[PointiD] Or ARCS.StartiD=[PointiD2])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[PointiD] Or 
ARCS.EndiD=[PointiD2])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[PointiD] Or ARCS.CentiD=[PointiD2])); 
P5_1ines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, [Forms]![P5: Points • duplicate]![PointiD] AS PointiD, 
[Forms]![P5: Points- duplicate]![PointiD2] AS PointiD2, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, 
LINES.Pen, LINES.Type 
FROM LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[PointiD] Or LINES.Frompnt=[PointiD2])) OR ((LINES.Topnt=[PointiD] Or 
Ll N ES. T opnt=[Pointl D2])); 
P5_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P5: Points· duplicate]![PointiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P5: 
Points - duplicate]![PointiD2])); 
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P5_points, duplicate 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Code, CCAD5.Description, points.Layer, 
points_1.PointiD, points_1.Code, CCAD5_1.Description, points_1.Layer 
FROM points INNER JOIN CCAD5 ON points.Code = CCAD5.Code, CCAD5 AS CCAD5_1 INNER 
JOIN POINTS AS points_1 ON CCAD5_1.Code = points_1.Code 
WHERE ((points_1.PointiD>[points].[PointiD]) AND (points_1.Easting Between ([points].[Easting]-
0.001) And ([points].[Easting]+0.001)) AND (points_1.Northing Between ([points].[Northing]-0.001) And 
([points].[Northing]+0.001))) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
PG_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, POINTS.PointiD 
FROM POINTS, ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[points].[PointiD] Or ARCS.StartiD=[points_1].[PointiD]) AND 
(POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P6: Points- within tolerance]![PointiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P6: 
Points- within tolerance]![PointiD2])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[points].[PointiD] Or 
ARCS.EndiD=[points_1].[PointiD]) AND (ARCS.CentiD=[points].[PointiD] Or 
ARCS.CentiD=[points_1].[PointiD])); 
PG_Iines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.StringiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, 
LINES.Pen, LINES.Type 
FROM POINTS, LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD] Or LINES.Frompnt=[points_1].[PointiD]) AND 
(POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P6: Points- within tolerance]![PointiD])) OR 
((LINES.Topnt=[points].[PointiD] Or LINES.Topnt=[points_1].[PointiD]) AND 
(POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P6: Points- within tolerance]![PointiD2])); 
PG_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P6: Points- within tolerance]![PointiD] Or 
POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P6: Points- within tolerance]![PointiD2])); 
PG_points, in tolerance 
PARAMETERS Tolerance IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Code, points. Layer, 
points_1.PointiD, points_1.Code, points_1.Layer, [points].[easting]-[points_1].[Easting] AS DeltaE, 
[points].[Northing]-[points_1].[Northing] AS DeltaN, [Tolerance] AS Expr1 
FROM points, points AS points_1 
WHERE ((points_1.PointiD>[points].[pointiD]) AND (points_1.Easting Between ([points].[easting]-
[Tolerance]) And ([points].[Easting]+[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between 
([points].[Northing]-[Tolerance]) And ([points].[Northing]+[Tolerance]))) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
P7 _arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type, POINTS.PointiD 
FROM POINTS, ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[points].[PointiD] Or ARCS.StartiD=[points_1].[PointiD]) AND 
(POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P7: Points- in search zone]![PointiD] Or POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P7: 
Points- in search zone]![PointiD2])) OR ((ARCS.EndiD=[points].[PointiD] Or 
ARCS.EndiD=[points_1].[PointiD]) AND (ARCS.CentiD=[points].[PointiD] Or 
ARCS.CentiD=[points_1 ].[PointiD]) ); 
P7 _lines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.StringiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, 
LINES.Pen, LINES.Type 
FROM POINTS, LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[points].[PointiD] Or LINES.Frompnt=[points_1].[Point1D]) AND 
(POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P7: Points- in search zone]![PointiD])) OR 
((LINES.Topnt=[points].[PointiD] Or LINES.Topnt=[points_1].[PointiD]) AND 
(POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P7: Points- in search zone]![PointiD2])); 
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P7 _points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P7: Points- in search zone]![PointiD] Or 
POINTS.PointiD=[Forms]![P7: Points- in search zone]![PointiD2])); 
P7 _points, in search zone 
PARAMETERS Tolerance IEEESingle, [Search radius] IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCT points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Code, points.Layer, 
points_1.PointiD, points_1.Easting, points_1.Northing, points_1.Code, points_1.Layer, 
[points].[Easting]-[points_1].[Easting] AS DeltaE, [points].[Northing]-[points_1 ].[Northing] AS DeltaN, 
[Tolerance] AS Expr1, [Search radius] AS Expr2 
FROM points, points AS points_1 
WHERE ((points_1.PointiD>[points].[PointiD]) AND (points_1.Easting Between ([points].[easting]-
[Search radius]) And ([points].[easting]-[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between 
([points].[northing]+[Search radius]) And ([points].[northing]+[Tolerance]))) OR 
((points_1.PointiD>[points].[PointiD]) AND (points_1.Easting Between ([points].[easting]+[Search 
radius]) And ([points].[easting]+[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between ([points].[northing]-
[Search radius]) And ([points].[northing]-[Tolerance]))) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
P8_points subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM POINTS, [P8: Points subtable]; 
P8_points, radius of XV 
PARAMETERS [Enter Easting:] IEEEDouble, [Enter Northing:]IEEEDouble, [Enter search radius] 
IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW [Enter Easting:] AS Xcoord, [Enter Northing:] AS Ycoord, [Enter search 
radius] AS Radius, POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing INTO [P8: Points subtable] 
FROM POINTS 
WHERE ((POINTS.Easting Between [Enter Easting:]-[Enter search radius] And [Enter Easting:]+[Enter 
search radius]) AND (POINTS.Northing Between [Enter Northing:]-[Enter search radius] And [Enter 
Northing:]+[Enter search radius])); 
P9_arcs subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW ARCS.ArciD, ARCS.StartiD, ARCS.EndiD, ARCS.CentiD, ARCS.Layer, 
ARCS.Pen, ARCS.Type 
FROM ARCS 
WHERE ((ARCS.StartiD=[Forms]![P9: Points- wrong symboi]![PointiD])) OR 
((ARCS.End1D=[Forms]![P9: Points- wrong symboi]![PointiD])) OR ((ARCS.CentiD=[Forms]![P9: 
Points - wrong symboi]![PointiD])); 
P9_1ines subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW LINES.LineiD, LINES.Frompnt, LINES.Topnt, LINES.Layer, LINES.Pen, 
LINES. Type 
FROM LINES 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[Forms]![P9: Points- wrong symboi]![PointiD])) OR 
((LINES.Topnt=[Forms]![P9: Points- wrong symboi]![PointiD])); 
P9_points, wrong symbol 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Code, POINTS.Layer, POINTS. Pen, 
POINTS.Symbol, CCAD5.Code, CCAD5.Layer, CCAD5.Symbol, CCAD5.Colour 
FROM CCAD5 INNER JOIN POINTS ON CCAD5.Code = POINTS.Code 
WHERE ((POINTS.Pen<>[CCAD5].[Colour])) OR ((POINTS.Symbok>[CCAD5].[Symbol])) 
ORDER BY POINTS.PointiD; 
P1 O_PointsAMG 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, POINTS.Easting, POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Height, 
POINTS.Code, CCAD5.Description, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.SymboiiNTO PointsAMG 
FROM POINTS INNER JOIN CCAD5 ON POINTS. Code = CCAD5.Code; 
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R1_refMarks 
PARAMETERS Tolerance IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points_1.PointiD, 
points_1.Code, CCADS.Description AS To, points_1.Easting, points_1.Northing, [Tolerance] AS Expr1 
INTO RefMarks 
FROM points, points AS points_1 INNER JOIN CCAD5 ON points_1.Code = CCADS.Code 
WHERE ((points_1.Easting Between ([points].[easting]-[Tolerance]) And 
([points].[Easting]+[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between ([points].[Northing]-[ToleranceJ) And 
([points].[Northing]+[Tolerance])) AND (points.Code Like "RBY") AND (points.Layer Like "LOTS") AND 
(points_1.Layer Like "TRAV")) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
R1_refMarks subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW RefMarks.points_PointiD AS Expr1, RefMarks.points_Easting AS Expr2, 
RefMarks.points_Northing AS Expr3, RefMarks.points_1_PointiD AS Expr4, RefMarks.Code AS 
Expr5, RefMarks.To AS Expr6, RefMarks.points_1_Easting AS Expr?, RefMarks.points_1_Northing AS 
Expr8 
FROM RefMarks 
ORDER BY RefMarks.points_1_PointiD; 
R1_refMarks subquery1 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, CCADS.Code, CCADS.Description, POINTS.Easting, 
POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM RefMarks, CCAD5 INNER JOIN POINTS ON CCADS.Code = POINTS. Code 
WHERE ((POINTS.Layer Like "TRAV") AND ([RefMarks].[points_1_PointiD]Is Null)); 
R2_occup 
PARAMETERS Tolerance IEEESingle; 
SELECT DISTINCTROW points.PointiD, points.Easting, points.Northing, points.Code, 
points_1.PointiD, CCADS.Code, CCADS.Description AS To, points_1.Easting, points_1.Northing, 
[Tolerance] AS Expr1 
FROM points, points AS points_1 INNER JOIN CCAD5 ON points_1.Code = CCADS.Code 
WHERE ((points.Code Like "RBY") AND (points_1.Easting Between ([points].[easting]-[Tolerance]) 
And ([points].[Easting]+[Tolerance])) AND (points_1.Northing Between ([points].[Northing]-[Tolerance]) 
And ([points].[Northing]+[Tolerance])) AND (points.Layer Like "LOTS") AND (points_1.Layer Like 
"OCCUP")) 
ORDER BY points.PointiD; 
R2_occup subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW POINTS.PointiD, CCADS.Code, CCADS.Description, POINTS.Easting, 
POINTS.Northing, POINTS.Layer, POINTS.Pen, POINTS.Symbol 
FROM RefCors, CCAD5 INNER JOIN POINTS ON CCADS.Code = POINTS.Code 
WHERE ((POINTS.Layer Like "OCCUP") AND ([RefCors].[R2_occup_points_1_PointiD]Is Null)); 
R2_refCorners 
SELECT DISTINCTROW R2_occup.points.PointiD, R2_occup.points.Code, R2_occup.points.Easting, 
R2_occup.points.Northing, R2_occup.points_1.PointiD, R2_occup.CCAD5.Code, R2_occup.To, 
R2_occup.points_1.Easting, R2_occup.points_1.Northing, LINES.Frompnt, POINTS.Easting, 
POINTS.Northing, LINES.Topnt, POINTS_1.Easting, POINTS_1.Northing, R2_occup.Expr1 AS 
Tolerance INTO RefCors 
FROM R2_occup, (LINES INNER JOIN POINTS ON LINES.Frompnt = POINTS.PointiD) INNER JOIN 
POINTS AS POINTS_1 ON LINES.Topnt = POINTS_1.PointiD 
WHERE ((LINES.Frompnt=[R2_occup].[points].[PointiD])) OR 
((LINES.Topnt=[R2_occup].[points].[PointiD])) 
ORDER BY R2_occup.points.PointiD, R2_occup.points_1.PointiD; 
R2_refCors subquery 
SELECT DISTINCTROW RefCors.R2_occup_points_PointiD AS Expr1, 
RefCors.R2_occup_points_Code AS Expr2, RefCors.R2_occup_points_Easting AS Expr3, 
RefCors.R2_occup_points_Northing AS Expr4, RefCors.R2_occup_points_1_PointiD AS Expr5, 
RefCors.CCADS_Code AS Expr6, RefCors.To AS Expr7, RefCors.R2_occup_points_1_Easting AS 
Expr8, RefCors. R2_occup_points_1_Northing AS Expr9, RefCors. Frompnt AS Expr1 0, 
RefCors.POINTS_Easting AS Expr11, RefCors.POINTS_Northing AS Expr12, RefCors.Topnt AS 
Expr13, RefCors. POl NTS_1_Easting AS Expr14, RefCors. POINTS_1_Northing AS Expr15 
FROM RefCors; 
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R2_delete null RefCors 
DELETE DISTINCTROW RefCors.*, RefCors.Fiag AS Expr1, [RefCors].[Fiag] 
FROM RefCors 
WHERE ((([RefCors].[Fiag]) Is Null)); 
T1_text, wrong layer 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.TextNo, TEXT.Text, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord, TEXT.Layer, 
TEXT.Area 
FROM [TEXT] LEFT JOIN Theme ON TEXT. Layer= Theme.CiassiD 
WHERE (((Theme.CiassiD) Is Null)) OR (((Theme.CiassiD) Not Like "LOTS" And (Theme.CiassiD) 
Not Like "EMT" And (Theme.CiassiD) Not Like "ROAD" And (Theme.CiassiD) Not Like "CONN" And 
(Theme.CiassiD} Not Like "POLY" And (Theme.CiassiD} Not Like "DESGN")); 
T2_text, duplicate string 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.Text, TEXT.TextNo, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord, TEXT.Layer, 
TEXT.Area 
FROM [TEXT] 
WHERE (((TEXT.Text) In (SELECT [Text] FROM [TEXT] As Tmp GROUP BY [Text] HAVING 
Count(*)> 1 ))) 
ORDER BY TEXT. Text, TEXT.TextNo; 
T3_text, duplicate coords 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.TextNo, TEXT.Text, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord, TEXT.Layer, 
TEXT.Area 
FROM [TEXT] 
WHERE (((TEXT.XCoord) In (SELECT [XCoord] FROM [TEXT] As Tmp GROUP BY 
[XCoord],[YCoord] HAVING Count(*)>1 And [YCoord] = [TEXT].[YCoord]))) 
ORDER BY TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord; 
T4_text, wrong area suffix 
SELECT DISTINCTROW TEXT.TextNo, TEXT.Text, TEXT.XCoord, TEXT.YCoord, TEXT.Layer, 
TEXT.Area 
FROM [TEXT] 
WHERE (((TEXT.Area) Not Like "*m" And (TEXT.Area) Not Like "*H")); 
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A9.3 VISUAL BASIC FOR APPLICATIONS MACROS 
A9.3.1 Initial Point Code 
' Macro on lnitiaiPt Dialog Sheet 
I 
Sub Button23_Ciick() 
'CONTINUE: Closes the Initial Point dialog box 
DialogSheets(2).Hide 
End Sub 
Sub Button22_Ciick() 
'PARAMETERS: displays the Transformation parameters dialog box 
DialogSheets(2).Hide 
FilllnAMGdialog 
DialogSheets(3).Buttons("Button 30").DismissButton =True 
DialogSheets(3).Show 
End Sub 
Sub Button51_Ciick() 
'CANCEL: Hides worksheet and dialog and returns to Options 
DialogSheets(3).Hide 
'Activate the interface sheet where the Uls will appear. 
ThisWorkbook.Sheets("lnterface").Activate 
'Format the interface sheet 
ActiveWindow.DisplayHeadings = False 
Cells.Select 
With Selection.lnterior 
.Colorlndex =50 
.Pattern= xiSolid 
.PatternColorlndex = xiAutomatic 
End With 
'Call the macro which inserts a custom menu. 
'SetupMenus 
'Show the options dialog box 
DialogSheets(1 ).Show 
End Sub 
A9.3.2 TranParameters Code 
' Macros on the Transformation Parameters dialog sheet 
I 
Sub Button30_Ciick() 
'CONTINUE: Closes the Transformation Parameters dialog sheet 
DialogSheets(3).Cancel 
End Sub 
Sub FilllnAMGdialog() 
'Fills in the default values on the Transformation Parameters dialog sheet 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 4").Text = "AGD84" 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 5").Text = _ 
"Australian Geodetic Datum 1984" 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 6").Text = 6378160# 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box ?").Text= 298.25 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 8").Text = "AMG84" 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 9").Text = _ 
"Australian Map Grid 1984" 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 10").Text = 6 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 11").Text = 147 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 12").Text = 0.9996 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 13").Text = 500000# 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 14").Text = 10000000# 
DialogSheets(3).EditBoxes("Edit Box 15").Text = 376# 
End Sub 
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Sub CalcAMG() 
' Find extent of active region 
NRows = NumOfRows()' Find number of records 
NCols = NumOfCols() ' Find width of records 
'Fill in constants (temporary) 
Range("J 1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=0" 
Range("K1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "1300" 
Range("L 1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "12.91" 
Range("M1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "1300" 
Range("N1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "228742.077" 
Range("01 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "5828074.208" 
Range("P1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "12.91" 
Range("V1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "11.5" 
' Main loop for calculation of each reference at a station 
' within tolerance entered 
For I= 1 To 22 
Select Case I 'Approx point scale factor of Initial Point 
Case Is= 1 
Range("I2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "=ApproxPScaleF()" 
Case Is = 2 ' Convert swing to radians 
Range(" J2"). Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "=RADIANS(DecDegrees(R1C10))" 
Case Is = 3 'Angle to local point from inital point 
Range("K2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = _ 
"=DEGREES((ATAN2((RC[-9]-R1 C11 ),((RC[-8]-R1 C11 )+(1 E-37))))-RC[-1])" 
Case Is = 4 'Bearing from initial point to local point 
Range("L2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "=Bearing(RC[-1])" 
Case Is = 5 'Distance from initial point to local point 
Range("M2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=SQRT(SUMSQ((RC[-11]-R1 C11),(RC[-10]-R1C13)))" 
Case Is= 6' 
Range("N2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=R1 C14-500000+RC[-5]*RC[-1 ]*SIN(RC[-2]/180*PI())" 
Case Is= 7' 
Range("02").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=RC[-6]*RC[-2]*COS(RC[-3]/180*PI() )" 
Case Is= 8 
Range("P2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "=R1C15+RC[-1]" 
Case Is= 9 
Range("Q2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=(R1 C15+RC[-1 ])/2" 
Case Is= 10 
Range("R2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "=rSqr(RC[-1])" 
Case Is= 11 
Range("S2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=latFunct1 (RC[-2])" 
Case Is= 12 
Range("T2").Select 
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ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=LScaleF(RC[-6],RC[-3])" 
Case Is= 13 
Range("U2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=slopeCorrn(RC[-8],R1 C12,RC[-17])" 
Case Is= 14 
Range("V2"}.Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=sphLeveiCorrn(RC[-5],RC[-9],R1 C12,RC[-18],R1 C22}" 
Case Is= 15 
Range("W2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=chd2arcCorrn(RC[-6],(RC[-1 0]-RC[-2]-RC[-1 ]))" 
Case Is= 16 
Range("X2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=(RC[-11]-RC[-3]-RC[-2]+RC[-1 ])*RC[-4]" 
Case Is= 17 
Range("Y2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = _ 
"=sec2rad(arc2chord(RC[-8],RC[-11],RC[-9], R1 C14,R1 C15))" 
Case Is= 18 
Range("Z2").Select 
ActiveCell. FormulaR 1 C1 = "=RADIANS(RC[-14])+RC[ -1]" 
Case Is= 19 
Range(" AA2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=RC[-3]*SIN(RC[-1])" 
Case Is= 20 
Range("AB2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=RC[-4]*COS(RC[-2])" 
Case Is= 21 
Range("AC2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=(R1 C14+RC[-2]}" 
Case Is= 22 
Range("AD2").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=(R1 C15+RC[-2]}" 
End Select 
Set currentSourceRange = ActiveSheet.Range(Cells(2, NCols +I}, Cells(2, NCols +I)) 
Set currentFiiiRange = ActiveSheet.Range(Cells(2, NCols + I}, Cells(NRows, NCols + I)) 
currentSourceRange.AutoFill Destination:=currentFiiiRange 
Next I 
Columns(''AC:AC").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Columns(" AD:AO"). EntireColumn.AutoFit 
End Sub 
A9.3.4 Menus Code 
'Add menus to the worksheet menu bar. 
'We also need to attach macros to each of the menu 
'options by using the OnAction argument. 
Sub SetupMenus() 
MenuBars(xiWorksheet).Menus.Add Caption:="&dLodge", _ 
Before:=9 
MenuBars(xiWorksheet).Menus("&dLodge").Menultems.Add _ 
Caption:="& Transform Coords", Before:=1, OnAction:="TranCoord" 
MenuBars(xiWorksheet).Menus("&dLodge").Menultems.Add _ 
Caption:="Reference to &Corners", Before:=1, OnAction:="RefCorner'' 
MenuBars(xiWorksheet).Menus("&dLodge").Menultems.Add _ 
Caption:="Reference &Marks", Before:=1, OnAction:="RefMark" 
End Sub 
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'Delete the menu; when the menu is deleted 
'all the menu items are deleted as well. 
Sub DeleteMenus() 
For Each MenuName In MenuBars(xiWorksheet).Menus 
If MenuName.Caption = "&dlodge" Then 
MenuName.Delete 
End If 
Next 
End Sub 
A9.3.5 AMGCode 
Public Const PI As Double = 3.14159265358979 
Const FalseOrN As Double= -10000000 'False origin, northing 
Const FalseOrE As Double = 500000 ' False origin, easting 
Const EcceSq As Double = 0.006694541855 ' eccentricity squared 
Const MajSemiAxis As Double = 6378160 ' Major semi-axis 
Const CScaleFact As Single = 0.9996 ' Central Scale Factor 
Const lnitPtAMGEast As Double= 228742.077' Initial Point AMG Easting 
Const lnitPtAMGNorth As Double= 5828074.208' Initial Point AMG Northing 
Dim joinDist As Double, meanZ As Double, diffZ As Double 
Dim PtAMGEast As Double, PtAMGNorth As Double 
Sub ConvertToAMG() 
'Sheets(" PointsAMG") .Select 
'ActiveWindow.SelectedSheets. Delete 
' Copy PointsAMG from Safety 
'CopyPointsAMG 
' Delete Symbol Column 
Sheets(" PointsAMG") .Select 
Columns("I:I").Select 
Selection.Delete Shift:=xiToleft 
CalcAMG 
'FormatAMG 
End Sub 
Sub CopyPointsAMG() 
Workbooks.Open Filename:="C:\MSOFFICE\EXCEL\SAFETY.XLS" 
Sheets("PointsAMG").Select 
Sheets("PointsAMG").Copy Workbooks("NFHELP .XLS").Sheets(1) 
Windows("SAFETY.XLS").Activate 
ActiveWindow.Ciose 
Sheets("PointsAMG").Select 
End Sub 
Sub AMGTable() 
Sheets(" PointsAMG").Select 
' Define table range 
Active Workbook. Names. Add Name:=" AMGValues", Refers ToR 1 C1 := _ 
"=PointsAMG!R1 C1 :R1 09C1 ,PointsAMG!R1 C4:R1 09C8,PointsAMG!R1 C29:R1 09C30" 
' Insert new sheet and copy data to sheet 
'Sheets. Add 
'Sheets("Sheet1").Name = "AMGTable" 
Sheets("PointsAMG").Select 
Application.Goto Reference:="AMGValues" 
Selection. Copy 
Sheets("AMGTable").Select 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1C1" 'Place cursor at upper left corner 
ActiveSheet.Paste 
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' Move AMG Easting and Northing columns 
Columns("B:B").Select 
Selection.lnsert Shift:=xiToRight 
Selection.lnsert Shift:=xiToRight 
Columns("I:J").Select 
Selection. Cut 
Columns("B:C").Select 
ActiveSheet.Paste 
Range("B1").Select 'Add headings for Reference Table 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "Easting" 
Range("C1").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "Northing" 
Rows("1: 1").Select ' Centre headings 
With Selection 
.HorizontaiAiignment = xiCenter 
. VerticaiAiignment = xiBottom 
.WrapText =False 
.Orientation =xi Horizontal 
End With 
Columns("A:H").Select ' Format columns 
Selection. EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1C1" 'Place cursor at upper left corner 
' Delete Reference Marks dynaset sheet 
'Sheets("PointsAMG").Select 
'ActiveWindow.SelectedSheets.Delete 
End Sub 
Function ApproxPScaleF() As Double 
'Returns point scale factor: vide "The Australian Geodetic Datum 
'Technical Manual, Special Publication 1 0 ( 1985)5.11.4 p.44 
ApproxPScaleF = ((lnitPtAMGEast- FalseOrE) "2) * (0.00000000000001) * 1.23 + CScaleFact 
End Function 
Function rSqr(ApproxNMean As Double) As Double 
'Returns Approximate latitude function: vide "The Australian Geodetic Datum 
'Technical Manual, Special Publication 10 (1985)5.2.2 p.35 
Dim AdjMeanN As Double, ApproxLatMean As Double 
Dim topline As Double, bottomline As Double 
' First calculate Approx latitude of approximate mean north 
AdjMeanN = ApproxNMean + FalseOrN 
ApproxLat = AdjMeanN I CScaleFact I 111133 
ApproxLatMean = ((AdjMeanN I CScaleFact) + (16039 * Sin(2 * ApproxLat * PI I 180))) I 111133 
' Calculate approx latitude function 
topline = (CScaleFact" 2) * (MajSemiAxis" 2) * (1 - EcceSq) 
bottomline = (1 - EcceSq * (Sin(ApproxLatMean * PI I 180) "2)) "2 
rSqr = topline I bottomline 
End Function 
Function latFunct1(ApproxNMean As Double) As Double 
'Returns latitude function: 1/(6*rSqr): vide "The Australian Geodetic 
'Datum Technical Manual, Special Publication 10 (1985)5.2.2 p.35 
Dim term As Double 
term = rSqr(ApproxNMean) 
latFunct1 = 1 I (6 * term) 
End Function 
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Function latFunct2(ApproxNMean As Double) As Double 
'Returns latitude function: 11(6*rSqr*Sin 1 "): vide "The Australian 
'Geodetic Datum Technical Manual, Special Publication 10 (1985)5.2.2 p.35 
Dim term As Double 
term = rSqr(ApproxNMean) 
latFunct2 = 1 I ((6 *term) * (Sin(0.00027777777 * PI I 180))) 
End Function 
Function LScaleF(East2fromCM As Double, ApproxNMean As Double) As Double 
'Returns Line scale factor 
Dim term As Double, East1fromCM As Double 
term = latFunct1 ((ApproxNMean)) 
East1fromCM = lnitPtAMGEast - FalseOrE 
LScaleF = CScaleFact * (1 + (East1 fromCM A 2 + East1 fromCM * East2fromCM + East2fromCM A 
2) *term) 
End Function 
Function spherDistGoinDist As Double, meanZ As Single, diffZ As Single) As Double 
'Returns plane distance from spheroidal distance 
Dim term As Double, approxDist As Double 
term = (rSqr((ApproxNMean))) A 0.5 
approxDist = joinDist- meanZ I term* (GoinDist A 2)- (diffZ A 2)) A 0.5 
planeDist = approxDist + (approxDist A 3) I 24 I term 
End Function 
Function arc2chord(ApproxNMean As Double, Arg1 As Double, Arg2 As Double, Arg3 As Double, 
Arg4 As Double) As Single 
'Returns Arc to chord correction 
Dim term As Double 
term= latFunct2((ApproxNMean)) 
arc2chord = -(Arg2- Arg4) * (Arg1 + 2 * (Arg3- 500000)) *term 
End Function 
Function slopeCorrn(slopeDist As Double, initPtZ As Single, PtZ As Single) As Single 
'Returns slope correction 
slopeCorrn = (slopeDist A 2 - (initPtZ - PtZ) A 2) A 0.5 - slopeDist 
End Function 
Function sphleveiCorrn(ApproxNMean As Double, slopeDist As Double, initPtZ As Single, PtZ As 
Single, geosphSep As Single) 
'Returns spheroid level correction 
Dim term As Double 
term = (rSqr((ApproxNMean))) A 0.5 
sphleveiCorrn = ((initPtZ + PtZ) I 2 + geosphSep) I term* (slopeDist A 2- (initPtZ- PtZ) A 2) A 0.5 
End Function 
Function chd2arcCorrn(ApproxNMean As Double, sphChdDist As Double) As Single 
'Returns chord to arc correction 
Dim term As Double 
term = (rSqr((ApproxNMean))) A 0.5 
chd2arcCorrn = sphChdDist A 3 I 24 I term A 2 
End Function 
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A9.3.6 Trig Code 
Function DMS(DDD As Double) As Double 
' Converts decimal degrees to degrees, minutes seconds 
OMS = lnt(DDD) + (lnt((DDD - lnt(DDD)) * 60) I 1 00) + (lnt((((DDD- lnt(DDD)) * 60) - lnt((DDD -
lnt(DDD)) * 60)) * 60) I 1 0000) 
End Function 
Function ddd2dms(DDD As Double) As Double 
' Converts decimal degrees to degrees, minutes seconds 
Dim D As Integer, Min As Double, M As Integer, S As Double 
D = lnt(DDD) 
Min = (ODD - D) * 60 
M = lnt(Min) 
S = (Min - M) * 60 
ddd2dms = D + M I 100 + S I 1 000 
End Function 
Function RND10SEC(DMS As Double) 
'Returns Degrees, minutes, seconds rounded to 10 seconds 
Degrees = lnt(DMS) 
Minutes= lnt((DMS- Degrees)* 100) 
Seconds= lnt((((DMS- Degrees)* 100)- Minutes)* 100) 
TenSeconds = lnt(Seconds I 1 0) 
UnitSeconds = lnt(((Seconds I 10)- TenSeconds) * 10) 
Select Case UnitSeconds 
Case 0 To 4 
UnitSeconds = 0 
Case 5 To 9 
UnitSeconds = 10 
End Select 
Seconds= (TenSeconds * 10) + UnitSeconds 
Select Case Seconds 
Case 60 
Minutes = Minutes + 1 
Seconds= 0 
End Select 
Select Case Minutes 
Case 60 
Minutes= 0 
Degrees = Degrees + 1 
End Select 
Select Case Degrees 
Case 360 
Degrees= 0 
End Select 
RND1 OSEC = Degrees + (Minutes I 1 00) + (Seconds I 1 0000) 
End Function 
Function Bearing(angle As Double) As Double 
'Returns bearing in decimal degrees from angle to lie in 
'range 0 <= Bearing <=360 
Select Case angle 
Case Is >= 360 
Bearing = angle - 360 
Case Is <= 360 
Bearing = angle + 360 
End Select 
Select Case angle 
Case Is < -270 
Bearing = -270 - angle 
Case Is< -180 
Bearing = 90 - angle 
Case Is< -90 
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Bearing= 180- (angle+ 90) 
Case Is< 0 
Bearing = 90 - angle 
Case Is> 270 
Bearing= 90 + (360- angle) 
Case Is> 180 
Bearing= 180 + (270- angle) 
Case Is> 90 
Bearing = 360 + 90 - angle 
Case Is> 0 
Bearing = 90 - angle 
End Select 
End Function 
Function Quadrant(angle) 
' Routine returns sector of angle ie. N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW 
Select Case angle 
Case 67.5 To 112.5 
Quadrant= 1 
Case 22.5 To 67.5 
Quadrant= 2 
Case -22.5 To 22.5 
Quadrant= 3 
Case -67.5 To -22.5 
Quadrant= 4 
Case -112.5 To -67.5 
Quadrant= 5 
Case -157.5 To -112.5 
Quadrant= 6 
Case 112.5 To 157.5 
Quadrant= 8 
Case Else 
Quadrant= 7 
End Select 
End Function 
Function XOffsetDir(Quadrant, XOffset) 
' Returns offset direction for X offset 
Select Case Quadrant 
Case 1 
Select Case XOffset 
Case Is> 0 
XOffsetDir = "E" 
Case Is< 0 
XOffsetDir = "W" 
End Select 
Case2 
Select Case XOffset 
Case Is> 0 
XOffsetDir = "SE" 
Case Is< 0 
XOffsetDir = "NW" 
End Select 
Case3 
Select Case XOffset 
Case Is> 0 
XOffsetDir = "S" 
Case Is< 0 
XOffsetDir = "N" 
End Select 
Case4 
Select Case XOffset 
Case Is> o 
XOffsetDir = "SW" 
Case Is< 0 
XOffsetDir = "NE" 
End Select 
Case 5 
Select Case XOffset 
Case Is> 0 
XOffsetDir = "W" 
Case Is< 0 
XOffsetDir = "E" 
End Select 
Case6 
Select Case XOffset 
Case Is> 0 
XOffsetDir = "NW" 
Case Is< 0 
XOffsetDir = "SE" 
End Select 
Case? 
Select Case XOffset 
Case Is> 0 
XOffsetDir = "N" 
Case Is< 0 
XOffsetDir = "S" 
End Select 
Cases 
Select Case XOffset 
Case Is> 0 
XOffsetDir = "NE" 
Case Is< 0 
XOffsetDir = "SW" 
End Select 
End Select 
End Function 
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Function YOffsetDir(Quadrant, YOffset) 
' Returns offset direction for Y offset 
Select Case Quadrant 
Case 1 
Select Case YOffset 
Case Is>= 0 
YOffsetDir = "N" 
Case Is< 0 
YOffsetDir = "S" 
End Select 
Case2 
Select Case YOffset 
Case Is>= 0 
YOffsetDir = "NE" 
Case Is< 0 
YOffsetDir = "SW" 
End Select 
Case3 
Select Case YOffset 
Case Is>= 0 
YOffsetDir = "E" 
Case Is< 0 
YOffsetDir = "W" 
End Select 
Case4 
Select Case YOffset 
Case Is>= 0 
YOffsetDir = "SE" 
Case Is< 0 
YOffsetDir = "NW" 
End Select 
Case 5 
Select Case YOffset 
Case Is>= 0 
YOffsetDir = "S" 
Case Is< 0 
YOffsetDir = "N" 
End Select 
Case6 
Select Case YOffset 
Case Is>= 0 
YOffsetDir = "SW" 
Case Is< 0 
YOffsetDir = "NE" 
End Select 
Case7 
Select Case YOffset 
Case Is>= 0 
YOffsetDir = "W" 
Case Is< 0 
YOffsetDir = "E" 
End Select 
CaseS 
Select Case YOffset 
Case Is>= 0 
YOffsetDir = "NW" 
Case Is< 0 
YOffsetDir = "SE" 
End Select 
End Select 
End Function 
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Function SwingBear(Bear1, Bear2) As Double 
'Swings bearing2 to datum based on bearing 1 of zero degrees 
SwingBear = Bear2 + (360 - Bear1) 
Select Case SwingBear 
Case Is >= 360 
SwingBear = SwingBear - 360 
End Select 
End Function 
Function lnc1Angle(Bear1, Bear2) As Double 
'Returns included angle(+ clockwise,- anticlockwise) 
lnciAngle = (Bear1 - Bear2) 
Select Case lnciAngle 
Case Is> 180 
lnciAngle = lnciAngle - 360 
End Select 
End Function 
Function RND5MILL(Offset) 
'Returns offset distance rounded to five millimeters 
Tenmetres = lnt(Offset /10) 
Metres= lnt(Offset- (Tenmetres * 10}} 
Decimetres = lnt(Offset- Metres- (Tenmetres * 10) * 10) 
Centimetres= lnt((Offset- (Ten metres* 1 0) - Metres- (Decimetres /1 0)) * 1 00} 
Millimetres =(Offset- (Tenmetres * 10)- Metres- (Decimetres /10}- (Centimetres /100}} * 1000 
Select Case Millimetres 
Case Is <= 2.5 
Millimetres = 0 
Case 2.5 To 7.5 
Millimetres = 5 
Case Is>= 7.5 
Millimetres = 0 
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Centimetres = Centimetres + 1 
End Select 
Select Case Centimetres 
Case 10 
Centimetres = 0 
Decimetres = Decimetres + 1 
End Select 
Select Case Decimetres 
Case 10 
Decimetres = 0 
Metres = Metres + 1 
End Select 
Select Case Metres 
Case 10 
Metres= 0 
Tenmetres = Tenmetres + 1 
End Select 
RND5MILL = Metres + (Decimetres I 1 0) + (Centimetres I 1 00) + (Millimetres I 1 000) 
End Function 
Function Trailzeros(Bearing) 
'Removes trailing seconds double zeros 
DoubleZeros = Right(Bearing, 2) 
Select Case DoubleZeros 
Case Is = "00" 
Trailzeros = Left(Bearing, Len(Bearing) - 2) 
Case Else 
Trailzeros = Bearing 
End Select 
End Function 
Function DecDegrees(DegMinSec As Double) As Double 
'Returns Decimal degrees from Degrees, Minutes and Seconds 
DegMinSec = DegMinSec + (0.000000000001) 
Deg = Fix(DegMinSec) 
Min= Fix((DegMinSec- Deg) * 1 00) 
Sec= ((DegMinSec- Deg) * 100- Min) * 100 
DecDegrees = Deg + (Min I 60) + (Sec I 3600) 
End Function 
Function CorRadians(angle As Double) As Double 
'Returns radians adjusted to lie in range 0 <= Angle <= 2Pi 
Select Case angle 
Case Is > 2 * ConstPi 
CorRadians = angle - (2 * ConstPi) 
Case Is< 0 
CorRadians = angle + (2 * ConstPi) 
Case Else 
CorRadians = angle 
End Select 
End Function 
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Function CorSwing(Swing) As Double 
' Returns Swing corrected for excess or shortage on 2Pi radians 
Select Case Swing 
Case Is > 2 * PI 
CorSwing = Swing - 2 * PI 
Case Is< 0 
CorSwing = Swing + 2 * PI 
Case Else 
CorSwing = Swing 
End Select 
End Function 
Function sec2rad(Arg1 As Single) As Double 
'Returns radian value of argument in seconds 
sec2rad = Arg1 * PI I 3600 I 180 
End Function 
Function rad2degrees(angle As Double) As Double 
'Returns decimal degrees from radians 
rad2degrees = angle I PI I 2 * 360 
End Function 
A9.3.7 RefMarks Code 
Dim NRows 
Dim NCols 
Dim CurrTable 
Sub ReferenceMarks() 
'Clear contents of Marks Table 
Sheets("MarkTable").Select 
CurrTable = Application.ActiveSheet.Name 
HoseTable (CurrTable) 
'Delete Tolerance column or previous calculations columns 
Sheets("RefMarks").Select 
Columns("I:O").Select 
Selection.Delete Shift:=xiToleft 
' Calc Reference to Corners 
Calc Refs 
Format Refs 
End Sub 
Sub CopyRefMarks() 
Workbooks.Open Filename:="SAFETY.XLS" 
Sheets("RefMarks").Select 
Sheets("RefMarks").Copy After:=Workbooks("NFHELP.XLS").Sheets(14) 
Windows("SAFETY.XLS").Activate 
ActiveWindow.Ciose 
Sheets("RefMarks").Select 
End Sub 
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Sub RefMarksTable() I Create Reference Marks Table 
I Clear contents of Marks Table 
Sheets("MarkTable").Select 
CurrTable = Application.ActiveSheet.Name 
HoseTable (CurrTable) 
I Define table range 
Sheets("RefMarks").Select 
ActiveWorkbook.Names.Add Name:=" Refs"~ RefersToR1 C1 := _ 
"=RefMarks!R1 C1 :R75C11RefMarks!R1 C6:R75C61RefMarks!R1 C14:R75C15" 
I Copy columns to Marks Table 
Sheets("RefMarks").Select 
Application.Goto Reference:="Refs" 
Selection.Copy 
Sheets("MarkTable").Select 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1C1" I Place cursor at upper left corner 
ActiveSheet. Paste 
I Format columns 
Columns("A:D").Select 
Selection.EntireColumn.AutoFit 
I Place cursor at upper left corner 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1 C1" 
End Sub 
Sub CalcRefs() 
I Find extent of active region 
NRows = NumOfRows() I Find number of records 
NCols = NumOfCols() I Find width of records 
I Main loop for calculation of each reference at a station 
I within tolerance entered 
For I= 1 To 7 
Select Case I 
Case 1 I Angle from STN to reference mark in degrees from X axis 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C9" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = 
"=DEGREES(AT AN2( (RC[-2]-RC[ -7])1(RC[ -1]-RC[-6])) )" 
Case 2 I Horizontal distance from STN to reference mark 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C1 0" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=SQRT(SUMSQ((RC[-3]-RC[-S]),(RC[-2]-RC[-7])))" 
Case 3 I Bearing from STN to reference mark 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C11" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=Bearing(RC[-2])" 
Case 4 1 Bearing from STN to reference in DDD.MMSS 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C12" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = 
"=DMS(RC[-1])" 
Case 5 I Round Bearing to Ten seconds 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C13" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "=RND10SEC(RC[-1])" 
Case 6 I Remove trailing zeros from Bearing 
Application.Goto Reference:=" R2C14" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "= Trailzeros(RC[-1 ])" 
Case 7 I Distance rounded to 0.005 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C15" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=RND5MILL(ABS(RC[-5]))" 
End Select 
Set currentSourceRange = ActiveSheet.Range(Cells(2, NCols + 1), Cells(2, NCols + I)) 
Set currentFiiiRange = ActiveSheet.Range(Cells(2, NCols + 1), Cells(NRows, NCols +I)) 
currentSourceRange.AutoFill Destination:=currentFiiiRange 
Next I 
End Sub 
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Sub FormatRefs() 
'Format Reference Mark Table 
FitCoiWidth ' Adjusts offset column width for viewing 
'Columns("B:E").Select 'Hide calculation columns 
'Selection.EntireColumn.Hidden =True 
'Columns("G:M").Select 
'Selection.EntireColumn.Hidden =True 
Range('' A 1 ").Select 'Add headings for Reference Table 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "STN" 
Range("F1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 ="TO" 
Range("N1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 ="BEARING" 
Range("01 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "DIST" 
Rows("1 :1 ").Select 'Centre headings 
With Selection 
.HorizontaiAiignment = xiCenter 
.VerticaiAiignment = xiBottom 
.WrapText = False 
.Orientation = xiHorizontal 
End With 
Columns("A:A").EntireColumn.AutoFit' Autofit heading columns 
Columns("F:F").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Columns("N:N").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Columns("O:O").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1C1" 'Place cursor at upper left corner 
beep 
End Sub 
Sub HoseTable(CurrTable) 
'Clear contents of Marks Table 
'Sheets("Marks Table") .Select 
Cells.Select 
Application.CutCopyMode = False 
Selection.Ciear 
End Sub 
A9.3.8 
'Dim NRows 
'Dim NCols 
RefCorners Code 
Sub ReferenceToCorners() 
' Clear contents of Occup Table 
Sheets("Occup Table").Select 
CurrTable = Application.ActiveSheet.Name 
HoseTable (CurrTable) 
'Delete Tolerance column or previous calculations columns 
Sheets("RefCors").Select 
Columns("P:P").Select 
Selection.Delete Shift:=xiToleft 
' Calc occupation offsets 
CalcOffsets 
FindBestOffsets 
FormatOffsets 
End Sub 
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Sub RefCorsTable() 
'Clear contents of Occup Table 
Sheets("OccupTable").Select 
CurrTable = Application.ActiveSheet.Name 
HoseTable (CurrTable) 
' Define table range 
Sheets("RefCors").Select 
ActiveW orkbook. Names.Add Name:="Occup", Refers ToR 1 C1 := 
"=RefCors!R1 C1 :R26C1,RefCors!R1 C7:R26C7,RefCors!R1 C29:R26C29" 
Application.Goto Reference:="Occup" 
Selection. Copy 
'Copy columns to Occup Table 
Sheets("Occup Table").Select 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1 C1" ' Insert at upper left corner 
ActiveSheet.Paste 
' Format columns 
Columns("A:C").Select 
Selection. EntireColumn.AutoFit 
' Place cursor at upper left corner 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1 C1" 
End Sub 
Sub CopyRefCors() 
Workbooks.Open Filename:="C:\MSOFFICE\EXCEL\SAFETY.XLS" 
Sheets("RefCors").Select 
Sheets(" RefCors"). Copy W orkbooks("NFH ELP .XLS").Sheets( 1) 
Windows("SAFETY.XLS").Activate 
Active Window. Close 
Sheets("RefCors").Select 
End Sub 
Function NumOfRows() 
' Returns number of rows in active region 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1 C1" 
Selection. CurrentRegion. Select 
Set RectRange = ActiveCeii.CurrentRegion 
NumOfRows = RectRange.Rows.Count 
End Function 
Function NumOfCols() 
' Returns number of columns in active region 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1 C1" 
Selection. CurrentRegion.Select 
Set RectRange = ActiveCeii.CurrentRegion 
NumOfCols = RectRange.Columns.Count 
End Function 
Sub SwapCells(CeiiRef1, Ce11Ref2) 
' Swaps Ce11Ref1 and Ce11Ref2 
temp= Ce11Ref1.Value 
Ce11Ref1.Value = Ce11Ref2.Value 
Ce11Ref2.Value =temp 
End Sub 
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Sub SwapEnds() 
I Swap reference line end points values so that Stn and FromPnt 
I station numbers agree 
beep 
beep 
For I= 2 To NRows 
If Cells(l 1 1).Value = Cells(l, 13).Value Then 
ForN=10To12 
SwapCells Cells(l, N)~ Cells(l~ N + 3) 
beep 
Next N 
End If 
Next I 
End Sub 
Sub CalcOffsets() 
I Find extent of active region 
NRows = NumOfRows() I Find number of records 
NCols = NumOfCols() I Find width of records 
SwapEnds I Swaps ToPnt to agree with STN if required 
I Main loop for calculation of offsets for each occupation 
I within tolerance of each reference line 
For I= 1 To 14 
Select Case I 
Case 1 I Angle from STN to occupation in degrees from X axis 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C16" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=DEGREES(ATAN2((RC[-8]-RC[-13]),(RC[-7]-RC[-12])))" 
Case 2 I Horizontal distance from STN to occupation 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C17" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = 
"=SQRT(SUMSQ((RC[-9]-RC[-14]),(RC[-8]-RC[-13])))" 
Case 3 I Bearing from STN to occupation 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C18" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=Bearing(RC[-2])" 
Case 4 I Angle from FromPnt to ToPnt in degrees from X axis 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C19" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=DEGREES(ATAN2((RC[-5]-RC[-8]),(RC[-4]-RC[-7])))" 
Case 5 I Quadrant of reference line (NE, 8 1 NW etc) 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C20" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=Ouadrant(RC[-1 ])" 
Case 6 I Bearing of reference line 
Application. Go to Reference:=" R2C21" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=Bearing(RC[-2])" 
Case 7 I Included angle from reference line to occupation 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C22" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=lnciAngle(SwingBear(RC[-1] 1RC[-4]),0)" 
Case 8 I Perpendicular offset from occuption to reference line 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C23" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=RC[-6]*SIN(RC[-1 ]/180*PI())" 
Case 9 I Perpendicular offset rounded to 0.005 
Application. Go to Reference:=" R2C24" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=RND5MILL(ABS(RC[-1 ]))" 
Case 10 I Direction of perpendicular offset (NE, S, NW etc) 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C25" 
ActiveCell. FormulaR 1 C1 = "=XOffsetDir(RC[ -5], RC[ -2])" 
Case 11 I Longitudinal offset of occuption along reference line 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C26" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=RC[-9]*COS(RC[-4]/180*PI())" 
Case 12 I Longitudinal offset rounded to 0.005 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C27" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 = "=RND5MILL(ABS(RC[-1]))" 
Case 13 I Direction of longitudinal offset (NE, S, NW etc) 
Application.Goto Reference:="R2C28" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "=Y0ffsetDir(RC[-8],RC[-2])" 
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Case 14 ' Combine offsets (longitudinal followed by perpendicular) 
Application. Goto Reference:=" R2C29" 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = _ 
"=CONCATENATE(TEXT(RC[-2], ""#0.00#""), RC[-1 ], "", "" ,TEXT(RC[ -5], ""#0.00#""), RC[-4])" 
End Select 
Set currentSourceRange = ActiveSheet.Range(Cells(2, NCols + 1), Cells(2, NCols +I)) 
Set currentFiiiRange = ActiveSheet.Range(Cells(2, NCols + 1), Cells(NRows, NCols +I)) 
currentSourceRange.AutoFill Destination:=currentFiiiRange 
Next I 
End Sub 
Sub FindBestOffsets() 
NRows = NumOfRows() 
NCols = NumOfCols() 
' Determines best offsets to occupation 
StartRowNo = 2 
I = StartRowNo 
Do While I < NRows 
CurrStnNo = Cells(l, 1).Value 
CurrOccupNo = Cells(l, 5).Value 
Last= LastRow(CurrStnNo, CurrOccupNo, StartRowNo, NRows) 
Best = BestRow(StartRowNo, Last) 
Cells(Best, NCols + 1 ).Value= Best 'Tags row as best offset 
StartRowNo = Last + 1 
I = StartRowNo 
Loop 
CutRows ' Deletes redundant calculations 
End Sub 
Function LastRow(CurrStnNo, CurrOccupNo, StartRowNo, NRows) 
' Finds last row with same station and occupation numbers 
Found = False 
For N = StartRowNo + 1 To NRows 
If Cells(N, 1).Value <> CurrStnNo Then 
Found= True 
Exit For 
Elself Cells(N, 1).Value = CurrStnNo Then 
If Cells(N, 5).Value <> CurrOccupNo Then 
Found= True 
Exit For 
End If 
End If 
Next N 
If Found Then 
LastRow = N - 1 
Else 
LastRow = NRows 
End If 
End Function 
Function BestRow(StartRowNo, Last) 
' Returns row number of best fit occupation 
N = StartRowNo + 1 
StartRow = StartRowNo 
BestRow = StartRow 
Do While N <= Last 
If Abs(Cells(StartRow, 23).Value) < Abs(Cells(N, 23).Value) Then 
If Cells(StartRow, 26).Value >= 0 Then 
BestRow = StartRow 
Elself Cells(N, 26).Value >= 0 Then 
StartRow= N 
BestRow= N 
Else BestRow = StartRow 
End If 
Elself Cells(N, 26).Value < 0 Then 
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If Cells(StartRow, 26).Value >= 0 Then 
BestRow = StartRow 
Else BestRow = N 
StartRow = N 
End If 
Else BestRow = N 
StartRow = N 
End If 
N=N+1 
Loop 
End Function 
Sub CutRows() 
'Deletes redundant occupation calculations 
NCols = NumOfCols{) 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1 C1" 
N=2 
Do While Not lsEmpty(Cells(N, 1).Value) 
If lsEmpty(Cells(N, NCols).Value) Then 
Application.Rows(N).Delete 
Else 
N=N+1 
End If 
Loop 
End Sub 
Sub DeleteCol{) 
' Deletes column used for tagging end of station group 
Columns("AD:AD").Select 
Selection.Delete Shift:=xiToLeft 
End Sub 
Sub FitCoiWidth() 
' Set Column Width 
Columns("AC:AC").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
End Sub 
Sub FormatOffsets() 
'Format Reference to Corners Table 
CutRows ' Deletes redundant offset calculation rows 
DeleteCol ' Deletes tag column 
FitCoiWidth ' Adjusts offset column width for viewing 
'Columns("B:F").Select 'Hide calculation columns 
'Selection.EntireColumn.Hidden =True 
'Columns("H:AB").Select 
'Selection.EntireColumn.Hidden =True 
Range(" A 1").Select 'Add headings for Reference Table 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1 C1 = "STN" 
Range("G1").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 ="TO" 
Range("AC1 ").Select 
ActiveCeii.FormulaR1C1 ="REFERENCE" 
Rows("1: 1").Select ' Centre headings 
With Selection 
.HorizontaiAiignment = xiCenter 
.VerticaiAiignment = xiBottom 
.WrapText = False 
.Orientation = xiHorizontal 
End With 
Columns("A:A").EntireColumn.AutoFit ' Autofit heading columns 
Columns("G:G").EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Columns("AC:AC"). EntireColumn.AutoFit 
Application.Goto Reference:="R1 C1" ' Place cursor at upper left corner 
beep 
End Sub 
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